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Options is an English course of seven levels based on the
Common European Framework of Reference and designed for
learners studying English at CEF levels A1 to B2. It allows a
flexibility of approach which makes it suitable for classes of all
kinds, including large or mixed ability classes.

Options develops all four skills (listening, speaking, reading
and writing) through a variety of communicative tasks, and
systematically recycles key language items. Above all, it is
designed to promote active (activating all new vocabulary
and structures in meaningful, everyday situations), holistic
(encouraging the creative collective use of students’ brains as
well as the linguistic analytical use of their brains) and
humanistic (acquiring and practising language through
pleasant tasks and topics, paying attention to their needs,
feelings and desires) ways of learning. 

The course consists of:
   –   The Student’s Book which contains eight modules.

There is also an All about Russia section, a Fun Time
section and a Self-Check section at the end of the book. 

   –   The Workbook which contains: a Grammar section with
theory and exercises, a Vocabulary section with exercises
to revise the vocabulary presented in each module, a
Presentation Skills section, a Language Review section
and a Further Exam Practice section.

Student’s Book
The Student’s Book is in full colour. Each module is based on a
single theme and the topics covered are of general interest.
All modules follow the same basic structure (see Elements of
the Coursebook). Many tasks included in the Student’s Book
are multi-sensory, enabling students to practise all four
language skills as they complete the task.

Workbook
The Workbook is in full colour. It contains units corresponding
to those in the Student’s Book as well as Grammar Bank and
Vocabulary Bank sections. It can be used either in class or for
homework upon completion of the relevant unit in the
Student’s Book. It aims to consolidate the language and
grammar presented in the Student’s Book through a variety of
exercises, incorporating all four skills. Translation and
dictation exercises are also included.

Teacher’s Book
The Teacher’s Book contains detailed teacher’s notes, which
provide:
   •   the objectives of each module clearly and concisely
   •   step-by-step  lesson plans and suggestions on how to

present the material
   •   extra activities for stronger & weaker classes
   •   games
   •   a full key to the exercises in the Student’s Book &

Workbook
   •   audioscripts of all listening  material
   •   evaluation charts

Teacher’s Resource Pack and Tests
The Teacher’s Resource Pack contains exercises to consolidate
what students have been taught in each module, as well as
games, pairwork activities, portfolio activities, tests and a key
to all exercises.

Class Audio CDs
The Class Audio CDs contain all the recorded material which
accompanies the course. 

IWB
The IWB software contains all the material from the Student’s
Book, Teacher’s Book, and Workbook. The material, along
with audio files and video helps to facilitate lessons in the
classroom in an exciting and stimulating way for Ss. The
software also contains grammar presentations of all the
grammar structures found in the Student’s book, to allow
students further practice and the opportunity to expand their
knowledge.

ieBook
The ieBook contains all the material from the Student’s Book
in a digital format. It provides students with an interactive
learning experience, helping them to become autonomous
learners.

Each module starts with a module presentation page to
familiarise students with the language and patterns in the
module. The module presentation pages also whet students’
appetites by familiarising them with some of the text types,
pictures and activities found in the coming module. 

Each module contains the sections described below.

Reading
Throughout each module, there is a wide variety of reading
texts, such as: emails, text messages, letters, articles, poems,
etc, which allow skills, such as reading for gist and reading for
specific information, to be systematically practised.

Vocabulary
Vocabulary is introduced in a functional and meaningful
context, and is practised through a variety of exercises such as
picture-word association and completing set phrases in order
to help students use everyday English correctly.

Grammar
The grammar items taught in each module are first presented
in context, then highlighted and clarified by means of clear,
concise theory boxes. Specific exercises and activities
methodically reinforce students’ understanding and mastery
of each item. The Workbook contains a detailed explanation
of each grammar point.

Speaking 
Controlled speaking activities have been carefully designed to
allow students guided practice before leading them to less
structured speaking activities. 

Listening 
Students develop their listening skills through a variety of
tasks which employ the vocabulary and grammar practised in
the module in realistic contexts. This reinforces students’
understanding of the language taught in the module. 

Everyday English 
Functional dialogues set in everyday contexts familiarise
students with natural language. The dialogues also present
useful expressions so that students can practise everyday
English. 

COURSE COMPONENTS

ELEMENTS OF THE COURSEBOOK

Introduction
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Across Cultures section
In these interesting and informative pages, students are
provided with cross-cultural information and read about
aspects of various countries which are thematically linked to
the module. The section also contains related tasks and
creative projects, such as making a poster, which give
students the chance to process the information they have
learnt and compare it to the culture of their own country.

CLIL section
This section enables students to link the theme of the module
to a subject on the school curriculum, thus helping them to
contextualise the language they have learnt by relating it to
their own personal frame of reference. These sections contain
lively and creative tasks which stimulate students and allow
them to consolidate the language they have learnt
throughout the module.

Writing
Students develop their writing skills through the use of all four
language skills.
Guided practice of the relevant vocabulary is given and
consolidated and followed by a model text which is
thoroughly analysed. Plans are also provided to guide
students.

There are writing activities throughout the modules, based on
realistic types and styles of writing, such as letters, notes,
postcards and emails.
These progress from short sentences to paragraphs and finally
to full texts, allowing students to gradually build up their
writing skills.

Exam Practice section
In this section, students are introduced to various RNE exam
tasks. Each task is accompanied with a preparation task and a
study skills section which helps students develop strategies
and enables them to become familiar with the RNE exam
format.

Pronunciation
Pronunciation activities help students to recognise the various
sounds of the English language, distinguish between them
and reproduce them correctly. (There is an extensive list of
pronunciation rules at the end of the book, p. P1.)

Study Skills
Brief tips, explanations and reminders, at various points
throughout each module, help students to develop strategies
which improve holistic learning skills and enable students to
become autonomous learners of the English language.

Extra Material: 
At the end of the book, you will find:

All About Russia
In this section, students are provided with cultural information
and read about aspects of Russia that are thematically linked
to the modules. Students are also provided with further
practice on the RNE exams format.

Fun Time 
This section reviews the modules in a fun way and includes a
quiz that revises information presented in the eight modules,
and acts as a sample for students to prepare a similar quiz on
their own. It also has a song that is connected to the themes
of the modules as well as a related task. Listening to lively,
highly quality songs is a humanistic activity which lowers the
students’ affective filters and allows them to absorb language
more easily. 

Self-Check 
These sections reinforce students’ understanding of the
topics, vocabulary and structures that have been presented in
each module. An answer key is provided for students to check
their answers and a marking scheme allows students to
evaluate their own progress and identify their strengths and
weaknesses.

Wordlists
A complete Word List containing the new vocabulary
presented in each module, listed alphabetically with a
phonetic transcription and a definition for each word.

Irregular Verbs
This provides students with a quick reference list for irregular
verb forms in the English language.

A – Presenting new vocabulary
Much of the new vocabulary in Options is  presented through
pictures and students are asked to match the  pictures to listed
words. Vocabulary is always presented in context, and
emphasis is placed on collocations and word association, since
memorising new words is easier when they are presented in
lexical sets.

Further techniques that you may use to introduce new
vocabulary include:
   •   Miming. Mime the word to be introduced. For instance,

to present sing, pretend you are singing and ask
students to guess the meaning of the word.

   •   Synonyms, opposites, paraphrasing and giving
definitions. Examples:

        – Present store by giving a synonym: A store is a shop.
        – Present tall by giving its opposite: He isn’t short, he’s

tall.
        – Present weekend by paraphrasing it: I don’t work at

the weekend. I don’t work on Saturday and Sunday.
        – Present garage by giving a definition: A garage is a

place where we put our car, next to the house.
   •   Context. Place vocabulary items in context with

examples which make understanding easier and more
complete. For instance, introduce the words city and
town by referring to a city and a town in the students’
own country: Madrid is a city, but Nerja is a town.

   •   Visual prompts. Show photographs or drawings to make
understanding easier.

   •   Use of (bilingual/monolingual) dictionary. Encourage
students to guess the meaning of a word, then use their
dictionaries to check if their guess is correct.

   •   Sketching. Draw a simple sketch on the board to
illustrate the word(s) to be explained. For instance:

    

       
   •   Flashcards. Make flashcards out of magazine or

newspaper pictures, photographs, ready drawings and
any other visual material which may serve as vocabulary
teaching tools.

SUGGESTED TEACHING TECHNIQUES

tall

short
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   •   Use of L1. In a monolingual class, vocabulary can be
explained in the students’ mother tongue, although this
method should be used only in moderation. Students
also need to compare their mother tongue to the
English language to find similarities and/or differences. 

The choice of technique depends on the type of word or
expression. For example, it may be easier to describe an
action verb through miming, and not through a synonym or
definition.

B – Writing 
All writing tasks in Options have been carefully designed to
guide students to produce a  successful piece of writing and
provide further practice for the RNE exam.
   •   Always read the model text provided and deal in detail

with the vocabulary tasks. Students will then have
acquired the language necessary to cope with the final
writing task.

   •   Make sure that students understand they are  writing for
a purpose. Go through the rubric and the writing task in
detail so that students are fully aware of why they are
writing, to whom and how long their writing should be.

   •   It would be advisable to complete the task orally in class
before assigning it as written homework. Students will
then feel more confident about  producing a complete
piece of writing on their own.

C – Assigning homework
It is recommended that homework is  regularly assigned and
routinely checked according to the  specific needs of the class.

When assigning writing tasks, prepare students as much as
possible in advance. This will help them avoid errors and get
maximum benefit from the task.

Commonly assigned homework tasks include:
   •   Vocabulary. Students memorise the meaning of words

and phrases.
   •   Spelling. Students learn the spelling of particular words

without memorising the text in which they appear.
   •   Reading aloud. Assisted by the Student’s CD, students

practise at home in preparation for  reading aloud in
class and for the RNE exam.

   •   Writing. After thorough preparation in class,  students
are asked to produce a complete piece of writing.

D – Correcting students’ work
All learners make errors; they are part of the process of
learning. The way errors are dealt with depends on the
activity.
   •   Oral accuracy. In drill work correct students on the spot,

either by providing the correct answer and asking them
to repeat it, or by indicating the error but allowing
students to correct it. Alternatively, indicate the error
and ask other students to correct it.

   •   Oral fluency. In pairwork or free-speaking activities allow
students to finish the task  without interruption, but
make a note of the errors made and correct them
afterwards.

   •   Written work. Do not over-correct; focus on errors that
are directly related to the point of the exercise. When
giving feedback you may write the most common errors
on the board and help the class to correct them.

Remember that praising students and rewarding good work is
of great importance. Post written work on a noticeboard in
the classroom or school, or give ‘reward’ stickers. Praise effort
as well as success.

E – Class organisation
   •   Open pairs. The class focuses its attention on two

students doing the assigned task together. Use this
technique to provide an example of how the task should
be done.

   •   Closed pairs. Pairs of students work together on a task or
activity, while the teacher moves around the  classroom
offering assistance and suggestions. Ensure the task is
clearly understood before closed pairwork begins.

   •   Stages in pairwork:
        – Organise students into pairs
        – Set the task and time limit
        – Rehearse the task in open pairs
        – Ask students to do the task in closed pairs
        – Go around the class and help students
        – Pairs report back to the class
   •   Groupwork. Groups of three or more students work

together on a task or activity. Class projects or  role play
are often most easily done in groups. Again, ensure
students clearly understand the task in advance.

   •   Rolling questions. A student answers a question, then
proceeds to ask a question directed at the next student
in turn. This continues around the class.

F – Using the Student’s Audio CD
All dialogues and pronunciation sections are recorded on the
Student’s CD. Students have the chance to  listen to these
recordings at home as many times as they want in order to
improve their pronunciation and intonation. The suggested
stages of such self-study are:
   •   The student listens to the recording and follows the

lines in the text or dialogue.
   •   The student listens to the recording with pauses after

each sentence or exchange. The student repeats as
many times as needed, trying to imitate the speaker’s
pronunciation and intonation.

   •   The student listens to the recording again, then reads
aloud. Recordings for the Listening tasks in the
Workbook are also included for students to do their
homework.

At the beginning of the course, students should be asked to
obtain a suitable folder, or sectioned document wallet, which
they will bring to each lesson and which will hold their
personal Language Portfolio.

This will be used to store not only the material cut out of the
printed supplement, My Language Portfolio, but also a wide
variety of other documents and material.
In practice, Language Portfolios may include projects or other
written work; memory sticks with work or drawings
completed inside or outside the class; DVDs with the students’
favourite story, filmed performances of songs, school plays,
Evaluation Sheets and reports from teachers, various realia or
pictures and so on. In short, it is a collection of what the
learners want to keep as evidence of what they are learning
through the medium of the English language. 

This Language Portfolio is the student’s property. It is a tool to
accompany the students’ language learning throughout the
course and is suitable for documenting their learning both
inside and outside the classroom. The main emphasis is on the
process of learning, so that while compiling their Language
Portfolios, learners develop the skill of working independently.

The aim of the Language Portfolio is to develop the learners’
autonomy. However, they should be guided at first on how to
organise their work, keep records, access their own information,

STUDENTS’ LANGUAGE PORTFOLIOS
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etc. Learners are usually willing to experiment and try new
things, but at the same time, can be discouraged if they are not
sure what is required of them. Once a routine has been
established and learners begin to develop their autonomy, they
can be given more responsibility and freedom. Learners will still
appreciate feedback and appraisal though, so it is important that
their efforts are monitored and facilitated.

Experienced teachers will be aware that some of their students
learn best by listening to new information, some prefer to
read about it, whereas other students need to do something
with the new information. There is no absolute ‘best’ method
of learning; these are all valid learning styles, as different
people learn in different ways. Consequently, a coursebook
should offer a variety of exercises and material which
stimulate all types of learning style in order to help the
learners learn according to their personal learning styles. 
   •   Visual Learners need to see the teacher’s body language

and facial expressions to fully understand the content of
the lesson. They think in pictures and learn best from
visual displays, including diagrams, illustrations,
transparencies, videos, flashcards and hand-outs. 

   •   Auditory Learners learn best through verbal explanations,
discussions, talking things through and listening to
what others have to say. Written information may have
little meaning until it is heard. They often benefit from
reading a text aloud and using a CD player. 

   •   Tactile/Kinesthetic Learners learn best through a hands-
on approach, actively exploring the physical world
around them. They may find it hard to sit still for long
periods and may become distracted by their need for
activity and exploration. These learners express
themselves through movement. They have a good sense
of balance and hand-eye co-ordination. By interacting
with the space around them, they are able to remember
and process information. Involve them in role play,
pairwork and other classroom activities.

Evaluation is an essential part in the learning process. It helps
the learners recognise their progress in the target language,
how much they have achieved and what areas need further
practice. The learners’ attitude towards their own learning
experience is positively influenced as they participate in the
whole process. Evaluation also allows teachers to reflect on
the validity of their teaching practices and the types of
material being used.

The process is divided into three parts: Initial Evaluation at the
beginning of the course, Formative Evaluation, which is done
on a day-to-day basis, and Cumulative Evaluation, upon
finishing a module.

Initial Evaluation
This evaluation centres mainly on the students’ reports from
the previous school year. The teacher can assess the students’
level, work already covered, work which needs to be covered,
strengths/weaknesses, etc.

Formative Evaluation
Any exercise a student does can be used for this type of
evaluation. The results are then recorded on the student’s
Formative Evaluation Chart.
Make as many photocopies as you need and complete the
charts as indicated. Write the names of the activities you are
going to evaluate (e.g., dialogues, songs, pairwork, etc) and
write the marks obtained with the help of the following code,
using colours if you wish.

   c   (competence – green): the student has a full
understanding of the task and responds appropriately

  w   (working on – yellow): the student has an
understanding of the task but the response is not fully
accurate

   n   (non-competence – red): the student does not
understand the task and is unable to respond
appropriately

Cumulative Evaluation
Cumulative evaluation takes into account the work the
students have done throughout the module as well as their
participation and attitude. The instruments of evaluation are:

   •   Student’s Self-Assessment Forms: After the students
have completed the Self-Assessment Form section of
each module, they fill out the photocopiable Self-
Assessment Form, giving their subjective opinion of
their own performance. This learning-to-learn technique
enables the students to develop awareness of their
progress. The Self-Assessment Forms should be kept in
their Language Portfolio for future reference. The Self-
Assessment Forms are printed at the back of the
Teacher’s Book.

   •   Progress Report Cards: After students complete each
module and take the corresponding test, photocopy the
respective Progress Report Card from the Teacher’s
Book and fill out a card for each student. The students
should keep these cards in their Language Portfolio for
future reference. 

The following abbreviations are used in the Student’s Book
and Teacher’s Notes:

T            teacher                                  sb somebody 
S(s)        student(s)                               sth something
HW        homework                              n noun
L1          students’ mother tongue        v verb 
Ex.         exercise                                  adj adjective
p(p).      page(s)                                  adv adverb
e.g.,       for example                            phr phrase
i.e.,        that is                                    phr v phrasal verb
etc         et cetera

EVALUATION

ABBREVIATIONS

Note: Check these word sections can be treated as
follows: Go through the list of words before or after Ss
read the text and present the new words by giving
examples, synonyms/opposites or miming/drawing the
meaning. Alternatively, Ss can look up the meaning in
their dictionaries.

TYPES OF LEARNING STYLES
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Topic

In this module, Ss will explore the topics of everyday &
free-time activities and daily routines.

Module page                                             5

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module, to introduce
key vocabulary
Vocabulary: Daily routine activities (do homework/study,
work, do chores, go to school); Free-time activities (be in a
sports club, hang out with friends, go shopping, surf the
Net, watch TV, eat out, exercise, play video games)

1a                                                           6-7

Lesson objectives: To read for key information, to listen
and read for specific information, to consolidate information
in a text, to present and practise idioms related to health &
wellness, phrasal verbs with hang and prepositional phrases;
to develop critical thinking skills, to express a personal
preference; to write a letter suggesting ways to stay healthy.
Vocabulary: Verbs (increase, boost, improve); Phrasal
verbs (light up, hang on/up/out/around); Nouns (spare
time, research, mental ability, concentration); Adjective
(creative); Adverb (indoors); Phrase (in a good mood);
Idioms (in good shape, just what the doctor ordered, on top
of the world, the picture of (good) health)

1b                                                           8-9

Lesson objectives: To present/revise the present simple/
present continuous and the present perfect/present
perfect continuous, to present adverbs used with the
present perfect, to practise word formation (forming
adjectives), to present/practise stative verbs, to practise
sentence transformations.

1c                                                        10-11

Lesson objectives: To read for cohesion and coherence and
practise word formation, to read for specific information, to
listen for specific information, to consolidate and expand
the topic, to write a comment on a blog.
Vocabulary: Phrasal verbs (pick (sb) up, drop (sb) off); Nouns
(nuclear family, extended family, exception, truck driver,
influence); Adjective (positive); Phrases (take care of, all ears)

1d                                                            12

Lesson objectives: To ask for/give advice.
Sentences: (What's wrong? You look troubled. I'm a bit
down. Oh, that's terrible. I don't understand why I failed.
Do you think so? I'm sure he'll be glad to do it. I guess
you're right. Great! Thanks, Patricia.); Asking for advice
(What should I do? Any ideas what to do?); Giving advice
(Why don't you …?, How about …?, You should/could …, It
would be a good idea if …)

Across Cultures                                        13

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
read for lexico-grammatical correctness (open cloze), to
generate comprehension questions based on a text, to
write a short article on what teenagers in your city do at
the weekend.
Vocabulary: Phrasal verbs (check out, show off); Nouns
(court, fan); Adjectives (cool); Phrases (mainstream fashion,
alternative shop, window shopping)

CLIL TIME: PSHE                                      14

Lesson objectives: To read for gist, to practise word
formation, to complete a questionnaire, to compose
questionnaire questions and present your findings.
Vocabulary: Verbs (ignore, respect, copy, appreciate); Phrasal
Verbs (go along, stand up); Nouns (bullying, shoplifting, self-
confidence); Phrases (rough crowd); Preposition (including)

Writing                                                    15

Lesson objectives: To read and analyse a rubric, to
analyse a model email giving advice, to write an email
giving advice.
Vocabulary: Useful Language (Why don't you …? You
should … . It would be a good idea … . How about …?)

Exam Practice 1                                       16

Lesson objectives: To enable Ss to develop their
Listening and Reading Skills, to practise a multiple
matching listening task, to listen for specific information
and match statements to speakers, to practise text
completion, to provide extra practice for the RNE exam.
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▶▶   What’s in this module?

       Read the title of the module Healthy living and ask Ss
to suggest what they think it means. Go through the
topic list and stimulate a discussion to prompt Ss'
interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for 

      

Vocabulary 

  1   To present daily routine and free-time

activities

       •    Read out the list of daily routine and free-time
activities in the list and explain/elicit the meanings
of any unknown words.

       •    Draw Ss' attention to the pictures (1-12) and elicit
what each one shows.

       •    Give Ss time to match the pictures to the activities
and then check Ss' answers around the class.

Answer Key

       Picture 1: hang out with friends
       Picture 2: surf the Net
       Picture 3: watch TV 
       Picture 4: eat out
       Picture 5: play video games
       Picture 6: exercise
       Picture 7: do chores
       Picture 8: be in a sports club 
       Picture 9: do homework/study 
       Picture 10: go shopping
       Picture 11: work
       Picture 12: go to school

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words. Then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed.

  •   Ask questions to check the Ss' understanding.

Answer Key

       an email (p. 15)
       What is the purpose of the email? Who is it

to/from?

       a noticeboard (p. 8)
       Where would you see a noticeboard? What kind

of information can you see on a noticeboard?

       blog entries (p. 10)
        What is a blog/blog entry? What is the difference

between a blog and a website?

  2   To classify daily routine and free-time

activities

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Elicit from Ss around the class which activities are

part of a daily routine and which are free-time
activities.

Answer Key

       Daily routine activities: 7, 9, 11, 12
       Free-time activities: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10

  3   To describe personal daily routine and

free-time activities

       •    Read out the example and explain the task.
       •    Ask Ss to work in closed pairs and tell their partner

about their daily routine and free-time activities
using the vocabulary presented in Ex. 1.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
various Ss around the class to tell the rest of the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I go to school, do my homework and do chores as part of
my daily routine. In my free-time, I hang out with
friends, watch TV, play video games and surf the Net.

       •    As an extension, Ss describe the daily routine and
free-time activities of a family member.



  1   To predict the content of the text and

read for gist

       •    Read out the title of the text and ask Ss to look at
the pictures. Elicit their predictions for what the
text is about and then give Ss time to quickly scan
the text and find out.

       •    Ask Ss to share their answers with their partner
and then with the rest of the class.

Answer Key

       The text is about making changes to your lifestyle to be
more healthy.

  2   To read for key information

       •    Ss read the text and match headings to paragraphs.
Remind Ss to focus on the main idea of the
paragraph, and find key words.

       •    Invite Ss to read out the paragraphs with their
headings and explain the reason(s) they chose
them.

       •    Check Ss' answers around the class.

Answer Key

       A   2                       B   3                       C   1

       •    Allow Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To listen and read for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to read the statements (1-5). Explain to Ss
that they should read each statement and
underline the key words.

       •    Play the recording for Ss to listen and follow the
text in their books.

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task in their
notebooks.

       •    Invite Ss to read out their answers and refer to
where they found them in the text.

       •    Optional – Ask Ss to correct the false statements.

Answer Key

       1    F (A lot of teens – not most – spend all of their spare
time indoors.)

       2    T
       3    F (Dancing not only keeps your body in good shape,

but making yourself remember difficult dance steps
can also keep your brain healthy.)

       4    T
       5    F (Most teenagers need eight and a half to nine hours

of sleep every night.)

  4   To consolidate information in a text

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
referring back to the text as necessary.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key 

       1   sunlight             3   power                5   simple
       2   physical             4   decisions

       To develop critical thinking skills

       •    Read the question aloud and ask Ss to discuss it in
closed pairs.

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think if you follow the tips in the text you will spend
more time outside, be more active and be more rested
which will make you more healthy.

  5   a)  To consolidate new vocabulary

            •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it. Tell Ss to refer back to the text to
find the phrases.

            •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1   spare                 3   keep                  5   mental
       2   health                4   release               6   sit

  5   b)  To consolidate new vocabulary

            •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to complete it in
closed pairs. Ss can use their dictionaries if
necessary.

            •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       • judgments – choices      • improve – boost
       • emit – release                • develop – grow
       • raises – increases           • attentiveness – concentration
       • advantages – benefits    • mind – brain
       • justification – excuse      • conscious – awake

  6   To present and practise idioms related to

health & wellness

       •    Explain that an idiom is a group of words which
have a different meaning when used together
from the one they would have if you took the
meaning of each word separately. 

        •    Ask Ss to read the dictionary entries for each of the
idioms and then use them to complete the sentences.

       •    Check Ss' answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    just what the doctor ordered
       2    on top of the world
       3    the picture of good health
       4    in good shape

1a
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  7   To present and practise phrasal verbs

with hang

       •    Read out the box with the phrasal verbs and their
definitions.

       •    Then give Ss time to use them to complete the
sentences.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   up            2   out          3   around       4   on

  8   To present and practise prepositional

phrases

       •    Give Ss time to choose the correct preposition and
complete the sentences.

       •    Ask Ss to check their answers in the Appendix.

Answer Key

       1   At           2   in           3   on          4   for       5   in

  9   To express a personal preference

       •    Ask Ss to talk to their partner about which of the
lifestyle changes from the text they would most
likely undertake. 

       •    Give Ss time to talk in pairs and then ask various Ss
to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I would like to spend more time outdoors in the sun
because I think it would be good for me and it would
make me happy. I think I spend too much time indoors
and it can have a bad effect on my mood.

10   To write a letter suggesting ways to stay

healthy

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete the task in class. Check Ss’ answers by
asking various Ss to read their letters aloud.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check Ss’
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Jason,
       I usually go jogging in the park to stay healthy. It's

great because you get some exercise in the fresh air

and the sunshine. It's really enjoyable and relaxing.
Why don't you try to get some exercise outdoors? It will
help you stay healthy and make you happier.

       I hope that helped.
       Yuri

  1   To present/revise the present simple, the

present continuous and the present perfect

       •    Ask Ss to read the sentences 1-8 and elicit the verb
forms in each one and match them to the uses.

       •    Check Ss' answers and elicit the tense in each case.
(Elicit the L1 equivalents for the examples.)

Answer Key

       1    C present continuous          5   F present perfect
       2    D present simple                 6   A present simple
       3    E present continuous           7   H present perfect
       4    B present continuous           8   G present simple

  2   To practise present tenses for timetables

and future arrangements

       •    Explain the task and elicit the tenses and their uses.
       •    Read out the example exchange and then ask Ss to

act out similar exchanges in pairs using the notes.
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask

some Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       timetables – present simple
       future arrangements – present continuous

       A:   What time does the tour start?
       B:   It starts at 6:00, so we are leaving the hotel at 5:15.

       A:   What time does the flight depart?
       B:   It departs at 8:45, so we are leaving for the airport

at 6:00.

  3   To present adverbs used with the present

perfect

       •    Go through the adverbs in the list and explain/
elicit their uses.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then check
their answers.

Answer Key

       1   already              3   just                    5   never
       2   yet                     4   ever                   6   just

1b
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  4   To present the present perfect continuous

       Read the sentences aloud and then elicit answers to
the questions from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1    We form the present perfect continuous with the
auxiliary verb have/has, the past participle of the
verb to be (been) and the main verb with -ing.

       2    We use for/since to show the duration of the action
which started in the past and continues to the
present. In particular, we use for to say how long
something has lasted. We use since to say when
something began.

       3    The question is 'How long has she been working for
him?'

  5   To practise the present perfect continuous

using personal examples

       Explain the task and read out the example and then
elicit sentences from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I've been working for my dad for a year/since last summer.
       I've been playing football for 6 years/since I was 6 years

old.
        I have been living in Moscow for 12 years/since I was born.

  6   To present/practise stative verbs

       •    Go through the theory box with Ss. Explain that
stative verbs do not usually have continuous
forms. However, there are some stative verbs that
have continuous forms but they differ in meaning. 

       •    Ask Ss to look at the pairs of sentences. 
       •    Elicit the meanings of each sentence in the pair

from Ss around the class and allow Ss time to
make their own sentences using the same verbs.

       •    Check Ss' answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    a    appears                    b   is searching
       2    a    has a soft texture      b   is having a sensation
       3    a    owns                        b   is performing the action
       4    a    is my opinion            b   am considering
       5    a    has a flavour             b   is trying

Suggested Answer Key

       1    a    That cake looks good.
             b    I am looking for my keys.
       2    a    My skin feels soft.
             b    I am feeling nervous about my exam.
       3    a    I have a pet dog.
             b    I am having lunch now.
       4    a    I think English is fun.
             b    I'm thinking of studying French.
       5    a    This coffee tastes sweet.
             b    I'm tasting my coffee to see if it needs more

sugar.

  7   To practise present tenses

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it. Tell Ss to refer back to Exs 1-6 to help
them justify their answers.

       •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    does the film start (present simple for timetables)
       2    have been trying (present perfect continuous for an

action that started in the past and continues to the
present)

       3    aren’t coming (present continuous for a fixed future
arrangement)

       4    hasn’t finished (present perfect used with the adverb
yet)

       5    have known (present perfect for an action which
started in the past and continues to the present/used
with the stative verb ‘know’)

       6    has been studying (present perfect continuous for an
action which started in the past and continuous to
the present)

       7    is thinking (present continuous used with the stative
verb ‘think’)

       8    has written (present perfect for an action which
started in the past and continues to the present)

       9    have never eaten (present perfect used with the
adverb ‘never’)

       10  is having (present continuous for an action happening
now/with the stative verb ‘have’)

  8   To practise present tenses

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss some time to
complete it.

       •    Check Ss' answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    Have you seen, haven't talked
       2    are you tasting, smells, has gone off
       3    are you going, Do you want
       4    look, have been working
       5    does Tony live, is staying
       6    Are you coming, am flying, leaves
       7    have you been waiting, have(‘ve) been
       8    has been using, have(‘ve) broken

  9   To practise sentence transformations

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   like doing           3   twice a               5   mopping
       2   to take the         4   haven't tidied
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10   To practise word formation (forming

adjectives)

       •    Refer Ss to the theory box and check for
understanding.

       •    Allow Ss time to read the sentences and fill in the
gaps with the correct derivatives of the nouns in
brackets. 

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   tasteless             3   beautiful            5   descriptive
       2   spacious             4   messy

11   To revise the grammar structures from the

lesson

       •    Give Ss time to revise the grammar structures in
the lesson. 

       •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and make sentences for
each structure and then ask various Ss around the
class to read their sentences to the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Present simple
       a permanent state: I live in Moscow. 
       a habit or routine: I eat lunch every day at 1 pm.
       a timetable: The bus leaves at 3 pm.
       a general truth or law of nature: The sun rises in the east

       Present continuous
       an action happening now: I am having an English lesson

now.
       an action happening around the time of speaking: I am

studying for my exams these days.
       a fixed future arrangement: I am going to the cinema

tonight.

       Present perfect using the adverb never/yet:
       I have never been to Spain.
       I haven't done my homework yet.

       Present perfect continuous:
       I have been studying English for 4 years.
       etc

  1   a)  To introduce the topic and talk about

family

            •    Ask Ss to talk in pairs about their families and
how many brothers and sisters they have.

            •    Monitor the activity around the class and then
ask Ss to share their answers with their partner
and then with the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       There are four people in my family. I have got one brother.

       b)  To present the topic

            •    Draw Ss' attention to the dictionary definitions. 
            •    Elicit which type of family is common in their

country.

Suggested Answer Key

        A nuclear family is when there are just the parents and the
children. An extended family is when there are other family
members in the family such as grandparents and aunts and
uncles. Both types of families are common in my country. 

  2   To read for cohesion and

coherence/To practise word formation

       •    Explain the task to the Ss. Tell them that they
should first identify what is missing (a verb, a
noun, a pronoun, etc).

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and fill in the
gaps with the correct derivatives of the words in
the brackets.

       •    Allow Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words box.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    mine (possessive pronoun)
       2    to live (it’s common for sb + infinitive)
       3    we (personal pronoun)
       4    doing (don’t mind + gerund)
       5    Having (gerund used as the subject of the sentence)
       6    decided (verb)
       7    to be able (take a lot of time/work + infinitive)
       8    being (enjoy + gerund)
       9    your (possessive adjective)

  3   To read for specific information

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books.

       •    Allow Ss time to answer the questions and then
check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   R              2   J              3   R                4   J

  4   To read for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to read the texts again and answer the
questions.

       •    Invite Ss to read out their answers and refer to
where they found them in the text.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    He hopes to have his own truck company one day
and be able to stay in Split (I. 9-10)

       2    At the weekend (I. 25-26)
       3    She thinks that her parents have made her the

positive and independent person she is today (I. 29)

1c
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  5   To listen for specific information

       •    Explain the task. 
       •    Ask Ss to read the statements (1-7). Explain to

them that they should read each statement and
underline the key words.

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task in their
notebooks.

       •    Play the audio and give Ss time to complete the
task.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   F              3   F             5   T                7   T
       2   T              4   NS          6   NS

  6   To consolidate and expand the

topic

       •    Ask Ss to talk in pairs about their extended family. 
       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask

some Ss to tell the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       To start with, my family is not as big as Jusuf’s. We are a
family of four: my dad, my mum, my brother and me. 

       My dad, who is 40 years old, is a bank clerk. My mum
who is 38 years old, is a teacher at our school. As for my
brother and me, we are 12 and 15 years old respectively
and we're both in high school.

       My dad works every day from 9 to 5. Luckily, he doesn't
work at weekends. My mum, on the other hand, works
Monday to Friday from 9 am to 1:30 pm. She drops us off
at school and gives us a ride back home every day.
Although my parents do not have the same jobs as Jusuf's,
their lifestyles are equally demanding. Unlike Jusuf's mum,
my mum is the one who does all the housework and
cooking, and not my grandparents. However, my brother
and I do our homework and then try to help her with the
housework.

  7   To write a comment on a blog

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to copy the skeleton
answer into their notebooks.

       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the blog entry
with information about their family.

       •    Ask various Ss to read out their comment to the class.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss' to

share their answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Jusuf! I'm Olga and I'm 13 years old.
       What an interesting blog post! I enjoyed reading about

your family. I'm from Moscow. In my family, there are six
people. My father is 45 years old and he works as a bus

driver. My mother is 42 years old and she is a sales

assistant. I have two brothers and one sister. My

brother Yuri is 19, my brother Petar is 16 and my sister

Ana is 10 years old. I like having a big family because we

look after each other and help each other out. That's all
I wanted to say. Can't wait for your next post!

  1   a)  To practise pronunciation

            •    Explain the task. 
            •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat.
            •    Check Ss' pronunciation and intonation.

       b)  To identify the content of a dialogue

            •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit Ss' guesses as
to what the dialogue may be about.

            •    Play the audio for Ss to listen and check if their
guesses were correct.

Answer Key

       The dialogue is about someone who failed an exam.

  2   To learn synonymous phrases

       Explain the task and read out the phrases. Refer Ss
back to the dialogue and elicit the synonymous ones
from various Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       Are you sure? = Do you think so?
       You don't look happy. = You look troubled.
       Oh, that's too bad. = Oh, that's terrible.
       I'm not so well. = I'm a bit down.
       Sure. = Of course.

  3   To act out a dialogue

       •    Explain the task. Play the recording. Ss listen and
then take roles and read out the dialogue in pairs.

            Remind Ss to pay attention to the rhythm of the
conversation.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to read out the dialogue in front of the
class.

  4   To practise situational language through

role-playing

       •    Explain the situation. Remind Ss that they can use
the dialogue in Ex. 1b as a model as well as the
ideas provided to complete the task.

1d
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       •    Ss complete the task in pairs. To help Ss, draw the
following diagram on the board and elicit
appropriate phrases Ss should use. Write them on
the board. Ss can refer to the diagram while doing
the task.

      

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and ask
some pairs to read out their dialogues in front of
the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   Hi Vladimir! What's wrong? You look troubled.
       B:   Hi Alexander. I just have a lot of stress right now.
       A:   Oh, that's too bad! 
        B:   The worst part is that I can't cope with my schoolwork.
       A:   Why don't you see the student counsellor? I'm sure

he'll be able to give you some tips on how to manage
schoolwork.

       B:   Do you think so?
       A:   Of course. I'm sure he will be able to help.
       B:   I guess you're right. I'll go today.
       A:   Oh, and if you need help, I'll be happy to give you

some extra tutoring.
       B:   Thanks, Vladimir. See you later.
       A:  See you!

  4   To learn intonation in questions

       •    Read out the theory and explain about falling and
rising intonation and when it is used. 

       •    Read out the examples and model the intonation
and give further examples as necessary.

       •    Ask some Ss to read out the examples in front of
the class.

  5   To practise rising/falling intonation

       •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to
repeat either chorally or individually.

       •    Pay attention to Ss' intonation and correct as
necessary.

  1   To introduce the content of the text

       •    Read the title of the text aloud and ask Ss to read
the model exchange.

       •    Ss discuss in pairs and then ask various Ss around
the class to tell the rest of the class why they love
weekends.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   I love weekends because I sleep in late and then I
hang out with my friends at the skate park.

       B:   Me too. I usually play football and play video games
with my friends.

  2   a)  To read for specific information

            Give Ss time to read the text and see if their
reasons match the teenagers' reasons in the texts.

             (Ss’ own answers)

       b)  To read for lexico-grammatical

correctness (open cloze)

            •    Allow Ss time to read the text and think of
appropriate words to fill in the gaps (1-7).

            •    Tell Ss that they should always read the whole
gapped sentence before deciding on the right
word.

            •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
             •    Play the audio. Ss listen and check their answers.

Answer Key

       1   where                4   of                       7   our
       2   something          5   with
       3   so                      6   or

  3   To generate comprehension questions

based on a text

       •    Give Ss time to think of four questions based on
the text and write them down. 

       •    Ask Ss to exchange their questions with their
partner who will answer them.

       •    Check Ss' answers by asking various Ss to read out
the questions and their answers to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Where does Jane live? (She lives in New York.)
       What does she do at weekends? (She hangs out in East

Village.)
       Where does Yuri go at weekends? (He goes to Phonoteka

and Zhest' skatepark.)
        What free-time activity does he do? (He goes skateboarding.)

    

Student A

Hi … You look…
(Greet friend, comment
on their expression) 
Oh that's too bad!
(Give reaction)
Why don't you …?
(Give advice)
Of course ...
(Confirm advice)
Oh, and if ….
(Offer help)
See you!
(Say goodbye)

Student B

Hi ... I just ...
(Greet friend and
mention problem) 
The worst part is ...
(Give more detail)
Do you think so?
(Respond)
I guess you're right.
(Agree)
Thanks, … See you
(Thank friend & say
goodbye)

Across Cultures
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  4   To write a short article

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to think about
what teenagers in their city do at the weekend. 

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class and answer the
questions in the rubric.

       •    Then assign the task as HW and ask Ss to write a
short article and illustrate it with photos.

       •    Ask Ss to present their projects in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       In Moscow, many teens go to shopping centres and  parks
at the weekend. I go to the GUM shopping mall and go
window shopping or I go to Gorky Park with my friends
and we go on the roller coasters, visit the haunted houses
and play on flight simulators. We also go to Sokolniki Park
and spend time in the Sports Palace and play ice hockey
or go ice skating. When the weather is warm, we go for a
walk or have a picnic on the grass. There are usually free
concerts and performances in the park.

       

  1   To read for gist

       •    Ask Ss to look at the first letter and elicit answers
to the questions in the rubric.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

Answer Key

       It is to a magazine or online forum called Teenline from
a person who calls themselves 'Worried'. The problem is
the writer is worried about losing their friends if they
don't go along with what they are doing even though
he/she doesn't agree with it.

  2   To practise word formation

       •    Explain the task to the Ss. Remind them that they
should first identify what is missing (a noun, an
adjective etc).

       •    Allow Ss some time to read the text and fill in the
gaps with the correct derivatives of the words in
the brackets.

       •    Play the recording for Ss to listen and check their
answers.

Answer Key

       1    behaviour (noun)                4   immature (adjective)
       2    comfortable (adjective)       5   friendship (noun)
       3    natural (adjective)

  3   To complete a questionnaire

       •    Explain the task. Ss read the questionnaire.
       •    Ask Ss to copy the questionnaire into their

notebooks and complete it for themselves and
then check their answers in the key.

       •    Ask various Ss to share their results with the class.

            (Ss' own answers)

  4   To compose questionnaire questions and

present your findings

       •    Give Ss time to think of other relevant questions to
add to the questionnaire and then ask them to get
their partner to answer them. 

       •    Ask various Ss to present their findings to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       How often do you …
       say you agree with your friends when you really

disagree?
       do what your friends want to do at the weekend when

you'd really rather do something else?
       lie to your friends so you can stay home rather than tell

the truth that you don't want to go out?

New York is a large city in the north east of the USA.
It is the most populous city as well as a popular
tourist destination and is known for its landmark
buildings. 
East Village is a neighbourhood in the borough of
Manhattan in New York. It is known for its diverse
community and vibrant nightlife.
Tompkins Square Park is a square shaped park that
covers 10.5 acres in East Village, New York. It has
playgrounds, basketball courts, handball courts and
outdoor chess tables.
St Petersburg is the second largest city in Russia. It is
in the north west of the country. It is a major cultural
centre and a busy port. 
Phonoteka is a large music shop in St Petersburg
that sells CDs, DVDs, records and more. 
Zhest' Skatepark is a large popular skate park in St
Petersburg.

Background information

CLIL TIME: PSHE
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  1   To read and analyze a rubric and plan the

contents of an email

       •    Read the rubric with Ss and allow them some time
to find out the answers to the questions.

       •    Elicit answers from the class and write them on
the board.

Answer Key

       What are you going to write about? – I'm going to give
advice to my English-speaking pen-friend on how to deal
with a particular stressful situation. I'm also going to
write about my experience with a situation like his

       Who to? – my English-speaking pen-friend Jake
       What exactly should you write? – how my pen-friend

Jake can combine studying for his exams, taking part in
a football match and working extra hours at his part-
time job -if I ever get stressed- how I deal with stressful
situations in my life – 3 questions about my pen-friend's
visit to the skate park

  2   To analyse a model email giving advice

       •    Explain the task. Give Ss time to read the email
and answer the questions.

       •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       The email answers the questions.
       'What advice does Igor give to Jake?' – Igor advises Jake

to make a study plan, which will help him organise his
time. He also suggests that he (should) try to get enough
sleep, which will help his brain to absorb new knowledge.
(Igor also tells Jake that exercising helps him relieve stress
and listening to classical music relaxes him and then he
can concentrate better and study effectively.)

       Which paragraph contains his questions to Jake? – C

  3   To analyse a rubric

       Ask Ss to read the rubric and then elicit their answers
to the questions.

Answer Key

       1    I am going to write an email.
       2    It is for my English-speaking pen-friend, Henry.
        3    I am going to write about my advice and my experience

with a situation like his.
       4    I should write 100-140 words.

  4   To write an email giving advice

       •    Explain the task and draw Ss' attention to the
paragraph plan. Go through the plan orally.

       •    Direct Ss to follow the paragraph plan and use
phrases from the Giving advice box and the Useful

Language box. 
       •    Allow Ss some time to complete the task.
       •    Ask various Ss to read their emails to the class.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check Ss'

answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Dear Henry,
       Good to hear from you. I'm sorry you're feeling peer

pressure and I hope I can help.
       My advice is don't ignore your feelings. You really don’t

want to do what your friends are doing so be confident
and stand up for what is right. If you do this you might
persuade your friends to change their behaviour. If they
continue their bad behaviour then it might be time to
find some new friends. 

       Anyway, how was your trip to the cinema? Did you enjoy
yourself? What film did you see? Well, have to go now. 

       Let me know what happens.
       Oscar

  1   To prepare for a listening task

       •    Refer Ss to the Study Skills box and check for
understanding.

       •    Ask Ss to read the task and the statements (1-7) in
Ex. 3 and underline the key words.

       •    Elicit words that mean the same from Ss around
the class and write them on the board.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    parent = mum/dad; encouraged = supported;
     talent = skill

       2    involved (me) = took (me); activity = hobby, sport;
     early age = quite young

       3    (have) high expectations = expect a lot
       4    taught (them) = (they) learnt; preparing = cooking;

     nutritious food = healthy food
       5    interest = hobby; force = make (sb do sth)
       6    project = task, work
       7    set a good example = encourage, inspire (sb do sth);

     kindness = helpfulness, friendliness, support

  2   To practise a multiple matching listening

task

       •    Ask Ss time to read the extract from the audioscript.
Remind them to pay attention to the underlined
key words.

Writing

Exam Practice 1
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       •    Give Ss some time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit which words helped

them.

Answer Key

       2

  3   To listen for specific information

and match statements to speakers

       •    Explain the task and play the audio.
       •    Ss listen and complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       A   2        B   6        C   4        D   1        E   7         F   5

  4   To prepare for a reading task

       •    Ask Ss to read the sentence parts (1-3) and (A-C)
and match them to make full sentences.

       •    Discuss with Ss how the underlined words in parts
(A-C) helped them decide.

Answer Key

       1    B (which – relative pronoun, refers to artificial waves)
       2    C (and – linker used for connecting clauses) (‘it’ –

personal pronoun used to avoid repetition of the subject
of the 1st part of the sentence, which is ‘Sunlight Centre’)

       3    A (both parts of the sentence refer to ‘you’)

  5   To practise text completion

       •    Explain the task. Ask Ss to read the missing parts
of sentences (1-7) and underline the key words
like in Ex. 4.

       •    Remind Ss to look for words before and after the
gaps (A-F) that are related to the underlined key
words in the missing parts of the sentences (1-7).

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers. Ss should justify their answers.

Answer Key

       A   5        B   7        C   3        D   6        E   2         F   1
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Topic

In this module, students will explore the topic of jobs.

Module page                                            17

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module, to introduce
key vocabulary
Vocabulary: Jobs (police officer, plumber, clinician,
electrician, lawyer, hairstylist, physician, photojournalist,
tutor, firefighter, chef, receptionist); Work (treats sick
people, puts out fires, receives calls and welcomes visitors at
an office, works in a school, solves crime, cooks delicious
food, fixes broken pipes, looks after sick people in a clinic,
fixes electrical problems, does people's hair, makes sure
people obey the law, takes professional pictures)

2a                                                       18-19

Lesson objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
key information, to learn prepositional phrases, to learn
phrasal verbs with give, to talk about jobs, to write an
email about your job 
Vocabulary: Verbs (apply, volunteer); Phrasal verbs (hand
over, add up, give away/back/in/out/off); Nouns (spare
time, occupation, skill, golf caddy); Adjectives (responsible,
available, rewarding); Phrases (work experience, the great
outdoors)

2b                                                       20-21

Lesson objectives: To learn modal verbs, to practise
word formation (to form nouns from verbs), to learn
will/be going to, time words & the future, the future
continuous, the future perfect tenses

2c                                                        22-23

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
read for cohesion & coherence, to listen for key
information, to act out an interview, to interview sb, to
write an article
Vocabulary: Verbs (aim [for], capture, discover); Phrasal
Verb (focus on); Nouns (career, spirit, lion, talent, passion,
adventure); Adjectives (demanding, average); Phrases
(dream job, personal values)

2d                                                            24

Lesson objectives: To act out a job interview, to learn
intonation in compound nouns
Vocabulary: Nouns (CV [Curriculum Vitae], sales assistant,
position, enthusiasm, candidate); Phrase (personal quality) 

Across Cultures                                        25

Lesson objectives: To read for cohesion & coherence, to
practise word formation, to present two festivals, to
write a short text about a public holiday
Vocabulary: Verb (shake); Nouns (bank holiday, crown,
spirit, ribbon, pattern, chores, venue); Phrases (rural area,
sweet treats)

CLIL TIME: Literacy                                     26

Lesson objectives: To read for gist, to read for specific
information
Vocabulary: Verbs (moan, treat, mutter); Phrasal verbs
(blow out, do up); Nouns (stool, clerk, wages, excuse,
button, chin, slide); Adjectives (bad-tempered, convenient,
fair); Adverbs (instantly, angrily)

Writing                                                    27

Lesson Objectives: To read and analyse a rubric, to
identify topic sentences and formal language, to write an
opinion essay
Vocabulary: Giving opinion (I [strongly/firmly] believe/
think/feel, In my opinion/view, It seems/appears to me
[that], My opinion is that); Listing viewpoints (Firstly,
Moreover, Also, In addition, Furthermore); Introducing
opposing viewpoints (However, On the other hand);
Introducing reasons/examples (For example/instance,
such as, In this way, because/as/since); Introducing results
(Therefore, As a result, then, In this way); Concluding (All
in all, In conclusion)

Exam Practice 2                                       28

Lesson Objectives: To provide extra practice for the RNE
exam, to listen for specific information, to read for
cohesion and coherence and lexico-grammatical
correctness



▶▶   What’s in this module?

       Read out the title of the module Jobs and ask Ss to
suggest what they think it means. Go through the
topic list and stimulate a discussion to prompt Ss'
interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for 

Vocabulary 

  1   To present vocabulary for jobs

       •    Draw Ss' attention to the pictures (1-12).
       •    Play the audio with pauses for Ss to listen and

repeat. Check Ss' pronunciation and intonation.

  2   To present/practise vocabulary for  work

activities 

       •    Explain the task and read out the example sentence.
       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class what each person in

the pictures does at work.

Suggested Answer Key

         2   A plumber fixes broken water pipes.
         3   A clinician looks after sick people in a clinic.
         4   An electrician fixes electrical problems.
         5   A physician treats sick people.
         6   A photojournalist takes professional pictures.
         7   A lawyer advises people on the law.
         8   A hairstylist does people’s hair.
         9   A tutor gives private lessons to a student.
       10   A firefighter puts out fires.
       11   A chef cooks delicious food.
       12   A receptionist receives calls and welcomes visitors in

an office. 

  1   To generate topic-related vocabulary

       •    Read the title of the text aloud and then set a one-
minute time limit and ask Ss to write down as
many part-time jobs for teens as they can think of.

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

        newspaper boy/girl, babysitter, waiter/waitress, dishwasher,
car washer, gardener, pool cleaner, fast food delivery person,
dog walker

  2   To predict the content of the text and

listen and read for gist

       •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures and elicit Ss' guesses
as to what part-time jobs the texts are about.

       •    Play the audio. Ss listen and follow the texts in
their books and check if their guesses were correct.

Answer Key

       video games tester
       animal shelter volunteer
       golf caddy

       3   To read for key information

       •    Explain that each heading relates to a key point in
each text.

       •    Ask Ss to read the headings and then allow them
time to read the texts again and match each one
to a heading. Remind Ss that one heading is extra.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A   4                       B   1                       C   3

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  4   To present/practise topic-related

vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the words in
the list and look up the meanings of any they are
unsure about in their dictionaries and then
complete the sentences.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   earn         3   work       5   do              7   resign
       2   apply       4   run         6   train           8   salary

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed.

  •   Ask questions to check Ss' understanding.

Answer Key

       a biography (p. 26) 
       What do you know about Charles Dickens? Have

you ever read any of his books? Did you like
it/them?

       a CV (p. 23) 
       When does someone write a CV? What do they

usually include? Do you have a CV?
       a job advert (p. 24)
       What is the job advert for? Is it part-time or full-

time? Do you have a job?

2a
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  5   To consolidate information in a text 

       Ask Ss to read the questions (1-4) and allow them
time to answer them in their own words referring to
the text as necessary.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Working as waiters/waitresses or shop assistants are
the most common jobs among teenagers.

       2    You need experience for the job of a video game
tester because companies want people who know
about games to test them.

       3    They want to make sure the games work.
       4    Volunteers don't earn any money.

  6   To consolidate new vocabulary through

collocations; to consolidate information in a text

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete the
collocations with the words in the list and then
check their answers.

       •    Then allow Ss time to use the collocations in
sentences based on the text.

       •    Elicit sentences from various Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1   make                 4   video                 7   work
       2   shop                  5   attention to        8   air
       3   part-time           6   animal

Suggested Answer Key

       Many teenagers work as shop assistants in their spare
time.

       Part-time jobs are common among teenagers in many
countries.

       Video games should be free from glitches before they are
available in shops.

       Animal shelter volunteers should pay attention to the
animals' needs and well-being.

       Working at an animal shelter is ideal for animal lovers.
       If you work as a volunteer it will count as work experience.
       The more fresh air you get the healthier you will be.

  7   To consolidate vocabulary from a text

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
referring back to the text as necessary. Then give
Ss time to write their sentences.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   work        3   salary      5   earns          7   won
       2   job           4   wage      6   gain

Suggested answer Key

       1    You won’t get a job if you don’t show you can work
hard.

       2    Nowadays, it's quite difficult to find work.
       3    My wage has gone down this week!

       4    A lawyer has a good salary.
       5    He wins all the races he enters.
       6    I know he earns a lot of money, but I don’t know how

much.
        7    She gained a lot of confidence working as a receptionist.

  8   To learn and practise prepositional

phrases

       Explain the task and give Ss some time to complete it
then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1   at           2   in           3   to          4   for       5   for

  9   To present and practise phrasal verbs

with give

       •    Read out the box with the phrasal verbs and their
definitions.

       •    Then give Ss time to use them to complete the
sentences.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   out          2   back      3   in      4   off       5   away

10   To compare jobs; to give an

opinion

       •    Ask Ss to talk in pairs and make comparisons
between the jobs in the texts and express their
opinion about which job they think is the most
interesting and why.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their
answers with the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A video game tester would be very interesting only for
someone involved in gaming. You would need to have a
lot of knowledge about games and technology. On the
other hand, volunteering at an animal shelter doesn’t
require any particular skills but it does need the person
to care a lot about animals. I think it’s a job that could
be quite tiring and even upsetting sometimes. A golf
caddy is a great job if you like being outdoors and
getting lots of exercise. However, if you didn't have an
interest in the sport of golf, it could be quite boring.
Personally, the job that is most interesting to me is
working with animals because even if it’s very hard work
it must also be very rewarding.

11   To write an email

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
using the email skeleton to help them.

       •    Check Ss' answers by asking various Ss to read out
their emails to the class.
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Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Nadya,
       Hope all is well with you. I just wanted to tell you about my

new job! I am an animal shelter volunteer. When I arrive at
work, I check all the animals, and after that, I feed them.
It's perfect for me as I love animals.

       Write soon,
       Dana

  1   To present/practise modal verbs

       •    Explain that modal verbs are followed by the bare
infinitive (the infinitive without to) and do not take
-s, -ing or -ed suffixes. Explain that they are
followed by a present bare infinitive when they
refer to the present or future. When they refer to
the past, they are followed by the perfect bare
infinitive. 

       •    Say then write on the board: You must obey the
law. Elicit from Ss that we use must to express
duty/strong obligation – It means “It is our duty to
obey the law”. Say then write on the board You
mustn't cheat on exams. Elicit from Ss that we use
mustn't to show prohibition – It means “It's
forbidden to cheat on exams”. 

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section and go
through all the modals and what they express.
Write on the board some example sentences using
modal verbs and eliciting from Ss what they
express in each case.

       •    The explain the task and allow Ss time to
complete it.

       •    Check Ss' answers and elicit reasons.

Answer Key

       1    might (possibility); can (offer)
       2    must (logical assumption/deduction – present); Could

(polite request)
        3    may (possibility); can't (logical assumption/deduction –

past)
       4    have to (strong necessity); ought to (advice)
       5    can't (logical assumption/deduction – past); must

(logical deduction/assumption – present)
       6    needn't (absence of necessity – past); could (sth in

the past that was possible but it didn't happen)
       7    should (probability); Shall (offer/suggestion) 

  2   To practise modal verbs

       •    Explain the task. Point out that Ss should pay
attention to the phrases in bold as they express
the same meaning as the modals they have to use.
Do item 1 with Ss. There's a chance it'll = It
may/might.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss' answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    It may/might rain later.
       2    It must be scary living in an earthquake zone.
       3    The weather forecast must be on in a minute.
       4    We may/might/could have a very hot summer this

year.
       5    Tom can't have driven to work, because his car is in

the drive, covered with snow.

  3   To practise modal verbs

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to complete the
task.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   must     2   can't     3   could     4   must     5   must

  4   To practise modal verbs

       •    Explain the task. Point out that Ss should pay
attention to the given sentences as they contain
paraphrases that will help Ss decide on the correct
modals. Do item 1 with Ss. 

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss' answers around the class.

Answer Key

       2    She must have lost her way.
       3    He could/may/might have been feeling ill.
       4    He couldn’t go out last night.
       5    David didn't have to/didn't need to wake up early

because it was his day off.
       6    Paul could/would have applied for the job online but

he decided not to.

  5   To form nouns from verbs

       •    Explain the task and read out the examples in the
box.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task using their
dictionaries and then check Ss’ answers around
the class.

Answer Key

       1    conservation                       3   reduction
       2    collection                            4   pollution

  6   To present will/be going to

       •    Present the future simple (will). Say then write on
the board: I’m thirsty. I will drink some water. and
Next week he will buy a new laptop. Underline I will
drink and he will buy and explain that these verbs
are in the future simple. Explain that we use will +

the base form of the main verb to form the
affirmative. Explain that we use this tense to talk
about on-the-spot decisions and predictions based
on what we think.

2b
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       •    Say then write on the board: Will you go out
tonight? No, it’s raining. I will not/won’t go out
tonight. Underline Will you go and I will not/won’t
go and explain that these are the interrogative and
negative forms of the future simple. Give examples
for all persons and explain that we form the
negative with will + not + the base form of the

main verb and the interrogative with will +
personal pronoun/noun + the base form of the

verb.

       •    Present be going to. Say then write on the board: I
am going to buy a smartphone. Explain that we use
be going to + infinitive to talk about plans and
future intentions. Say then write on the board:
Look out! You’re going to fall! Explain that we also
use be going to for predictions based on what we
can see.

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to match the sentences
to what they express and then check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    a prediction based on what we see
       2    a future plan/intention
       3    a prediction based on what we think/believe
       4    certainty

  7   To practise will/be going to

       •    Ask Ss to read the decisions (1-6) and ask and
answer in pairs using will/be going to and following
the example.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to ask and answers in front of the rest
of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       2    A:   Is he going to work part time?
             B:   Yes, he is. I think he will enjoy it.
       3    A:   Is he going to work in a shop?
             B:   No, he isn’t. I don’t think he will look for work in

a shop.
       4    A:   Is he going to ask local businesses for a job?
             B:   Yes, he is. I think he will find a job easily.
       5    A:   Is he going to ask his parents for help?
             B:   No, he isn’t. He isn’t going to bother them.
       6    A:   Is he going to search online?
             B:   Yes, he is. He is going to look at lots of sites.

  8   a) To present time words & the future

            •    Read out the table and the examples.
            •    Then explain or elicit that we do not use will

after the time words after, before, until, as soon
as, when, we use the present simple instead.

            •    Explain that when can be followed by will when
it is a question word but not when it is a time
word.

       b)  To practise time words and the future

            Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it,
then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    leaves                       6   will he come
       2    will wait                   7   returns
       3    will meet                  8   find
       4    finishes                     9   Will you eat
       5    grows up

  9   a)  To present the future continuous and

the future perfect tenses

            Ask Ss to read the sentences and elicit when we use
the future continuous and the future perfect tenses.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    We use the future continuous to describe events that
will be in progress at a given future time.

       2    We use the future perfect for events that will have
been completed by a specified future time.

       3    We use the future continuous for plans/intentions in
the near future.

       4    We use the future perfect continuous to give emphasis
on the duration  of an action up to a certain point in
the future.

       b)  To practise the future continuous and

the future perfect tenses

            Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
and then check their answers.

Answer Key

       1   ‘ll/will have been         3   ‘ll/will be sitting
       2    ‘ll/will have left             4   ‘ll/will have been living

10   To practise the future continuous and the

future perfect tenses using personal examples

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to write sentences
for each of the situations.

       •    Check Ss' answers by asking various Ss around the
class to read out their sentences.

Suggested Answer Key

       At 6 o’clock tomorrow afternoon I will be meeting friends
to go for a coffee. 

       At 8:30 Sunday evening I will be relaxing with my family
after Sunday dinner. 

       By the time I am 60 I will have had a successful career as
a lawyer, I will have had a family and bought a big
house and I hope I will have retired.
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  1   To predict the topic of the text; to read

for specific information

       •    Read the title of the text aloud and direct Ss'
attention to the picture.

       •    Elicit Ss' guesses as to what Dylan does for a living
and elicit three questions from the class.

       •    Give Ss time to read the text and see if they can
answer the questions.

Suggested Answer Key

       Dylan must be an artist.
       1)  When did Dylan first begin painting? (As a child)
       2)  How did Dylan become known in the art world?

(Through art shows)
       3)  What advice would Dylan give to other young people

about finding a job? (Don't let anyone tell you that
you can't do what you love.)

  2   To read for cohesion and

coherence

       •    Ask Ss to read the parts of sentences (1-7) and
then allow Ss time to read the text again and
complete the task.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A   5        B   3        C   7        D   1        E   4         F   2

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To present and practise topic-related

vocabulary; to discuss choosing a career

       •    Go through the list of phrases and explain or elicit
the meanings of any unknown words and ask Ss to
read out the example dialogue.

       •    Ask Ss to discuss in pairs what is important to them
when choosing a career following the example.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
various Ss to tell the rest of the class what they
discussed.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   What kind of job would you like to do?
       B:   I’d like to be a pilot.
       A:   Interesting. Why?
       B:   Well, I don’t mind working long hours or shifts. I

would get high wages and I’d visit lots of exotic
destinations. What about you?

       A:   I’d like to work as a forensic crime investigator.
       B:   Wow. Why would you want to do that job?

        A:   Well, I like working under pressure and as part of a team.
I also think I’d get to meet lots of interesting people.

       B:   It sounds like a fascinating job.

  4   a) To present a CV; to prepare for a

listening task

            •    Ask Ss to look at the CV and elicit what type of
information is missing (e.g. a name, a phone
number, etc). 

            •    Check Ss' answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    surname
       2    part of address
       3    a number (part of date of birth)
       4    phone number
       5    part of job title

       b)  To listen for key information

             •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the CV again.
             •    Play the audio and give Ss time complete the task.
            •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    Evans                                 4   7802756048
       2    Brighton                             5   office
       3    11/eleven

       c)  To write a CV

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to copy the headings
from the CV in Ex. 4a into their notebooks and
write their own information under the headings to
create their own CV.

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task and then ask
various Ss to read out their CVs to the rest of the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

CV

       Personal details

       Name/Surname: Mina Davedova
       Address: Sakhalinskaya, Bld 56, Appt 511
       Date of Birth: 22/05/2000
       Tel: 3186780 (mob) 7944561293
       Education: Completed USEs at High School 23,

Vladivostock
       Work Experience: Summer 2015, OK Supermarket
       Position: shop assistant
       Personal Qualities: Hardworking, trustworthy, sociable,

creative.

       5   Portfolio:To compose and act out an

interview

       •    Explain the task and divide Ss into pairs.
       •    Ask Ss to copy the questions into their notebooks.
       •    Play the recording. Ask Ss to listen and read the

texts and make notes under the questions.

2C
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       •    Then ask pairs to take roles and act out their
interviews for the class. Record the interviews.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   Dylan, what is your job?
       B:   I’m an artist and I paint wildlife paintings.
       A:   How did you start out to be an artist?
       B:   When I was a child, I used to enjoy drawing sketches

of lions and dinosaurs.
       A:   Where do you work?
       B:   I work in my own studio, which is in my home.
       A:   How much do you earn?
       B:   It depends on how many paintings I sell, but I usually

sell my paintings for about $20,000.
       A:   How do you feel about your job?
       B:   I love my job and I think it’s really important to do

what you love. 

  6   Portfolio: To conduct an interview and

write a short article

       •    Explain the task and set as HW. Tell Ss to interview
someone they know who has an interesting job
using the questions from Ex. 5 and record the
answers. Then tell Ss to use this recording to help
them to write a short article similar to the one in
Ex.2 about the person they interviewed.

       •    Ask various Ss to read out their articles to the class
in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

        Marina Azerova may look like an ordinary woman, but she
has made her passion her job. She loves large animals,
especially big cats, and she works as a zookeeper. Marina
has loved animals since she was a child and so she always
knew she would go to university to study zoology. Now she
works at Leningrad Zoo and helps look after the big cats.
Marina says, “It's very hard work, but I wouldn’t change it
for anything. It’s a very rewarding job and so I am happy.”
Wouldn't it be great if we could all find a job doing
something we have always wanted to do?

  1   To read for gist

       Ask Ss to read the advert and then elicit what it is
about.

Answer Key

       The advert is for a job for a sales assistant.

  2   To present language related to a job

interview

       •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
either chorally or individually.

       •    Pay attention to Ss' pronunciation and correct as
necessary.

  3   To predict the content of a dialogue

       Ask Ss to read the sentences in Ex. 1 again and elicit Ss'
guesses as to what it may be about and what style it is.
Play the audio for Ss to listen and read and check if
their guesses were correct.

Answer Key

       The dialogue is a job interview and it is formal.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words box.

  4   To learn synonymous phrases

       Read out the phrases in the list and give Ss time to
find the synonymous ones in the dialogue and then
check Ss' answers around the class.

Answer Key

       Why should I give you the job? = Why do you want to
work for us?

       I can’t wait for you to call me. = I’m looking forward to
hearing from you.

       There are others who want the job. = There are a number
of other candidates.

  5   To act out a dialogue

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and then take roles
and read out the dialogue in pairs.

       •    Remind Ss to pay attention to the rhythm of the
conversation.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to read out the dialogue in front of the
class.

  6   To practise role-playing

       •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and act out a similar
dialogue using the dialogue in Ex. 3 as a model.

        •    To help Ss, draw the following diagram on the board
and elicit appropriate phrases Ss should use. Write
them on the board. Ss can refer to the diagram while
doing the task.

       

2d

Student A

Good morning.
Come in …
(Greet B, offer seat) 
I see from you CV ...
... why do you want ...?
(Refer to CV, ask
reason for applying)
Do you think ...?
(Ask about qualities)
It’s good to hear ...
However, there are ...
(Comment & refer to
other candidates)

Student B

Thank you.
(Thank A.)

Well, I’d like to earn ...
(Give reason for
applying)

Yes, I do. I’m ...
(Respond & expand)
Thank you for ...
I look forward to ...
(Thank A & close
conversation)
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Suggested Answer Key

       A:   Good morning, Janice. Come in and sit down.
       B:   Thank you.
       A:   I see from your CV that you are 16, still at Norwood

Academy and have good grades. So, what I'd like to
know is: why do you want to work for us?

       B:   Well, I would like to earn my own money and I also
think it would be excellent experience for me.

       A:   Do you think you have the personal qualities for this
position?

       B:   Yes, I do. I’m very good at communicating with
people. I’m a hard worker and very reliable. I’m sure
that I have all the qualities needed to be a good sales
assistant.

       A:   It's good to hear your enthusiasm. However, there
are a number of other applicants so I will call you
tomorrow and let you know our decision.

       B:   Thank you for your time and I look forward to
hearing from you.

  7   To learn intonation in compound nouns

       •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
either chorally or individually.

       •    Pay attention to Ss' pronunciation and correct as
necessary.

  1   To introduce the topic; to read for gist 

       Direct Ss' attention to the titles of the text and the
pictures and elicit what Ss think people celebrate on
these days. Allow Ss time to read through the texts
and find out.

Suggested Answer Key

       People celebrate May Day spring festival in the UK and
Women’s Day in Russia.

  2   To read for cohesion and

coherence; to practise word formation

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss time to read the texts
and complete the gaps with derivatives of the
words in brackets.

       •    Remind Ss to read the completed texts for cohesion
and coherence and then check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    celebration                         6   household
       2    traditional                          7   entertainers
       3    procession                          8   performances
       4    flowery                               9   beautiful
       5    official

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words box.

       3   To read and listen for key information;

to compare festival habits of two countries

       •    Ask Ss to copy the headings into their notebooks
and then play the audio. Ask Ss to listen to and
read the texts and make notes under the headings.

       •    Then ask individual Ss to come up in front of the
class and give a short presentation on the festivals
to the class using their notes.

Suggested Answer Key

       Festival: May Day
       Date: 1st Monday in May
       Reason: spring festival
       Celebrations: parade led by a May Queen and a Green

Man, Morris Dancers with flowery hats and bells around
their knees, festival field, young girls dance around a
Maypole, funfair with rides, stalls selling sweet treats

       On the first Monday in May the UK celebrates May Day.
This is a traditional spring festival. There is a parade led
by a May Queen and a Green Man. It also has Morris
Dancers with flowery hats and bells around their knees.
Then at the festival field, young girls dance around a
Maypole and there is a  funfair with rides as well as stalls
selling sweet treats.

       Festival: Women’s Day 
       Date: 8th March
       Reason: official celebration of women
       Celebrations: a special meal with family or friends, give

flowers, cards, chocolate & other gifts to women, some men
do all chores, across country concerts and performances

       On March the 8th Russia celebrates International
Women’s Day which is an official public holiday. People
have a special meal with family or friends. Men give
flowers, cards, chocolate and other gifts to women.
Some men do all the household chores. Also, across the
country there are various concerts and performances.

  4   To write a text about a public

holiday in your country

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to make notes in their
notebooks under the headings in Ex. 3 for a public
holiday in their country. 

       •    Then allow Ss time to use their notes to write a
short text. 

       •    Ask various Ss to read out the texts to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Festival: National Unity Day
       Date: 4th November
       Reason: To celebrate Russian independence
       Celebrations: fireworks, food and drink

Across Cultures
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       Every year, on the 4th of November all Russians celebrate
National Unity Day. The day celebrates the end of foreign
intervention in the Russian Nation. People have parties
with their family and friends with lots of delicious food and
drinks. There are also many firework displays in towns and
cities across the country.

  1   To read for gist

       •    Ask Ss to read the short biography to find out
what 'A Christmas Carol' is about. 

       •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       It is about a miser called Ebenezer Scrooge who mistreats
his employee, but his life changes after some unusual
visitors.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions (1-3) and the answer
choices. Then give them time to read the main text
and choose the correct answers for the questions.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   B                       2   D                       3   C

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words box.

  3   To make inferences and describe

characters in a story

       •    Read out the list of adjectives and explain or elicit
the meaning of any unknown words.

       •    Then allow Ss time to consider which ones apply to
which characters in the story by making inferences.

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class giving reasons for
their answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       Scrooge: moody, mean, grumpy, nasty
       We understand this because he doesn't want to give his

employee Christmas Day off work and he doesn't want
to pay him for it either. Also, he wants him to come in
early the day after Christmas to make up for it and he
doesn't wish him a happy Christmas even though it is
Christmas Eve. Also, he leaves the office angrily.

       The clerk: kind, shy, polite, loyal
       We understand this because he speaks politely to

Scrooge and doesn't argue with him or say anything
unkind despite his attitude. Also, he agrees to come into
work early the day after Christmas.

  1   To read for comprehension; to substitute

linkers

       •    Ask Ss to read the Tip box and explain any points
they are unsure of. 

       •    Then allow Ss time to read through the rubric and
then the model and the Useful Language box.

       •    Direct Ss' attention to the linkers in bold in the
model and elicit appropriate alternatives from the
Useful Language box from various Ss around the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       First of all: Firstly
       As a result: Therefore
       Secondly: Furthermore
       This means that: In this way
       However: On the other hand
       As a result: In this way
       All in all: In conclusion

  2   To identify topic sentences and formal

language

       Give Ss time to read the model again and then elicit
which are the topic sentences and then elicit examples
of formal language from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       Many university students these days work while they are
studying.

       First of all, they get some work experience and learn new
skills.

       However, others believe that university students should
not work.

       I personally disagree that working and studying makes
students’ grades lower.

       All in all, working while studying has a number of
benefits and does not have to affect their studies.

       Formal language: full forms – they will, it will; advanced
vocabulary – benefits, graduate, debt, suffer, affect,
financially; formal linkers – as a result, however, all in all

  3   To prepare for a writing task

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and then read the
viewpoints and the reasons.

       •    Give Ss time to match the viewpoints to the
reasons and then elicit answers from Ss around the
class.

Answer Key

       1   d              2   a             3   b                4   c
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  4   To write an opinion essay

       •    Direct Ss to the plan and give them time to complete
the task using their answers to Ex. 3. Remind Ss to
use appropriate linking words/phrases.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check Ss'
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Should all students spend some time studying abroad?

       Many university students want to spend some time
studying abroad. However, is this beneficial? I believe all
students should spend some time abroad as it offers a
number of benefits.

       First of all, they will get the chance to make new friends
from a different culture with a different world view. As a
result, it will broaden their horizons and help them to
see the world in a new way. Furthermore, having an
international degree will help their CV. Therefore, these
students are more likely to get a good job.

       However, some people think that studying abroad has
many disadvantages. For instance, they believe students
will feel lonely as they will be away from their family.
Also, language barriers can cause students to have
difficulty in communicating. Then, it is hard to establish
relationships.

       Personally, I disagree that students will feel lonely and
have trouble communicating. They will easily make
friends and they can study the language before they
leave their home country.

       In conclusion, studying abroad can give students many
benefits that will help them in the future. I strongly
believe that they should spend time abroad to broaden
their horizons and help them get a good job afterwards.

  1   To prepare for a listening task

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the sentences
and then choose the best paraphrase from the
options. 

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   b                       2   a                       3   b

  2   To listen for specific information

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the questions
and answer choices. 

       •    Play the audio and have Ss listen and complete the
task.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   2        2   3        3   2        4   1        5   1        6   1

  3   To prepare for a reading task 

       •    Ask Ss to read the gapped sentences and decide
what is missing. 

       •    Elicit Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   2                       2   1

  4   To prepare for a reading task 

       •    Ask Ss to choose the correct option for the
sentences in Ex. 3.

       •    Elicit Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   2                       2   1

  5   To practise verb/adjective forms;

to read for cohesion and coherence and lexico-

grammatical correctness

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the text and
complete the gaps with the correct form of the
words in brackets.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   started               4   running              7   best
       2   took                   5   created
       3   to improve         6   am inspired
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Travel

Topic

In this module, students will explore the topics of
holidays and means of transport.

Module page                                            29

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module, to introduce
key vocabulary
Vocabulary: Types of holidays (adventure holiday, exchange
programme, skiing holiday, working holiday, school/summer
camp, sightseeing holiday, beach holiday); Activities (like
swimming in the sea & sunbathing, like seeing how students
in other countries live, enjoy dong exciting activities on
holiday, would like to volunteer to help the environment, like
visiting famous buildings/monuments, enjoy outdoor holidays
with teens my age, love doing winter sports)

3a                                                       30-31

Lesson objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information, to learn prepositional phrases, to
learn phrasal verbs with make, to talk about a person's
experience, to write a postcard 
Vocabulary: Verbs (investigate, improve); Phrasal verbs (make
up/up for/out/for); Nouns (destination, pleasure, experience,
chance, shadow, option, taste); Adjectives (endless); Adverb
(abroad)

3b                                                       32-33

Lesson objectives: To learn the past simple, the past
continuous, the past perfect and the past perfect
continuous, to learn used to/would, to talk about past
holiday activities, to write about past holiday activities

3c                                                        34-35

Lesson objectives: To read for gist, to read for cohesion
& coherence, to form adjectives, to listen for key
information, to talk about a trip, to write an email about
an experience
Vocabulary: Verbs (gasp, stare, glance, chew, compare,
face); Phrasal verb (take in); Nouns (journey, branch,
extinction, deforestation, poacher, creature); Adjective
(incredible, astounded, diverse); Phrase (make our way)

3d                                                            36

Lesson objectives: To listen and read for gist, to act out
a dialogue/narrate an experience, to pronounce the (oo)
sound
Vocabulary: Sentences (How was the school exchange
programme? That sounds nice. What was it? I was so late!
What did you do? Not quite. So, what time was it really? I
bet you felt really foolish! Next time, make sure you check
the time twice!) Verb (bet); Noun (coach); Adjectives (silly,
confused, foolish); Phrase (you're kidding)

Across Cultures                                        37

Lesson objectives: To read for cohesion & coherence, to
practise word formation, to talk about two trips, to write
a short text about tourist transport in Moscow
Vocabulary: Verb (board); Nouns (commentary, pier, travel
card, cruise, speedboat, passenger, terminal, route); Adjective
(frequent); Phrase (pay as you go)

CLIL TIME: History                                      38

Lesson objectives: To talk about life in the past, to
discuss leisure activities, to read for key information, to
present an oral summary, to design a poster advertising
a package holiday
Vocabulary: Verbs (wheel); Noun (sort, music hall, musical
instrument, gramophone, record, bathing suit, lacrosse);
Phrases (have sing-songs, national railway system, take a
day trip, take a boat trip, wooden hut, work long hours)

Writing                                                    39

Lesson Objectives: To read and analyse a rubric, to read
for structure, to write a story
Vocabulary: Nouns (marketplace, stall, receptionist);
Adjectives (busy, strange, insulted); Phrase (have a bite to
eat)

Exam Practice 3                                       40

Lesson Objectives: To provide extra practice for the RNE
exam, to read for cohesion & coherence, to listen for
specific information
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▶▶   What’s in this module?

       Read out the title of the module Travel and ask Ss to
suggest what they think it means. Go through the
topic list and stimulate a discussion to prompt Ss'
interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for 

Vocabulary 

  1   To present vocabulary for types of

holidays

       •    Draw Ss' attention to the pictures (1-17).
       •    Play the audio with pauses for Ss to listen and

repeat. 
       •    Check Ss' pronunciation and intonation.

  2   To present/practise vocabulary for

holiday activities 

       •    Explain the task and read out the example sentence. 
       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class what type of holiday

they prefer and why using the phrases provided
and following the example.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    I prefer adventure holidays because I enjoy doing
exciting activities on holiday.

       2    I prefer exchange programmes because I like seeing
how students in other countries live.

       3    I prefer skiing holidays because I love doing winter
sports.

       4    I prefer working holidays because I would like to
volunteer to help the environment.

       5    I prefer school/summer camps because I enjoy outdoor
holidays with teens my age.

       6    I prefer sightseeing holidays because I like visiting
famous buildings and monuments.

  1   To predict the content of the text and

listen and read for gist

       Ask Ss to look at the title of the text and discuss in
pairs what they think it means. Then play the audio.
Ss listen and follow the texts in their books and find
out.

Suggested Answer Key

       A destination is the place where you arrive after a
journey, so I think the article must be about travelling to
learn; perhaps it is about studying abroad.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions and the answer choices. 
       •    Then allow Ss time to read the text again and answer

the questions.
       •    Check Ss' answers. Ask Ss to justify their answers

quoting the text.

Answer Key

       1    C (global question)
       2    B (but that's when I realised I had no idea where I

wanted to go)
       3    A (I received a very helpful email from a friend. It was

all about a company called Education First.)
       4    A (the school was great. The teachers were friendly

and approachable and the other students were loads
of fun. In the evenings, we went out for dinner or to
the cinema to practise our English skills. It was a
fantastic way to make learning fun.)

       •    Then ask Ss to look at the words/phrases in bold in
the text. Explain the task to Ss and allow them
some time to complete it. Remind Ss to use
synonyms or short definitions.

       •    Check Ss' answers by asking various Ss to read out
their answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       realised (v): understood
       received (v): got
       investigate (v): to find out about sth
       shadow (n): a dark shape made by sth blocking the light
       endless (adj): unlimited
       made up my mind (phr): decided
       (I) couldn't wait (phr): (I) was looking forward to sth
       approachable (adj): friendly
       skills (n): abilities
       taste (n): sample
       adventure (n): an exciting experience
       a breath of fresh air (phr): sb/sth new, different and

refreshing
       improve (v): to make sth better

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed.

  •   Ask questions to check Ss' understanding.

Answer Key

       a gorilla (p. 34)
       (Have you ever seen a gorilla? Where and when

was it?/Would you like to see one? etc)
       a postcard (p. 31) 
       (Do you write postcards when you are on holiday?

Why (not)? Who to? Have you ever received a
postcard from someone? etc)

       a riverboat (p. 37)
        Have you ever been on a riverboat? Where/When

was it? Would you like to go on a riverboat [again]?
Why (not)? etc)
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       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the words in
the list and then use them to complete the
sentences referring back to the text if necessary.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   break                 3   helpful               5   improve
       2   learn                  4   study                 6   options

  4   To learn and practise prepositional

phrases

       •    Explain the task and give Ss some time to
complete it, then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1   on            3   of            5   for              7   for
       2   for            4   on           6   about

  5   To present and practise phrasal verbs

with make

       •    Read out the box with the phrasal verbs and their
definitions.

       •    Then give Ss time to use them to complete the
sentences.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   for          2   up          3   up for     4   out      5   up

  6   To talk about the benefits of sb's

experience

       •    Ask Ss to consider how Peter's experience has helped
him.

       •    Then ask various Ss around the class to share their
ideas with the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Peter’s experience has helped him because he got to
study English at a school with very helpful teachers and
practise the language outside school in New York City.
Also, it gave him his first taste of travel and adventure.

  7   To write a postcard

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
using the postcard skeleton to help them.

       •    Check Ss' answers by asking various Ss to read out
their postcards to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Ian,
       How are you doing? I’m in New York to study English.

When I got here, I was amazed! The buildings are really
tall and the city is loud, busy and exciting. Every day I
go to school in the morning. The school is great. The
teachers are friendly and helpful and the other students
are loads of fun. In the evenings we go to the cinema to

practice our English. It’s a fantastic way to make

learning fun. I hope you’re having a good winter break!
       Take care,
       Peter

  1   To present the form of the past simple,

the past continuous, the past perfect and the past

perfect continuous

       •    Elicit the form of the past simple (main verb + -ed
or irregular form), the past continuous (past simple
of the verb 'to be' [was/were] + base form of the verb
+ -ing), the past perfect (had + past participle of the
main verb) and the past perfect continuous (had
been + main verb + -ing).

       •    Allow Ss time to read the text and then ask them
to identify the tense forms of the verbs in bold.

Answer Key

       had been working = past perfect continuous
       had decided = past perfect
       approached, announced, gave, unpacked, headed = past

simple
       was happening, was sitting, was lying = past continuous

  2   To present the uses of the past simple, the

past continuous, the past perfect and the past

perfect continuous

       •    Elicit the uses of the past simple (an action that
happened at a stated time in the past, and for
actions that happened one after the other in the
past), the past continuous (an action which was
happening at a stated time in the past, two actions
that were happening at the same time in the past),
the past perfect (an action which happened in the
past before another past action, an action which
happened before a stated time in the past, an action
which started and finished in the past) and the past
perfect continuous (to put emphasis on the
duration of an action which started and finished in
the past, to show the result of a past action whose
result was evident in the past for some time).

       •    Then ask Ss to read the uses (A-F) and match them
to the tense forms (1-6) in the text.

Answer Key

       A   6        B   1        C   2        D   4        E   5         F   3
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  3   To practise past tenses

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to read the
sentences and fill the gaps with the correct forms
of the verbs in brackets.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    was; had
       2    were you doing, rang; was washing, did not hear
       3    was surfing, found; told, had already booked
       4    did you miss; were shopping, did not hear
       5    Did you stay; rented
       6    had been waiting
       7    looked; had not slept, had been waiting

  4   To practise past tenses 

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then check

Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I had been driving for an hour when it started raining.
       I was buying souvenirs when someone stole my purse.
       I was buying souvenirs when it started raining.
       I was buying souvenirs when I lost my passport.
       I had been waiting all morning when the ferry arrived.
       I was lying on the beach when it started raining.
       I had been lying on the beach when someone stole my

purse.
       I was lying on the beach when someone stole my purse.
       I was sleeping in a tent when it started raining.

  5   To present past tenses with personal

examples and using time adverbs

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. 
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then ask

various Ss around the class to share their
sentences with the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       By the time I had finished my homework, I was very tired.
       We had a party for my sister’s birthday two weeks ago.
       I lost my scarf while I was walking home from school.
       Alison visited Paris last year.
       I had never been to Africa before.
       I was waiting for the train for hours yesterday.
       Ben has played the guitar for ten years.
       Beth has not travelled abroad yet.
       I was playing basketball all day yesterday.
       Last summer I went to an island.
       When I was twelve, I had already been on an aeroplane

twice.

  6   To practise past tenses in a story

setting

       Ask Ss to read the text and then play the recording of
the sound effects. Then ask various Ss around the
class to continue the story using past tenses.

Suggested Answer Key

        ... Black clouds appeared in the sky and the wind began to
blow. We turned the boat around immediately but we all
knew it would take several hours to get home. We had been
sailing all morning, so we were far away from the harbour.

        We had not brought any warm clothes so we began to feel
cold. Then it started to rain. It had only been raining for ten
minutes when we noticed that the boat was filling up with
water. I was terrified! I had never been on a boat before and
I thought we were sinking. Luckily my parents knew what to
do. They gave me a bucket and told me to keep scooping the
water out of the boat. It was a long journey back to the
harbour. By the time we arrived, we were all soaking wet
and freezing cold. But, luckily, everyone was safe.

  7   a)  To present used to/would

       •    Read out the theory box and the examples.
       •    Explain that we use used to/would to talk about

past habits or things that don’t happen any more.
We can also use used to to talk about past states.

       •    Explain that we can use would in sentences that
talk about past habits instead of used to.

Answer Key

       ‘Would’ and ‘used to’ can both be used for past actions,
but only ‘used to’ can be used for past states. We cannot
use ‘would’ when talking about past states.

       b)  To practise used to/would

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it,
then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1   used to/would    4   used to/would    7   used to
       2   used to              5   used to
       3   used to/would    6   used to/would

  8   a)  To practise used to/would

            •    Explain the task and read out the example. 
            •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then

check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

        When Sharon was ten, she didn’t use to take pictures
when she was on holiday. She used to go to the beach
with her siblings. She didn’t use to stay in a holiday resort.
She used to take long walks on the beach and she used to
collect seashells. She didn’t use to travel overseas and she
didn’t use to go skiing. She used to eat candyfloss but she
didn’t use to go scuba diving.
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       b)  To practise used to/would through

personal examples and miming

            Explain the task and ask different pairs of Ss to
complete the task in front of the class.

            (Ss’ own answers)

  9   To write a description of past holiday

activities

       Explain the task and give Ss time to write a short
paragraph about the things they did on holiday when
they were younger using used to/would.

Suggested Answer Key

       When I was younger, I used to go camping with my
parents. We didn’t use to stay in hotels, instead, I used
to sleep in a tent. We used to cook on a campfire. I had
an old camera and I used to take a lot of photographs.
But I didn’t use to have a digital camera. I used to have
to get the photos developed. We used to travel for a
month each summer. 

  1   To predict the topic of the text; to read

for gist

       •    Read the title of the text aloud and direct Ss'
attention to the picture.

       •    Elicit Ss' guesses as to what the text is about.
       •    Give Ss time to read the text and find out.

Suggested Answer Key

       King Kong is an imaginary gorilla in a film, so the text
must be about someone who is looking for real gorillas.

  2   To read for cohesion and

coherence

       •    Ask Ss to read the parts of sentences (1-7) and
then allow Ss time to read the text again and
complete the task.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A   5        B   7        C   1        D   3        E   6         F   2

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   Understanding author's attitude

       •    Read the quote from the text aloud and ask Ss to
consider what the author means by it. 

       •    Elicit answers from around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think that when Kelly says that “nothing compares to
looking into the eyes of a real mountain gorilla” she
means that it is a very special and unusual experience.
She cannot help the reader to understand by saying that
it is like something else that the reader may have
experienced, because it is not like anything else.

  4   To consolidate new vocabulary

       •    Direct Ss' attention to the highlighted words/
phrases in the text and the words/phrases in the list
and ask Ss to match them using their dictionaries if
necessary.

       •    Ask Ss to check their answers with a partner and
then check Ss' answers around the class.

Answer Key

       incredible = amazing
       in search of = looking for
       close = near
       stared = looked for a long time
       glanced = looked quickly
       chew = crush food into smaller pieces
       habitat = natural environment

  5   To form adjectives

       •    Read out the theory box and the examples and
then give Ss time to complete the sentences with
an adjective formed from the words in brackets.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   tiring                 3   disappointed      5   confused
       2   annoyed            4   disgusting          6   amazing

  5   To listen for key information

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the statements. 
       •    Play the audio and give Ss time to complete the

task and then check their answers.

Answer Key

       A   6        B   5        C   7        D   1        E   3         F   2

  7   To talk about sb's trip

       •    Ask Ss to write the headings in their notebooks
and then play the audio. Ask Ss to listen to and
read the text. 

       •    Then ask Ss to use their notes to talk in pairs about
Kelly's trip. 

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       place: the Impenetrable Forest in Uganda, near the Rift
Valley and the Virunga Volcanoes

       transport: by plane to the capital, Kampala, then by bus
to Bwindi, and finally on foot

3c
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       reason for trip: to take pictures of mountain gorillas
       what she saw/did: she walked into the forest with a guide

and observed and photographed a family of gorillas
       how she felt: she felt that it was a totally unique

experience

       Kelly went to the Impenetrable Forest in Uganda, near
the Rift Valley and the Virunga Volcanoes. She went by
plane to the capital, Kampala, then by bus to Bwindi,
and finally on foot. She went there to take pictures of
mountain gorillas. She walked into the forest with a
guide and observed and photographed a family of
gorillas. She felt that it was a totally unique experience.

  8   To write an email

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to complete the task
following the directions and using their answers to
Ex. 7 to help them.

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task and then ask
various Ss to read out their emails to the rest of the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Ann,
       How are you? Guess what! I’m in Uganda, and I’ve just

visited the Impenetrable Forest.
       First, I flew to Kampala, then took a bus to Bwindi. That

was a long journey. From there, I walked into the forest
with the help of a guide. I wanted to see and photograph
the mountain gorillas. After some time, we saw a family
of gorillas and they let me photograph them for about an
hour.

       It was a really unique and amazing experience, but
unfortunately the gorillas are facing extinction. It is an
experience people might not be able to have in the future.

       When I return, I will show you all my photos!
       Take care,
       Kelly

  1   To present language related to narrating

an experience

       •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
either chorally or individually.

       •    Pay attention to Ss' pronunciation and correct as
necessary.

  2   To predict the content of a dialogue; to

listen and read for gist

       •    Ask Ss to read the sentences in Ex. 1 again and
elicit Ss' guesses as to what the dialogue may be
about and what happened. 

       •    Play the audio for Ss to listen and read and find
out.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think friends must be talking about an exchange
programme one of them participated in. It sounds like
something went wrong. Maybe somebody made a
mistake about the time.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To learn synonymous phrases

       •    Read out the phrases in the list and give Ss time to
find the synonymous ones in the dialogue.

       •    Check Ss' answers around the class.

Answer Key

       I made a silly mistake earlier. = I did something really
silly while I was there. 

       Not exactly! = Not quite.
       What was the actual time? = So, what time was it really?
       You must have felt silly! = I bet you felt really foolish!

  4   To practise role-playing

       •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and act out a similar
dialogue using the dialogue in Ex. 2 as a model.

       •    To help Ss, draw the following diagram on the
board and elicit appropriate phrases Ss should use.
Write them on the board. Ss can refer to the
diagram while doing the task.

       

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   Hi, Tom! How was you summer language course?
       B:   It was great! Studying English in Bristol was a lot of

fun.
       A:   That sounds nice.
       B:   Yeah, it was. But I made a really silly mistake, and I

almost didn’t get there.

3d

Student A

Hi … How was …?
(Greet B, ask about
course) 
That sounds ...
(Comment)
Really? What ...?
(Ask for more details)
Oh no! Did you ...?
(Comment & ask what
happened)
You’re kidding. So ...?
(Express disbelief)
That’s amazing! You
must ...
(Express surprise &
comment.)
Next time ...
(Give advice)

Student B

It was ...
(Respond)

Yeah … But I ...
(Give details)
Well, I thought…
(Respond & expand)
Not quite. I went ...
(Explain what
happened)
It was ...
(Give more information)
I did.
(Respond)
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       A:   Really? What happened?
       B:   Well, I thought I had to catch the train at half past

four. So, I got ready and when we got there, I looked
at my ticket and realised the train was leaving at
three forty! I thought I must have just missed it
because it was four o’clock.

       A:   Oh no! Did you miss the train? 
       B:   Not quite. I went to the information desk, and the

train had been delayed.
       A:   You’re kidding! So, what time was it leaving?
       B:   It was going to leave in ten minutes. I was right on

time!
       A:   That’s amazing! You must have felt really silly,

though.
       B:   I did. 
       A:   Next time, make sure you check the ticket twice!

  5   To pronounce the (oo) sound

       •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
either chorally or individually.

       •    Pay attention to Ss' pronunciation and correct as
necessary.

  1   To generate topic-related vocabulary

       •    Set a short time limit of a minute and ask Ss to
think of as many forms of public transport as they
can and write them in their notebooks. 

       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       bus, train, metro, trolley, tram, coach, plane, ship, boat,
taxi

  2   To read for cohesion and

coherence; to practise word formation

       •    Explain the task. 
       •    Allow Ss time to read the texts and complete the

gaps with derivatives of the words in brackets.
       •    Remind Ss to read the completed texts for

cohesion and coherence.
       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   interesting          4   refreshments      7   crowded
       2   service                5   tourists
       3   different             6   comfortable

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To consolidate information in a

text

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to tell the rest of
the class four things they remember from the texts.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    In London, there is a boat called a river bus.
       2    You can pay for the river boat with a travel card.
       3    In Moscow, boat trips along the Moskva River depart

from Gorky Park, at Novospasskiy Monastery and
other piers.

       4    Cruises run from early April to mid-October.

  4   To write a text about public

transport in Moscow

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to work in groups and
collect information from the Internet to help them
write a short text about public transport in
Moscow that is appropriate for tourists. 

       •    Assign the task as HW and ask Ss to write a short
text. They may illustrate it with photos if they wish.

Suggested Answer Key

       There are lots of ways for tourists to get around Moscow.
First of all, there is a good, cheap metro system, which is
probably the best choice for a tourist. There are also
buses, which can be convenient for some destinations,
but are not as comfortable as the metro. It is also
possible to rent a car. They are not expensive. but there
is a lot of traffic and the roads can be confusing for a
visitor. There are taxis, too, but they can be very difficult
for tourists to use.

  1   To talk about life in the past

       •    With books closed, initiate a discussion about
what life was like for people 150 years ago. 

       •    Explain that the years 1837-1901 are known as
the Victorian era because this was the time when
Queen Victoria reigned. Ask Ss how periods of
time are referred to in their own cultures.

       •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures and identify the main
activities. Elicit various answers from Ss around the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       People spent time by the sea, taking part in or watching
sport activities, going to the theatre or listening to
gramophone records.

Across Cultures
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  2   a)  To discuss leisure activities; to present

vocabulary related to seaside activities

            •    Ss work in pairs to complete the task. Elicit Ss’
guesses as to what kind of people went to
Swansea and what they could do there.

            •    As an extension, ask Ss which of the activities
they enjoy doing.

Suggested Answer Key

       The people who went to Swansea probably lived in big
cities away from the sea. They could do a lot of things
there, including swimming, sailing, cycling, driving and
going on steamer trips.

       b)  To recognise sports activities

            •    Use large pictures of people participating in
different sports activities (e.g. cricket, rugby,
football, lacrosse, athletics, gymnastics) to present
different sports and games. Say then, write on
the board: We play games. We do sports. Use the
pictures to drill the structures (e.g. T: football
Ss: We play football. T: gymnastics Ss: We do
gymnastics. etc).

            •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and identify the
activities in picture B, listing them as sports
activities and games.

             •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.
Then ask Ss which of the activities people do
today and how the activities may have changed.

Answer Key

       Games: cricket, rugby, lacrosse, golf
       Sports: athletics, gymnastics

Suggested Answer Key

       People still do all of the activities shown, but the clothes
they wear and the equipment they use have changed.

  3   To read for key information

       •    Tell Ss to read the text and match the information
in the paragraphs to the pictures.

       •    Explain that each heading relates to a key point in
each text. Refer Ss to the four possible titles. Elicit
possible meanings for each (e.g. ‘Off to the
seaside!’ — the start of a holiday, etc).

       •    Allow Ss time to read the text again and match
each paragraph to a heading. Remind Ss that one
heading is extra.

       •    Ss use dictionaries to find and explain the words in
bold. Check answers from various Ss of the class.
Alternatively, ask questions to elicit the meanings
(e.g. What two words can you see in the word sing-
song? Did people sing the songs alone? etc).

Answer Key

       Paragraph 1: pictures C, D
       Paragraph 2: picture A
       Paragraph 3: picture B

       1   D                       2   A                       3   C

       sing-song: a group of people singing songs for pleasure
       wooden huts: small buildings made of wood and having

only one room
       wheel: push something which has wheels
       lacrosse: a type of ball game played by two teams

  4   To present an oral summary

       •    Allow Ss time to list the activities individually.
Remind Ss that a summary should not contain too
much detail.

       •    If the class is large, divide it into groups of 3-4.
Then ask various groups to present their summaries
to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       In their free time, Victorians read newspapers, magazines
or comics. At home they played musical instruments or
sang. Later, they had gramophones to play records on
and they could also go to music halls and theatres.
Victorians began to go to the seaside when the railway
system developed and they also watched or played sports
and games.

  5   To design a poster advertising a package

holiday

       •    Explain the task to Ss.
       •    Remind Ss that transport was limited to rail and

steamer during the Victorian era. Brainstorm ideas
for the package holiday with the class. 

       •    Tell pairs to use ideas from the text and pictures to
create their posters. 

       •    Monitor the activity around the class, providing
help where necessary.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check Ss’
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

BATH

A one-week holiday in this historic city

       Enjoy:
  •   walks in the beautiful Victoria Park and The Botanical

Gardens
  •   concerts and plays at the Theatre Royal
  •   cricket at the local cricket club
  •   boat trips on the River Avon

       Regular train service to and from London 
Excellent accommodation in the Great Western Hotel



  1   To read for order of events and narrate a

story

       •    Ask Ss to read the story and the events (A-H) and
then order them according to what they read.

       •    Check Ss' answers and then ask various Ss to use
the events to retell the story to the class.

Answer Key

       1   E              3   D            5   B                7   G
       2   C             4   A            6   H               8   F

       She arrived in Cape Verde. She went for a walk. She
bought some food. She got on the bus to the hotel. She
started eating a banana. People were looking at her
angrily. She got off the bus and walked. The receptionist
explained her mistake.

  2   a) To read for content and structure

            •    Give Ss time to read the story again and then
elicit which paragraphs contain the elements
(1-4).

            •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1    paragraph 1                       3   paragraph 3
       2    paragraph 4                       4   paragraph 2

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

       b)  To identify adjectives and adverbs

            •    Read out the Study Skills box and explain that
this tip will help Ss when they have to write a
story. 

            •    Give Ss time to scan the story and find the
adjectives and adverbs for the nouns and verbs
given.

            •    Check Ss' answers around the class.

Answer Key

       lovely sunny day                walking happily

       great time                         looking angrily

       busy marketplace               kindly explained
       strange fruits                     

  3   To listen for order of events; to prepare

for a writing task

       •    Ask Ss to study the pictures and think about what
seems to be happening in each one. 

       •    Play the audio and then give Ss time to order the
pictures.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   B              2   D            3   C                4   A

  4   To write a story (a first-person

narrative)

       •    Direct Ss to the plan and give them time to
complete the task using their answers from Ex. 3.
Remind Ss to use appropriate adjectives and
adverbs and to write the story in the first-person
using the title provided.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check Ss'
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

A Terrible Mistake

       Sometimes you can be rude without even trying, can't
you? Last year in London, I arranged to meet a friend for
coffee. I know the British hate lateness, so I set off early.

       Just after I had boarded the bus, it got stuck in heavy
traffic.  It started and stopped, started and stopped, and
the time I had arranged to meet my friend came and
went. When I finally got there, I was very late.

       When I got to the café, I couldn't see my friend anywhere.
I quickly described him to the waitress and she said he'd
just left. I ran outside and I saw him going into an
underground station.

       He was terribly angry! I took him back to the café and
bought him a cake and he forgave me. I was just relieved
I’d found him.

  1   To prepare for a reading task

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the sentences
and then choose the best option for the gaps.
Allow Ss time to complete the task.

       •    Check Ss' answers and elicit how they decided.

Answer Key

       1   B (top)               2   A (good)            3   C (sun)

  2   To complete a multiple choice

cloze; to read for cohesion and coherence

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the text and
then the options for each gap.

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task and then check
Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   B        2   D        3   A        4   B        5   D        6   C

Writing
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  3   To prepare for a listening task

       •    Read out the Study Skills box and tell Ss this will
help them complete the task.

       •    Ask Ss to read the statements, the underlined words
and the audio script extract and then decide if the
statements are true, false or not stated.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A   NS                     B   T                       C   F

  4   To listen for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to read the statements (A-G) and then play
the audio. 

       •    Ss listen and decide if the statements are true,
false or not stated. 

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A   T              C   NS          E   F                G   F
       B   T             D   NS           F   T                  
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Topic

In this module students will explore the topics of
technology and gadgets.

Module page                                            41

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module, to introduce
key vocabulary; to present would like; to talk about gadgets
Vocabulary: Gadgets (Pepper the robot, transparent TV,
3D printer, solar-panelled jacket, electronic paper, smart
watch); uses (make calls, send text messages, surf the Net,
recognise facial expressions and tones of voice, responds to
people, make text comfortable to read, print objects, keep
you warm charge your gadgets, display a screen)

4a                                                       42-43

Lesson objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information, to learn common idioms, to learn
phrasal verbs with turn, to talk about a device, to write a
short advert about a device
Vocabulary: Idioms (raining cats and dogs, cost an arm
and a leg, keep an eye out); Verbs (control, rewind, fast-
forward, scroll, slide, last, charge, transport); Phrasal
verbs (take off, turn down/sth into sth/off/up); Nouns
(device, touchscreen, Bluetooth, controller, wireless mouse,
keyboard, volume, webpage, measures, index finger,
thumb); Adjectives (advanced, waterproof); Adverb
(remotely); Phrase (hand movements)

4b                                                       44-45

Lesson objectives: To learn conditionals, to learn wishes,
to form adjectives with prefixes, to learn clauses of
purpose

4c                                                        46-47

Lesson objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for
specific information, to talk about AI, to learn prepositional
phrases, to listen for specific information, to write a
summary of a text
Vocabulary: Verbs (announce, fool); Phrasal verbs (work
on, make do with); Nouns (co-founder, assistant, program,
application, techie); Adjective (social); Phrases (personal
challenge, depends on, main goal)

4d                                                            48

Lesson objectives: To learn how to describe a visit to a
show, to act out a dialogue, to pronounce silent letters
Vocabulary: Verbs (hop, kick, point); Nouns (demonstration,
android, helper); Adjective (advanced, long-term, elderly);
Phrase (on their own); Sentences (How was your trip to
Moscow? It was great, thanks! Did you do anything special?
That sounds awesome! It is, isn't it?)
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Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
practise word formation, to listen for key information, to
write about a museum in your country
Vocabulary: Verbs (divide, dedicate, navigate, establish,
house); Nouns (location, planetarium, meteorite, billion,
orbit); Adjectives (accurate, humble, re-entry); Adverb
(truly); Phrase (rocket research)
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Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
read for cohesion & coherence, to listen & read for
specific information, to make a model of the brain, to
prepare a quiz on the brain
Vocabulary: Verbs (respond, allow, wonder, deliberate);
Phrasal verb (carry out); Nouns (nerve cell, signal, sense,
loop, fold, heartbeat, balance, layer); Adverbs (basically,
smoothly, properly); Phrase (bodily function)
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opinion essay
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exam, to read for key information, to read aloud, to
compare reading performances



▶▶   What’s in this module?

       Read out the title of the module Technology and ask Ss
to suggest what they think it means. Go through the
topic list and stimulate a discussion to prompt Ss'
interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for 

Vocabulary 

  1   To present gadgets & their uses

       •    Draw Ss' attention to the pictures (A-F) and ask
various Ss to read out the name of the gadget.

       •    Read out the sentences 1-6 and explain/elicit the
meaning of any unknown words and then ask Ss
to make sentences about the gadgets.

Answer Key

       Pepper the robot has feelings, can recognise facial
expressions and tones of voice, and responds to people.

       Electronic paper makes text comfortable to read and
weighs only 14 grams.

       A 3D printer allows you to print objects.
       A solar-panelled jacket keeps you warm and charges

your gadgets.
       A transparent TV is transparent when not in use and

displays a screen when you turn it on.

    

2 To talk about gadgets

       •    Explain the task and read out the reminder box.
Ask a pair of open Ss to model the exchange and
then give Ss time to complete the task in closed
pairs.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their
answers with the rest of the class, following the
example.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   I would like to have a smart watch because I would
be able to make calls without a phone.

       B:   Really? I would like to have a 3D printer because I
would be able to print any objects I wanted.

       A:   I would like to have electronic paper because it
makes text comfortable to read.

       B:   Really? I would like to have a transparent TV because
it is transparent when not in use and I would hardly
notice it in my room.

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed. 

  •   Ask questions to check Ss’ understanding.

Answer Key

       a cartoon strip (p. 44)
       Do you read cartoons? Do you have a favourite?

Why do you think people like them?

       a robot (p. 41)
       What do you think this robot can do? Would

you like to have a robot? Why (not)?

       a diagram (p. 50)
       Have you seen a diagram like this before? Have

you learnt about the brain in school?
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  1   To predict the content of the text; to

listen and read for gist

       •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures and read out the title
of the text. Ask Ss to guess what the text is about,

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and find out.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think the text is about the rings that we wear on our
fingers and new technology.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Explain that for each question there are four
answer choices to choose from.

       •    Ask Ss to read the text and choose the correct
answer for each question.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   4              2   2            3   1                4   3

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words box.

       •    Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments at
the end.

  3   To consolidate information in a text; to

develop critical thinking skills

       Explain the task and ask Ss to read the text again.
Read out the questions and elicit the answers.

Answer Key

       1    Tablets and smartphones are gaining popularity. 
       2    The Nod ring is a Bluetooth controller.
       3    The writer compares the Nod ring to a wireless mouse

or keyboard on your finger.

       4    Suggested answer

       I think the Nod ring would be very useful to me because I
could use it to control my TV, computer and phone
without touching them. However, I don’t need one
because I can do all these things by hand. It would just
be easier to control all my devices with a Nod ring.

  4   a)  To consolidate new vocabulary

       Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    turn                                   5   Scroll
       2    rewind                                6   click
       3    communicate                      7   measure
       4    connect                              8   charge

       b)  To consolidate new vocabulary

through antonyms

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
using their dictionaries if necessary.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       popular ≠  unpopular
       comfortable ≠  uneasy
       lets ≠ forbids
       different ≠ similar
       connect ≠ remove
       advanced ≠ outdated
       tiny ≠ massive
       useful ≠ impractical

  5   To present and practise common idioms

       •    Ask Ss to read the dictionary entries and then give
them time to read the sentences and complete
them with the correct idiom.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    keep an eye out
       2    raining cats and dogs
       3    cost an arm and a leg

  6   To present and practise phrasal verbs

with turn

       •    Read out the box with the phrasal verbs and their
definitions.

       •    Then give Ss time to use them to complete the
sentences.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   down       2   off           3   into            4   up

  7   To consolidate information in a text; to

present a device

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to copy the headings
into their notebooks.

       •    Ask Ss to read the text again and make notes
under each heading.

       •    Then ask various Ss around the class to present the
device to the class using their notes.

Suggested Answer Key

       Name of device: Nod ring
       What it is: Bluetooth controller; lets you communicate

with devices up to 9 metres away
       How it works: wear on finger, move thumb over touch-

control surface; advanced micro-technology communicates
direction and speed of movement to devices

       Uses: rewind, fast-forward and control volume of TV,
control music player on smartphone or answer calls,

4a
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scroll through webpages on computer, take pictures on
digital camera remotely

       A Nod ring is a Bluetooth controller that lets you
communicate with devices up to 9 metres away. You
wear it on your finger, like a normal ring, but when you
move your thumb over the touch-control surface,
advanced micro-technology communicates the direction
and speed of movement to your devices. This means you
can rewind and fast-forward movies on your TV and
even control the volume. You can also control the music
player on your smartphone or answer calls, even when
your phone is on the other side of the room. You can use
the Nod ring to scroll through webpages on your
computer screen and take pictures on digital camera
remotely, too. It’s hard to believe that you can do all this
with something as small as a ring. 

  8   Portfolio: To write a short advert about a

device

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to write their
adverts using their notes from Ex. 7 to help them.

       •    Ask various Ss to read out their adverts to the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Wouldn’t it be great to control all your electronic

devices from one place? Well, now you can with the

Nod ring!

       With advanced micro-technology, you can control devices
up to 9 metres away simply by moving your thumb over
the touch-control surface.

       •    rewind, fast-forward and control the volume on your
TV

       •    control the music player and answer calls on your
smartphone

       •    scroll through webpages on your computer
       •    take pictures with your digital camera

       Pre-order one today!

  1   a)  To present types and forms of

conditionals.

       •    Read the joke aloud and explain how we form
conditionals.

       •    Explain that we form type 1 conditionals with if/
when + present simple + will/can + infinitive without
to. Explain that we form type 2 conditionals with
if/when + past simple + would + infinitive without to.
Explain that we form type 3 conditionals with
if/when + past perfect + would have + past participle. 

       •    Go through the table and explain any points Ss
are unsure of. Then ask them to identify the types
of conditionals in the cartoon and the tenses used.

Answer Key

       – If you aren’t back by 9:00, you’ll be in trouble.

       Tenses: present simple, will + bare infinitive

       Conditional type 1

       – If it hadn’t stopped, I would have been on time.

       Tenses: past perfect, would + have + past participle

       Conditional type 3

       – If you weren’t always late, I wouldn’t mind so much.

       Tenses: past simple, wouldn’t + bare infinitive

       Conditional type 2

       – When you break your promises, I get angry.

       Tenses: present simple, present simple

       Conditional type 0

       – I won’t get angry if you break your promise, too!

       Tenses: won’t + bare infinitive

       Conditional type 1

       b)  To present the uses of conditionals

       Read the task aloud and then explain or elicit that we use
type 1 conditionals to talk about a situation that is
possible in the future, type 2 conditionals to talk about
an unreal situation in the present/future and type 3
conditionals to talk about an unreal situation in the past. 

Answer Key

       an unlikely situation in the present: type 2

       a real or probable situation in the present/future: type 1

       an imaginary situation contrary to facts in the past: type 3

       a general truth: type 1

  2   To present conditionals with unless/when

       •    Read out the sentences. Elicit how the sentences
differ in meaning and refer Ss to the Grammar
Reference section.

       •    Explain that we can use unless instead of if … not

in conditional sentences and that the verb is
always in the affirmative after unless. Explain that
we can use when instead of if to express that the
situation is almost certain to happen rather than
just likely to happen.

Tom Cruise is an American actor. He was born in
1962 in New York. He has starred in many films
including Top Gun (1986), A Few Good Men (1992),
Jerry McGuire (1996), Minority Report (2002), and
Edge of Tomorrow (2014). He has won many awards
including three Golden Globes.
Minority Report is a 2002 film starring Tom Cruise
and directed by Stephen Spielberg. It is a science
fiction film set in the year 2054 about a specialised
police department that apprehends criminals before
they commit a crime by using physics. It features a
lot of futuristic technology and special effects.

Background information

4b
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Answer Key

       If he does this project well, he’ll get promoted. 
       He’ll probably do the project well and as a result he will

get promoted.
       Unless he does this project well, he won’t get promoted.
       It’s not possible for him to get promoted if he doesn’t do

the project well.
       When he does this project well, he’ll get promoted. 
       He’ll definitely do the project well and, when he does, he

will get promoted.

  3   To practise conditionals types 0,1

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete the
task.

       •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit the type of conditional.

Answer Key

       1    finishes, will look – type 1

       2    is, won’t be – type 1

       3    enjoy, are – type 0

       4    see, tell – type 0

  4   To practise conditionals type 2

       •    Ask Ss to read the thought bubbles and then give
Ss time to complete the task and then check Ss'
answers.

Answer Key

       If I had more qualifications, I could find a better job.

       If I earned more money, I could buy a flat.

       If I didn’t go to bed late every night, I wouldn’t feel tired.

       If I had some friends, I wouldn’t feel lonely.

  5   To practise conditionals type 2 with

personal examples

       •    Ask Ss to work in groups and use the prompts to
write conditional sentences that are true for them.

       •    Check Ss' answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

        If I were Prime Minister for a day, I’d give all schoolchildren

a free book.

       If I had a lot of money, I’d buy a house by the sea.

       If I saw a mouse, I would tell my dad.

       If I got lost in the jungle, I would try to find a river.

       If I failed my exams, I would be very unhappy.

  6   To practise conditionals type 3 with

personal examples

       •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and use the prompts to
write conditional sentences that are true for them.

       •    Check Ss' answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       If I had woken up late this morning, I’d have been late

for school.

       If I had lost my pocket money, I wouldn’t have bought a

sandwich at lunchtime.

       If I hadn’t done my homework, I would have got in

trouble with my teacher.

       If I had won £1 million, I would have booked a holiday

abroad.

  7   a)  To present wishes

       •    Read the sentences aloud. Explain that we use
wish/if only + past simple to talk about sth we wish
was true in the present and wish /if only + past

perfect to talk about sth we regret/wish was
different in the past.

       •    Elicit which sentence refers to which to the
past/present, which words introduce the wishes
and which tenses are used.

Answer Key

       I wish I had applied for the job. – a wish/regret about

the past

       If only you weren’t working late today. – a wish about

the present/future

       I wish I could be a rock star. – a wish about the

present/future

       If only I had won that singing contest. – a wish/regret

about the past

       The words I wish and If only are used to introduce

wishes.

        After these words, the past perfect, past simple/continuous

and would/could + bare infinitive are used.

       b)  To practise wishes

       •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then check

Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       2    I wish/If only I had known that company was hiring

new staff.

       3    I wish/If only the job I have now wasn’t so tiring.

       4    I wish/If only my salary wasn’t so low.

       5    I wish/If only I could have the career I want.

  8   To practise wishes

       •    Explain the task and read out the example
exchange.

       •    Ask Ss to complete the task in closed pairs.
Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to share their answers with the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   I wish I could be an astronaut. If I was an astronaut,

I could travel into space.

       B:   I wish I were a better basketball player. If I were a

better basketball player, I could join the school team.

       A:   I wish I had woken up earlier. If I had woken up

earlier, I wouldn’t have been late for school.
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       B:   I wish I hadn’t dropped my smartphone last week. If
I hadn’t dropped my smartphone, I wouldn’t have
had to buy a new one.

  9   To form adjectives with prefixes

       •    Read out the theory box and then give Ss time to
complete the task forming adjectives with prefixes.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    interpersonal                      3   extraterrestrial
       2    transformed                       4   premature

10   To present clauses of purpose

        •    Explain that we use clauses of purpose to express the
purpose of an action i.e. why sb does sth. We
introduce them with: to – in order to – so as to – so that
+ can – for + noun phrase – with a view to + -ing, etc. 

       •    Explain the task. Ask Ss to read out the examples
and then give them time to complete the task.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    He is studying English so as to travel abroad.
       2    Mark is saving hard so that he can buy a car.
       3    The company is interviewing now with a view to hiring

new staff.
       4    Everyone stopped working at one o’clock for lunch.

  1   To predict the topic of the text; to listen

and read for gist

       •    Read the title of the text aloud and direct Ss'
attention to the picture.

       •    Elicit Ss' guesses as to what the initials stand for.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books and find out.

Answer Key

       I think the initials stand for Artificial Intelligence.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions 1-4 and the answer
choices.

       •    Allow Ss time to read the text again and complete
the task.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   4                       2   4                       3   1

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To develop critical thinking skills

       Read the question aloud and ask Ss to talk in pairs and
then elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       AI can improve our lives because robots with AI can help
us in the workplace and with chores at home. They can
also be useful to people that are ill and need help around
the house, or be companions to people who are lonely.

  4   To learn and practise prepositional

phrases

       Explain the task and give Ss some time to complete it
then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1   on            2   on           3   in               4   with

  5   To listen for specific information

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the statements
1-7 and underline what they think are the key
words that will help them to complete the task.

       •    Play the audio and give Ss time complete the task
and then check their answers.

Answer Key

       1   T              3   T             5   NS             7   F
       2   F              4   F             6   F

  6   To write a summary of a text

       •    Read out the Study Skills box and explain that this
tip will help Ss to complete the task successfully.

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to read the text
again and complete the task.

       •    Ask various Ss to read out their summaries to the
class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss' to
share their answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Para 1: January 2016, Mark Zuckerberg (founder of
Facebook) announced he wanted to build an AI assistant
to cook, babysit & do jobs in the house.

       Para 2: AI (artificial intelligence that machines have) e.g.
smartphones that answer questions, computer programs
that play chess, in near future cars that drive themselves

       Para 3: main goal of research is to make AI behave &
think like a person; robots in sci-fi films e.g. TARS in
Interstellar can control whole spaceship, talk and make
jokes – is this possible?

       Para 4: humans have many kinds of intelligence (social,

language, problem-solving, etc); hard to program a

machine with all this information, so concentrate on one

kind of intelligence, e.g. robot Kismet, built by a team at

MIT, has social skills – can sense how someone feels

from what they do and say; computer program Eugene

4c
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Goostman has language skills – people who chat with it

online think they’re talking to a real person

       Para 5: AI still limited but one day we may be able to

create a robot with AI that we can really call our friend.

       In January 2016, the founder of Facebook, Mark

Zuckerberg, announced he wanted to build an AI

assistant. He wants this robot to cook, babysit and do

various jobs around his house.

       We have already got devices with AI, which is the

artificial intelligence that machines have. For example,

there are smartphones that can answer questions and

computer programs that can play chess against a real

person. In the near future, there will probably even be

cars that can drive themselves.

       The main goal of today’s AI research is to make something

that can behave and think like a person, just like the

robots in sci-fi films. For instance, TARS in 'Interstellar' can

control a whole spaceship, talk and make jokes, but it’s

difficult to create this kind of AI in the real world.

       The reason for this is that humans have many kinds of

intelligence, such as social, language and problem-

solving intelligence. It’s hard to program a machine with

all this information, so scientists usually concentrate on

just one kind of intelligence. The robot Kismet, built by a

team at MIT, has good social skills. It can sense how

someone feels from what they do and say. On the other

hand, the computer program Eugene Goostman has

great language skills. People who chat with it online

think they’re talking to a real person!

       All in all, AI is still limited, but one day in the future we

may be able to create a robot with AI that we can really

call our friend.

  1   To present everyday English phrases

relating to describing a visit to a show

       •    Play the audio with pauses for Ss to listen and
repeat. Check Ss' pronunciation and intonation.

       •    Elicit the stressed words.

Answer Key

       How was your trip to Moscow?

       It was great, thanks!

       Did you do anything special?

       That sounds awesome!

       It is, isn’t it?

  2   To predict the content of a dialogue; to

listen and read for gist

       •    Elicit Ss' guesses as to what the dialogue may be
about based on the sentences in Ex. 1. Play the
audio for Ss to listen and read the dialogue and
find out if their guesses were correct.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think the dialogue is about something special that

someone saw or did while on a trip to Moscow.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To learn synonymous phrases

       Read out the phrases. Refer Ss back to the dialogue
and elicit the synonymous ones from various Ss
around the class.

Answer Key

       That’s fantastic! = That sounds awesome.

       Did you have a nice time in Moscow? = How was your

trip to Moscow?

       I had a fantastic time, thanks. = It was great, thanks.

       It really is. = It is, isn’t it?

  4   To act out a dialogue

       •    Ask Ss to take roles and read out the dialogue in
pairs. Remind Ss to pay attention to the rhythm of
the conversation.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to read out the dialogue in front of the
class.

  5   To practise role-playing

       •    Explain the situation. Tell Ss to use the dialogue in
Ex. 2 as a model as well as the ideas provided to
complete the task.

        •    Ss complete the task in pairs. To help Ss draw the
following diagram on the board and elicit appropriate

Mark Zuckerberg is an American Internet entrepreneur
and programmer. He was born in 1984 in New York.
He is the chairman, chief executive, and co-founder of
the social networking site called Facebook.
Facebook is an online social networking service. It was
launched in 2004 by Mark Zuckerberg and some of his
fellow students. Users register to join and then they
create a user profile and add other users as friends.
They can exchange messages, post status updates and
photos, share videos, use various apps, and much
more. Facebook has over one and a half billion users.
Interstellar (2014) is a science fiction film directed
by Christopher Nolan and starring Matthew
McConaughey, Anne Hathaway, Jessica Chastain and
Michael Caine. It is about a crew of astronauts who
travel through a wormhole to find a new planet for
people to live on as the Earth is dying. The film
contains AI robots and advanced technology.
MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

is a private university in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
It was founded in 1861 and specialises in applied
science and engineering. It is one of the top
universities in the world and 27 MIT alumni have
won the Nobel Prize.

Background information
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phrases Ss should use. Write them on the board. Ss
can refer to the diagram while doing the task.

       

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   Hi, Alexei. How was your trip to Saint Petersburg?
       B:   Hi, Larisa. It was brilliant, thanks.
       A:   Did you do anything special?
       B:   We went to a robotics show. My favourite part was

the demonstration of ASIMO.
       A:   What’s ASIMO?
       B:   He’s the world’s most advanced android. He doesn’t

have a face, but he’s got arms and legs. He can walk
around, climb stairs, hop on one foot, and he can
even kick a football into a goal!

       A:   That’s impressive, but what is the point of ASIMO?
       B:   Well, the long-term idea is to make him into a helper

for elderly people.
       A:   That’s fantastic!
       B:   It really is.

  6   To learn the pronunciation of silent letters

       •    Play the recording and licit the silent letters. Then
play the recording again with pauses for Ss to
repeat either chorally or individually.

       •    Pay attention to Ss' pronunciation and correct as
necessary.

Answer Key

       Silent letters: interesting, awesome, impressive, climb,
every, different, foreign, knife, autumn, know, island

  1   To introduce the topic through pictures;

to read for specific information 

       Direct Ss' attention to the pictures and elicit Ss'
guesses as to what visitors to these museums can see
there. Allow Ss time to read through the texts and
find out.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think visitors can see historical things in the museum in
the first picture because the building looks old-fashioned.

I think visitors can see modern technology in the
museum in the second picture because it shows a model
of a space rocket.

  2   To read for cohesion and

coherence; to practise word formation; to practise

verb tenses

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss time to read the texts
and complete the gaps in the texts with
derivatives of the words in brackets or with the
correct tense forms of the verbs in brackets.

       •    Remind Ss to read the completed texts for cohesion
and coherence and then check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   divides               4   navigation         7   engineers
       2   dedicated           5   establishment     8   eventually
       3   reliable               6   unusual              9   exhibition

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To listen for key information; to

consolidate information in a text

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books.

       •    Elicit three things Ss learnt about each museum
from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I learnt that the Royal Observatory is located on the
‘prime meridian’. I also learnt that it has a planetarium
inside and that visitors can touch a real meteorite.

       I already knew about the Museum of Cosmonautics and
Rocket Technology in Saint Petersburg, but I learnt that
the building used to house early Russian rocket research.
I also learnt that there is a real re-entry vehicle on
display at the museum, and that visitors can see a flag
that was in the Mir Space Station.

  4   To write a short text about

a museum

       •    Explain the task and tell Ss they must research
online and collect information about a museum in
their country. Tell Ss to then make notes under the
headings provided and then use their notes to
write their text.

       •    Assign the task as HW and ask Ss to write a short
text. They may illustrate it with photos if they
wish.

Suggested Answer Key

       Name: The Polytechnic Museum
       Location: Mira Avenue, Moscow
       What to see there: technology from 1872, when the

museum was founded, until now; historical objects e.g.
mechanical clock from the 19th century, an Eyemo

Student A

Hi … How was …?
(Greet B, ask about trip) 
Did you do …?
(Ask what B did)

What’s that?
(Ask for details)
That’s ... But what ...?
(Comment & ask more)
That's fantastic!
(Comment)

Student B

Hi ... It was ...
(Tell A about film) 
We went … My
favourite ...
(Respond & give details)
He's the world's ...
(Explain)
Well, the idea ...
(Respond)
It really is.
(Agree)

Across Cultures
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movie camera from the 1920s, a mechanical television
from the 1930s; exhibitions, e.g. Sikorsky: Wings of
Future about early flying machines; the present in
exhibitions such as Ideas 2020, which explains some
major scientific projects taking place right now and how
they might affect our future 

       Other interesting facts: one of the oldest science and
technology museums in the world; famous for the Big
Lecture Hall, where people met to discuss and learn
about science; since 2010 the museum is being
renovated to bring science to a new generation

       The Polytechnic Museum is located on Mira Avenue in
Moscow, Russia. It houses examples of technology from
1872, when the museum was founded, until now. The
museum has got a large collection of historical objects,
such as a mechanical clock from the 19th century, an
Eyemo movie camera from the 1920s, and a mechanical
television from the 1930s. It also has exhibitions about
science and technology in the past, for example Sikorsky:
Wings of Future, which introduces visitors to early flying
machines. The Polytechnic Museum comes right up to the
present day, too, in exhibitions such as Ideas 2020, which
explains some of the major scientific projects taking place
right now and how they might affect our future.

       The Polytechnic Museum in Moscow is one of the oldest
science and technology museums in the world. It’s
particularly famous for its Big Lecture Hall, where people
have met for decades to discuss and learn about science.
Since 2010, the museum has been working on a
renovation project to bring science to a new generation,
so it looks like the Polytechnic will be a place of education
and learning for many years to come.

  1   To introduce the topic and read for

specific information

       •    Ask Ss to look at the diagram and elicit Ss' guesses
in answers to the questions. Allow Ss time to read
the text and find out.

Suggested Answer Key

       The brain is the part of the body shown in the picture.
The picture shows that is has got three parts, but I don’t
know what each part does.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  2   To read for cohesion & coherence

       •    Ask Ss to read the parts of sentences 1-7 and then
to read the text again and use them to fill the gaps
A-F.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A   3        B   6        C   2        D   5        E   1         F   4

  3   To consolidate information in a text

       Read out the questions. Play the recording and elicit
the answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       The cerebrum controls movement and thought.
       The cerebellum controls balance.
       The brain stem controls heartbeat and signals between

different parts of the brain.

  4   To read for comprehension; to consolidate

information in a text

       •    Allow Ss time to read the text again if necessary
and refer to the diagram.

       •    Then ask Ss to ask and answer the questions in
pairs.

       •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1    The brain controls the body by sending signals
through the nerves to the part of the body it wants
to move.

       2    The cerebrum is the largest part of the brain.
       3    Neurons are nerve cells. The brain contains about 86

billion neurons.

Greenwich is a district of south east London, England, in
the Royal Borough of Greenwich. It is famous for giving
its name to the Greenwich meridian (O° longitude)
and for Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) both of which
happened because the Royal Observatory is there.
The British Empire was all the colonies and lands
controlled by the United Kingdom. It started with the
overseas trading posts established by England between
the late 16th and early 18th centuries and grew to be the
largest empire in history. Many former colonies gained
independence and became part of the Commonwealth
of Nations.
St Petersburg is the second largest city in Russia. Peter
the Great founded the city in 1703. It is the cultural
capital of Russia and the northernmost city in the world
with a population of over one million. It is home to The
Hermitage one of the largest art museums in the world. 
Mir was a Russian space station that orbited the Earth
from 1986 to 2001. It served as a research laboratory
and it was the first continuously inhabited long-term
research station in orbit and held the record for the
longest continuous human presence in space at 3,644
days until 23 October 2010.

Background information
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  5   To make a model of a brain; to present

the brain

       •    Assign the task as HW and ask Ss to work in
groups and make a model of the brain following
the diagram, and using plasticine.

       •    Then in the next lesson, ask Ss to present the brain
to the class and explain all the parts and functions.

Suggested Answer Key

        This is model of a human brain. As you can see, it has got
three parts. The largest part here, on the top, is called the
cerebrum. It is where we make decisions to move our body.
The cerebrum is covered with a layer of ‘grey matter’, only
a few millimetres thick, where all our thinking happens.

       The second part of the brain, the cerebellum, is here at the
back. It makes sure the decisions made by the cerebrum
are carried our correctly, and it also controls movements
we don’t think about, like keeping our balance.

       The brain stem is the third part of the brain, here at the
bottom. It makes sure the basic functions of our body,
like heartbeat, are working. It also tells the brain when
we feel hungry, thirsty, hot or cold. In addition, it makes
sure the signals from our body get to the right part of
our brain, and then back to our body again.

  6   To prepare a quiz on the brain

       •    Divide Ss into groups and assign the task as HW.
Tell Ss to use the Internet to collect information on
the brain and write a quiz.

       •    In the next lesson ask various groups to swap
quizzes and try to answer the questions.

Suggested Answer Key

       •    keeps growing until 20 years old
       •    adult brain weighs 1.5 kg
       •    makes up about 2% of body weight but uses 20% of

body’s energy
       •    some animals have heavier brains, e.g. blue whale

and elephant about 5 kg, but front of human brain
(intelligence and personality) larger than any other
animal’s, including the dinosaurs!

       •    left side – problem solving and Maths; right side – art

and music

       1    At what age does your brain stop growing?

             A    12 years                B   20 years

       2    How much does an adult brain weigh?

             A    1.5 kg                   B   500 g

       3    The brain makes up about 2% of our body weight,

but what percentage of the body’s energy does it use?

             A    10%                      B   20%

       4    Which creature has a heavier brain?

             A    a blue whale          B   a human

       5    The front of the brain is responsible for intelligence

and personality. In which creature is this part of the

brain the largest?

             A    an elephant           B   a human

       6    What is the left side of the brain better at?

             A    art and music        B    problem-solving and Maths

  1   To read for content 

       Ask Ss to read the rubric and the model and then
elicit what each paragraph is about.

Answer Key

       Paragraph A is an introduction to the topic and includes

the writer's opinion. 

       Paragraph B gives examples of how television can be

beneficial, supporting the writer’s opinion.

       Paragraph C gives examples for the counter-argument

that television can be harmful.

       Paragraph D is an explanation of why the writer

disagrees with the counter-argument.

       Paragraph E is a conclusion where the writer restates

his/her opinion.

  2   To substitute linkers for appropriate

alternatives

       •    Direct Ss' attention to the underlined linking
words/phrases in the article and give Ss time to
read the Useful Language box of linking words/
phrases and make suitable substitutions.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       Firstly – To begin with

       Secondly – Furthermore 

       for example – for instance 

       In addition – Also

       such as – in particular

       For instance – For example

       In conclusion – All in all

       I think that – I believe

  3   To identify and substitute topic

sentences for appropriate alternatives

       Give Ss time to read the model again and then elicit
which are the topic sentences and then elicit suitable
substitutions from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       Topic sentences:

       A lot of people like watching TV in their free time for

various reasons.

       However, it is true that some of the programmes we see

on TV can be useless or even harmful.

       Despite the fact that some programmes can be harmful,

TV offers viewers a variety of programmes to entertain

and educate.
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Suggested Answer Key

       Alternative topic sentences:

       Watching TV is a popular free-time activity and there are
many reasons for this.

       On the other hand, some television programmes are not
useful and may even be harmful.

       Even though some programmes can be considered
harmful, in general television is a great tool for both
entertainment and education.

  4   To prepare for a writing task

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and then read the
viewpoints and the reasons.

       •    Give Ss time to match the viewpoints to the reasons
and then elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1   d              2   a             3   b                4   c

  5   To write an opinion essay

       •    Direct Ss to the plan and give them time to
complete the task using their answers to Ex. 4a.
Remind Ss to use appropriate linking words/
phrases.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check Ss'
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Is the Internet a blessing?
       These days, most people have an Internet connection,

but we are constantly hearing warnings about the
dangers of the Internet. In my opinion, if used properly,
the Internet is a blessing and not a curse.

       The popularity of the Internet shows that many people
believe it is a good thing. In the first place, it is a great
source of information. In one click, people can learn about
anything they are interested in, from the latest news to
how to cook a new dish. Moreover, the Internet facilitates
communication. For example, it’s easy to keep in touch
with people through emails, video calls and social
networking. Also, there is a variety of entertainment
available online, such as videos, films and online games,
which everyone can enjoy.

       On the other hand, sometimes the Internet is not always a
blessing. Online, there can be threats to someone’s
personal data. For instance, there is a risk of their account
details being stolen.

       However, although this threat exists, we can reduce it by
being careful what we share and with whom. It should
not stop us from learning, communicating and being
entertained online.

       All in all, although using the Internet does have risks, I
believe it is a blessing because it provides us with
information, a way to connect with others, and plenty of
entertainment. As long as we use it safely and protect
our personal data, we can enjoy the many benefits it has
to offer.

  1   a) To prepare for a reading task

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the first
paragraph and look at the underlined words. Then
ask Ss to read the sentences A and B and decide
which one best summarises the paragraph.

       •    Check Ss' answer.

Answer Key

       B

       b)  To prepare for a reading task

       Ask Ss to read the headings in Ex. 2 and choose the
one that best matches paragraph A. Check Ss' answer
and elicit how the underlined words helped.

Answer Key

       3

Suggested answer

       The underlined words helped me decide because:
       ‘it’s there’ = ‘keeps something in mind’ 
       ‘it’s gone’ = ‘not big enough’ ‘short-term’ ‘for a few

minutes’, ‘we forget it’

  2   To read for key information

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the text and
match the headings to the paragraphs.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       

  3   To read aloud 

       Ask various Ss around the class to read out the
passage. Assist with pronunciation as necessary.

  4   To assess reading and pronunciation

competence

       Play the recording and then elicit comparisons of Ss'
performance in the reading aloud task and the S in
the recording from various Ss around the class.

       (Ss' own answers)

Exam Practice 4

Text A B C D E F G

Heading 3 8 6 4 7 1 5
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Arts & Culture

50

Topic

In this module students will explore the topics of arts and
culture, and famous people.

Module page                                            53

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module, to
introduce key vocabulary
Vocabulary: Famous people (painter, actor/actress,
president, physicist, singer, footballer, computer programmer
& businessman)

5a                                                       54-55

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
learn phrasal verbs with take, to form people nouns from
verbs/nouns, to talk about a writer, to write an email
describing a writer
Vocabulary: Verb (imprison, publish); Phrasal verbs (take
after/on/over/up); Nouns (debt, employment, boot polish,
factory, law clerk, schedule, living conditions); Adjectives
(self-taught, rigid, educational)

5b                                                       56-57

Lesson objectives: To learn the passive, the causative,
reflexive pronouns and clauses of result, to talk about a film

5c                                                        58-59

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to learn
prepositional phrases, to listen for specific information, to
talk about an event, to write an email describing an event
Vocabulary: Verbs (attract, pretend, lip-sync); Phrasal verb
(look out for); Nouns (reality, mime, figure skating, continent);
Adjectives (animated, imaginary, bizarre, recorded, magical);
Past participle (permitted); Phrases (thanks to, take seriously,
out loud)

5d                                                            60

Lesson objectives: To learn how to describe a film, to
act out a dialogue, to pronounce /ju:/, /u:/
Vocabulary: Nouns (battle, special effects, cast, lineup);
Adjective (definitely); Sentences (I think it was the best
fantasy film ever. What did you think of the cast? How about
the music? The acting was brilliant. It was a bit boring and
slow at times. If you like fantasy films, you shouldn't miss it!)
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Lesson objectives: To practise word formation, to read
for cohesion & coherence, to listen and read for key
information, to talk about festivals, to write about a
festival from your country
Vocabulary: Verbs (hold, lead, symbolise, request); Nouns
(playwright, parade, birth, leader, marching band, grave,
mayor, display, legacy, fountain, closing ceremony, splendour,
backdrop); Adjective (solemn); Phrase (heart racing)
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Lesson objectives: To read & listen for specific
information, to read for key information, to read for
order of events, to give a monologue on how we hear
Vocabulary: Verbs (bark, collect, hit, vibrate, bump);
Nouns (car horn, wave, outer ear, ear canal, eardrum,
bone, hammer, anvil, stirrup, cochlea, liquid, nerve, brain);
Phrases (curved tube, snail shell, create signals)
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Lesson objectives: To read and analyse a rubric, to read for
structure and content, to read for specific information, to
talk about your favourite CD, to write an email reviewing a
music CD

Exam Practice 5                                       64

Lesson objectives: To provide extra practice for the RNE
exam, to listen for specific information, to read for
cohesion and coherence, to practise grammar structures,
to talk about photographs



▶▶   What’s in this module?

       Read out the title of the module Art & Culture and ask
Ss to suggest what they think it means. Go through
the topic list and stimulate a discussion to prompt Ss'
interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for 

Vocabulary 

  1   To present famous people & jobs

       •    Draw Ss' attention to the pictures (1-7) and ask
various Ss to read out the name and country for
each person.

       •    Read out the list of professions and explain/elicit
the meaning of any unknown words.

       •    Read out the example and then elicit similar
sentences for each of the people in the pictures.

Answer Key

       2    Albert Einstein was a German physicist.  
       3    Abraham Lincoln was an American president.
       4    Cristiano Ronaldo is a Portuguese footballer.
       5    Brad Pitt is an American actor and Angelina Jolie is

an American actress.
       6    Shakira is a Colombian singer.
       7    Bill Gates is an American computer programmer and

businessman.

  2   To present famous people

       •    Explain the task and read out the example. Go
through the Study Skills box and explain that this
tip will help Ss to complete the task successfully.

       •    Ask various Ss around the class to present a
famous person to the rest of the class, following
the example.

Suggested Answer Key

       2    Albert Einstein was a German physicist. He was born
in 1879. He died in 1955.

       3    Abraham Lincoln was an American president. He was
born in 1809 and he died in 1865. 

       4    Cristiano Ronaldo is a Portuguese footballer. He was
born in 1985. 

       5    Brad Pitt is an American actor. He was born in 1963.
Angelina Jolie is an American actress. She was born
in 1975. 

       6    Shakira is a Columbian singer. She was born in
1977.

       7    Bill Gates is an American businessman. He was born
in 1955.

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed. 

  •   Ask questions to check Ss’ understanding.

Answer Key

       an email (p. 63)
       How often do you write emails to your friends?

Do you prefer to write emails or letters? Why?
       a film poster (p. 60) 
       What film is it from? Have you seen this film?

Did you like it? What is your favourite film?
       a diagram of the ear (p. 62) 
       Have you seen a diagram like this before? Have

you learnt about how we hear in school?
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  1   To predict the content of the text and

read for gist

       •    Ask Ss to look at the picture and elicit who it
shows (Charles Dickens). Ask Ss if they know what
his first novel was and then give Ss time to read
through the text and find out.

Suggested Answer Key

       It is Charles Dickens. His first novel was ‘The Pickwick
Papers'.

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Explain that for each gap in the text there are four
options to choose from for the missing word.

       •    Ask Ss to read the text and choose the correct
word for each gap.

       •    Allow Ss time to compare their answers with their
partner.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   2              3   3            5   1                7   3
       2   2              4   1            6   1

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To consolidate information in

a text

       Ask Ss to read the questions (1-5) and allow them
time to answer them in their own words referring to
the text as necessary.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    Charles Dickens was born in Portsmouth, England.
       2    He was one of eight children.
       3    As a student, he worked in a boot polish factory and

after he finished school he worked as a law clerk and
then as a journalist.

       4    The fact that he always wrote from 9 in the morning
until 2 pm and he produced 2,000 words a day.

       5    He wanted to improve social and living conditions in
Victorian England.

  4   To consolidate information in a text; to

develop critical thinking skills

       Allow Ss some time to consider their answers and
then ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

        Dickens remains a great writer even today because his
novels are educational and entertaining. They give us an

interesting look into the lives of different people from
different social classes in Victorian England. His books are
still popular and many of them are also films and TV series.

  5   To consolidate vocabulary from a text

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
referring back to the text as necessary.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   novels                5   works, masterpiece
       2   Living                 6   debt
       3   published           7   remains
       4   characters          8   roughly

  6   To present and practise phrasal verbs

with take

       •    Read out the box with the phrasal verbs and their
definitions.

       •    Then give Ss time to use them to complete the
sentences.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   after         2   up           3   over           4   on

  7   To learn how to form people nouns from

verbs/nouns

       •    Read out the theory box and elicit further examples
from various Ss around the class.

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to complete it
and then check their answers.

Answer Key

       1   writer                 4   artist, mathematician
       2   actor                  5   president
       3   salesperson

  8   To present Dickens to the class

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to copy the headings
into their notebooks.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and make notes under each heading.

       •    Then ask various Ss around the class to present
Dickens to the class using their notes.

Suggested Answer Key

       Name: Charles Dickens 
       Place/date of birth: Portsmouth – February 7, 1812 
       Early years: came from a poor family/father in prison for

debts/worked in a boot polish factory/managed to go to
school/mostly self-taught

       Achievements: worked as a law clerk/became a journalist/
published novels/his novels were successful

       What special about his books: he made people aware
of social problems in an amusing way/still a great writer

       Place/date of death: Kent – June 9, 1870 
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       Charles Dickens was born in Portsmouth on February 7,
1812. He came from a poor family. His father went to
prison for debt and so Dickens worked in a boot polish
factory to earn money. He managed to go to school for a
while but he was mostly self-taught. Later, he worked as
a law clerk and then he became a journalist. He
published many novels and they were successful. People
liked his books because he made people aware of social
problems in an amusing way. People still think he is a
great writer today. He died in Kent on June 9, 1870.

  9   To write an email about your

favourite writer

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to write their
emails following the directions and using the
skeleton to help them either in class or as HW.

       •    Ask various Ss to read out their emails to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Dear Judy, 
       My favourite writer is Mark Twain whose real name is

Samuel Langhorne Clemens. He was born in Florida, Mo.,
USA on November 30, 1835. He went to a private school.
At the age of 13, he had to leave school and find a job as
a printer's apprentice after his father died of pneumonia.
Later he became a printer, an editorial assistant and even
a river pilot. In fact, that's when he came up with his pen
name, which means 'safe to navigate'. His best book, in
my opinion, is 'The Adventures of Tom Sawyer'. It’s about
the life of a boy that lives close to the Mississippi River in
St. Petersburg, Missouri. I like Mark Twain because his
writing is humorous and realistic. 

       Write soon. 
       Mary

  1   To present the passive

       •    Read the table aloud and explain how we form the
passive voice (the verb ‘to be’ + past participle of
the main verb).

       •    Explain that we use the passive to talk about actions
when the person who does the action is unknown,
unimportant or obvious from the context; when
the action is more important than the person who
does it; in formal situations (e.g. on signs, etc).

       •    Elicit which sentence emphasises what happened.

Answer Key

       The second sentence emphasises what happened to
Dickens. It is a passive sentence. The first sentences
emphasises who (Dickens) did it. 

  2   To practise the passive

        •    Read the theory box aloud. Go through the different
tense forms of the passive and read out the examples.

       •    Explain how we turn an active sentence into a
passive one using the examples in the table.

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the table and then
check their answers.

Answer Key

       1   is                       4   being                 7   be
       2   being                 5   has                    8   be
       3   was                   6   had                    9   be

  3   To practise the passive

       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then check

Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       2    ‘Mamma Mia!’ was written by Catherine Johnson. 
       3    The film has been bought on DVD by millions of

people.
       4    The film will be produced by Brad Pitt.
        5    The doors of the theatre are opened every night at 7 pm.
       6    The film had been seen by journalists before it

reached the cinemas.
       7    The artwork has to be viewed from above. 
       8    Bilbo Baggins in ‘The Hobbit’ was played by Martin

Freeman.
       9    The film can be watched in 3D at the Odeon.
     10    An action scene was being filmed by the director at 8

pm yesterday.

  4   To practise the passive using with or by

       •    Explain the task and read out the theory box.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1   by           2   with       3   with       4   by        5   by

  5   To practise the passive

       •    Ask Ss to read the newspaper headlines and then
give Ss time to complete the task and then check
Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    CCTV cameras will be (/are to be) installed in more
museums. 

       2    Shakespeare's Othello was given great reviews by
critics. 

       3    The theatre is visited by 63% of people in our country
each year.

       4    The first night of the new musical was reviewed as a
success.

       5    7 films were released by New Line Cinema in 2015. 

  6   To present the causative

       •    Read out the sentences and explain that we form
the causative with have + object + past participle
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and that we use the causative to talk about when
we have something done for us by someone else.

       •    Elicit which of the two sentences suggests that
someone else does something for someone.

Answer Key

       2    – Someone else is painting the picture, not Ben. 

  7   To practise the causative

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it,
then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    He is going to have his novel published.
       2    Maggie regularly has her locks changed by a locksmith.
       3    The police are having a handwriting expert check the

document. 
       4    They have a security firm guard the gallery. 
       5    Brian has had his car stolen (by a thief). 

  8   To present/practise reflexive pronouns

       •    Read out the theory box and explain that we use
reflexive pronouns to emphasize the pronoun in a
sentence and with certain verbs (behave, burn, cut,
etc) when the verb and the object of the sentence
are the same. 

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
and then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1   herself                3   yourself              5   himself
       2   myself                4   yourselves

  9   To present and practise clauses of result

       •    Go through the theory table and read the examples
aloud.

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
and then check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   so                      3   so                      5   such
       2   such                   4   such                   6   so

10   To practise the passive

       •    Explain the task and read out the example exchange.
       •    Ask Ss to complete the task in closed pairs.

Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to ask answer questions using the
passive in front of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   What was it called?
       B:   It was called ‘The Lord of the Rings’.
       A:   Where was it set?
       B:   It was set in Middle Earth.
       A:   Where was it filmed?
       B:   It was filmed in New Zealand.

       A:   Who was it directed by?
       B:   It was directed by Peter Jackson. 
       A:   When was it released?
       B:   It was released in three parts in 2001, 2002 and 2003.
       A:   What is it about? 
       B:   It is about a quest by a group of friends to save Middle

Earth from the Evil Sauron.

  1   To predict the topic of the text; to listen

and read for gist

       •    Read the title of the text aloud and direct Ss'
attention to the picture.

       •    Elicit Ss' guesses as to what the text might be about.
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books and find out.

Answer Key

       The text is about a special competition, which is for
playing air guitar. It is the world championship. 

  2   To read for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to read the questions (1-4) and the answer
choices.

       •    Allow Ss time to read the text again and complete
the task.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   2              2   1            3   3                4   1

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To introduce true friends

       •    Read out the Study Skills box and explain that this
tip will help Ss to complete the task successfully.

       •    Elicit true friends from the text from various Ss
around the class.

             (Ss’ own answers)

  4   To express a personal opinion

       •    Read the question aloud and elicit answers from
various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       This competition sounds like lots of fun. I imagine it must
be great to be on stage doing it. I would love to try it. I
think I might be very good at it because I love dancing
and rock music. 
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  5   To learn and practise prepositional phrases

       Explain the task and give Ss some time to complete it,
then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1   on           2   for         3   of           4   in        5   to

  6   To listen for specific information

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the statements
(1-7) and underline what they think are the key
words that will help them to complete the task.

       •    Play the audio and give Ss time complete the task
and then check their answers.

Answer Key

       A   5        B   2        C   3        D   4        E   7         F   1

  2   To talk about the Air Guitar World

Championships

       •    Ask Ss to ask and answer questions in pairs about
the text in Ex. 1. 

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to ask and answer questions in front of
the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   When did it start?
       B:   It was first held in 1996 as part of the Oulu Music

Video Festival.
       A:   What happens in the competition?
       B:   The performers pretend to play an imaginary electric

guitar while rock or heavy metal music plays in the
background. 

       A:   What are the rules of the competition? 
       B:   The performers have to perform on stage twice. They

choose one piece of music themselves. The judges
then choose a ‘secret’ piece which they have to
perform to. Each performance lasts for one minute.
No one else can be on stage at the same time as the
performer. They can sing or lip-sync but they cannot
play another instrument like air drums or air piano. 

       A:   How are the performances judged?
        B:   The scoring system is like the one used in figure skating.

The judges give each performer a score between 4.0
and 6.0. The judges look at the performer’s costume.
They also look at how much it looks like they are
playing a real guitar. They also give marks for how
excited the performers can get the audience. 

       A:   How do you feel about the competition? 
       B:   I think it is an excellent idea for a competition. I think

I could do it, and I would like to take part.

  8   To write an email about an event

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to complete the
task including all the points in the rubric.

       •    Ask various Ss to read out their emails to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
share their answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Paul, 
       Guess what! Last week I was in Oulu, Finland and I

attended the Air Guitar World Championships. 
       The performers have to play air guitar twice, for a

minute each time. They play first to a piece of music they
choose, and then to a ‘secret’ piece that the judges give
them. They can sing or lip-sync if they want. The judges
give marks for their costumes, for how realistically they
play the air guitar and for how excited the audience get. 

       I was very excited to see it, and I am inspired to try to get
into the competition next year. Do you want to try it too?

       Write soon
       Markus

  1   To present everyday English phrases

relating to describing a film

       Play the audio with pauses for Ss to listen and repeat.
Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

  2   To predict the content of a dialogue

       •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit Ss’ guesses as to
what the dialogue may be about.

       •    Play the audio for Ss to listen and check if their
guesses were correct.

Answer Key

       The dialogue is a review of a fantasy film, ‘The Hobbit’.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

Oulu is a city on Northern Ostrobothnia in Finland. It
has a population of almost 200,000 people. It is
known as a 'living lab' because the people who live
there experiment with the latest technology. Many
artists, writers, and musicians live in the city and a
variety of concerts and other cultural events take place
here every year. 
Finland (the Republic of Finland) is a Scandinavian
country in Northern Europe. The capital city is
Helsinki and it has a population of 5.4 million people.
It has borders with Sweden, Norway and Russia.

Background information
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  3   To read for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to copy the table into their notebooks and
then give them time to read the dialogue again
and complete the table.

       •    Check Ss' answers on the board.

Answer Key 

      

  4   To learn synonymous phrases

       Read out the phrases. Refer Ss back to the dialogue
and elicit the synonymous ones from various Ss
around the class.

Answer Key

       The cast put on an excellent performance. = The acting
was brilliant!

       What was the music like? = How about the music?
       Do you recommend it? = Do you think I should go and

see it?

  5   To practise role-playing

       •    Explain the situation. Tell Ss to use the dialogue in
Ex. 2 as a model as well as the ideas provided to
complete the task.

       •    Ss complete the task in pairs. To help Ss, draw the
following diagram on the board and elicit
appropriate phrases Ss should use. Write them on
the board. Ss can refer to the diagram while doing
the task.

      

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   Hi Sarah! Did you enjoy the latest ‘Star Wars’ film
you went to see last night?

       B:   Yes. It’s called ‘Star Wars: The Force Awakens’. It’s
the first part of the third trilogy. I think it was the
best science fiction film ever. 

       A:   What was it like in 3D?
       B:   Incredible! The special effects were so realistic, it was

like being in space. 
       A:   What about the cast?
       B:   Well, Daisy Ridley played Rey, and John Boyega

played Finn, and the acting was excellent. 
       A:   What was the music like?
       B:   The music was fantastic.
       A:   So do you think I should see it?
       B:   Oh, definitely! You shouldn't miss it, it’s the best film

ever!

  6   To learn the pronunciation of /ju:/, /u:/

       •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
either chorally or individually.

       •    Pay attention to Ss' pronunciation and correct as
necessary.

  1   To the topic through pictures; to examine

prior knowledge; to read for gist

       •    Direct Ss' attention to the pictures and elicit what,
if anything, they know about Shakespeare and
Peter the Great.

       •    Elicit Ss' guesses as to how the texts may be
related and then allow Ss time to read through the
texts and find out.

Suggested Answer Key

       Shakespeare was an English playwright. He wrote
famous plays like Romeo and Juliet, and Macbeth. He
was born in Stratford-upon-Avon in England. 

       Peter the Great was a Russian Tsar. He is famous for
bringing many cultural reforms to Russia. 

       The texts are both about places and cultures connected
to these famous people. 

  2   To read for cohesion and

coherence; to practise word formation; to practise

verb tenses

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss time to read the texts
and complete the gaps in Text A with derivatives
of the words in brackets, then complete the gaps
in Text B with the correct tense forms of the verbs
in brackets.

       •    Remind Ss to read the completed texts for cohesion
and coherence and then check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A    1    famous         3   contribution 5 celebration
             2    colourful       4   leader 6 competitions

       B    1    requested     4   are switched 7 sets
             2    was built      5   is known
              3    is                   6    listening

Student A

Hi … Did you …?
(Greet B, ask about film) 
What was it like …?
(Ask about film)
What did you think ...?
(Ask about an aspect)
How about ...?
(Ask about another
aspect)
Do you think ...?
(Ask for recommendation)

Student B

Yes. It was ... .
(Tell A about film) 
Fantastic! The ...
(Respond & give details)
Well, ... The acting ...
(Respond) & expand
It was ...
(Respond)

Oh, definitely ...
(Recommend film)

Type fantasy

Special effects great

Acting brilliant

Music boring and slow

Recommendation You shouldn’t miss it

Across Cultures
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       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To read and listen for key information

       •    Ask Ss to copy the headings into their notebooks
and then play the audio. Ask Ss to listen and read
the texts and make notes under the headings.

       •    Check Ss' answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Name of Celebration: Shakespeare’s Birthday
       Time of Year: 23rd April 
       Place: Stratford-upon-Avon
       Reason: celebrate Shakespeare’s life, work and legacy
       Activities: colourful parade, local teenager carrying quill,

people in traditional costumes, marching bands, put
flowers on grave, concerts, dancing displays 

       Name of Celebration: the Festival of Fountains
       Time of Year: September
       Place: Peterhof 
       Reason: closing ceremony before the fountains are

switched off for winter
       Activities: watch fountains and professional firework

display, listen to classical music

  4   To present two festivals

       Ask various Ss to use their notes to present the
festivals to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Shakespeare’s Birthday takes place on 23rd April in
Stratford-upon-Avon in the UK. It is a festival that
celebrates Shakespeare’s life, work and legacy. The
activities include a colourful parade in which a local
teenager carries a quill, people wear traditional
costumes and marching bands play music. People also
put flowers on Shakespeare's grave and there are
concerts and dancing displays.

       The Festival of Fountains takes place every September at
Peterhof Palace in Russia. It is the closing ceremony
before the fountains are switched off for winter. People
watch the fountains and a professional firework display
and listen to classical music.

  5   To write a short article about a

festival

       •    Explain the task and tell Ss they must research
online and collect information about a local
cultural festival. Tell Ss to then make notes under
the headings in Ex. 3 and then use their notes to
write their article.

       •    Assign the task as HW and ask Ss to write a short
article and illustrate it with photos.

Suggested Answer Key

                                      Ivan Kupala Day

       The Russian mid-summer festival called Ivan Kupala Day
takes place between July 6th and 7th every year. It is
also known as Kupala Night. It is celebrated all over
Russia, the Ukraine and other Slavic countries. It is a
celebration of the summer solstice and of St John the
Baptist, on whose day it falls. Girls collect flowers and
ferns and make wreaths with them which they wear on
their heads. At night the
wreathes are decorated with
candles and then floated
down the river. People build
bonfires and jumping over
them brings luck. There are
also firework displays which
add to the excitement.

  1   To listen and read for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to read the statements (1-4) and decide
which one is incorrect.

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and check if their guesses are correct.

Answer Key

       4    (They hear better than us.)

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  2   To read for key information

       •    Ask Ss to read the sentences (1-5) and then to
read the text again and put the sentences into the
correct order.

       •    Check Ss' answers and then allow Ss time to look
up the words in bold in their dictionaries. Elicit the
definitions from Ss around the class.

ICT

Stratford-upon-Avon is a market town in Warwickshire
in England. It is famous as the birthplace of William
Shakespeare and around 4.9 million people visit it every
year.
William Shakespeare (1564-1616) was a poet,
playwright and actor. He is said to be the greatest
dramatist in the world and the best writer in the
English language. His works include 38 plays and
154 sonnets and much more. Some of his plays are
Hamlet, Midsummer Night's Dream, The Merchant of
Venice, Othello and Romeo and Juliet.

Background information
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Answer Key

       3    Sound waves hit our eardrum.
       5    The little bones start moving. 
       1    Sound enters the cochlea. 
       2    The liquid in the cochlea moves the nerves. 
       4    The nerves send signals to our brains. 

Suggested Answer Key

       car horn (phr) = a device on a car for making a warning
noise

       wave (n) = surge
       outer ear (phr) = the part of the ear that can be seen

outside the head
       collect (v) = to gather; to accumulate
       ear canal (phr) = the narrow, tube-like passage through

which sound enters the ear
       hit (v) = to deal a blow to sb/sth; to strike
       eardrum (n) = a thin, tightly stretched piece of tissue in

the ear that vibrates
       vibrate (v) = to (cause to) move back and forth rapidly
       bone (n) = one of many structures that make up the

skeleton
       hammer (n) = a hand tool with a handle and a heavy

steel or wooden head
       anvil (n) = a heavy iron block on which metals are

hammered during forging
       stirrup (n) = either of two metal loops on a riding saddle
       bump (v) = to knock or strike with a jolt
       enter (v) = to go into a place
       cochlea (n) = the spiral tube that forms part of the

internal ear
       curled tube (phr) = a curved or spiral hollow and

cylindrical object
       snail shell (phr) = the spirally coiled hard outer covering

of a mollusc (snail)
       nerve (n) = one of many thin fibres that carry messages

between the brain and other parts of the body
       create (v) = to make or bring sth into existence
       brain (n) = the organ inside the skull that controls your

body and thoughts

  3   To consolidate information in a text

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to study the
diagram and read through the text again to
complete the labels.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   eardrum             3   cochlea
       2   stirrup                4   nerve

  4   To give a monologue

       •    Allow Ss time to read the text again if necessary
and refer to the diagram.

       •    Then ask individual Ss to come up in front of the
class and explain how we hear using the
beginning provided.

       •    Record Ss' monologues and give feedback.

Suggested Answer Key

       Sound travels in waves and these are collected in the
outer ear. Then they go through the ear canal and hit
the eardrum which vibrates. This moves some little
bones in our ears called the hammer, the anvil and the
stirrup which bump against each other and move the
sound along into the cochlea. This is a curved tube that
looks like a snail shell. The sound waves move to the
nerves here that create signals to tell the brain what we
can hear.

  1   To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and find and underline
the key words.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       Keywords: email, favourite CD, what … you like, think of
the songs, seen the band or singer live, music concert

  2   a)  To read for structure and content

            •    Give Ss time to read the email and then elicit
which paragraph(s) mention(s) the items listed.

            •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       Paragraph 2

       b)  To read for specific information

            Ask Ss to read the email again and elicit the
answer to the question.

Answer Key

       She likes that it is upbeat and has catchy tunes. She likes
Estelle's powerful voice. 

  3   To talk about your favourite CD

       •    Ask Ss to read through the box of phrases and
explain or elicit the meanings of any unknown
words.

       •    Then ask Ss to talk in pairs about their favourite
CD using the phrases.

       •    Ask some Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       My favourite CD is ‘Sometimes I Sit and Think, and
Sometimes I Just Sit’ by the Australian indie singer
Courtney Barnett. This CD was recorded in 2015. I like it
because the lyrics are great. The sound is cool. You really
must listen to it. 
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  4    AIM To write an email reviewing a

music CD

       •    Direct Ss to the plan and give them time to
complete the task using their answers to Ex. 3.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check Ss'
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Martin, 
       Thanks for your email. It’s good to hear from you. I’m

glad you are still enjoying live music. 
       My favourite CD is ‘Sometimes I Sit and Think, and

Sometimes I Just Sit’ by the Australian indie singer
Courtney Barnett. The CD was recorded in 2015. I like it
because the lyrics are great. The sound is cool and laid-
back. The best song is Elevator Operator, because it is
funny. You really must listen to it. I have never seen here
live, but I think she is coming next year to my town, and
I plan to get tickets for her concert. 

       Did you like the concert you went to last week? Was
there more than one band playing? What was the best
thing about the concert?

       I have to go now, my mum needs me. 
       Write soon, 
       Charlotte

  1   To listen for specific information

and match statements to speakers

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the statements
(A-G). Play the audio. Ss listen and complete the
task.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A   T              C   NS          E   NS             G   T
       B   T             D   F             F   F

  2   To prepare for a reading task

       •    Ask Ss to read the sentences and decide what is
missing by choosing from the options a or b and
then completing the gaps.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    b    was told
       2    a    herself

  3   To read for cohesion and

coherence; to practice grammar structures

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the text and
complete the gaps with the correct form of the
words in brackets.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   was made         3   to make         5   felt
       2   himself              4   playing          6   was watching

  4   To prepare for a speaking task 

       •    Ask Ss to look at the photograph and then read
the answers (1-5) and the questions (A-E).

       •    Give Ss time to match the questions and answers
and then check their answers.

Answer Key

       1   B             2   D           3   E            4   C         5   A

  5   To talk about a photograph

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to choose a photo and
describe it to their partner including all the points
listed and starting in the way shown.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and allow
time for both Ss in each pair to complete the task.  

Suggested Answer Key

       I've chosen photo number 2. I took this photo when I
was on holiday last year in Barcelona. It shows a street
performer who is a human statue. I was shopping with
my mum on Las Ramblas and I saw her and we stopped
to watch because she was so realistic. She didn't move
at all! I decided to show you this photo because it
reminds me of a great holiday we had. When I took the
photo I felt relaxed and happy and I was amazed at the
living statue's patience.
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Food & Health
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Topic

In this module students will explore the topics of healthy
living and festive foods.

Module page                                            65

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module, to introduce
key vocabulary
Vocabulary: Healthy living (cook your own meals, not be
addicted to the Internet, not consume too much caffeine,
follow a balanced diet, keep hydrated, not smoke, not eat
sugary foods, go hiking, keep fit, get sufficient sleep, not eat
junk food, have good personal hygiene)

6a                                                       66-67

Lesson objectives: To read for key information, to talk
about food festivals, to write a festival calendar 
Vocabulary: Cooking methods (baked, roast, boiled, fried,
grilled, raw, mashed, steamed, scrambled); Foods (eggs,
potatoes, fish, chicken, vegetables, rice, lamb); Verbs (celebrate,
line, last); Nouns (poet, main course, oatmeal, garland, bonfire,
hotdog, corn on the cob, population, rhythm, stall, ash);
Adjectives (stuffed, funky, unique, sticky); Phrase (early hours)

6b                                                       68-69

Lesson objectives: To learn the (to) infinitive/-ing forms, to
learn the tenses of the (to) infinitive/-ing form, to form
compound nouns, to learn Reported speech (statements/
questions/commands/requests/suggestions/orders), to learn
modal verbs in Reported speech

6c                                                        70-71

Lesson objectives: To read for cohesion & coherence, to
learn phrasal verbs with put, to learn prepositional phrases,
to listen for specific information, to talk about the benefits
of exercise,  to write an email giving advice
Vocabulary: Verbs (lower, boost); Phrasal verbs (give up, put
aside/away/off/on/up with); Nouns (pressure, temptation,
benefit, diabetes, heart disease, endorphins, epinephrine, brain
cells); Phrases (change moods, spotty face, physical health,
burn fat, build muscle, fight stress, concentration levels)

6d                                                            72

Lesson objectives: To learn how to order breakfast, to
act out a dialogue, to pronounce /ou/
Vocabulary: Noun (filling); Adjectives (special, plain); Phrase
(full English)

Across Cultures                                        73

Lesson objectives: To read for cohesion & coherence, to
practise word formation, to compare breakfast habits of
two countries, to write about typical lunches in Russia
and the UK 
Vocabulary: Nouns (fried eggs, bacon, sausages, baked
beans, toast, pudding, mushroom, Brit, porridge, cereal,
jam, marmalade, pancake, honey, cottage cheese, treat,
open sandwich, slice); Phrase (buttered toast)

CLIL TIME: Biology                                     74

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
read for cohesion & coherence, to give a presentation
about muscles
Vocabulary: Verbs (depend, breathe, digest, vary, attach,
kick, require, contract, beat); Nouns (muscle, bundle, nerve,
hormone, thigh, bone, digestive system, pupil); Adjectives
(smooth, cardiac, skeletal, voluntary, tiny, involuntary);
Phrases (elastic tissue, internal organ, pump blood)

Writing                                                    75

Lesson Objectives: To read for specific information, to
read for content and structure, to write a for-and-against
essay
Vocabulary: Linking words to list points (firstly, first, to
start/begin with, secondly, furthermore, moreover, in addition,
lastly, finally); To introduce justifications/examples (for
example/instance, to give an example, such as, like, especially,
in particular); To contrast (on the other hand, however,
nevertheless, but, although, while); To conclude (all in all, on
the whole, all things considered, in conclusion)

Exam Practice 6                                       76

Lesson objectives: To provide extra practice for the RNE
exam, to read for gist, to read for cohesion & coherence
and lexico-grammatical correctness, to compare and
contrast photographs



▶▶   What’s in this module?

       Read out the title of the module Food & Health and
ask Ss to suggest what they think it means. Go
through the topic list and stimulate a discussion to
prompt Ss' interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for 

Vocabulary 

  1   To present activities relating to healthy

living

       •    Draw Ss' attention to the pictures (1-12).
       •    Play the audio with pauses for Ss to listen and repeat.
       •    Check Ss' pronunciation and intonation.

  2   To discuss activities relating to healthy

living

       •    Explain the task and read out the example exchange. 
       •    Ask Ss to discuss the activities in pairs following

the example. Then ask some Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   We should cook our own meals.
       B:   Yes, and we shouldn’t eat junk food.
       A:   We shouldn't eat sugary foods either.
       B:   Yes, we should follow a balanced diet and we should

keep fit.
       A:   And we should go hiking too.
       B:   Right. Also, we shouldn't be addicted to the Internet.
       A:   Yes, and we shouldn’t smoke or consume too much

caffeine.
       B:   That’s right. We should keep hydrated, though.
       A:   Right. We should have good personal hygiene and

get enough sleep, too.

  1   a)  To predict the content of the text and

listen and read for gist

             •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures and elicit what they
show and whether Ss know any of these dishes. 

            •    Elicit Ss' guesses as to which festivals the dishes
are related to.

            •    Play the audio. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books to find out.

Answer Key

       haggis – Burns Night
       minestrone – Sagra delle Virtù 
       smoked fish – midsummer
       hotdogs, corn on the cob – Independence Day
       jerk chicken – Notting Hill Carnival
       parkin cake – Bonfire Night/Guy Fawkes' Night
       Dundee cake – New Year's Eve/Hogmanay

       b)  To read for key information

            •    Explain that each heading relates to a key
point in each paragraph.

            •    Ask Ss to read the headings and then allow
them time to read the text again and match
each paragraph to a heading. Remind Ss that
one heading is extra.

            •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A   7        C   2        E   8        G   3
       B   5        D   6         F   1

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  2   To consolidate comprehension of a text

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the text again. 
       •    Ss ask and answer questions in pairs following the

example. 
       •    Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   What do people do during the Sagra delle Virtù
celebration?

       B:   They make soup, and serve the soup to the poor.
       A:   What do the Swedish and Finnish celebrate between

20th and 26th June?
       B:   Midsummer.
       A:   What do people do on the 4th of July in the US?
        B:   They watch fireworks, and have barbecues and picnics.
       A:   What dish do people eat at the Notting Hill Carnival?
       B:   They eat jerk chicken.
       A:   When is Guy Fawkes’ Night?
       B:   It is on the 5th of November.

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed.

  •   Ask questions to check Ss’ understanding.

Answer Key

       a food calendar (p. 66)
       What times of year do you eat special food?

Which is your favourite festive food? Why?
       a menu (p. 72) 
       Where might you see a menu like this? What do

you like to order when you eat out?

6a
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       A:   What is the New Year’s Eve celebration called in
Scotland?

       B:   It’s called Hogmanay.

  3   To consolidate new vocabulary through

collocations; to consolidate information in a text

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete the
collocations with the words in the list and then
check their answers.

       •    Then allow Ss time to use the collocations in
sentences based on the text.

       •    Elicit sentences from various Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1   delicious             4   vegetables          7   street
       2   dinner                5   smoked              8   colourful
       3   thick                  6   firework

Suggested Answer Key

       People in Scotland eat a special dinner on 25th January.
       Minestrone is a type of thick soup. It is made with fresh

vegetables.
       People in Finland and Sweden eat smoked fish at

Midsummer.
       On Independence Day, there are firework displays across

America.
       Notting Hill Carnival is a street festival in London. There

is a colourful parade with Caribbean music.

  4   To consolidate vocabulary from a text

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
referring back to the text as necessary.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   main course       3   population         5   ashes
       2   early hours         4   stuffed

  5   To distinguish between words often

confused

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to try to complete it
alone and then compare their answers with a
partner.

       •    Tell Ss to use their dictionaries to check their
answers.

Answer Key

       1   smoked              4   spicy                  7   recipe
       2   bitter                 5   grate
       3   still                    6   dessert

  6   To present & practise vocabulary for

cooking methods & foods

       •    Explain the task and ask a pair of Ss to model the
example exchange.

       •    Explain or elicit the meanings of any unknown
words and then ask Ss to work in pairs and discuss

the foods and cooking methods following the
example.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   How do you like your potatoes?
       B:   I like them mashed or fried. What about you?
       A:   I like them baked.
       B:   How do you like your fish?
       A:   I like it grilled. What about you?
       B:   I like it fried and I like it baked, too.
       A:   How do you like your chicken?
       B:   I like it roast. What about you?
       A:   I like it fried. 
       B:   How do you like your vegetables?
       A:   I like them steamed. What about you?
       B:   I like them raw. I don’t like boiled vegetables at all!
       A:   How do you like your rice?
       B:   I like it boiled. What about you?
       A:   I like it boiled too. That’s the only way you can cook

rice, isn’t it?
       B:   Yes, I think so. How do you like your lamb?
       A:   I like it roasted. What about you?
       B:   I don’t like lamb at all!

  7   To talk about food festivals; to

expand the topic

       •    Divide the class into small groups and explain the
task. Allow Ss time to think about various food
festivals in their country and make a list and
include what foods people eat during the festivals.

       •    Then ask various groups to use their list to present
the festivals to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       New Year – December 31st – a large table of zakuski,
such as caviar with bread, pickles, 

       Orthodox Christmas – on 7th January – kutiya, a porridge
with raisins

       International Women’s Day – 8th March – family meal
(usually cooked by a man) with champagne. Chocolates
are often given as a gift.

       Maslenitsa – a week-long celebration, seven weeks
before Easter – Blini, Russian pancakes, are said to
represent the sun and are eaten with all sorts of
toppings: butter, jam, caviar, mushrooms, sour cream.

       Orthodox Easter – a Sunday in March or April - boiled
eggs in bright colours, round sweet bread and Easter
cake served with sweetened curds, butter and raisins

  8   To prepare a festival calendar

       •    Explain the task and have Ss work in the same
groups as before and produce a festival calendar
similar to the text in Ex. 1b either in class or as HW.

       •    Ask the groups to present their calendars to the
class.
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Suggested Answer Key

       In Russia people start
celebrating the new year on
December 31st. They prepare
a large table of zakuski which
is little bites of food such as
caviar with bread, pickles. The celebrations continue into
the early hours of January 1st.

       Orthodox Christmas in Russia is celebrated on 7th
January. On this day, Russians eat a special dish called
kutiya. It is a kind of porridge with raisins.

        International Women’s Day is
on 8th March and this special
day involves a family meal. This
is usually cooked by a man.
Chocolates are often given as a
gift.

       Maslenitsa is a week-long
celebration that takes place
seven weeks before Easter.
During this time people eat
blini. These are Russian
pancakes. Traditionally, they
represent the sun and they are eaten with all sorts of
toppings such as butter, jam, caviar, mushrooms, sour
cream.

       Orthodox Easter in Russia
takes place on a Sunday in
March or April. On this special
day people in Russia eat boiled
eggs in bright colours, round
sweet bread and a special
Easter cake served with
sweetened curds, butter and
raisins.

  1   a)  To present the infinitive/-ing form; to

practise the infinitive/-ing form

             •    Explain that the infinitive is the base form of all
verbs. Explain that we can use it with or without
the preposition to. Say then write on the board:
I want to play football. I can play football. Explain
that we use to-infinitive after certain verbs such
as would like, would love, want, expect, hope,
offer, promise, agree, decide and after be +
adjective and with too and enough. Explain that
we use the infinitive without to (bare infinitive)
with modal verbs (can, must, should, etc) and
after the verbs let and make.

             •    Present the -ing form. Explain that the -ing form is
the verb form that ends in -ing. Say then write on

the board: Swimming is fun. Explain that we can
use the -ing form as a noun. Say then write on
the board: I like running. Explain that we also use
the -ing form with the verbs like, love, hate, dislike,
enjoy, prefer, start, begin, stop, finish, avoid, admit,
look forward to, suggest, etc, after prepositions,
after the expressions It's no use ..., there's no point
in ..., It’s (not) worth ..., How about ...? etc and
whenever the word is used as a noun.

             •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to complete it.
            •    Check Ss' answers and elicit reasons.

Answer Key

       1    to start (want + to-infinitive), join (modal + bare
infinitive)

        2    take (modal + bare infinitive), lose (will + bare infinitive)
       3    to take (allow + to-infinitive), complain (modal +

bare infinitive)
        4    go (let's + bare infinitive), cook (modal + bare infinitive)
       5    joining (consider + -ing form), Cooking (-ing form as

a noun)
       6    leaving (phrase 'no point in' + -ing form), ordering

(phrase 'how about' + -ing form)
       7    to quit (phrase 'can't wait' + to-infinitive), to move

(verb 'plan' + to-infinitive)
       8    coming (phrase 'do you fancy' + -ing form), to help

(verb 'promise' + to-infinitive)

  2   To practise the infinitive/-ing form

       •    Explain the task.
       •    Give Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1    travelling, to send               4   to lose, cutting
       2    taking, to relax                   5   to tell, inviting
       3    to eat, eating

  3   To present/practise the tenses of the

infinitive /-ing form

       •    Ask Ss to read the table.
       •    Explain the task and read out the example.
       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task and then check

Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       2    He appears to be playing well.
       3    Mike enjoys playing golf on Saturdays.
       4    They tend to win home matches.
       5    He regrets having missed so many training sessions

this season.
       6    She claims to have been cooking for an hour.

  4   To practise the infinitive/-ing form with

personal examples

       Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it and
then check Ss’ answers.

6b
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Suggested Answer Key

       1    I avoid easting sugary foods.
       2    I often forget to set my alarm.
       3    I stopped eating biscuits six months ago.
       4    I must lose weight.
       5    I've always wanted to go to Spain.
       6    I'd love to try surfing.
       7    I try to eat healthily.
       8    I'm looking forward to going on holiday.
       9    I remember visiting Italy when I was young.

  5   To practise forming compound nouns

       •    Read out the theory box and the examples.
       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it,

then check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to
read out their sentences.

Answer Key

       sports centre
       ball game
       walking stick
       passer-by
       runner-up
       fruit juice

Suggested Answer Key

       There is a new sports centre in our neighbourhood.
       Josh and Adam were playing a ball game in the park.
       My grandfather uses a wooden walking stick.
       All the passers-by were staring at the car crash.
       She did not win the competition but she was a runner-up.
       Fruit juice is healthier than cola.

  6   To present reported speech

       •    Explain that direct speech is the exact words
someone says and it is written in quotation marks.

       •    Explain that reported speech is the exact meaning
of what someone says but not the exact words
and we do not use quotation marks. Explain that
we can use the word that to introduce the
reported speech or we can omit it.

       •    Explain that when we report statements, we use
say or tell. We use say in direct and reported
speech without to when it is not followed by the
person being spoken to (e.g. Tom said “I need
help.”/ Tom said (that) he needed help.) and with to
when it is followed by the person being spoken to
(e.g. Tom said to me, “I need help.”/ Tom said to me
(that) he needed help.) Explain that we use tell
without to and always mention the person being
spoken to. Explain that we can also use reporting
verbs such as suggest + -ing form and explain +
that clause.

       •    Explain that personal pronouns, possessive
adjectives/possessive pronouns change according
to the meaning of the sentence. (e.g. I'm flying to
Italy tomorrow,” David said. David said that he was
flying to Italy the next day.)

       •    Explain that we can report someone's words either
a long time after they were said (out-of-date
reporting) or a short time after they were said (up-
to date reporting). Say then write on the board:

            Up-to-date reporting

            e.g. Direct speech: Ben said, “I attended a festival
in Scotland.”

            Reported speech: Ben said that he attended/had
attended a festival in Scotland.

            Say then write on the board:
            Out-of-date reporting

            The introductory verb is in the past simple and the
tenses change as shown in the table in Ex. 6. Refer
Ss to the table and read the examples aloud.

       •    Explain that we also change some other words
and time expressions: now – then, today – that day,
tomorrow – the next/following day, yesterday – the
day before, next week – the following week, last
week – the week before/the previous week, ago –
before, this/these – that/those, come – go, here –
there.

       •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
further details.

       •    Explain the task and elicit answers from various Ss
around the class.

Answer Key

       1    Which verbs do we use to report someone's words? -
say or tell

             Which verb do we use, in both direct and reported
speech, when the person spoken to is not
mentioned? - say

       2    How do tenses change?
             We change tenses in direct speech to reported speech

as follows:
             present simple – past simple
             present continuous – past continuous
            present perfect – past perfect
             past simple – past perfect
             past continuous – past perfect continuous
             future (will) – conditional (would)
       3    How do pronouns / possessives change? They

change according to the meaning of the sentence –
e.g. 

             “I'm ten,” said Ann. - Ann said (that) she was ten.
             I – she

             “I've done my essay,” said Ben. - Ben said (that) he

had done his essay. 
             I – he, my – his

             “I'll lend you my book,” said Jim. - Jim said (that) he

would lend me his book.
             I – he, you – me, my – his

             Go through the remaining sentences and explain
how pronouns / possessives changes.

       4    Which verb is used to report questions? - ask
(inquire, wonder or the expression want to know are
also used)

       5    To introduce reported questions we use ask +

question word (who, which, where, how, etc) when
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the direct question begins with a question word OR
ask + if/whether when the direct question begins
with an auxiliary verb (do, have, etc).

       6    To report a positive command we use the verbs order

or tell + sb + to-infinitive. To report a negative
command we use the verbs order or tell + sb + not +

to-infinitive.

  7   To practise reported statements

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
and then check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    Jimmy said (that) he didn't want to go to school that
day.

       2    Kate said to her son (told her son) (that) when he
finished his homework, he could play outside.

       3    Jane said (that) she hadn't finished her project yet.
       4    Paul said to Lisa (Paul told Lisa) (that) Tom had

finished school the month before/the previous month
and he was looking for a job.

        5    Andy told Fran (that) Tony had been doing his
homework the afternoon before/the previous afternoon
at 4:00.

       6    Jack said to me (told me) (that) he would try to help
me with my maths.

  8   To practise reported speech using special

introductory verbs; to practise reported

questions/commands/requests

       Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it and
then check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    Bob asked Linda to lend him £5.
       2    He invited her to go to the festival with him.
       3    He asked me if/whether he could use my ruler.
       4    Sue offered to show Ann how to make shortbread.
       5    She asked me to give her the book.
       6    The teacher told us not to eat in there.
       7    He refused to dance.
       8    Tom advised Ian to make a plan first.
       9    Ben apologised for not inviting/having invited me to

the barbecue.

  9   To present/practise reported modal verbs

       •    Explain that some modal verbs change in Reported
speech when the reported sentence is out of date,
as follows:

             Say then write on the board: “One day I'll buy a new
house,” he said. ➝ He said that one day he’d buy a
new house. Explain that will becomes would in
Reported speech.

             Say then write on the board: “I may visit the museum
tomorrow,” she said. ➝ She said (that) she might visit
the museum the next/following day. Explain that may

becomes might in Reported speech.

            Say then write on the board: “I must study for my
exams,” she said. ➝ She said that she must/had to

study for her exams. Explain that when must is
used to express obligation it can become either
must (if what is reported is still true) or had to.
Explain that must remains the same when it
expresses a logical assumption e.g. “You must be
very happy.” David told Sarah. David told Sarah
(that) she must be very happy.

            Say then write on the board: “I can drive a car,” he
said. ➝ He said that he could drive a car.

            BUT 
            “We can go shopping tomorrow,” she said. ➝ She

said (that) they could/would be able to go shopping
the next/following day. Explain that can becomes
could when we refer to the present and could/

would be able to when we refer to the future.
            Explain that would, could, might, should,

ought to, used to and mustn't do not change.
       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it

and then check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    She said to me (told me) (that) I must/had to study
harder.

       2    She said to me (told me) (that) David could/would
be able to help me later.

        3    The teacher said (that) they would go on an excursion.
       4    Ann said (that) they would be able to go the next

day/the following day.
       5    He said to Bill (told Bill) (that) he shouldn't lie to her.
       6    She said (that) he can/could speak French fluently.

  1   To predict the topic of the text; to read

for specific information

       •    Read the title of the text aloud and direct Ss'
attention to the pictures.

       •    Elicit Ss' guesses as to what some of the benefits of
exercising may be.

       •    Give Ss time to read the text and find out.

Answer Key

        Benefits of exercise for teens include improving appearance,
skin, mood, concentration levels and creativity as well as
reducing the risk of illness and stress.

  2   To read for cohesion and

coherence

       •    Ask Ss to read the parts of sentences (1-7) and then
allow Ss time to read the text again and complete
the task.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

6c
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Answer Key

       A   4        B   6        C   2        D   1        E   3         F   7

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words box.

  3   To present and practise phrasal verbs

with put

       •    Read out the box with the phrasal verbs and their
definitions.

       •    Then give Ss time to use them to complete the
sentences.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   away      2   on          3   aside      4   up       5   off

  4   To learn and practise prepositional

phrases

       Explain the task and give Ss some time to complete it,
then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1   on           2   in           3   at          4   at        5   to

  5   To listen for specific information

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the statements
(1-7) and underline what they think are the key
words that will help them to complete the task.

       •    Play the audio and give Ss time to complete the
task and then check their answers.

Answer Key

       1   NS           3   T             5   T                7   F
       2   F              4   F             6   NS

  6   To consolidate information in a

text; to express a personal opinion

       •    Play the audio. Ss listen and follow the text in their
books.

       •    Ask Ss to talk in pairs about how the information
in the text can help them personally.

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Exercise produces chemicals that can make you feel
happy and calm, and help you to concentrate. This
would help me because I have a lot of exams to study for
this year and I get stressed.

  7   Portfolio: To write an email giving advice

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to complete the
task including all the points in the rubric.

       •    Ask various Ss to read out their emails to the class.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to

share their answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi Peter,
       Don't worry because you've put on some weight. You

can lose it again if you get more exercise. 
       Exercising has a lot of health benefits. You improve your

physical health and fitness and you will burn fat and
build muscle. It will also improve your mood and reduce
stress.

       I recommend that you try swimming. Swimming is great
because it’s fun, and it's easy to do. You don't need any
special equipment and you are less likely to get injured
than if you went running, for example. 

       But whatever exercise you choose, I’m sure it will make
you feel great. Let me know how you get on.

       Your friend,
       Ben

  1   To predict the content of a dialogue

       •    Ask Ss to read the first and last exchange in the
dialogue and elicit Ss' guesses as to what it may be
about. 

       •    Play the audio for Ss to listen and read and check
if their guesses were correct.

Answer Key

       The dialogue takes place in a restaurant. A customer
wants to order breakfast and the waiter is taking her
order.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  2   To learn synonymous phrases

       •    Direct Ss' attention to the underlined phrases in
the dialogue and then read out the phrases in the
list.

       •    Give Ss time to match the underlined phrases with
their synonymous ones and then check Ss' answers
around the class.

Answer Key

       is it too late to order breakfast? = do you still serve
breakfast?

       we’ve got a special offer = there’s a deal
       I’d prefer something lighter. = I don’t want to eat a

heavy meal
       what would you like to drink? = what about a beverage?
       Can I get you anything else? = Would you like anything

else?
       I’ll bring you your order in a moment = your meal will be

ready soon

6d
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  3   To practise role-playing

       •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and act out a similar dialogue
using the menu provided and the dialogue in Ex. 1
as a model.

       •    To help Ss draw the following diagram on the
board and elicit appropriate phrases Ss should use.
Write them on the board. Ss can refer to the
diagram while doing the task.

       

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   Good morning. What would you like to eat?
       B:   Do you still serve breakfast?
       A:   Yes, we serve breakfast until eleven. Actually, there’s

a deal today. Our full English breakfast is only £6.
       B:   Oh, I'd prefer something lighter. Can I have the

pancakes, please? 
       A:   Yes, of course. Would you like jam or honey with your

pancakes?
       B:   I’d like honey, please, and some butter, too.
       A:   Of course. What about a beverage?
       B:   Tea, please.
       A:   Milk and sugar?
       B:   A bit of milk, but no sugar.
       A:   OK. Would you like anything else?
       B:   No, thanks.
       A:   Great. Your order will be ready soon.

  4   To learn the pronunciation of /ou/

       •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
either chorally or individually.

       •    Pay attention to Ss' pronunciation and correct as
necessary.

  1   To introduce the topic; to read for gist 

       Direct Ss' attention to the title of the text and the
pictures and elicit how breakfast in the UK is similar/
different to breakfast in Russia. Allow Ss time to read
through the texts and find out.

Suggested Answer Key

       Both countries have a traditional breakfast that takes
time to prepare so people eat it at the weekend and a
simpler breakfast during the week. Both nations have
porridge as a breakfast dish and both the British and the
Russians drink tea.

  2   To read for cohesion and

coherence; to practise word formation

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss time to read the texts
and complete the gaps with derivatives of the
words in brackets.

       •    Remind Ss to read the completed texts for
cohesion and coherence and then check Ss'
answers.

Answer Key

       1   famous              3   choice                5   preparation
       2   unhealthy          4   traditional          6   simply

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To read and listen for key information; to

compare breakfast habits of two countries

       •    Explain the task. Play the audio and ask Ss to listen
and follow the text in their books.

       •    Then ask Ss to compare the breakfast habits of
people in the UK and in Russia in pairs following
the example. Monitor the activity around the class
and then ask some Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A typical British breakfast is called an English breakfast or
a fry-up. It includes fried eggs, bacon, sausages, baked
beans and toast and maybe black and white pudding
and fried mushrooms and tomatoes. A typical Russian
breakfast includes pancakes with different toppings, or
balls of cottage cheese called syrniki. However, both the
British and the Russians have these breakfast dishes at
the weekend. During the week, both British and Russian
people might eat porridge, or bread with different
toppings. The British eat toast with butter and jam or
marmalade, while the Russians eat brown bread with
sausage or cheese on top. People from both countries
drink tea with breakfast.

Student A

Good morning.
What would …?
(Greet B, ask for order) 
Yes, we serve …
Actually, there's
a deal ...
(Respond & tell B
about special offer)
Would you like …
(Ask about order)
Of course. What
about …?
(Ask about drink)
Milk and sugar?
(Ask details)
OK. Would you
like …?
(Ask about anything
else)
Great. You order …
(Tell B about order)

Student B

Do you still serve…?
(Ask about breakfast)

Oh, I'd prefer ...
Can I have …?
(State preference & give
order)

I’d like ...
(Respond & expand)
..., please
(Respond)

A bit ... and/but ...
(Respond)
No, thanks.
(Respond)
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  4   To write a text about what people

in the UK and Russia eat for lunch

       •    Explain the task and tell Ss they must research
online and collect information about lunch foods
in the UK and in Russia and then write a short text.

       •    Assign the task as HW and ask Ss to complete the
task and illustrate their text with photos.

       •    Ask Ss to read their texts to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A typical lunch in the UK is a sandwich with a packet of
crisps, some fruit, and a drink. Cheese, ham or chicken
sandwiches are popular. Alternatively, soup is a popular
lunch choice. The exception is on Sundays, when a full
meal of roast meat and vegetables is served in the
middle of the day.

        Lunch in Russia is very different. It is a large, cooked meal.
People will eat lunch at home, or if they work, in a canteen
in their workplace or café nearby. Lunch consists of a
salad, usually with potatoes and mayonnaise, a soup, then
a cooked meat dish with potatoes, along with tea or coffee.

  1   To introduce the topic; to listen and read

for specific information

       •    Read the rubric aloud. 
       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books and find out about which type of
muscles we use for the actions listed.

Answer Key

       We can control all of these movements, so we use skeletal
muscles, which are also called voluntary muscles.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words box.

  2   To read for cohesion and coherence and

lexico-grammatical correctness

       •    Ask Ss to read the text again and for each gap (1-7)
choose from the options (1-4).

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task and then ask
them to check their answers with their partner.

Answer Key

       1   4        3   4        5   1        7   2
       2   3        4   2        6   3

  3   To consolidate vocabulary and

information in a text

       •    Allow Ss time to look up the meanings of the
words in bold in the text using their dictionaries as
necessary.

       •    Then ask Ss to ask and answer comprehension
questions about the information in the text in
pairs.

Suggested Answer Key

        digest (v) = (of the stomach) to change food into substances
the body can use

       nerves (n) = long thin fibers that carry information to
and from the brain

       hormones (n) = chemicals in the blood that control
different processes in the body

       attached (pp) = fastened/connected to 
       internal organs (n) = body parts inside the torso that

have a particular job to do, e.g. the heart, lungs, stomach,
liver, kidneys

       pupil (n) = the small dark circle in the centre of the eye
that opens or closes to let in the right amount of light

       pump (v) = to make liquid move

       A:   What do skeletal muscles do?
       B:   They move parts of the body, for example they let us

smile or kick a ball.
       A:   When does the heart beat?
       B:   It beats all the time. It beats about 70 times a minute

for our whole lives. etc

  4   To give a presentation on muscles

       •    Ask Ss to copy the headings into their notebooks.
       •    Play the audio and ask Ss to listen and read the

text and make notes under the headings.
       •    Then ask individual Ss to come up in front of the

class and give a short presentation on muscles
using their notes.

Suggested Answer Key

       Why we need muscles

       for everything we do (except thinking)
       We need them to move in any way; to sit, talk, write,

read, breathe, digest food, and for our hearts to beat.
       what muscles are made of

       bundles of elastic tissue
       types of muscles

       skeletal muscle, smooth muscle and cardiac muscle
       what each type can do

       skeletal muscles – move parts of our body around, from
our eyes to our arms and legs; make all the movements
that we can control

       smooth muscles – in our internal organs; move food
through the digestive system; make movements that
happen without us thinking about them

       cardiac muscles – make the heart beat without ever
stopping

Suggested Answer Key

       We need muscles for everything we do except for thinking.
We need them to move in any way; to sit, talk, write,
read, breathe, digest food, and for our hearts to beat.
They are made of bundles of elastic tissue. There are three
types of muscles: skeletal muscle, smooth muscle and
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cardiac muscle. Skeletal muscles move parts of our body
around, from our eyes to our arms and legs. They make all
the movements that we can control. Smooth muscle is a
type of muscle in our internal organs. They control
movements that happen without us thinking about them.
For example, they move food through the digestive
system. Cardiac muscle is the muscle that makes the heart
beat without ever stopping.

  1   To predict the content of a text;

to read for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to read the title of the essay and then allow Ss
time to think of reasons for and against exercising
in a gym and write them in their notebooks.

       •    Allow Ss time to read the article and see if their
ideas are mentioned.

       •    Ask Ss to share their answers with the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Reasons for exercising at a gym: 1 lots of equipment
there, 2 easier to get motivated, 3 get help from trainers

       Reasons against exercising at a gym: 1 boring, 2 can be
expensive, 3 get embarrassed exercising in front of other
people

  2   To read for structure and content

       •    Give Ss time to read the article and then elicit
which paragraph(s) mention(s) the items listed.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       the writer's opinion – paragraph 5,  a clear presentation
of the topic – paragraph 1

  3   To substitute linkers for appropriate

alternatives

       •    Direct Ss' attention to the underlined linking
words/phrases in the article and give Ss time to
read the box of linking words/phrases and make
suitable substitutions.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       To begin with = firstly
       However = nevertheless
       For instance = for example
       In addition = secondly
       This is because = in particular
       On the other hand = however
       For example = for instance
       Lastly = finally
       For instance = for example
       Nevertheless = on the other hand

       In particular = for instance
       On the whole = in conclusion

  4   To prepare for a writing task

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and then read the
arguments and the justifications/examples.

       •    Give Ss time to match the arguments to the
justifications and decide which are pros and which
are cons and which can be grouped together
according to the topics.

       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1   c         2   e         3   d        4   f         5   a        6   b
       Pros: 1, 2, 6; Cons: 3, 4, 5
       Health: 2 & 4; Taste: 1 & 5; Lifestyle: 3 & 6

  5   To write a for-and-against essay

       •    Direct Ss to the plan and give them time to
complete the task using their answers to Ex. 4.
Remind Ss to use appropriate linking words/
phrases.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check Ss'
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

            Is it a good idea to always cook your own meals?

       Everyone agrees that fast food is unhealthy, so is
cooking at home the secret to a better life? There are
both advantages and disadvantages to cooking your
own meals.

       Firstly, home cooking can be good for your health. For
instance, you can use fresh ingredients and avoid sugar
and salt. Nevertheless, daily cooking can be stressful. In
particular, finding the time daily to plan, shop for and
cook a meal can be difficult.

        Secondly, there is the question of taste. You can make food
exactly as you like it. For example, you can flavour it in the
way that you prefer. On the other hand, cooking at home
may mean you miss out on a variety of ethnic cuisines. For
instance, many home cooks do not experiment with
international dishes.

       Finally, cooking at home can affect your lifestyle. Eating
a home cooked meal can make for an important family
event as family members have the chance to spend
quality time together at the dinner table. On the other
hand, home-cooking may become a boring, repetitive
routine. Especially as you may run out of ideas and keep
making the same dishes over and over again.

       All in all, there are pros and cons to cooking your own
meals. Home cooked food is healthy and tasty, but
cooking every day can be boring and stressful. I think as
long as you try new recipes regularly, cooking at home is
the best way to a healthy lifestyle.
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  1   To read for gist

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the headings
(1-6) and then read the paragraphs A-E and match
them. Allow Ss time to complete the task.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A   2             B   1           C   3           D   6          E   4

  2   To read for cohesion and

coherence and lexico-grammatical correctness

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the text and
complete the gaps with the correct form of the
words in brackets.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   had finished       3   told               5   have changed
       2   later                   4   them             6   starring

  3   To prepare for a speaking task 

       •    Ask Ss to look at the photographs and then read
the text and complete the gaps with the missing
words/phrases in the list.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then check
their answers.

Answer Key

       1    Both                                   4   too
       2    whereas                             5   Neither
       3    on the other hand

  4   To compare and contrast

photographs

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to compare and contrast
the two photographs following the directions.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and allow
time for both Ss in each pair to complete the task.
Then ask some Ss to compare and contrast the
photographs in front of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       In the first photo, a family is having a barbecue outside
in a park. A man and a boy are cooking meat and
vegetables on a grill. In the background another person
is sitting at a table with a red and white tablecloth. 

       In the second picture, a family is having a meal in a
restaurant. They look like a mother, father, and two
children. They are eating colourful food and drinks, and
the restaurant looks modern.

       Both pictures show happy families eating or preparing to
eat. However, one family is outdoors and the other is
indoors. Also, one family is cooking and the other was
served food that somebody else prepared. 

       I would prefer to have a meal in the first picture, because
it’s fun to eat outside, especially in the summer when the
weather is warm and sunny.
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Topic

In this module, students will explore the topics of
appearance and celebrations.

Module page                                            77

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module, to introduce
key vocabulary, to describe appearance
Vocabulary: Appearance (a big nose, wrinkles, a moustache,
long black frizzy hair, curly hair, freckles, full lips, spiky hair, a
bald head, a broad smile, long black wavy hair, a beard and a
moustache, well-built, straight hair, round face, almond-
shaped eyes, pointed ears, chubby cheeks, arched eyebrows,
thick eyelashes, delicate nose, small mouth, pale skin)

7a                                                       78-79

Lesson objectives: To read and listen for gist, to read for
cohesion & coherence, to learn phrasal verbs with grow,
to talk about rites of passage, to write a short article
about birthday celebrations in your country 
Vocabulary: Stages of life (infant, toddler, child, teenager,
adult, middle-aged, elderly); Verb (shave); Phrasal verbs
(grow up/out of/apart/into); Nouns (chance, kindergarten,
transition, ritual, ceremony, outsider, significance, milestone,
custom, feast, lock, safekeeping, tribe, gold, silver, separation,
motif, loyalty, prosperity, initial, design); Adjectives (emotional,
intense, puzzling); Phrases (rite of passage, sense of achievement)

7b                                                       80-81

Lesson objectives: To relative pronouns/adverbs, to
learn comparatives & superlatives, to form negative
adjectives with prefixes, to talk about a festival

7c                                                        82-83

Lesson objectives: To talk about how your parents treat
you, to read for gist, to read for lexico-grammatical
correctness, to learn prepositional phrases, to listen for
key information, to talk about bridging the generation
gap, to write a short text about the generation gap
Vocabulary: Verbs (comb, develop, shrink, limit, arise);
Phrasal verbs (grow up, tell off); Nouns (value, identity,
discipline, approach); Adjectives (annoying, conservative,
crazy [about]); Phrases (generation gap, give me a break,
get on my nerves, crazy about, out of the question)

7d                                                            84

Lesson objectives: To  learn how to complain/reassure,
to act out exchanges, to pronounce /ea/
Vocabulary: Phrasal verb (grow up); Adjectives (ridiculous,
skinny, awkward, ugly); Phrase (feel better); Sentences
(Why such a long face? Stop being ridiculous. Maybe but I
feel awkward and ugly. So don't worry – you look great.)

Across Cultures                                        85

Lesson objectives: To practise word formation, to read
for cohesion & coherence, to listen and read for key
information, to talk about graduation, to write a graduation
speech
Vocabulary: Verbs (tie, remind, symbolise, carry, attend, last);
Phrasal verb (roll up); Nouns (ceremony, graduation, journey,
gown, hood, cap, stage, diploma, ribbon, yearbook, class ring,
design, school uniform, apron, first-grader, shoulder, assembly);
Adjectives (inspiring, customary); Adverb (forever); Phrases
(formal clothes, make jokes, school gates)

CLIL TIME: PSHE                                        86

Lesson objectives: To read & listen for gist, to read for
key information, to describe your feelings and compare
present knowledge to past experience
Vocabulary: Verbs (flow, dread, resist); Phrasal verb (fall
apart); Nouns (chain reaction, circumstances); Adjectives
(predictable, flexible); Phrase (stand still)

Writing                                                    87

Lesson Objectives: To read and analyse a rubric, to read
for specific information, to write an essay providing
solutions to problems

Exam Practice 7                                       88

Lesson Objectives: To provide extra practice for the RNE
exam, to read for key information, to talk about a photo,
to practise word formation
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▶▶   What’s in this module?

       Read out the title of the module Ages & Stages and ask
Ss to suggest what they think it means. Go through
the topic list and stimulate a discussion to prompt Ss'
interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for 

Vocabulary 

  1   To present vocabulary for appearance

       •    Draw Ss' attention to the people in the pictures
and then go through the phrases and explain or
elicit the meanings of any unknown words. 

       •    Read out the example and then elicit similar
sentences for each person in the pictures from Ss
around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Mat has got a moustache. 
       Sara has got freckles and a broad smile. 
       Helen has got long black frizzy hair. 
       Ted has got a beard and a moustache and curly hair. 
       Jenny has got long black wavy hair and full lips. 
       Michael has got a bald head and a broad smile. 
       Michael has got a big nose. 
       Jason has got spiky hair. 

  2   To generate topic related vocabulary 

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to copy the headings
into their notebooks and then set a two-minute
time limit for them to work with a partner and
think of as many words/phrases as they can and
write them under the headings. 

       •    Ask Ss to compare their answers with another pair
of Ss.

       •    Then ask various Ss around the class to describe
themselves and their family members in front of
the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       height/build: well-built, slim, thin, chubby, heavy-set,
broad, etc.

       hair: straight, curly, short, long, dark, blond, fair, bald,
red, spiky, etc.

       face: round, heart-shaped, long, oval, etc.
       Eyes: almond-shaped, small, big, bright, blue, green,

brown, etc.
       ears: pointed, small, big, etc. 
       cheeks: chubby, rosy, round, dimpled, high-cheekbones,

etc. 
       eyebrows: arched, small, big, bushy, dark, light, etc.  
       eyelashes: thick, thin, long, black, brown, etc. 
       nose: delicate, big, small, Roman, button, etc. 
       mouth: small, big, wide, thin, etc.
       skin: pale, dark, tanned, spotty, fresh, healthy, etc. 

       I'm short and slim with blonde hair and blue eyes. I've
got pale skin and a small nose.

       My brother is tall and slim with blond hair and green
eyes. He's got a moustache.

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed.

  •   Ask questions to check Ss' understanding.

Answer Key

       a graduation day (p. 85)
       Have you been to a graduation day? Are you

looking forward to your graduation day? Why?
       a birthday celebration (p. 80) 
       When is your birthday? How do you usually

celebrate it? What is the best birthday celebration
you have been to?

       a dialogue (p. 88) 
       Who are the speakers? Do you like reading

dialogues? Why (not)?
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  1   To predict the content of the text and

read for gist

       •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures and read the
subheadings in the text and match them. Then
read out the title and elicit how the pictures and
subheadings are related to it.

       •    Play the audio and ask Ss to listen and follow the
text in their books and find out.

Answer Key

        The First Haircut goes with the picture of the baby. The
Mehendi Party goes with the picture of the young
woman. The two subheadings are about rites of passage
in people’s lives.

  2   To read for cohesion and

coherence

       •    Explain that for each gap in the text there is a
missing part. Ask Ss to read the missing parts (1-7)
and then ask Ss to read the text and choose the
correct missing part for each gap.

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task and then check
the answers.

Answer Key

       A   5        B   7        C   6        D   1        E   2         F   4

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To consolidate information in a

text; to develop critical thinking skills

       Allow Ss some time to consider their answers and
then ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

        I was surprised to know that people in the Ukraine
celebrated a baby’s first haircut with a feast. It was
interesting to see how women decorate their hands and
feet with henna for their wedding. It was interesting to
learn that in Maliku, India, the baby’s hair is weighed
and that weight in gold is given to the poor.

  4   a) To present topic-related vocabulary

            •    Ss to read the table of stages of life and the
phrases. Then ask Ss to talk in pairs about
which stage of life the events usually occur at
following the example.

            •    Ask various Ss to tell the class.

Answer Key

        A person usually learns to crawl when they are an infant. 
       A person usually gets their first tooth when they are an

infant. 
       A person usually gets their first haircut when they are an

infant or a child.
       A person usually goes to kindergarten and primary

school when they are a child.
       A person usually goes to secondary school and college or

university when they are a teenager. 
       A person usually gets a diploma when they are a teenager

or an adult.
       A person usually gets a degree when they are an adult
       A person usually gets engaged and gets married when

they are an adult.
       A person usually buys a house and a car when they are

an adult
       A person usually gets a job when they are an adult.
       A person usually has a baby shower when they are an

adult.
       A person usually gets a promotion when they are middle-

aged.
       Middle-aged people often get a promotion in their jobs. 
       A person usually has a retirement party when they are

elderly.

       b) To consolidate new vocabulary through

synonyms

            •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
using their dictionaries if necessary.

            •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

        emotional = sensitive
       throughout = around
       puzzling = weird
       significance = importance
       milestones = highlights
       ritual = ceremonial
       poor = needy
       separation = parting
       loyalty = faithfulness
       prosperity = wealth

  5   a) To learn to distinguish between words

often confused

            •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete
it. 

            •    Tell Ss to check their answers in their dictionaries.

Answer Key

       1   old    2   adulthood      3   habit          4   wedding

       b) To consolidate new vocabulary

            •    Explain the task and read out the example.
            •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then

elicit Ss' answers.
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Suggested Answer Key

        Adolescence is a time when you go through a lot of
physical changes.

       In England it is a tradition to have a graduation party. 
       Marriage is a rite of passage for many people.

  6   To present and practise phrasal verbs

with grow

       •    Read out the box with the phrasal verbs and their
definitions.

       •    Then give Ss time to use them to complete the
sentences.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   out of       2   apart      3   into            4   up

  7   To consolidate information in a text

       Allow Ss some time to consider their answers and
then ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

        Some native American tribes celebrate a person’s first
haircut with a ritual dance. In Maliku, babies have their
heads shaved when they are 20 days old. 

       In the ceremony of Mehendi women have their hands
and feet painted before they get married. 

       The female friends of the woman getting married sing
folk songs and dance for her.

  8   Portfolio: To write a short article about

how you celebrate birthdays in your country

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to write their
articles following the directions and using the key
words.

       •    Ask various Ss to read out their articles to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Birthdays are a special occasion in my country. On the day
before the birthday, we bake a special cake and we invite
our friends around for a party in our home. We cook a
special meal for our guests. The guests usually bring gifts
and the person who has the birthday opens the presents
and thanks each giver. At the end of the meal, we bring
out the cake which has lots of candles. The person whose
birthday it is blows out the candles while everyone sings
“Happy Birthday”, and everyone applauds.

  1   To complete a multiple choice

cloze; to read for cohesion and coherence; to

present relative pronouns/adverbs in context

       •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
Explain that for every gap there are four options to
choose from and Ss should read the text and
choose the correct option for each gap and then
check if it makes sense by reading for cohesion
and coherence.

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task and then check
Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1   4            3   1           5   1       7   2         9   4
       2   3            4   2           6   4       8   3       10   1

  2   a) To present relative pronouns/adverbs

            •    Explain that the relative pronouns who/that,
which/that, whose and the relative adverbs
where/when/why introduce relative clauses. We
use who/that to refer to people. We use
which/that to refer to animals, objects or ideas.
We use whose to show possession. It cannot be
omitted. We use where to refer to place, when
to refer to time and why to refer to reason.

            •    Ask Ss to read the theory box and then elicit
examples of relative pronouns/adverbs in the text.

Answer Key

       No one knows the exact date when people came up with
the idea 

       ancient Egypt was one of the places where they needed
a system of

       That is probably the reason why it was necessary for
       … object, which hangs from a ceiling or tree.
       … the child who breaks open the piñata will have good

luck.
       … the object that the child chooses …

Maliku (Minicoy) is a small island in the Arabian Sea
just off the southern tip of India. It has a population
of ten thousand people who live in 11 villages across
the island.
India (the Republic of India) is a large country in
Asia. The capital city is New Delhi and the population
is 1.2 billion people. 
Pakistan is a country is Asia. It borders India,
Afghanistan, Iran, China and the Arabian Sea. The
capital city is Islamabad and the population is 199
million people.

Background information
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       b) To practise relative pronouns/adverbs

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
            •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   why                   3   when                 5   who/that
       2   which/that         4   whose                6   where

  3   To practise relative pronouns/adverbs

using personal examples

       Explain the task and give Ss time to complete the task
and then check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       1    I don’t like stories which/that have unhappy endings.   
       2    I’d never go to a place where there were ghosts.   
       3    I like people who/that are friendly and helpful.  
       4    I once met a man whose father was a poet.  
             I once met a man that worked in a nuclear power

station.  
       5    It was this time last year when I went to Spain. 

  4   a) To present defining/non-defining

relative clauses

             •    Explain that relative pronouns introduce relative
clauses.

            •    Explain that a defining relative clause gives
necessary information and is essential to the
meaning of the main sentence. We do not put
the clause in commas. e.g. The man who fixed
my car was very tall. (Which man is tall? The
one who fixed my car.) 

            •    Explain that a non-defining relative clause
gives extra information and is not essential to
the meaning of the main sentence. The clause
is put in commas. We cannot use that instead
of who. e.g. Ben, who is my neighbour, is noisy.
(Ben is noisy – the meaning of the sentence is
clear. Who is my neighbour – gives extra
information.)

            •    Ask Ss to read the examples and then decide
which ones apply to defining/non-defining
clauses.

            •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       1   D        2   D      3   ND      4   D       5   ND     6   ND

       b) To practise relative pronouns/adverbs

and defining/non-defining relative clauses

             •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
            •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    My cousin Lisa is the sort of girl who loves dressing
up. D

       2    Jim, who loves reading, wants to be a writer. ND

        3    The book which/that he is reading is about dragons. D
       4    That’s the boy whose sister is an actress. D
       5    This is the shop where I got my hat. D
       6    On our last holiday, when we went to Spain, we

made a lot of new friends. ND

       7    The costume that/which you’re wearing is great. D

       c) To consolidate defining/non-defining

relative clauses

            Read out the rubric and elicit answers from Ss
around the class.

Answer Key

       3    The book he is reading is about dragons. 
       7    The costume you’re wearing is great.

  5   a) To present comparatives & superlatives

             •    Read the table aloud and explain/elicit that the
comparative is formed by adding -er to one-
syllable adjectives and more to adjectives with
two or more syllables and that irregular
adjectives have different forms. Explain that we
form the superlative by adding the before the
adjective and + -est to the end of one-syllable
adjectives and the most before adjectives with
two or more syllables. 

            •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures and the examples
and then elicit how we form the comparative
and superlative.

Answer Key

       We form the comparative by adding -er to one-syllable
adjectives and more to adjectives with two or more
syllables. 

       We form the superlative by adding the before the adjective
and + -est to the end of one-syllable adjectives and the

most before adjectives with two or more syllables.

       b) To practise comparatives & superlatives

            Explain the task and read out the example. Then
allow Ss time to complete the task and check their
answers.

Answer Key

       Joy is funnier than Lisa, but Sue is the funniest of all. 
       Joy is more helpful than Sue, but Lisa is the most helpful

of all. 
       Sue is older than Lisa, but Joy is the oldest of all. 
       Lisa is taller than Sue, but Joy is the tallest of all.

  6   To practise comparatives & superlatives

       •    Read out the examples in the box.
       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it

and then check Ss' answers.
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Answer Key

       1    Ann, she isn’t as friendly as she looks. 
       2    It’s getting hotter and hotter every day.
       3    I wish I was as slim as Tara. 
       4    The faster we pack, the faster we can leave.

  7   To form negative adjectives with prefixes

       •    Read out the theory box and elicit further examples
from various Ss around the class.

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to complete it
and then check their answers.

Answer Key

       1   incapable           3   illegal
       2   immature           4   impatient

  8   To talk about a festival; to practise relative

pronouns/adverbs

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to talk in pairs about a
festival including all the points given and using
relative pronouns/adverbs where they can.

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       We have the Galway International Oyster Festival in my
town every year. It is a food festival which celebrates local
seafood. Each year more than 3 million oysters are eaten
at the festival, which takes place on the last week in
September. Galway, which is on the West Coast of
Ireland, is home to a small fishing industry. The visitors
who come every year enjoy parades, music, dancing and
some great local seafood, for which the region is famous.
When they have eaten all they can, people go to a special
Masquerade Ball, which is the highlight of the festival.

  1   To introduce the topic; to describe your

parents and how they treat you

       •    Go through the adjectives in the box and the
phrases in the list. Explain or elicit the meanings of
any unknown words and then ask Ss to talk in
pairs and describe their parents and how they
treat them using the adjectives and the phrases.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       My parents and I are really close. We spend time
together and they respect my needs. Sometimes, we
have arguments about how much time I spend on the
Internet, but we manage to sort things out.

       My parents are very conservative and disciplined, and
they make annoying rules about how long I have to
spend watching TV every day. When they tell me off, I
show them how responsible I am by getting good grades
at school. 

       My parents are very co-operative and we share the same
interests. They respect my privacy, and I try to be
helpful, because they take care of me. They are
understanding and we often spend time together.

       I often have arguments with my parents because they
ignore my needs. They are distant and demanding. Their
lack of attention is not very nice for me. I would like it if
we spent more time together and they were more
understanding.

  2   To predict the topic of the text; to read

for gist

       •    Read the title of the article, the introduction and
the first sentence in each text aloud and direct Ss'
attention to the pictures.

       •    Elicit Ss' guesses as to what the article might be
about.

       •    Ask Ss to read the article and find out.

Answer Key

       The article is about the relationship between teenagers
and their parents.

  3   To read for cohesion and

coherence; to practise lexico-grammatical forms

       •    Ask Ss to read the text again and complete the
gaps with the correct grammatical form of the
word in brackets.

       •    Give Ss time to complete the task and then check
Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   have felt             4   is shrinking        7   to spend
       2   wear                  5   doing
       3   developing         6   limited

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box

  4   To consolidate comprehension of a text

       •    Read out the questions and give Ss time to read
the text again and answer them. 

       •    Check Ss' answers around the class.

Mexico (the United Mexican States) is a large
country in North America. The capital city is Mexico
City and the population is 119 million people.

Background information
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Answer Key

       1    He argues with his parents about the rules they set
for him. He thinks they tell him what to do, and that
they order him around a lot. 

       2    He feels annoyed with them because they don’t
understand him, and they are critical of his clothes,
and his values. 

       3    Bill’s relationship with his own father was not good.
They had a gap in taste and understanding. 

        4    Bill has the same taste in clothes and music as his son
and they do activities like rollerblading and snowboarding
together. He has a democratic approach to his son.

  5   To express a personal opinion

       Read the question aloud and ask Ss to discuss it in pairs
and then elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       In some ways I think growing up is easy. You don’t have
to work all the time to make money, and you are not
responsible for bills and cooking etc. However there are
times when it can be very difficult. My parents are always
setting rules about what time I have to come home.
When I am out with my friends, it is difficult to just leave
and go home. I also find that there is a lot of pressure to
do well at exams. I have to study all the time, and my
parents are very upset if I don’t do well, even in the
subjects that I don’t like. They also don’t like my clothes,
and they don’t understand anything about music. But in
general, I enjoy my life, and my parents aren’t that bad
really, in fact we get on quite well most of the time.

  6   To learn and practise prepositional

phrases

       Explain the task and give Ss some time to complete it,
then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1   about                 3   out of                 5   in
       2   on                     4   on

  7   To listen for specific information

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the statements
(1-7) and underline what they think are the key
words that will help them to complete the task.

       •    Play the audio and give Ss time to complete the
task and then check their answers.

Answer Key

       A   6        B   7      C   2         D   1       E   4         F   3

  8   To talk about bridging the

generation gap

       •    Explain the task and divide Ss into pairs.
       •    Play the recording. Ask Ss to listen and read the

texts and make notes about the points each person
makes and then use their notes to discuss the
generation gap and how it can be bridged.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
various Ss from each group to share their answers
with the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Jim: arguments over annoying rules – when to be home,
how loud to play music, to tidy room, how many sweets to
eat – ordering me around – they were young once too –
comment on my taste in clothes and musical tastes and
appearance – were they so conservative when they were
young? – have my own opinions, thoughts and values –
develop my own identity

       Bill: dress alike – enjoy the same music – different way of
speaking to each other than with father’s own parents –
no gap in taste and understanding – enjoy fun activities
together – don’t spend time on disciplining – talk things
through and make decisions together – democratic
approach

       There is usually a generation gap, because culture, music
and taste in clothes change from one generation to the
next. Very often parents forget what it was like when
they were young. One way the generation gap might be
bridged would be for them to remember what it was like
when they were growing up, and to realise that it is a
time for leaning about your own tastes and building
your identity. If parents were ready to talk things
through, as Bill is in the article, then it might be easier
for people like Jim. He wouldn’t have so many arguments
with his parents if they tried to understand him. etc. 

  9   To write a short text about

bridging the generation gap

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to use their answers in
Ex. 8 to help them complete the task including all
the points in the rubric.

       •    Ask various Ss to read out their texts to the class.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to

share their answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       My parents are easy-going. They understand that I like to
spend time with friends and if we discuss it beforehand,
they are quite happy to let me stay out late sometimes.
However they are quite strict about my getting good
grades at school. I am under pressure to do well in
exams. I wish they would understand when I don’t do
well. On the whole I love and respect my parents, and we
are able to talk to each other easily and comfortably. 

  1   To present everyday English phrases

relating to complaining/reassuring; to predict the

topic of a dialogue

       •    Play the audio with pauses for Ss to listen and
repeat. Check Ss' pronunciation and intonation.
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       •    Elicit what the topic of the dialogue might be
based on the sentences and then give Ss time to
read through the dialogue and check.

Answer Key

       The dialogue is about a girl who feels unhappy about
her appearance, and her friend who is telling her that
she shouldn’t feel this way.

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  2   To act out a dialogue

       Play the audio. Ss listen and follow the dialogue in
their books. Then ask Ss to take roles and read out the
dialogue in pairs.

  3   To learn synonymous phrases

       Read out the phrases. Refer Ss back to the dialogue
and elicit the synonymous ones from various Ss
around the class.

Answer Key

       What are you talking about? = Whoa! Hold on!
       Really? = Did you?
       Why are you unhappy? = Why such a long face?
       Don’t be silly. = Stop being ridiculous.

  4   To practise role-playing

       •    Explain the situation. Tell Ss to use the language in
the box and the vocabulary from Exs 1 and 3 to
help them make exchanges in pairs following the
example.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some pairs to share their exchanges with the rest
of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   I can’t stand my ears, they are too big. 
       B:   What are you talking about? There is nothing wrong

with your ears. 

       A:   I wish my hair wasn’t so frizzy. 
       B:   Don’t worry, you look great!

       A:   I really hate my nose. I wish it wasn’t so pointed. 
       B:   Your nose is absolutely fine. What are you talking

about?

  5   To learn the pronunciation of /ea/

       •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
either chorally or individually.

       •    Pay attention to Ss' pronunciation and correct as
necessary.

  1   To introduce the topic through pictures;

to read for gist 

       •    Direct Ss' attention to the pictures and elicit what,
they think the special days they show are about.

       •    Allow Ss time to read through the texts and find
out.

Suggested Answer Key

       These special days are about the end of school days for
American and Russian secondary school students. The
two articles explain the rituals that are usual in the
American High School Graduation, and the Russian Last
Bell celebration. 

  2   To  read for cohesion and

coherence; to practise word formation; to practise

verb tenses

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss time to read the texts
and complete the gaps with derivatives of the
words in brackets or the correct tense forms of the
verbs in brackets.

       •    Remind Ss to read the completed texts for cohesion
and coherence and then check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   connected          4   to remind           7   is held
       2   have completed  5   symbolises
       3   best                   6   their

  •   Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words box.

  3   To read and listen for key information 

       •    Ask Ss to copy the headings into their notebooks
and then play the audio. Ask Ss to listen and read
the texts and make notes under the headings.

       •    Check Ss' answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Name of the celebration: Graduation Day
       Reason: To mark high school graduation and receive a

diploma
       What people wear: a special gown with a hood, a cap

called a mortarboard, class ring 
       Activities: Go on stage and receive a diploma, (rolled up

and tied with a ribbon), best student, the valedictorian
gives an inspiring speech, photographs, family meals,
parties late into the night, school yearbooks with all the
students who are graduating

       High School Graduation
       High school graduation in America is celebrated to mark

the end of high school. The students graduate with a
diploma. The students wear a special outfit called a cap
and gown. The gown is long and has a hood. The cap is

Across Cultures
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called a mortarboard. They can also buy a class ring to
wear, which reminds them of the fun that they had while
at school. They go on stage to receive a diploma. Then
the valedictorian gives an inspiring speech. At the end of
the ceremony the students take lots of photos with their
families, and they go to special family meals, and then
to parties late into the night. 

       Name of the celebration: Last Bell Celebration
       Reason: It symbolises leaving secondary school and the

last school bell the students will hear in their lives
       What people wear: School uniform or formal clothes/

traditional school uniform with white apron and white
ribbons in their hair

       Activities: School leaver carries one of the first-graders
on his shoulders, while the child rings a bell, an
assembly with plays, jokes and thank teachers, play in
fountains of local park, attend parties all night long

       Last Bell Celebration
       The most important day for many Russian students is

the Last Bell celebration which takes place on the 25th
May every year. It celebrates leaving secondary school
and symbolises the last bell that the students will hear
while at secondary school. Students wear either their
uniform or formal clothes. It is also popular for girls to
wear a traditional school uniform with a white apron
and white ribbons in their hair. One of the school leavers
carries a first grader on his shoulders through the school
while the child rings a bell. Then there is an assembly at
which the students perform plays, tell jokes and say
thank you to their teachers. After school the students
play in the fountains at local parks, and then they
attend parties that can go on all night long. 

  4   To give an inspiring speech

       •    Explain the situation and the task and allow Ss time
to consider their answers and write an inspiring
speech including all the points in the rubric.

       •    Ask various Ss to give their speech in front of the
class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their speeches in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       I am honoured to have been chosen to give a speech
today. I am speaking for myself, as a final year student
of our school, Shortbank High School. I am also speaking
for my fellow students today as we share this special
day. It represents the end of the long process we have
experienced together. We have learned together, played
together and grown up together these past five years.
First I would like to thank all our teachers, from the
headmistress, Mrs DeVere, to the language assistants
and everyone in between. You have helped us all so
much, and we are very grateful. Speaking for myself, I
have not just learned the material to help me pass the
exams, but also how to work well with others, and to
appreciate the value of co-operation. I couldn’t have
done this without all the teachers and my fellow

students who are here today. We have spent a lot of
time talking about our future plans during the past
week. I am going to study medicine at University. I am
nervous and excited about this prospect. I know that I
and many others here today will continue to study for
many more years, but I feel that my time at this school
has given me the skills to make this possible. It is with
mixed feelings of sadness to be saying goodbye and
happiness to be leaving that I thank everyone at
Shortbank High School. I wish you all the very best in the
future, and hope that our experiences together enrich
your lives for a very long time. Thanks and goodbye. 

  1   To distinguish between a proverb and a

quotation; to predict the content of the text; to

listen and read for gist

       •    Ask Ss to read the first sentence in the text and
elicit that it is a quotation and elicit what Ss think
it means.

       •    Then ask Ss to guess what they think the text will
be about.

       •    Play the audio. Ss listen and follow the text in their
books and check.

Suggested Answer Key

       It is in speech marks and we know who said it (Heraclitus),
so it is a quotation.

       It means that things are always changing and nothing
stays the same. I think the text will be about how we can
manage changes that happen in our lives. 

  •   Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words box.

  2   To read for key information

       •    Ask Ss to read the headings (1-8) and then to read
the text again and match them to the paragraphs
(A-G). Remind Ss that there is one extra heading.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A   5             C   2             E   6               G   3
       B   8             D   7             F   1

  3   To consolidate information in a

text; to describe your feelings and compare

present knowledge to past experience

       •    Explain the task and divide the class into groups.
Give Ss time to discuss a past experience and
describe their feelings and then talk about
whether they would have faced the situation
differently had they known the advice in the text.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
various Ss from each group to share their answers
with the class.

CLIL TIME: PSHE
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Suggested Answer Key

       When I was sixteen my family moved to a new house. We
were still living in the same town but it was quite far from
our original house. We had to pack up all our things, and
my parents decided that it was time to throw some of our
old things away. I found it very difficult to put my old toys
and books in the rubbish bags to be thrown away. Even
though I had a new big room, I missed my old room for a
few months. I was lucky that I could still go to the same
school, but I had to travel a long way every morning and
evening by bus. I was glad that I didn’t have to lose my
friends as well as losing my childhood toys. I think that
the text would have helped me, because I could have
talked more about how difficult it was for me at the time.
Now I am settled in my new house, and I do feel better,
but I would have liked to know that in advance.

  1   To analyse a rubric

       •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and find and underline
the key words and then answer the questions.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    An essay providing solutions to a problem.
       2    The problems faced by teenagers when they move to

another city.
       3    my English teacher
       4    200-250 words
       5    formal

  2   To read for specific information

       Give Ss time to read the model essay and then elicit
the writer's suggestions and the examples they use
from Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       Suggestions

       – introduce yourself to your new neighbours
       – meet as many people as possible at school, not just

new classmates 
       – meet people with common interests outside school 
       Examples

       – It’s as simple as knocking on their door and telling
them who you are.

       – For example, you can join after-school clubs and school
sports teams. 

       – For instance, you could join a gym, a sports clubs, or a
reading group. 

  3   To substitute linking words/phrases for

appropriate alternatives

       •    Direct Ss' attention to the underlined linking
words/phrases in the article and give Ss time to

read the Useful Language box of linking words/
phrases and make suitable substitutions.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Suggested Answer Key

       One solution is to = One way of solving the problem
       Secondly = Another helpful solution would be to  (get to

know ...)
       For example = In particular
       By doing this = As a result
       Another possible solution would be = Another helpful

solution would be to
       For instance = For example
       In this way = This means that
       To conclude = All in all 
       In my opinion = It seems to me

  4   a) To prepare for a writing task

             •    Ask Ss to read the rubric and then read the
solutions and the examples/results.

            •    Give Ss time to match the solutions to the
examples/results and elicit answers from Ss
around the class.

Answer Key

       1   C             2   A            3   B

       b) To write an essay providing solutions to

problems

             •    Direct Ss' attention to the plan and give them
time to complete the task using their answers
to Ex. 4a. Remind Ss to use appropriate linking
words/phrases.

             •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check
Ss' answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Teenagers often have problems with their parents
because of the generation gap. Getting on well with
parents can be a real challenge for adolescents. What
can be done to solve generation gap problems?

       To start with, teenagers and their parents could make
time to discuss their problems. In particular, they could
set aside a certain time every week, like a Sunday
evening to discuss any problems. In this way, better
communication would lead to better understanding. 

       Secondly, they should find shared interests. For example,
they could play a sport together once a week, or go to
the cinema together sometimes. By spending time
together they can build stronger relationships.

       Another helpful solution would be for parents and
teenagers to respect each other's opinions, thoughts and
values, especially when they are different. In particular,
this means allowing each other to say things that they
don’t agree with, and listening to see if they have
experiences to support their points of view. As a result of
respecting others, they will respect you. 
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       To sum up, better communication, shared interests and
mutual respect between parents and teenagers can
resolve problems. I believe that these solutions can
bridge the generation gap and they can work out their
differences in a calm respectful way.

  1   To read for key information

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the headings
(1-6) and then give them time to read the text
and complete the task.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A   2        B   5        C   1        D   4        E   6

  2   To describe a photo

       •    Read out the Study Skills box and point out that this
tip will help Ss to complete the task successfully. 

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to choose a photo and
describe it including all the points mentioned.

       •    Ask Ss to take turns and complete the task in pairs.
Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Picture A

       I have chosen to speak about Picture A. I took this photo
in August at my little sister’s birthday party. That is my
little sister Geraldine in the photograph. You can see her
birthday cake, she is nine years old, and there are nine
candles on the cake. There are lots of presents on the
table beside the cake. You can’t see them in this
particular photo but every one of her twenty little friends
who came to the party is singing happy birthday to her.
They each brought her a birthday present. She is waiting
to blow out the candles and make her special birthday
wish. After that she gets to open her gifts and I think you
can see how excited she is. I took the photo because I
thought she looked beautiful in the green dress that I
bought her for her birthday. I am showing it to you, so
that you can see what a great day we had. We all
enjoyed lots of cake, jelly and ice-cream. In fact, I felt like
a kid again myself, I enjoyed it so much. I feel happy
that my sister had such a lovely birthday party. 

       Picture B

       I have chosen to talk about Picture B. I took this photo at
my brother’s graduation ceremony two weeks ago. That
is my brother second from the left in the picture. His
name is Bill and those are his best friends with him. They
all graduated on the same day. As you can see they are
wearing their caps and gowns, and they are holding
their diplomas. This was outside of their school and I
managed to get them all together in one place, for a
quick photo. After that they were all very excited,
running around and talking to everyone in their year at

school, and to all their relatives. I took this photo
because that day I was the official family photographer.
After this event at the school we went to a restaurant in
town and had a big family meal. I took about two
hundred photos in total. I am showing you this because I
think it is one of the best. I hope to join the photography
club. I love taking pictures and I would like to learn more
techniques for taking good ones. Someday I would like to
be a professional photographer. 

       Picture C

       I have chosen to talk about Picture C. I took this
photograph yesterday. It was moving day for my family,
as we were leaving our old house and moving to a new
one. In the picture you can see my mum, dad, sister and
brother. They are all holding cardboard boxes. We are
about to start packing up all the things in the kitchen.
There was a large moving lorry in the driveway at the
time, and the removal men were taking out the heavy
furniture. We had to pack all the small things ourselves
into these boxes. I took it with my mobile phone before
we started working. It was quite exciting at that
moment, but I knew that we would soon be tired, so I
wanted to get a happy picture first. It was a lot of hard
work, wrapping everything in paper and putting it in the
boxes. It took us all day to pack everything in this house
and then unpack it again at our new house. By the time
we finished that evening we were absolutely exhausted. I
wanted to show you this picture because it shows what a
great team my family are when we have to do a big job
together.

  3   To practise word formation

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the text and
complete the gaps with the correct word formed
from the words in brackets.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   well                    3   argument           5   helpful
       2   annoying           4   relationship
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Topic

In this module, students will explore the topics of ways
to communicate and moods & feelings.

Module page                                            89

Lesson objectives: Overview of the module, to introduce
key vocabulary, to analyse the facts in a pie chart
Vocabulary: Modern communication (send emails, upload
videos, use video chat, meet friends in person, text friends,
talk on the phone,  texts, instant messaging & apps, social
media, video games)

8a                                                       90-91

Lesson objectives: To read for gist, to read for cohesion
& coherence, to learn phrasal verbs with look, to explain
how divers communicate underwater, to write a short
message in Braille
Vocabulary: Verb (link); Phrasal verbs (look after/up/out/
for/forward to, run out of); Nouns (jellyfish, buddy, hand
signal, fist, thumb, throat, signal); Adjectives (underwater,
clenched)

8b                                                       92-93

Lesson objectives: To learn some/any/no/every &
compounds, singular/plural nuns, articles, quantifiers
and question tags, to form verbs with suffixes, to prepare
a questionnaire, to prepare a pie chart, and write a
paragraph analysing the facts

8c                                                        94-95

Lesson objectives: To talk about moods & feelings, to
complete a multiple choice cloze, to learn prepositional
phrases, to listen for specific information, to talk about
body language, to write a leaflet about body language
etiquette for a travel magazine
Vocabulary: Moods & feelings (happy, excited, angry,
impatient, frightened, shocked, scared); Body language (red
in the face, tapping his foot, frowning, hands on hips, eyes
shining, smiling from ear to ear, as white as a sheet, shaking
with fear, teeth chattering, knees knocking); Verbs
(contribute, indicate, scratch, assess, react); Nouns (expert,
speed, birth, gesture); Adjectives (powerful, aware); Adverbs
(constantly, effectively); Phrases (non-verbal sign, rub eyes)

8d                                                            96

Lesson objectives: To learn how to telephone, to listen
and read for gist, to read for specific information, to act
out a dialogue, to pronounce /ph/, /ps/
Vocabulary: Noun (voice mail); Phrase (due to);
Answering the phone (Good morning/afternoon. …
speaking. How can I help you?/What can I do for you?);
Leaving a message (Could you ask him/her to call me back
[as soon as possible]? It's … . He/She has got my number.);
Asking for information (Who's calling?/Could I have your
name and number, please? Can I ask what you're calling
about?/ May I ask what it's regarding?)

Across Cultures                                        97

Lesson objectives: To read for gist, to complete a multiple
choice cloze, to read for cohesion and coherence, to talk
about national symbols, to write a short article about
national symbols from your country
Vocabulary: Verb (represent); Nouns (symbol, phone box,
scheme, community, peasant); Adjectives (life-saving,
steaming, unofficial, cosy, fur); Phrases (medical equipment,
spring to mind, ear flap, harsh climate)
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Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
practise lexico-grammatical forms, to read for cohesion
& coherence, to talk about Morse Code, to write a
message in Morse Code
Vocabulary: Verbs (deliver, experiment, measure, receive,
lay); Phrasal verb (pick up); Nouns (electricity, distance,
telegraph, operator, speed, transmission, cable, the military);
Adverb (gradually); Phrases (on horseback, megabit per
second, distress signal)

Writing                                                    99

Lesson objectives: To read and analyze a rubric, to read
for structure, content and specific information, to write
an email giving advice to a friend

Exam Practice 8                                     100

Lesson objectives: To provide extra practice for the RNE
exam, to read for specific information, to ask questions
based on stimulus material



▶▶   What’s in this module?

       Read out the title of the module Communication and
ask Ss to suggest what they think it means. Go
through the topic list and stimulate a discussion to
prompt Ss' interest in the module.

Find the page numbers for 

Vocabulary 

  1   To present new vocabulary relating to

modern communication

       •    Draw Ss' attention to the pictures (1-6).
       •    Play the audio with pauses for Ss to listen and

repeat. Check Ss' pronunciation and intonation.

  2   To analyse the facts in a pie chart; to discuss

modern communication of 13 to 17-year-olds in the

USA

       •    Draw Ss' attention to the pie chart and go through
the key and explain/elicit the meanings of any
unknown words/phrases.

       •    Ask Ss to discuss the pie chart in pairs using the
quantifiers in the rubric and using the example
language provided. 

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
various Ss to tell the class about the ways American
teens communicate.

Suggested Answer Key

       Most 13 to 17-year-olds in the USA communicate with
their friends by texts, instant messaging and apps. Some
meet friends in person. A few people communicate
through video games and social media or on the phone,
but very few use video chat or email.

  1   To present vocabulary relating to

communicating underwater; to predict the

content of the text and read for gist

       •    Draw Ss' attention to the pictures (1-10).
       •    Play the audio with pauses for Ss to listen and

repeat. Check Ss' pronunciation and intonation.
       •    Elicit how the pictures may be related to the text

and then give Ss time to read through the text
and find out.

Suggested Answer Key

       The drawings show a diver making signs underwater. I
think the text is about communicating underwater and
that is how the drawings and text are related.

  2   a) To read for cohesion and

coherence

       •    Ask Ss to read the parts of sentences (1-7) and
then allow Ss time to read the text again and
complete the task.

Answer Key

       A   7        B   6        C   1        D   5        E   3         F   4

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

       b)  To listen for specific information

            Play the recording for Ss to listen and follow the
text in their books and check their answers to
Ex. 2a.

  3   To read for gist and categorise vocabulary

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the text again. 
       •    Elicit the answers.

Answer Key

       Four sea creatures: angelfish, jellyfish, octopus, shark
       Seven body parts: hand, thumb, throat, arm, chest,

fingers, legs

  4   To consolidate comprehension of key

vocabulary in context

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
referring to the text if necessary.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    misunderstand                    4   shout
       2    reply                                  5   announce
       3    whisper                              6   argue

  •   Explain/Elicit the meaning of any unknown
words, then Ss find the page numbers for the
items listed.

  •   Ask questions to check Ss’ understanding.

Answer Key

       a pie chart (p. 89)
       Do you make pie charts at school? Do you find

them helpful for displaying information? What
other sorts of charts do you know?

       the Braille alphabet (p. 91) 
       Do you know what Braille is? Have you seen it

before? Would you like to learn Braille? Why
(not)?

       a message written in Morse Code (p. 98) 
       What do you know about Morse Code? Would

you like to learn it? Why (not)?

8a
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  5   To consolidate vocabulary from a text

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
referring back to the text as necessary.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    speaking                            4   fright
       2    language                            5   communication
       3    contact                               6   expressions

  6   To present and practise phrasal verbs

with look

       •    Read out the box with the phrasal verbs and their
definitions.

       •    Then give Ss time to use them to complete the
sentences.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   after                  3   out                    5   for
       2   forward to          4   up

  7   To give a monologue explaining how

divers communicate underwater; to consolidate

information in a text

       •    Allow Ss time to read the text again if necessary
and refer to the pictures.

       •    Then ask individual Ss to come up in front of the
class and explain how divers communicate
underwater using the beginning provided.

       •    Record Ss' monologues and give feedback.

Suggested Answer Key

       There are certain signs which are used to communicate
underwater. Firstly, to show you're going up, make a fist
and use your thumb to point up. In the same way, to
show you're going down, make a fist and use your
thumb to point down. If you run out of air, make a
cutting signal in front of your throat. To signal 'Danger!',
hold your arm out with a clenched fist. To show that you
are cold, cross your arms in front of your chest. If you see
an octopus and you want to tell your buddy, link your
thumbs together and hold out eight fingers like octopus'
legs. 

  8   a)  To present the Braille alphabet

       Ask Ss to look at the Braille alphabet and elicit from
various Ss what we use it for.

Suggested Answer Key

       The Braille alphabet is used by blind people as they feel
the dots as bumps on the page with their fingers.

       b)  To write a short message in Braille

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to use the
alphabet to write a short message to their partner.

       •    Ask Ss to exchange messages and read them. Ask
various Ss to share their messages with the class.

Suggested Answer Key

  1   To present/practise some/any/no/every &

compounds

       •    Read out the theory box.
       •    Explain that for people we use someone/somebody in

affirmative statements, no one/nobody in negative
statements and anyone/anybody in negative and
interrogative sentences. For things/places we use
something/somewhere in affirmative statements,
nothing/nowhere in negative sentences and
anything/anywhere in negative and interrogative
sentences. We use everyone/everybody/everything/
everywhere in positive and interrogative sentences.
We use no one/nobody/nothing/nowhere in positive
statements with a negative meaning.

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
and then check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key

       1    anybody, everyone, no one
       2    no, everything
       3    anything, some, something

I am going to the shopping centre.

You can come with me.

8b
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  2   To present/revise/practise singular/plural

nouns

       •    Explain to Ss that there are: 
            ➝ countable nouns that make singular or plural

verbs e.g. The book is on the desk. The books are on
the desk. 

            ➝ uncountable nouns that always take singular
verbs. (information, advice, accommodation, money,
homework, furniture, hair, jewellery, etc.) e.g. All the
furniture is in very good condition.

       •    Explain to Ss that some nouns are only followed
by a singular verb. These are:

            ➝ nouns which refer to school subjects e.g. maths,
physics, etc.

            ➝ nouns which refer to sports e.g. gymnastics,
athletics, etc.

            ➝ nouns which refer to illnesses e.g. measles,
mumps, etc.

            ➝ the word news.
            e.g. Maths is my favourite subject.
            The good news is that they finally arrived safe and

sound.
       •    Explain to Ss that some nouns are only followed

by a plural verb. These are: 
            ➝ objects consisting of two parts: garments (jeans,

shorts, etc), instruments (binoculars, etc), tools

(scissors, etc) e.g. Your new jeans are very nice.
             ➝ nouns such as: (police, stairs, clothes, earnings,

outskirts, surroundings, congratulations, etc.) e.g. The
police are coming.

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task and then check
their answers.

Answer Key

       1   is             3   is            5   isn't
       2   are           4   is            6   are

  3   To practise articles

        •    Explain/Remind Ss that we use a/an with singular
countable nouns when we talk about a person, thing
or animal in general and that we use the with singular
or plural nouns when we talk about something
specific, or when we mention it for the second time.

       •    Explain/Remind Ss of the some of the times when
we use the: – with nouns when talking about
something specific or something that has already
been mentioned. (I caught a bus home. The bus
broke down.); with the names of rivers (the River
Nile), groups of islands (the Channel Islands),
mountain ranges (the Alps), deserts (the Sahara
Desert), oceans (the Pacific Ocean), countries when
they include words such as States, Kingdom,
Republic (the United Kingdom), with the names of
musical instruments (the drums); families (the
Smiths) and nationalities ending in -sh, -ch or -ese
(the French); with the words morning, afternoon and
evening; with superlative forms.

       •    Explain/Remind Ss of the following times when we
do not use the: – with uncountable and plural
nouns when talking about something in general.
(Computers are everywhere.); with proper names,
months and days of the week. (Liam’s birthday is in
April.); with languages (She speaks Spanish.) with
the names of countries (Spain), streets (New Street),
parks (Hyde Park), cities (London), mountains
(Everest), individual islands (Kos), lakes (Lake Como)
and continents (Africa).

       •    Ask Ss to read the text and fill the gaps with a/an
or the where necessary.

Answer Key

        1  the (superlative)
        2  the (something specific)
        3  – (name of shop)
        4  an (singular countable nouns when we talk about

them in general)
        5  the (countries when they include words such as

Kingdom)
        6  – (language)
        7  a (how often somebody does something) 
        8  the (the word morning)
        9  an (singular countable nouns when we talk about

them in general)
      10  The (nationality ending in -ese)
      11  a (the verb have [got])
       12  – (the word home when we talk about our own home)
      13  the (something specific)
      14  the (the word only used as an adjective)
      15  – (the word work)
      16  – (country)
      17  the (Mrs Smith went to the school as a visitor, not as

a student)
      18  the (desert)

  4   a)  To present quantifiers

            Read the questions aloud and elicit answers from
Ss around the class.

Answer Key

       with countable nouns: several, few, all, many, a few,
some, a lot of, every, each, not any/no

       with uncountable nouns: all, some, little, a lot of, a little,
not any/no

       These words are used for describing the quantity of
something.

       1    few/a few, several, many, all
       2    little/a little, some, a lot of, every
       3    not any/no, each

       b)  To practise quantifiers

            Explain the task and then give Ss time to complete
the task and then check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   Each       2   A few     3   Many     4   Few     5   All
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  5   To present question tags

       •    Read out the cartoon and elicit what the question
forms ask for (confirmation/agreement).

       •    Then explain that question tags are short
questions at the end of statements to confirm sth
or to find out if sth is true. We form question tags
with the auxiliary or modal verb of the main
sentence and the correct subject pronoun.

       •    Explain that when the verb of the sentence is in the
present simple, we form the question tag with
do/does and the subject pronoun. Explain that when
the sentence is positive the question tag is negative
and vice versa. Explain that when the question tag
contains a word with a negative meaning (never,
hardly, seldom, etc) then the question tag is positive.

Answer Key

       confirmation/agreement

  6   To practise intonation in question tags

       •    Explain that when we aren’t sure of the answer we
use a rising intonation in the question tag and
when we are sure of the answer we use a falling
intonation in the question tag.

       •    Play the audio. Ask Ss to listen and complete the
question tags in their notebooks and then tick the
intonation.

       •    Play the audio again with pauses for Ss to repeat
chorally and/or individually.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    is it (sure)                           4   haven't we (not sure)
       2    won't you (sure)                 5   didn't he (not sure)
       3    aren't I (not sure)               6   haven't you (sure)

  7   To practise forming verbs with suffixes

       Read out the examples in the box and then give Ss
time to complete the task and then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1   activate              3   specialises          5   brighten
       2   strengthen         4   identify

  8   Portfolio: To prepare a questionnaire; to

prepare a pie chart; to write a short paragraph

analysing the facts

       •    Explain the task and assign as HW. Tell Ss to prepare
a simple questionnaire about teen communication
in their country. Refer Ss to the example question.
They should give the questionnaire to their
classmates and then collect it and use the
information to prepare a pie chart similar to the one
in Ex. 2 on p. 89. Then they should write a short
paragraph analysing the facts similar to the one in
Ex. 2 on p. 89 using appropriate quantifiers.

       •    Ask various Ss to present their questionnaires and
pie charts and read out their paragraphs in the
next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Questionnaire
       1    Do you like talking on the phone?
             Yes – No
       2    Do you like meeting your friends in person?
             Yes – No
       3    Do you like sending text messages?
             Yes – No
       4    Do you like using social media?
             Yes – No
       5    Do you like sending emails?
             Yes – No

       Results
       1    Yes (12) No (8)
       2    Yes (19) No (1)
       3    Yes (16) No (4)
       4    Yes (20) No (0)
       5    Yes (7) No (13)

       Most teens in my class communicate with their friends
using social media. It is the most popular form of
communication. Many people like meeting in person and
sending text messages, too. Some teens like talking on
the phone, but only a few like sending emails. It is the
least popular way to communicate.

  1   a)  To present vocabulary for moods &

feelings

            Ask Ss to look at the pictures and go through the
phrases and explain or elicit the meaning of any
unknown words. Elicit how each person feels and
then ask various Ss to use the phrases to describe
the people.

Answer Key

       happy and excited – Paul
       angry and impatient – John
       frightened and shocked – Emma

talk on the

phone

meet in

person

send text

messages

use social

media

send emails
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Suggested Answer Key

       John stood with hands on hips, tapping his foot impatiently.
He was frowning and red in the face. Paul's eyes were
shining and he was smiling happily from ear to ear. 

       Emma was as white as a sheet. She was shaking with fear.
Her teeth were chattering and her knees were knocking.

       b)  To talk about gestures and facial

expressions

            Elicit the gestures and facial expressions people
use in Ss' country when they feel different moods
and emotions from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       In my country, people have a lot of control over their
facial expressions. We try not to express our emotions in
public, but at home we are open about what we are
feeling. When we are scared or shocked, we open our
eyes wide. When we are angry, we raise our voices and
make lots of gestures with our arms and hands. When
we feel happy or excited, we smile. Russians never smile
at strangers and we don't smile to be polite – we only
smile when we are really happy. 

  2   To complete a multiple choice

cloze

       •    Ask Ss to read the text and for the gaps (1-5)
choose from the options (1-4).

       •    Allow Ss time to complete the task.
       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   2            2   1           3   4           4   3         5   2

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To learn and practise prepositional

phrases

       Explain the task and give Ss some time to complete it
and then check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

       1   of            2   to          3   for         4   of        5   to

  4   To listen for specific information

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the statements
(A-G) and underline what they think are the key
words that will help them to complete the task.

       •    Play the audio and give Ss time to complete the
task and then check their answers.

Answer Key

       A   F             C   T            E   F           G   NS
       B   NS          D   T            F   F

  5   To consolidate information in a text

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books.

       •    Elicit four things Ss learnt about body language
from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I learnt that body language is more powerful than the
words we say and the tone of our voice. I learnt  that
non-verbal language communicates about 50% of what
we mean. I was surprised to learn that the words we say
only communicate 7%. I also learnt that we don't always
realise we are sending messages by our body language.

  6   To identify the author's purpose

and make a judgement of how helpful the

information is

       Read the questions aloud and elicit answers from
various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       The author's purpose is to inform readers about the
power of body language. The information in the text can
help us to be aware of our body language and how
much we communicate without words.

  7   To write a leaflet about body language

etiquette in your country

       •    Explain the task and allow Ss time to complete the
task including all the points in the rubric.

       •    Ask various Ss to read out their leaflets to the class.
       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to

share their answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

Body Language Etiquette in Russia

       They say actions speak louder than words. If you're
thinking of travelling to Russia, read our quick guide to
body language etiquette so you won't misunderstand –
or be misunderstood!

       Greeting people
       •    A firm handshake is the most popular way to greet

people in Russia. Just remember to remove your
gloves before shaking hands!

       •    For friends and family members, a hug or a kiss on
both cheeks is a common greeting.

       •    Don't greet someone under a doorway – it's bad luck
and some people believe you will have an argument!

       Hand gestures
       •    Pulling your thumb across your throat means you are

full up.
       •    Putting your arm behind your head and scratching

your ear shows you are confused.
       •    The 'OK' sign used by divers, with the thumb and

first finger, is very rude in Russia!
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  1   To introduce the topic

       Read the questions aloud and elicit answers from
various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       I usually contact my classmates by sending text messages
or chatting on social media. I contact my parents by
phone or by leaving them notes on the kitchen table. I
contact my friends in other cities on social media and by
email.

  2   To present everyday English phrases

relating to communicating via phone/email

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
       •    Check Ss' answers and elicit or explain the meanings

of any unknown words.

Answer Key

       1   d             2   e            3   a           4   c          5   b

  3   a)  To predict the content of a dialogue;

to listen and read for gist

            •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit Ss' guesses as
to what the dialogue may be about. 

            •    Play the audio for Ss to listen and read and
check if their guesses were correct and elicit
the style of the dialogue.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think the dialogue is about someone calling a business.
The dialogue is formal.

            •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these

words box.

       b)  To read for specific information

            •    Ask Ss to read the questions and then give
them time to read the dialogue again and
answer them.

            •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    Daniel is calling to speak to Helen Peters.
       2    Helen is in a meeting.
       3    Julie is going to let Helen know that Daniel called.
       4    Daniel works in Marketing.

  4   To learn synonymous phrases

       Direct Ss' attention to the underlined phrases in the
dialogue and ask Ss to read the phrases in the list.
Elicit the synonymous phrases from various Ss around
the class.

Answer Key

       could I speak with = can I talk to
       I'm afraid not = I'm sorry, I don't
       Just let her know that I called = tell her I phoned
       I'll give her the message = I'll make sure she gets the

message

  5   To practise role-playing

       •    Explain the situation. Tell Ss to use the dialogue in
Ex. 3a as a model as well as the useful language in
the table to complete the task.

       •    Ss complete the task in pairs. To help Ss draw the
following diagram on the board and elicit
appropriate phrases Ss should use. Write them on
the board. Ss can refer to the diagram while doing
the task.

       

Suggested Answer Key

       A:   Hello, Alex speaking. What can I do for you?
       B:   Could I speak with Martin Jones, please? I called his

mobile phone, but it went straight to voice mail.
       A:   Yes, he's in a meeting right now.
       B:   Oh, OK. Do you know what time the meeting is due

to finish?
       A:   I'm afraid not. Would you like to leave a message?
       B:   Yes, please. Could you ask him to call me back as

soon as possible?
       A:   Could I have your name and number, please?
       B:   John Brown on 7964328574
       A:   OK. I'll give him the message.
       B:   Thank you.

  6   To learn the pronunciation of /ph/, /ps/

       •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
either chorally or individually.

       •    Pay attention to Ss' pronunciation and correct as
necessary.

Student A

Hello, … What can
I …?
(Greet B, say name,
offer help) 
Yes, he’s in ...
(Confirm whereabouts)

I’m afraid not.
Would ...?
(Reply. Ask about
message)
Could I have ...?
(Ask name & number)
OK. I’ll give ...
(Confirm)

Student B

Could I speak …?
(Ask for a person,
mention mobile) 

Do you know ...?
(Ask when he will
return)
Yes. Could you ...?
(Leave a message)

John Brown on ...
(Say name & number)
Thank you.
(Thank A)
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  1   To introduce the topic through pictures;

to read for gist 

       •    Direct Ss' attention to the pictures and titles and
elicit Ss' guesses as to what the texts may be about.

       •    Then allow Ss time to read through the texts and
find out.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think the texts are about symbols of the UK and Russia,
because red phone boxes and cups of tea are symbols of
the UK, and samovars and fur hats are symbols of
Russia.

  2   To complete a multiple choice

cloze; to read for cohesion and coherence

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss time to read the texts
and complete the gaps by choosing from the four
options for each gap.

       •    Remind Ss to read again for cohesion and coherence
and then check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   2            3   3           5   2           7   1         9   2
       2   4            4   1           6   4           8   1       10   3

       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To consolidate information in a

text

       •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books.

       •    Elicit three things Ss learnt about symbols in each
country from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

        I learnt that there have been red phone boxes in the UK for
nearly 100 years. I also learnt that the national telephone
company in Britain is selling them for £1. I didn't know
that the Russian fur hat was first worn by peasants in the
fields.

Project

  4   To write a short article about national

symbols

       •    Explain the task and tell Ss to work in small groups
and collect information about national symbols in
their country and what they mean. Tell Ss to then
use their information to help them write a short
article for an international students magazine.

       •    Assign the task as HW and ask Ss to write a short
article and illustrate it with photos.

Suggested Answer Key

       Russia has got many unofficial symbols, such as the
samovar and the fur hat. Let's take a look at a few of
them.

     

Matryoshka dolls are little wooden dolls that fit inside
each other. They were first shown at the World Fair in
Paris in 1900. They quickly became an important
symbol of Russia and they are the most popular souvenir
for tourists visiting this country. The word Matryoshka
means 'little mother' and these dolls symbolise
motherhood.

      Valenki are felt boots and they are
considered to be the national
footwear of Russia. In the past,
they were worn by Catherine the
Great and other famous Russian
leaders. As they are made of felt,
they are very warm, but they are
not waterproof, so people often used to put leather on
the bottom or wear other boots over the top. These
days, valenki are still worn by people in the countryside.
Also, in parts of Russia, men doing their national service
with the army had these boots as part of their uniform
until 2013. This is because they keep your feet warm
even when it's below freezing outside!

  1   To introduce the topic through an image

       Ask Ss to look at the image. Tell them it is a type of
message and ask them to guess what alphabet it uses.

Answer Key

       I think the message is in Morse Code.

  2   To predict information in a text; to read

for specific information

       •    Ask Ss to look at the picture and read the first
paragraph in the text and guess the answers to
the questions.

       •    Then allow Ss time to read the whole text and find
out if their guesses were correct.

Suggested Answer Key

       I think Samuel Morse was an inventor. He is famous for
inventing a machine to send messages, and also
because he invented Morse code.
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       •    Ask Ss to use their dictionaries to look up the
meanings of the words in the Check these words

box.

  3   To practise lexico-grammatical forms; to

read for cohesion and coherence

       •    Explain the task. Allow Ss time to read the text and
complete the gaps with derivatives of the words in
brackets or with the correct tense forms of the
verbs in brackets.

       •    Remind Ss to read the completed texts for cohesion
and coherence and then check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1    do you send                        5   didn't write
       2    changed                             6   was measured
       3    to send                               7   us
       4    experimenting

  4   To consolidate information in a

text

       •    Play the audio. Ss listen and read the text again
and think about why Morse's invention was so
important to the history of communication.

       •    Ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Samuel Morse's invention was important to the history
of communication because it was the first invention that
allowed people to send messages electronically. This
means it probably inspired or helped the inventors of
later forms of communication like radio, telephone, fax
machines and the Internet.

  5   To write a message in Morse Code

       •    Ask Ss to research on the Internet and find the
Morse Code alphabet. 

       •    Allow Ss time to use the alphabet to write a short
message. Ask them to read it aloud to their
partner who must then try to decode it.

       •    Ask various Ss to share their messages with the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       .. .----. -- / --. --- .. -. --. / - --- / - .... . / -.-. .. -. . -- .- / 
--- -. / ... .- - ..- .-. -.. .- -.-- .-.-.- / -.. --- / -.-- --- ..- /
.-- .- -. - / - --- / -.-. --- -- . ..--..

       I'm going to the cinema on Saturday. Do you want to
come?

  1   To analyse a rubric

       Ask Ss to read the rubric and look at the underlined key
words. Elicit answers to the questions from Ss around
the class.

Answer Key

       I am going to write about my parents and the Internet
for my English-speaking friend, Beth. I should write an
email telling Beth if I've argued with my parents about
spending too much time online, how long I spend online
and what I would do if going online wasn't an option
and ask her three questions about the Spanish lessons.

  2   To read for structure, content and

specific information

       •    Give Ss time to read the email and then elicit
answers to the questions.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       Dunya's email answers all the questions in the rubric.
Dunya uses the Internet to communicate with her
friends. Paragraph C contains her questions to Beth.

  3   To analyse a rubric

       Ask Ss to read the rubric and find and underline the
key words that will help them complete the task.
Then elicit answers to the questions from Ss around
the class.

Answer Key

        Key words: English-speaking friend, James; What do you
use your smartphone for? Was it worth the money you
spent on it? Would you advise me to buy a second-hand
one?; Science & Technology Exhibition; answer his
questions; ask 3 questions about exhibition; 100-140 words

       1    I'm going to write about smartphones.
       2    It's for my English-speaking friend, James.
       3    I should write an email telling him what I use my

smartphone for, whether it was worth the money I
spent on it and whether I would advise him to buy a
second-hand one and ask three questions about the
Science and Technology Exhibition he went to.

       4    I should write 100-140 words.

  4   To write an email giving advice

to a friend

       •    Direct Ss to the plan and give them time to
complete the task using their answers to Ex. 3.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check Ss'
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Hi James, 
       Thanks for writing. I'm sorry your parents won't let you

have a smartphone. I hope they change their minds
because smartphones are really useful. 

       I use my smartphone to send text messages, just like my
old mobile phone, but I also send instant messages,
video chat, take photos and go on social media. It was
expensive, but it was definitely worth the money. I use it
all the time. I wouldn't advise you to buy a second-hand
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one, though, because it won't have a guarantee. There
are lots of smartphones available and I'm sure you can
get one at a lower price from a shop.

       Where was the Science and Technology Exhibition? Who
did you go with? I bet is was really interesting! What was
your favourite part?

       I have to go now. 
       Write back,
       Ilya

  1   To read for specific information

       •    Explain the task and ask Ss to read the questions
(1-5) and the answer choices (1-4) for each one.

       •    Then allow Ss time to read the text and complete
the task.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   2            2   2           3   1           4   4         5   3

  2   To ask questions based on

stimulus material

       •    Ask Ss to study the advert for a couple of minutes
and then think of five questions to find out the
information items 1-5 concern.

       •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and take turns completing
the task.

       •    Monitor the activity around the class and then ask
some Ss to share their answers with the rest of the
class.

Suggested Answer Key

       How much does the laptop, tablet and smartphone
package cost?

       What is the size of the laptop?
       Is a case included for the tablet?
       Does the smartphone come with a contract?
       When does the special offer end?

Exam Practice 8
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1 Ring around Moscow

  1   To introduce the topic; to predict the

content of the text; to read for specific

information

       Elicit Ss' guesses in answer to the question. Ask Ss to
look at the pictures and elicit how they are related to
the topic. Then allow Ss time to read the text and find
out if their guesses were correct.

Answer Key

       The Golden Ring cities include Vladmir, Suzdal, Ivanavo,
Kostromo, Yaraslavl, Rostov and Sergiev Posad. 

       The Cathedral of the Nativity is in Suzdal, the Monastery
of St Ipatiev is in Kostromo and the Trinity Larva of St
Sergius is in Sergiev Posad.

  2   To practise word formation; to read for

cohesion & coherence

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it
and then ask Ss to read the text again to make
sure that it makes sense.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       1   cultural              4   inspiring/inspirational
       2   simply                5   traditional
       3   famous              6   adventurer

  3   To express an opinion; to

develop critical thinking skills

       •    Read the rubric aloud and ask Ss to discuss the
question with their partner.

       •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       People should go on this tour in order to learn about
Russia’s past and see historic buildings and other
beautiful sites. It is an easy journey by train, and it can
give you the feeling that you have travelled through
time.

  4   To give a presentation on the

Golden Ring cities

       •    Ask Ss to works in pairs and give them time to
research online about the Golden Ring cities and
what tourists can do there. Then ask Ss to present
their information to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       Vladmir has a population about 350,000 people. In the
past it was the capital city, now tourism is very
important. Its monuments include the Golden Gates,
which are churches of white stone which, together with
churches of white stone in Suzdal, are  UNESCO World
Heritage Sites.

       Suzdal has a population of about 10,500 people. It is a
tourist centre and the whole town is protected by the
government. Its monuments include Spaso-Yefimiev
Monastery which is now a museum, and many other
churches and monasteries.

       Ivanavo has a population of about 400,000 people. It is
an industrial city and the center of the Russian textile
industry. There are many old factories, and architecture
from the 1930s.

       Kostromo has a population of about 276,000 people. Its
main industry is tourism. There are 500 historical
monuments including monasteries, churches, chapels,
civil and industrial architecture, landscape art and
residential architecture.

       Yaraslavl has a population of about 600,000 people. It
is an industrial city with 140 monuments including the
Spaso-Preobrazhensky church of Spassky monastery,
Ilya the Prophet Church, The church of Iohann the
Forerunner and the Tolga monastery.

       Rostov Veliky has a population of about 36,000 people.
Its monuments include the Assumption Cathedral as well
as many monasteries around Lake Nero.

       Sergiev Posad has a population of about 110,000
people. Its monuments include the Trinity Cathedral,
Fortifications, the Assumption Cathedral, the Church of
St Sergius, and a five tier bell with the largest bell in the
Orthodox world. There are also several important
museums. In July there is a festival of balloons called The
Sky of St Sergius.

2 The Temple of Art

  1   To introduce the topic; to read for specific

information

       Read the rubric aloud and elicit Ss' guesses in answer
to the questions. Then allow Ss time to read the text
and find out if their guesses were correct.

Answer Key

       The Bolshoi Theatre was built in 1805, after a fire
destroyed the previous theatre, the Petrovsky Theatre. It
got its name because it was large and meant for grand
productions. 

  2   To read for cohesion & coherence

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Remind Ss there is one extra sentence part that
does not fit any gap.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A   2        B   3        C   6        D   1        E   7         F   5

  3   To read for specific information;to

consolidate information in a text

       Ask Ss to read the text again and then ask various Ss
around the class to tell the rest of the class how the
names are related to the Bolshoi Theatre.
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Answer Key

       Prince Urusov and Michael Maddox opened the theatre
so that their theatre company had a place to perform

       The Petrovsky Theatre was the name of the first theatre
that was rebuilt and renamed the Bolshoi Theatre.

       Cinderella is the ballet that was performed on the
opening night.

       Joseph Bové is the architect who rebuilt the theatre after
it burned down in 1805.

       Alberto Caves restored the theatre after it burned down
in 1853.

       Tchaikovsky composed ballets that were performed at
the Bolshoi Theatre.

       Anna Pavlova was a ballet dancer who performed there.

  4   To give a presentation on

Tchaikovsky, Anna Pavlova, Vaslav Nijinsky and

Nina Ananiashvili

       •    Ask Ss to works in pairs or groups and give them
time to research online about the people in the
rubric and find out about the points mentioned.
Then ask Ss to use their information to prepare a
poster with the title provided and including
photos. Ask Ss to present their poster to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
present their posters in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

HALL OF FAME

       Tchaikovsky was born in Vyatka,
Russia, on May 7, 1840. He was one of
six children. He started learning piano
at the age of five. His father, Ilya, was
a mine inspector and his mother,
Alexandra, died when he was 14. He is
considered the most popular Russian
composer in history. His work includes
the ballets The Sleeping Beauty and The Nutcracker. He
died in St Petersburg on November 6, 1893.

       Ana Pavlova was born in St.
Petersburg, Russia on February 12,
1881. She saw her first ballet at the
age of 8 and decided then to be a
dancer. Two years later, she was
accepted at the St Petersburg Imperial
Ballet School. Her mother, Lyubov
Feodorovna was a washerwoman and
her stepfather, Matvey Pavlov, was a reserve soldier. The
identity of Anna Pavlova's biological father is unknown.
She became a prima ballerina famous for her role in The
Dying Swan. In 1911 she formed her own ballet company
which was the first to tour the world. She died while on
tour in the Netherlands in 1931.

       Vaslav Nijinsky was born in Kiev,
Ukraine, on December 28, 1889. As a
child he toured with his parents and
two siblings. He danced on stage for
the first time at the age of 5. In 1900
he was accepted at the Imperial
School of Ballet in St Petersburg. His
father, Lavrentevich Nijinsky, and his
mother, Eleonora Bereda, were famous dancers who had
their own dance company. He is considered one of the
most important male ballet dancers of all time. He also
worked as a choreographer. He died in London, England,
on April 8, 1950. 

       Nina Ananiashvili was born in
Tbilisi, Georgia on March 28,
1963. She started ice skating at
the age of 4, and became a
champion. In 1976, she entered
the Moscow Choreographic
Institute after teachers there saw
her dance and convinced her
parents to let her enroll. Her
father, Gedevan, was a geologist;
and her mother, Lia Gogolashvili,
was a philologist. She has two brothers. She has
performed at the Bolshoi, and with many dance
companies including American Ballet Theatre, the
Houston Ballet and the Boston Ballet. She is currently
artistic director of the National Ballet Ensemble of
Georgia. She is still living.

3 Mother Volga – The Mississippi
of the East

  1   To read for specific information

       Read the rubric aloud and elicit Ss' guesses in answer
to the question. Then allow Ss time to read the text
and find out if their guesses were correct.

Answer Key

       Both the Mississippi and the Volga are their country’s
longest rivers, and they are both culturally important.
Famous writers have written about both of them.

  2   To read for cohesion & coherence

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Remind Ss there is one extra sentence part that
does not fit any gap.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A   3        B   7        C   5        D   2        E   1         F   4

       •    Read out the Did you know? box and elicit Ss'
comments.
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  3   To consolidate information in a text

       Ask various Ss to describe the Volga tour to the rest of
the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       You will pass Nizhny Novgorod, Kazan, Volgograd, and
finally Astrakhan.

  4   To give a presentation on

the Volga

       •    Ask Ss to works in pairs and give them time to
research online about the Volga River. Then ask Ss
to present their information to the class.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

       The Volga is a very important river in Russia, in terms of
geography and economy.

       The Volga is a large river, one of the world’s greatest. It
begins in the Valdai Hills northwest of Moscow, and
after travelling south for more than 3,500 kilometres, it
ends in the Caspian Sea. Its source is 228 metres above
sea level and its mouth is 28 meters below sea level. In
total, it is about 574,500 kilometres in length.

       The Volga was used extensively for trade and travel in
the past, and is still important to the economy today. It
provides irrigation and hydropower, in addition to
transport.

4 The City at the End of the World

  1   To introduce the topic; to read for specific

information

       Read the rubric aloud and elicit Ss' guesses in answer
to the questions. Then allow Ss time to read the text
and find out if their guesses were correct.

Suggested Answer Key

       In Vladivostock you can visit Eagle Nest Hill, Egersheld
Lighthouse, Golden Horn Bay, Svetlanskaya Street, the
Golden Bridge, parks, nature reserves, and the Pushkin
Theatre.

  2   To read for cohesion & coherence

       •    Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
Remind Ss there is one extra sentence part that
does not fit any gap.

       •    Check Ss' answers.

Answer Key

       A   4            C   1            E   7           G   5
       B   8            D   3            F   6

  3   To express an opinion; to

consolidate information in a text; to develop

critical thinking skills

       Read the rubric aloud and give Ss time to read
through the text again and then elicit answers from Ss
around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

       Vladivostok would be a great place to go in order to be
near the sea. There is beautiful scenery at Golden Horn
Bay, and the chance to see seals at Egersheld
Lighthouse. There is also delicious seafood, as well as
sandy beaches to relax in the sun if you visit in the
summertime. But if you visit in the spring, you can see a
festival called Maslenitsa instead.

  4   To prepare a quiz

       •    Ask Ss to works in pairs or groups and give them
time to research online about Vladivostock and
collect information and write quiz questions.

       •    Then ask Ss to give their quiz to their classmates to
try and complete.

       •    Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss to
give their quizzes to their classmates in the next
lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

Quiz

       Answer the questions, True or False.
       1    Vladivostok is close to China.                                 T
       2    It rarely snows in the winter.                                  F
       3    Around 600,000 people live there.                         T
       4    Vladivostok has got the longest cable-stayed

bridge in the world.                                               T
       5    There are no universities in Vladivostok.                  F
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Fun Time 1

  1   hang out with friends
       play video games
       be in a sports club
       watch TV
       go shopping
       do chores
       surf the Net
       eat out

Suggested Answers

I like to hang out with my friends at the park at the
weekends.
When it’s raining outside, I stay in and play video games.
My brother is in a sports club and plays all sorts of sports.
I don’t watch TV very often.
My sister and her friends like to go shopping for clothes
together.
On Sundays, my brother and I do chores like cleaning the
windows and tidying our rooms.
I like to surf the Net and look for funny websites.
My family and I eat out at a nice restaurant when we are
celebrating a special occasion.

  2   1   F    (It’s in New York.)
       2   T
       3   T
       4   F    (It combines physical exercise and mental

ability, so it’s the perfect after-school activity.)
       5   F    (‘Peer pressure’ is wanting to fit in with people

your own age.)
       6   T
       7   T
       8   F    (Sunlight helps the skin create Vitamin D.)

  3   Suggested Answer

       1   Having self-confidence will help you deal with
peer pressure. (T)

       2   Ruth’s uncle lives in New York. (F – He lives in
Arizona.)

       3   Jusuf’s grandparents live in the same building as
him. (T)

       4   Dancing is good for the body as well as the brain.
(T)

       5   Endorphins make you feel moody. (F – Endorphins
put you in a good mood.)

       6   Yuri loves pop music. (F – Yuri is a big fan of rock
and punk music.)

       7   Jane failed her History exam. (F – Jane failed her
Maths exam.)

       8   Igor advises Jake to make a study plan. (T)

  4   Suggested Answer

       The singer appears optimistic, as they say that they
always see the bright side and they don’t give up
easily. In the song we also hear that even in dark
times they can hold their head up high, will always
have courage and are sure they will get by.

  5   Suggested Answers

       1   Problems can often worry me.
       2   In the bad times, I ask the people close to me for

help.
       3   I’m glad I have my family and friends to help me

whenever I need them.

Fun Time 2

  1    1   spare                 5   resign             9   occupation
       2   exciting            6   skill               10   earn
       3   apply                7   volunteer
       4   plumber            8   train

Hidden word: experience

  2   1   T
       2   F    (Video games testers do get paid.)
       3   F    (Charles Dickens started working in a factory at

the age of 12.)
       4   T
       5   F    (Dylan Scott Pierce enjoyed drawing sketches

of lions and dinosaurs when he was little.)
       6   T

  3   Suggested Answer

       1   The May Queen wears a costume of leaves. (F –
The May Queen wears a crown of spring flowers.)

       2   Dylan’s paintings sell for up to $200, 000. (F –
Dylan’s paintings sell for as much as $20,000.)

       3   Golf caddies do more than carry the golfers’ clubs
for them. (T)

       4    Roberta wants to work as a video games tester. (F –
Roberta wants to work as a part-time sales assistant.)

       5   On Women’s Day, men all over Russia do the
household chores. (F – In some parts of Russia
men do the chores on Women’s Day.)

       6   Scrooge is not happy about the clerk wanting to
take Christmas Day off. (T)

  4   The jobs mentioned in the song are: architect, actress,
musician and comedian. 

  5   Suggested Answer

       My dream job is that of a teacher. I really like learning
new things and passing on this knowledge. I also like
working with children, whether it’s little kids or older
children. Apart from teaching, the job also requires
one to be: organised so that they can plan their
lessons well and patient, in order to deal with more
difficult students. I believe I have both these skills so I
think I’ll make a good teacher.

Fun Time 3

  1    1   shadow             4   branch            7   extinction
       2   search               5   abroad            8   improve
       3   break                6   foolish
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  2   1   F    (There were many newspapers, magazines and
comics to read.)

       2    T
       3   F    (Education First is a company that gives students

the chance to study abroad for weeks, months
or even a year.)

       4   T
       5   F    (He is planning to spend a week in Dublin to

improve his English.)
       6   F    (She went to Africa in search of the real King

Kong.)
       7   T

  3   Suggested Answer

       1    In their free time, Victorians went to the theatre. (T)
       2   It took months for Peter Cox to decide what he

wanted to do. (F – He made up his mind after days
of thinking.)

       3   The river boats in Moscow are red. (F – They are
white.)

       4    Victorians did not have to work hard. (F – Victorians
worked long hours.)

       5   Peter Cox learned about Education First from a
friend. (T)

       6   There are fewer than 1,000 mountain gorillas in
the world. (T)

       7   In Victorian times, popular sports included cricket,
rugby and lacrosse. (T)

  4    1   escape              4   people            7   explore
       2   take                  5   today              8   learn
       3   adventures        6   visit                 9   perfect

  5   Suggested Answer

       The message of the song is that we should leave
everything behind us for a while in order to travel and
have an adventure. I completely agree with this idea.
We lead busy and stressful lives so taking a break in
order to travel would do us good. We’d relax, have
fun but also learn new things.

Fun Time 4

  1    1   d             3   f             5   c                7   b
       2   h             4   a            6   e               8   g

Suggested Answers

  2   A wireless mouse isn’t attached to a computer with a
cable.

  3   The re-entry vehicle entered the Earth’s atmosphere
and headed for the ocean.

  4   One advantage of the electronic paper is that it’s
light and easy to carry.

  5   Jefferson has the language skills required to be a
good writer.

  6   You can use a solar-panel jacket to charge batteries.
  7   Nerve cells carry messages from one part of our body

to another.
  8   The scientist has spent his whole career doing rocket

research.

  2   1   F    (This is his next challenge.)
       2   T
       3   F    (It is available in one colour.)
       4   T
       5   T
       6   T
       7   F    (It lets you communicate with your devices

from up to 9 metres away.)
       8   F    (The biggest part of the brain is the cerebrum.)

  3   Suggested Answer

       1   The Nod ring comes in one size. (F – It comes in
four sizes.)

       2   The Royal Observatory at Greenwich is the
location of the prime meridian. (T)

       3   The cerebellum is above the cerebrum. (F – It is
below and behind the cerebrum.)

       4   We can see real rocket engines in the Museum of
Cosmonautics and Rocket Technology. (T)

       5   The cerebral cortex is one centimetre thick. (F – It
is only a few millimetres thick.)

       6   Touchscreens are now easy to use. (T)
       7   John Harrison built the first reliable mechanical

clock in the 1600s. (F – He built it in the 1760s.)
       8   The Nod ring allows you to answer your phone

with one small hand movement. (T)

  4   The song is about communicating with someone
though electronic means.

  5   Suggested Answer

       I use modern technology to communicate with my
friends. I send them text messages and pictures from
my smartphone and I chat online with them from my
computer. I also use my phone or my computer for
instant messaging or for posting something for them
to see on the social media.

Fun Time 5

  1   Words related to arts and culture in the grid: 
ACROSS: publish, playwright, singer, painter
DOWN: masterpiece, novel, fiction, actor

Suggested Answers

My brother is about to publish his first book.
Shakespeare is one of the most important playwrights of
all time.
Shakira’s unique voice makes her a great singer.
Though he studied Law, Wassily Kandinsky went on to
become an extraordinary painter.
Da Vinci’s Mona Lisa is generally thought of as an artistic
masterpiece. 
The famous writer wrote his first novel at the age of 19.
I prefer reading fiction to fantasy books.
Apart from being a great actor, Leonardo DiCaprio also
does a lot to help the environment.
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  2   1   T    
       2   F    (He died at the age of 52.)
       3   T
       4   F    (Sound can travel through solid materials.)
       5   F    (Each performer gives two one-minute

performances.)
       6   T
       7   F    (He was one of eight children.)
       8   T

  3   Suggested Answer

       1   Peterhof has more than 200 water fountains. (F –
It has 147 water fountains.)

       2   Charles Dickens’ father went to prison for theft. (F –
He went to prison for debt.)

       3   The Air Guitar World Championships event takes
place in June. (F – It takes place every August.)

       4   William Shakespeare was born in London. (F – He
was born in Stratford-upon-Avon.)

       5    Charles Dickens wrote about 2,000 words a day. (T)
       6   Air guitar is a type of mime. (T)
       7   Sound waves are collected in the cochlea first. (F –

They are collected in the outer ear.)
       8   The water fountains in Peterhof do not work in

winter. (T)

  4    1   mind                 5   right               9   defeat
       2   free                   6   bright           10   win
       3   happy               7   day
       4   world                8   troubles

  5   Suggested Answer

       Music makes the singer feel that they can leave their
troubles behind. The singer feels free and happy
when listening to music, and this is how music works
for me too. Playing my favourite song over and over
again can help me after a particularly bad day.

Fun Time 6

  1    1   balanced           4   hydrated         7   junk
       2   hygiene            5   sugary             8   addicted
       3   hiking               6   caffeine

  2   1   F    (They are released while we exercise.)
       2   F    (It’s made up of fried eggs, bacon, sausages,

baked beans and toast, and can also include
black and white pudding, fried mushrooms
and tomatoes.)

       3   T
       4   T
       5   T
       6   F    (Haggis is from Scotland.)
       7    F    (Epinephrine improves our concentration levels.)
       8   T

  3   Suggested Answer

       1   Endorphins improve a person’s mood. (T)
       2   Skeletal muscles are also called smooth muscles. (F –

They are also called voluntary muscles.)
       3   Exercising can boost your creativity for a full day

after a workout. (F – It can boost your creativity for
up to two hours.)

       4   Minestrone is a type of sticky cake. (F – It is a kind
of thick soup.)

       5    A typical Russian breakfast takes time to prepare. (T)
       6    New Year’s Eve in Scotland is called Hogmanay. (T)
       7   The British normally have a glass of milk at

breakfast. (F – They normally have a cup of tea.)
       8   Britain’s health service is called the NHS. (T)

  4   Suggested Answer

       The pictures show people making choices about their
health: exercising and refusing sugary food. I think
the song is about us trying to ‘be the best’ in terms of
health and fitness.

  5   Suggested Answer

       My lifestyle is quite healthy. I get plenty of sleep and I
exercise by playing sports and walking a lot every
day. I also try to eat healthily, though, I must admit, I
do like having junk food like chips and burgers.

Fun Time 7

  1    1   toddler              3   infant                     5   elderly
       2   middle-aged     4   teenager

Suggested Answers

  1   I love babysitting for my cousin’s two-year old toddler.
  2   My uncle George is middle-aged; he’s 46 years old.
  3   When I was a two-month infant, I would cry all night,

my mum says.
  4   My sister Jenny is 12, she’ll be a teenager next year.
  5   I always give up my seat for elderly people on the bus.

  2   1   F (It a special cap worn by graduating students in
the US on graduation day.)

       2   T
       3   T
       4   F (It has photos of all the students in the year and

messages from students.)
       5   T
       6   F (It refers to the feeling young people have that

older people don’t understand them.)
       7   F (He was a Greek philosopher.)
       8   T

  3   Suggested Answer

       1   Mehndi is an art found in Ukraine. (F – It is found
in India and Pakistan.)

       2   During the Last Bell celebration girls dress up in
traditional school uniform with a white apron and
white ribbons in their hair. (T)
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       3   When US students finish school they receive a
special letter. (F – They receive a diploma.)

       4   It’s always easy to resist change. (F – Resisting
change can be painful.)

       5   The hair from a baby’s first haircut in Ukraine is
burnt. (F – It is put in an envelope for safekeeping.)

       6   Chinese people believe that lions protect children.
(F – They believe that tigers protect children.)

       7   Mehndi patterns include symbols of love and
loyalty. (T)

       8   The Last Bell celebration takes place on 25th May.
(T)

  4   Suggested Answer

       The song is about accepting the fact that there will be
changes in our lives and that we should focus on the
present instead of worrying about what’s to come.

  5   Suggested Answer

       I believe that it is very important that we plan for our
future. We need to set goals and work towards
reaching them. For example, people my age, including
myself, should think about what we’ll do after finishing
school, whether we’ll go on to further education or get
a job. However, that doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t
be enjoying the present. It is equally important to enjoy
every moment that we live because once it’s gone, we
won’t be able to get it back.

Fun Time 8

  1    2   f             3   c           4   a           5   b         6   e

Suggested Answers

  2   My grandparents and I talk on the phone every
weekend.

  3   I sometimes upload videos of the funny things my
dog does on YouTube.

  4   I use video chat to communicate with my friend in
Italy.

  5   I’d rather meet my friends in person than chat with
them online.

  6   I usually text my friends when I want to give them a
short message.

  2   1   T
       2   F    (Red phone boxes still exist.)
       3   F    (He developed the code in the mid-1800s.)
       4   F    (They communicate using hand signals.)
       5   T
       6   T
       7   T
       8   F    (We mean they are frightened.)

  3   Suggested Answer

       1   Many varieties of tea are grown in the UK. (F – Tea
isn’t grown in the UK.)

       2   When someone taps their foot it shows that they
are impatient or angry. (T)

       3   Very few 13 to 17-year-olds in the US use video
chat. (T)

       4   A good Morse code operator could send or receive
50 words per minute. (F – They could send or
receive 20-30 WPM.)

       5    Texting is the most popular way of communication
among teens. (T)

       6   There are about 50 different hand signals that
divers can use. (F – There are over 100 signals.)

       7   Experts say that non-verbal language communicates
half of the things we want to say. (T)

       8   In Morse code, dots and dashes are called dos and
dohs. (F – They are called dits and dahs.)

  4   People use the expression ‘keep in touch’ when they
want to say to someone to continue communicating
with them. 

       Words related to means of communication in the
song: call, message, email, chat online, phone, SMS.

  5   Suggested Answer

       To communicate with my friends I usually use my
phone to text them. When I want to send them
pictures or videos or links to websites, I do so by
email.  To chat on a daily basis with my friends or to
see what they’ve been up to, I go on Facebook. Using
all these means to communicate with my friends
means that I don’t really need to use the phone at
home!
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Self-Check 1

  1    1   creative             5   mental            9   Peer
       2   skills                  6   fan                10   troubled
       3   immature          7   spare
       4   glad                  8   positive

  2    1   on                     3   with                       5   for
       2   for                    4   on

  3   1   is coming                          4   yet
       2   has been doing                 5   do you go
       3   does Emily live

  4   1   always shares                    6   trains
       2   has been raining               7   has already done
       3   are having                        8   am moving
       4   do not think                      9   suppose
       5   Is Chris working              10   has not seen

  5    1   d            2   c           3   e           4   a         5   b

Self-Check 2

  1    1   available           5   clerk               9   gain
       2   bad-tempered   6   earn              10   talent
       3   responsible        7   excuse          11   apply
       4   shift                  8   career           12   salary

  2    1   in                      3   out                 5   at
       2   in                      4   up

  3    1   mustn’t             3   may                5   needn’t
       2   can’t                 4   was able to

  4   1   will you tell                   5   sees
       2   will be recording           6   will not have corrected
       3   Will Ian have finished    7   gets
       4   will not like                   8   will have been living

  5    1   b            2   e           3   c           4   a         5   d

Self-Check 3

  1    1   way                  5   pier                 9   instrument
       2   face                  6   compare       10   exchange
       3   path                  7   chance
       4   terminal            8   camp

  2    1   for                    3   on                          5   for
       2   along                4   out

  3    1   used to be         3   owned                 5   didn’t go
       2   took                  4   used to hate

  4   1   ran                                   6   was joking
       2   was walking                      7   didn’t believe
       3   hadn’t seen                       8   took
       4   Did you know                   9   showed
       5   had always wanted         10   had been talking

  5    1   b            2   e           3   a           4   d         5   c

Self-Check 4

  1   1   techie                               6   waterproof
       2   demonstration                  7   announce
       3   application                       8   assistant
       4   transparent                       9   deliberate
       5   location                          10   advanced

  2    1   with                  3   in                           5   down
       2   on                     4   on

  3   1   hadn’t helped                   4   Would you take up
       2   was/were                          5   hadn’t spent
       3   will eat out                       6   didn’t feel

  4   1   so as                                 3   for
       2   with a view to                   4   in order to

  5    1   If                       3   When                     5   If
       2   if                       4   unless

  6    1   e            2   b           3   a           4   d         5   c

Self-Check 5

  1    1   debt                  3   splendour               5   liquid
       2   magical             4   educational

  2    1   after                  3   on                          5   of
       2   in                      4   through

  3   1   was published               4   be bought
       2   is visited                       5   is being interviewed
       3   will be accepted

  4   1   She is having her hair styled by the hairdresser.
       2   I will have my new sofa delivered tomorrow.
       3   Bob has had his dog trained by a professional.
       4   We have our car checked by a mechanic every six

months.
       5   Ben and Ann had their photo taken by a

photographer.

  5    1   yourself             3   ourselves                5   herself
       2   himself              4   yourselves

  6    1   such an             3   so                           5   so
       2   such                  4   such

  7    1   d            2   c           3   a           4   b         5   e

Self-Check 6

  1    1   fight                 5   internal           9   digestive
       2   burn                 6   temptation    10   dessert
       3   pressure            7   build
       4   course               8   treat
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  2    1   up                     3   with                       5   to
       2   at                      4   off

  3   1    Betty said (that) they we were running low on milk.
       2   Nick said (that) he preferred cooking at home to

eating out.
       3   Julia asked if/whether I had ever tried Zumba.
       4   Maria asked whose that recipe was.
       5   Ken told me not to forget to call the doctor./Ken

reminded me to call the doctor.

  4    1   Getting             5   to open           9   organising
       2   do                     6   consuming    10   show
       3   seeing               7   to have
       4   to invite            8   try

  5    1   c            2   e           3   a           4   b         5   d

Self-Check 7

  1    1   ceremony               5   customs            9   attend
       2   safekeeping            6   question          10   tribe
       3   predictable             7   privacy
       4   circumstances         8   symbolise

  2    1   into                   3   on                          5   of
       2   on                     4   apart

  3    1   when                3   why                       5   which
       2   whose               4   who

  4    1   curlier                    5   closer, closer     9   worst
       2   harder, higher        6   prettiest          10   bigger
       3   most discreet          7   thinnest
       4   better                     8   responsible

  5    1   b            2   e           3   d           4   a         5   c

Self-Check 8

  1    1   cables               5   effectively            9   delivered
       2   reply                 6   community       10   scheme
       3   contact             7   constantly
       4   life-saving         8   signals

  2    1   out                   3   after                       5   in
       2   to                     4   on

  3    1   - , an                 3   - , the                     5   a, the, -
       2   - , a                   4   an, the

  4    1   a little               3   Every                      5   few
       2   any                   4   some

  5    1   aren’t I              3   shall we               5   have they
       2   can he              4   didn’t you

  6    1   c            2   e           3   b           4   a         5   d
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Module 1

➢ Exercise 5 (p. 11)

Jerry: Hi Eric. Phew, we have a lot of preparation to do for
this family reunion! 
Eric: Hi, Jerry. What do you mean, a family reunion?
Jerry: All my extended family are getting together. Our
house will be packed with everyone living in it! It doesn't
happen very often. Normally it has to be a special
occasion, like a wedding, but even then not everyone can
make it.
Eric: Getting together is fairly normal for my family - my
older brother and sister live in the same town as me, as do
my aunt and uncle. We see each other every month, if not
every week!
Jerry: I don't think my family could be more spread out.
My brother lives in Brazil, and my aunt and uncle and
cousins live in Dubai.
Eric: Why is that?
Jerry: Well, Dubai is where my aunt and uncle work, and
my brother married a Brazilian and moved to be with her.
Oh, and my sister is studying at university in Berlin!
Eric: Still, it must be interesting to have family members in
all these different places. 
Jerry: I suppose so … but it means that most of the time, I
don't see them. I feel that in many ways, we might be
growing apart. When I do meet them, they're almost like
strangers.
Eric: I'm sure you're exaggerating! In any case, aren't they
all on social media?
Jerry: It's not really the same, is it? I can't share their
experiences in real life, which is what matters.
Eric: Do you think you will move to live or work abroad?
Jerry: No. This town isn't so bad; and I like it! I would like
to have a life here, and build proper relationships with the
people around me.

➢ Exercise 3 (p. 16)

Speaker A

When I was still quite young, my mum took me with her
when she went running. At first, I rode along beside her on
my bicycle. Now I run with her. She also puts very healthy
food on the table. I see now that she did me a huge
favour. I'm in all the sports teams at school and hope to be
a professional athlete.

Speaker B

My dad is a mechanic. I was always fascinated by his work,
and he would bring parts of old machines home for me to
play with. One day he brought home an old motorbike.
We worked on it for a year and made it as good as new. To
be honest, he did most of it, but it was a great way to
spend time together.

Speaker C

My mum and dad both love cooking. They also grow their
own vegetables. They think these are things everyone
should know how to do, so they made me and my
brothers learn the basics. I thought it was a nuisance until I

saw the unhealthy stuff my schoolfriends eat! I'm glad I
know what I'm doing in the kitchen – and the garden!

Speaker D

My dad doesn't know anything about music, but he saw
that I liked it and was good at it. So he bought me a violin
and paid for lessons. They weren't cheap and I know he
had to work hard for the money. But when I got a place in
the youth orchestra, I knew I had made him very proud.

Speaker E

My mum was once in a difficult situation. A friend of hers
came to the house and was very stressed and upset. My
mum was calm and friendly and talked to her for hours.
Her friend was very grateful. I've never forgotten how my
mum was able to make a person feel better. I try to be like
that myself.

Speaker F

My mum and dad like to read books and talk about them. I
thought everyone did this but now I realise this is not
usual! They didn't need to make me and my siblings do the
same: we did it by ourselves. They just gave us the idea
that reading was grown-up – and even cool!

Module 2

➢ Exercise 4b (p. 23)

Samantha: Hello. 
Dad: Hello. Samantha, is that you? 
Samantha: Yes, it’s me. Hi, Dad.  What’s up?
Dad: Well, I picked up an application for you from Clara’s
Café on the seafront. 
Samantha: Oh, um ... thanks, Dad, but I’m not sure I really
want to work in a café.
Dad: Well, I know it’s not very glamorous, but you do need
to get a summer job. 
Samantha: Yes, but …
Dad: Come on, I’ll help you fill out the application form.
Let’s see. Name – Samantha Evans. Address – 16 Groves
End, Brighton. Now, date of birth – 21st September, 1989. 
Samantha: Dad! That’s Chris’ birthday! Mine is the 11th
September.
Dad: Oh yes! Sorry. At least I got the month right!
Telephone: 773726. And your mobile number? What is it
again? I can never remember it.
Samantha: 7802756048
Dad: 7-8-0 what?
Samantha: 7-8-0-2-7-5-6-0-4-8
Dad: Good. Now, under ‘education’ we can put down that
you’ve completed your GCSEs. What do you think?
Samantha: Fine, whatever!
Dad: Now, ‘work experience’. You did your placement at
that advertising firm in Runnymede, didn’t you? What was
it called again? Chester and Barnes, yes, that’s right. Now
what did you do there?
Samantha: Nothing much, really. Mostly made coffee.
Dad: Hmm, let’s put down ‘junior office assistant’. Right
that just leaves  ‘personal qualities’. We can say you’re …



hardworking, … reliable, and I suppose you can be polite
and friendly when you want to be!
Samantha: DAD!!! 
Dad: OK, OK, I was only kidding. Listen, I’ve written it
down, (sound of rustling paper) “polite and friendly”.
Now, get your coat on and …

➢ Exercise 2 (p. 28)

Are you looking for a job? Would you like to start a career
in a new and exciting industry? Then the Dentonville
Careers Fair is the event for you! Featuring over 100 stalls
and taking place over three days, this is the second biggest
careers fair in the country, so don’t miss out! 
The event begins on Friday the 14th at 9 am and ends on
Sunday the 16th at 5 pm. On Saturday morning at 11 am,
there will be a series of talks from industry leaders on how
to begin a career in their fields. This is a once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to get advice directly from the best in the
business, so book your tickets now before they all sell out! 
The Dentonville Careers Fair could be the first step to
getting your dream job, so come dressed to impress.
Smart clothes will make you look more professional. We
also recommend that you bring a CV with you to give to
any potential employers. There’s a list of the employers
who will be there on our website, so make sure you
research any jobs that you’re interested in before you
arrive. 
Tickets are only available online, so please don’t call or
come into the office as we won’t be able to help you. A
one-day pass costs ten pounds, a two-day pass is twenty
pounds and a three-day pass is twenty-five pounds. If
you’re booking in a group of three or more people, we can
give you a group discount. Look on the website,
www.dentonvillecareersfair.co.uk, for full details. 

Module 3

➢ Exercise 6 (p. 35)

Speaker A

Last summer, I went to Barcelona. It's an amazing city with
lots of famous sights, great nightlife, interesting museums
and excellent restaurants. I went on my own and I stayed
in a hostel where I made some great new friends. We hung
out together a lot and we had so much fun. Actually, some
of us are planning to meet up again in another European
city this summer.

Speaker B

Last year, I went on a cruise around the Med with my
husband for our tenth anniversary. I'd recommend it to
anyone. The Greek islands are fantastic and we visited
some beautiful beaches. The weather was perfect, too. But
there is just so much to do on board that it wouldn't have
mattered if we'd stayed there the whole time. The food
was excellent and the leisure and entertainment facilities
were just incredible. Now I’ve tried it, I'd definitely do it
again.

Speaker C

I've always gone on a package holiday through a travel
agent before, but this year I thought I’d try to book
something myself to save money. There are so many
websites these days where you can compare prices and
book flight and hotels. Well, I thought I’d done a good
job. The price was certainly much cheaper than through
the travel agent, but when I got there I found that the
hotel was miles from anywhere. I had to get a taxi or a bus
every day to go anywhere so it ended up being quite
expensive. I'm going back to the travel agent again next
year.

Speaker D

I went on a tour of France last year and it is such a
beautiful country. I thought the food alone made it worth
visiting, but the countryside is just so gorgeous I had no
idea. I struggled quite a bit with my limited French,
though, so I need to brush up my language skills before I
go again, but it was the best holiday ever.

Speaker E

The best holiday I’ve ever had was when I went to Florence
two summers ago. I love Italian cuisine and I was not
disappointed. I was there at the same time as the spring
fiesta, Taste Florence, and so I got to try delicious dishes
and specialties from all over the region. I put on at least 5
kilos, but it was worth it.

Speaker F

I prefer winter holidays to summer ones and the most
memorable trip I’ve ever had was when I went to Canada
three years ago. I really wanted to get away from it all so I
rented a wooden cabin out in the middle of nowhere. I
flew across northern Canada in a light aircraft and I saw
some amazing sights. It's so beautiful and untouched in
places. Then for the last leg I travelled across the snowy
landscape on a sled pulled by a pack of dogs. It was the
most amazing experience ever.

➢ Exercise 3 (p. 39)

Sometimes you can be rude without even trying, can't
you? When I was in London last, I called a friend and we
arranged to meet for coffee in the city centre at eleven the
following morning. I know how much the British hate
people being late, so I left my hotel with plenty of time to
spare.
Unfortunately, I chose to use a bus to get there. It wasn't
far, but just after I had boarded, the bus got stuck in
traffic. It started and stopped, started and stopped, and
the time I had arranged to meet my friend came and went.
When I finally got to my stop, I jumped out and ran, but I
was already half an hour late.
When I got to the café, I couldn't see my friend anywhere.
I quickly described him to the waitress and she said he'd
just left. I ran out of the café and down the road in the
direction she'd told me he'd gone. I caught him just as he
was going down into an underground train station.
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He was so angry that at first he wouldn't even accept my
apology! I finally calmed him down, though, and took him
back to the café. I promised to pay for everything, and
after his second cream cake, he was beginning to smile
again! I was just relieved I’d found him.

➢ Exercise 4 (p. 40)

Janus: How was your holiday, Olga?
Olga: It was fantastic, thanks.
Janus: Where did you stay – in a big hotel?
Olga: Yes, actually. We wanted to stay in a hostel to keep
costs down, but it was full up and we didn’t find a cheap
apartment.
Janus: Was it nice though?
Olga: Yes, it was.
Janus: So, you had a good time?
Olga: Great, thanks. I just wish the weather had been a bit
better.
Janus: Oh dear. Was it really cold?
Olga: It was cooler than I expected, but it was the wind
that was the problem.
Janus: That’s a shame. Well at least it didn’t rain.
Olga: That’s true. But there was one unfortunate incident.
Janus: Oh dear. Don't tell me you lost your camera and
you have no photos. That would be my worst nightmare!
Olga: No, someone stole my purse. Luckily, I didn’t lose
my passport, too. It was in the hotel safe.
Janus: Well, that’s something at least. I hope there wasn't a
lot of money in it.
Olga: Not an awful lot. But apart from that I had an
amazing time. I visited all the main sights and museums
and we ate out every night at local restaurants. The food
was delicious. I would definitely go again just for that. You
should go there some day.
Janus: Oh, you know me, I don't like to fly so I doubt it. I
only visit other countries over land.

Module 4

➢ Exercise 5 (p. 47)

 A:   Okay, here's what I don't understand. If scientists
don't know how or why a human brain has
consciousness, then how can they tell if a computer
has it?

 B:   Good question! In fact, there is a test. It's called the
Turing Test. Alan Turing, the famous British computer
scientist, came up with it in 1950. It's very simple,
actually. You sit at a computer and type in general
questions, such as 'what's the weather like today?' or
'what does ice-cream taste like?' Answers appear on
the screen, but you don't know if they are coming
from a computer or another person. You have five
minutes to guess which it is. If you can't tell, and you
have been talking to a computer – well, that
computer passes the Turing test! 

 A:   It seems almost too simple.
 B:   Yes. But Turing himself said we don't know what

intelligence or consciousness is, only what it looks

like. So if a computer seems intelligent, then that's
good enough.

 A:   Have any computers passed the test?
 B:   No. It's actually very difficult for them. After a few

sentences, almost all computers say something
nonsensical. The funny thing is, some real humans
don't pass the Turing Test, either! 

 A:   Well, that's interesting, but I’m not sure it's very
useful.

 B:   Lots of experts agree with you. They say a real AI
computer might not seem like a human at all. But
there are some interesting facts that the test shows
us. People said they could tell when they were talking
with a computer - because it didn't make any spelling
mistakes!

 A:   Did Turing think a computer would pass his test?
 B:   Yes, he wrote that it would happen by the year 2000.

It was about the only thing he got wrong!

➢ Exercise 4 (p. 52)

Rather like a bodybuilder's muscles, the human brain can
actually get bigger if it is worked hard! One of the most
famous examples is found in London taxi-drivers. To get a
licence, taxi-drivers must pass a test called 'The
Knowledge'. They have to memorise every one of the
25,000 streets in London and be able to describe in detail
a 'run' or route between any two points. It takes years of
learning and practice to acquire The Knowledge and pass
the test. Scientists found that London taxi-drivers have an
enlarged area of their brains called the hippocampus. As
you might expect, the hippocampus deals with memory
and navigation. Interestingly, some other parts of the taxi
drivers' brains got a bit smaller. It seems that what you
gain in one part, you lose somewhere else!

Module 5

➢ Exercise 6 (p. 59)

Speaker A

I didn’t enjoy myself very much at the Air Guitar World
Championships. It’s a nice idea, but because I didn’t
perform, I couldn’t really get excited about what was
going on. After all, it’s not live music – it’s just recorded
music played on very loud speakers. So, throughout the
event, I always felt like the only people having fun were
the ones up on the stage.

Speaker B

When I was a teenager, I really wanted to start a rock band
with my friends. So, I bought an electric guitar and started
lessons. But for whatever reason, I just couldn’t get the
hang of it. Anyway, I thought my dream of playing live
music was over until I heard about the Air Guitar
Championships! The problem is, though, that it’s almost
impossible to get your name on the list. This is the third
year I’ve applied and I’ve still not been accepted!



Speaker C

I’ve been playing the guitar for 20 years, and it hasn’t been
easy to get to the level I am now. I didn’t have a natural
talent, so I had to practise a lot. So, to see people cheering
performers who are pretending to play the guitar … well,
it’s just a bit strange to me. I attended this event last year,
and I couldn’t believe that talentless people were getting
so much attention. Why don’t they just organise a normal
talent contest instead?

Speaker D

I had a great time at the Air Guitar World Championships. I
didn’t compete, but that didn’t matter. It was great fun to
be part of the audience and cheer on each of the
performers. The only problem, though, was that there
wasn’t much to do after the event was over. You see
there’s not much going on in Oulu, the city where it takes
place. So, after the event finished, we drove straight back
to Helsinki in the south.

Speaker E

When I arrived to compete in the Air Guitar World
Championships I didn’t even realise the event is part of a
music video festival. So, when I wasn’t practising or
performing, I had a great time exploring the festival
grounds. I saw some really interesting music videos and
met some really friendly musicians and film directors. For
most people, the championships are the main event, but I
was really glad to get away from all that for a while.

Speaker F

I attended this event as a spectator last year and, overall, I
had a great time. It’s a wonderful idea – it must be nice for
ordinary people to get the chance to perform in front of
thousands of people. Basically, it was just like a heavy
metal concert. The music was really loud and during the
performances there were lots of people under the stage.
I’m used to concerts like that, but I noticed a few people
who were a bit uncomfortable.

➢ Exercise 1 (p. 64)

Max: Hey, Annie! Are you OK? How come you weren’t at
the café on Saturday?
Annie: `Oh, I had to take my little sisters to the cinema.
They wanted to see that new animated film.
Max: Inside Out?
Annie: That’s the one. I really didn’t want to waste my
Saturday afternoon watching a kid’s film, but it was
actually quite good.
Max: What’s it about?
Annie: A girl called Riley moving to a new town. She has to
leave her friends behind and start a new school.
Max: Sounds pretty dull to me.
Annie: I know, but at the same time as those outside
events are happening, we also see what’s going on inside
Riley’s head.
Max: What she’s thinking, you mean?

Annie: Sort of. The makers of the film imagined everyone’s
brain to be like a control centre, and the people in charge
are our emotions – Joy, Sadness, Anger, Fear and Disgust.
It was a great film for my sisters because it explained how
our memories make us feel in a way they could
understand.
Max: It sounds a bit serious for a kids’ film.
Annie: Well, it’s a serious subject, but the film itself had
some really funny parts, too. I’d definitely watch it again.
Max: Not this weekend, though. You remember we’re
going to see The Avengers: Age of Ultron with Mark and
Paul, don’t you?
Annie: Of course I do! I’m the one that booked the tickets!
Max: Oh, yeah. Well, I’ll see you then. And maybe I’ll take
my little brother to see this Inside Out film – I know he
wants to see it and I guess it doesn’t sound so bad, after all.
Annie: You should. He would love it – and I bet you’ll like it
too!

Module 6

➢ Exercise 5 (p. 71)

Howard: Hi, Maggie. Do you fancy eating dinner at my
house this evening? 
Maggie: OK, Howard, why not? I was supposed to have
volleyball practice today, but it got cancelled, so I’m free.
Is it a special occasion? 
Howard: Well, kind of. My mum’s decided that we’re all
going on a Mediterranean diet - so we’re going to eat
Mediterranean dishes all week. 
Maggie: That sounds interesting! But none of your family
needs to go on a diet. You’re all so slim!
Howard: Well, it’s not about losing weight. Mum just
wants us to eat healthily. Last week, she went on a
business trip to Spain, and she really loved the food there.
Then, when she got back, she bought some books about
the Mediterranean diet. 
Maggie: So, what makes the diet so healthy? 
Howard: Well, the Mediterranean diet includes lots of
vegetables and fruits with some fish and dairy, too. There’s
very little red meat or sugary foods. So, you can get all the
nutrients you need, but avoid saturated fat and sugar. And
the dishes are delicious, too!  
Maggie: And don’t Mediterranean dishes use a lot of olive
oil, too? 
Howard: Yes. It’s one of the main reasons the diet is so
healthy. Olive oil lowers your risk of heart disease and can
help your blood pressure, too. Yesterday, Dad bought a
huge bottle of it at the supermarket. It was pricy, but it’s
well worth it.  
Maggie: So, what’s on the menu this evening? 
Howard: Well, we’re going to start with a Greek salad, and
then we’re having roasted chicken with potatoes. Then,
afterwards, we’ll have some fruit for dessert! That reminds
me – I have to pass by the supermarket on my way home. 
Maggie: So, what time can I show up this evening?
Howard: Well, I know that your lessons finish earlier than
mine today, but if you don’t mind waiting for half an hour,
we could walk to my house together. 
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Maggie: OK, let’s do that. I’ll wait for you in the library and
make a start on my homework.

Module 7

➢ Exercise 7 (p. 83)

Speaker A

I live with my dad and we get on really well. He's quite
strict, but I don't mind, because he respects my opinions.
If he tells me to do something, he always gives me a good
reason. If we disagree, we always discuss the problem like
adults instead of arguing about it. Of course, like any
teenager, I find some of his rules annoying, but I know he
only wants the best for me.

Speaker B

My family is really close. My mum and dad pay lots of
attention to me and they always want us to talk our
problems through together. The thing is, they don't realise
I'm at the age now when I don't want to discuss everything
with them. It's hard to explain this, and every time I try, we
just end up having an argument. I feel bad because I know
they're just trying to be understanding, but I need them to
respect my privacy, too.

Speaker C

My dad is very busy at work, but he always makes sure that
we spend time together at the weekends. He takes me
bowling, to the cinema and to the park to play football. I
know he's trying to maintain the close relationship we had
when I was younger, but he needs to understand that I'm
not a child anymore. I want to spend time with people my
own age and do things with them instead.

Speaker D

My parents never try to discipline me or my sister. They
don't ask us where we're going or tell us what time to be
home. Also, they never check if we've done our homework
or comment on what we wear. I used to think they were
really cool, but now I feel like they're not there when we
need them. In fact, I even wish they were more strict with
us. I'm quite sensible, but my sister is a bit irresponsible. I
think it would be good for her if someone told her off once
in a while. 

Speaker E

My dad is a great guy. He's really kind and generous, but
he tries too hard to be cool. He listens to modern music
and wears jeans and hoodies, and he uses all the latest
slang words. He's fun to be around, and he's popular with
all my friends, but sometimes I wish he would stop trying
so hard to be my best friend and just be my dad.

Speaker F

My mum and dad have never been conservative parents;
they don't believe in having lots of rules. Some people
think this approach has a negative effect on children's
behaviour, but actually the opposite is true in my family.
My brothers and I are all very responsible and we take care

of each other, whereas some of my friends who have
stricter parents are much more rebellious. I think that,
when parents are too strict, their kids break the rules just
to prove something.

Module 8

➢ Exercise 4 (p. 95)

Luke: Hi, Beth! How are you?
Beth: Hey, Luke! I’m feeling a bit nervous, actually. I’ve got
an interview for a place at West Ways College in one hour.
Luke: Well done! It’s a great college. Have you prepared?
Beth: That’s all I’ve been doing for the last two weeks! I
found a list of possible interview questions online and I’ve
practiced answers to all of them.
Luke: You should be fine, then. Just try to control your
nerves – you’ve been tapping your toes that whole time
we’ve been talking!
Beth: Have I? I didn’t notice!
Luke: That’s the thing about body language; we often do
things without noticing. It’s important in an interview,
though, so try and be aware of it.
Beth: So no toe-tapping, then.
Luke: Absolutely not! Try not to cross your legs or fold your
arms, either. Experts say doing those things makes you
look unfriendly.
Beth: OK. So what will make me look more friendly?
Luke: Well, when you walk into the room, smile openly and
shake hands with your interviewers.
Beth: Got it.
Luke: Speak slowly and clearly, too, and think about yours
answers before you give them. I know you’ve done lots of
practice, so you know what to say. Just don’t let your
nervousness take over and make you forget what you’ve
practiced.
Beth: OK, I’ll try to keep a clear head. Thanks for the advice!
Luke: No problem. I did a course on giving presentations
at college – that’s where I got all this information! Good
luck with your interview, Beth – I’m sure you’ll be fine!
Beth: Thanks, Luke. See you around!
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Student’s Self Assessment Forms

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                                         Module 1

CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Go through Module 1 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   talk about daily routine & free-time activities
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   talk about your family
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   ask for and give advice
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   talk about peer pressure
       .....................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write about staying healthy
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write about your family
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write an article about what teenagers do at the weekend
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write an email giving advice
       .....................................................................................................................................

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                                         Module 2

Go through Module 2 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   talk about jobs
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   compare different jobs
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   act out a job interview
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   present a festival
       .....................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write an email about your part-time job
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write a short article about someone’s job
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write a short text about a public holiday
      ..............................................................................................................................

  •   write an opinion essay
      ..............................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                                         Module 3

Go through Module 3 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   talk about travel and types of holidays
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   discuss a person’s experience
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   talk about a person’s trip to see mountain gorillas
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   narrate an experience
       .....................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write a postcard describing an experience
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write a short paragraph describing what I used to do on holiday
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write an email about my experience in an African forest
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write a story
       .....................................................................................................................................

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                                         Module 4

Go through Module 4 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   talk about gadgets
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   present a device to the class
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   talk about how AI can improve our lives
      ..............................................................................................................................

  •   describe a visit to a show
      ..............................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write a short advert about a device
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write a summary of a text
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write a short text about a museum in my country
      ..............................................................................................................................

  •   write an opinion essay
      ..............................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                                         Module 5

Go through Module 5 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   talk about famous people
       ....................................................................................................................................

  •   give a presentation on Charles Dickens
       ....................................................................................................................................

  •   talk about a music event
      .............................................................................................................................

  •   describe a film
      .............................................................................................................................

  •   talk about how people hear
      .............................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write about my favourite writer
       ....................................................................................................................................

  •   write an email about a music event I attended
       ....................................................................................................................................

  •   write a short text about a cultural festival in my country
      .............................................................................................................................

  •   write an email reviewing a music CD
      .............................................................................................................................

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                                         Module 6

Go through Module 6 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   talk about healthy living
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   talk about festivals in my country and the food we eat then
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   talk about the benefits of exercising
      ..............................................................................................................................

  •   order breakfast
      ..............................................................................................................................

  •   talk about the muscles in our body
      ..............................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write a calendar for festivals in my country
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write an email of advice
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write a text comparing lunch in the UK and Russia
      ..............................................................................................................................

  •   write a for-and-against essay
      ..............................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                                         Module 7

Go through Module 7 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   talk about people’s appearance
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   talk about rites of passage
      ..............................................................................................................................

  •   talk about a festival in my country 
      ..............................................................................................................................

  •   discuss the generation gap
      ..............................................................................................................................

  •   express complaint & reassurance
      ..............................................................................................................................

  •   give a graduation speech
      ..............................................................................................................................

  •   discuss how to cope with change
      ..............................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write a short article about birthday celebrations
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write a short text about the generation gap
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write an essay providing solutions to a problem
      ..............................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form                                                                         Module 8

Go through Module 8 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   talk about modern communication
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   talk about how divers communicate underwater
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   talk about body language
      ..............................................................................................................................

  •   have a telephone conversation
      ..............................................................................................................................

  •   talk about the Morse Code
      ..............................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •   write a short message in Braille
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write about body language etiquette in my country
       .....................................................................................................................................

  •   write a short article about symbols that represent my country
      ..............................................................................................................................

  •   write an email
      ..............................................................................................................................
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Progress Report Cards

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                            Module 1

very well OK not very well

talk about daily routine & free-time activities

talk about your family

ask for and give advice

talk about peer pressure

write about staying healthy

write about your family

write an article about what teenagers do at the weekend

write an email giving advice

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                            Module 2

very well OK not very well

talk about jobs

compare different jobs

act out a job interview

present a festival

write an email about your part-time job

write a short article about someone’s job

write a short text about a public holiday

write an opinion essay

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                            Module 3

very well OK not very well

talk about travel and types of holidays

discuss a person’s experience

talk about a person’s trip to see mountain gorillas

narrate an experience

write a postcard describing an experience

write a short paragraph describing what I used to do on holiday

write an email about my experience in an African forest

write a story
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Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                            Module 4

very well OK not very well

talk about gadgets

present a device to the class

talk about how AI can improve our lives

describe a visit to a show

write a short advert about a device

write a summary of a text

write a short text about a museum in my country

write an opinion essay

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                            Module 5

very well OK not very well

talk about famous people

give a presentation on Charles Dickens

talk about a music event

describe a film

talk about how people hear

write about my favourite writer

write an email about a music event I attended

write a short text about a cultural festival in my country

write an email reviewing a music CD

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                            Module 6

very well OK not very well

talk about healthy living

talk about festivals in my country and the food we eat then

talk about the benefits of exercising

order breakfast

talk about the muscles in our body

write a calendar for festivals in my country

write an email of advice

write a text comparing lunch in the UK and Russia

write a for-and-against essay
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Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                            Module 7

very well OK not very well

talk about people’s appearance

talk about rites of passage

talk about a festival in my country 

discuss the generation gap

express complaint & reassurance

give a graduation speech

discuss how to cope with change

write a short article about birthday celebrations

write a short text about the generation gap

write an essay providing solutions to a problem

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can:                                                            Module 8

very well OK not very well

talk about modern communication

talk about how divers communicate underwater

talk about body language

have a telephone conversation

talk about the Morse Code

write a short message in Braille

write about body language etiquette in my country

write a short article about symbols that represent my country

write an email



1a

  1    1   d        2   a        3   b        4   f         5   c        6   e 

  2    1   e            2   d           3   b           4   a         5   c

  3   1   hang out with my friends      3   exercises
      2   does chores                          4   surf the Net 

  4    1   light up                  4   spare                 7   boost 
       2   concentration         5   huge 
       3   create                    6   indoors

  5    1   releases             4   sit                7   keeps
       2   grow                 5   gives            8   finds
       3   improved          6   stay

  6   1   memory            3   benefits       5   bedtime
       2   decision            4   Experts        6   Research  

  7   1   the picture of good health
       2   just what the doctor ordered 
       3   on top of the world 
       4   in good shape

  8    1   out          2   on          3   around      4   up 

  9    1   in           2   at          3   in          4   for       5   on

10   (Suggested answer)

       On weekdays, I go to school at 8:30am. I come home
at 3:30pm and then I do my homework until 5pm.
Then, I do my chores and eat dinner with my family.
In the evenings, I watch TV or surf the Net. I go to
bed at 10:30pm. At weekends, I stay in bed until
9:00am. I hang out with my friends at the local
shopping centre and eat out at fast food restaurants.
On Sundays, I play on my local football team. 

1b

  1   1   are playing                       4   stretches
       2   has done                           5   isn’t working
       3   is eating out                       

  2   1   do you increase                 5   contain
       2   haven’t had                      6   haven’t drunk
       3   am studying                     7   enjoy 
       4   am researching                 8   am starting

  3   1   has been sleeping             4   Have you fed
       2   haven’t finished                5   Have you been 
       3   has been looking                    getting

  4   1   want                                 5   don’t have
       2   are thinking                      6   seems 
       3   are you having                  7   is Kendra tasting
       4   tastes 

  5    1   already              3   yet                    5   just
       2   never                4   ever

  6    1   pointless           3   stressful             5   disastrous
       2   various              4   effective            6   dirty

  7    1   C       3   A        5   C       7   A        9   B      11   A
       2   B        4   C       6   A        8   A      10   B      12   B

  8   (Suggested answer)

       On a typical weekday, I get out of bed at 7am. I have
a shower, eat breakfast and go to school. I have
lessons until 3pm. In the evenings, I do my
homework, surf the Net and talk to my friends online.
So far this week, I have been to netball practice and
done some chores around the house. I haven’t hung
out with my friends or watched TV.

1c 

  1    1   E             3   A            5   B               7   C
       2   -              4   F            6   D

  2   1   rely               4   fortunate              7   upsetting
       2   phase           5   rivalry                   8   lively
       3   globe            6   swap

  3    1   ears                   3   extended                5   talk
       2   exception          4   smoothly                6   owns

  4    1   d        2   f         3   b        4   a        5   e        6   c 

       1   busy lifestyle                     4   truck driver
       2   traditional meal                 5   nuclear family
       3   independent person          6   long hours

  5    1   of           2   off     3   on      4   after      5   away 

  6   A   2             C   1            E   1               G   2
       B   3            D   1            F   3

  7    1   siblings             4   activities                 7   loud 
       2   twin                  5   crazy                      8   dinner
       3   parents             6   bedtime

1d – CLIL TIME

  1   1   check out                          4   window shopping
       2   mainstream fashion           5   big fans
       3   alternative shops              6   cool place

  2    1   crowd         3   property              5   shoplifting
       2   pressure      4   self-confidence

  3    1   hangs out     2   fit          3   go              4 miss 

  4   1   What’s wrong?                 4   Do you think so?
       2   Oh, that’s terrible.            5   That would be 
       3   She’ll be glad to help.            great.
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  5   (Suggested answer)

       A:  Hi Mischa, what’s wrong?  
       B:   My friends are pressuring me to skip school and

hang out at the park or go to the shopping centre. 
       A:  Oh, that’s terrible. Those kids are bullies. 
       B:   How do I deal with it? 
       A:  First of all, you should tell the teacher. She’ll be

glad to help. 
       B:   I guess you’re right, I’ll go and see our teacher

now.  
       A:  Do you want me to come with you? 
       B:   Yes, please. That would be great.

Writing

  1   1   I am writing to my English pen-friend, Harry. 
       2   I am going to answer Harry’s questions about

bullying and asking him about his coming ski trip.
       3   My answer should be 100-140 words long.

  2   A   2                       B   3                           C   1

  3   Tick sentences: 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8.

  4   2, 4 

  5   (Suggested answer)

       At home, I have to wash the dishes and tidy my room.
I also have to help with the general cleaning of the
house. I think you should talk to Sally and make her
understand that she needs to help out too. That’s
what I would do. I would only talk to my parents if my
sister kept refusing to do her share of the chores.

2a

  1   Across                                        Down

       3   electrician                         1   firefighter
       5   chef                                  2   plumber
       7   tutor                                 4   receptionist
       9   hairstylist                          6   lawyer
                                                    8   clinician

  2   1   firefighter                         4   lawyer
       2   chef                                  5   receptionist
       3   tutor                                 6   plumber

  3    1   available     3   rewarding    5   wage     7   work
       2   makes         4   earn             6   skills 

  4   1   adding up                         5   training
       2   applied                             6   runs 
       3   working                            7   resigned
       4   volunteered 

  5    1   away      2   back      3   off         4   out      5   in

  6    1   in           2   for         3   at          4   to        5   for 

  7   (Suggested answer)

       A suitable part-time job for me would be working in a
bookshop. This job is ideal for me because I love
reading books and I always stay informed on any new
books that come out. I could do this job on Friday
evenings after school and on Saturdays. I would get
to talk to people about books all day long! 

2b

  1    1   ought to           3   must                      5   must
       2   mustn’t             4   should 

  2   1   may/might move to new offices
       2   must have got the job 
       3   can’t be at work now
       4   can/could leave work early today 
       5   can speak four languages  
       6   can’t have resigned from his job 
       7   may/might reopen under new management 

  3   1   are going to be           4   Are you going to hire
       2   will do                        5   am going to buy
       3   won’t have                  6   is going to start 

  4   1   will let, make               3   graduates, will start
       2   will they deliver           4   meets, will ask 

  5   1   will still be typing        4   will have been driving
       2   will have started          5   will be skiing
       3   will not have finished

  6   1   decision                            4   information
       2   organisation                      5   impression
       3   protection                         6   supervision

  7    1   A             3   B            5   A               7   A
       2   C             4   B            6   C               8   B

  8   (Suggested answers)

       1   I’ll have passed my driving test
       2   use my mobile in class
       3   I will be having breakfast
       4   I’ll take up a sport 
       5   get a part-time job 
       6   be rude to my little brother

2c 

  1   A   5        B   4       C   3       D   7        E   1        F   6

  2    1   NS     2   NS     3   F        4   T        5   T        6   F

  3    1   b        2   d        3   f         4   e        5   a        6   c

       1   career opportunities         4   think quickly
       2   film character                   5   save money
       3   children’s parties               6   faces light up
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       (Suggested answers)

       1   My dad works a night shift as a bus driver. 
       2   Jenny earns a good wage working as a lifeguard. 
       3   Last week, I got promoted to team manager.
       4   Everyone has to work fast to meet the deadline. 
       5   I want to have a career in Hollywood one day. 
       6   John usually finishes work at 5:00 but tonight he’s

working overtime.

  5    1   Rivers          3   6788453            5   flowers
       2   21st           4   Jameson             6   enthusiastic

  6    1   common           4   free             7   tired
       2   personal            5   accept         8   conditions
       3   couple              6   mornings 

2d – CLIL TIME

  1    1   c            2   e           3   b           4   a         5   d

       1   bank holiday                     4   organise concerts
       2   rural areas                         5   day off
       3   special meal

  2    1   stool                 3   excuses                  5   clerk
       2   slide                  4   buttons

  3   1   Come in and sit down.
       2   I have your CV here.
       3   Why do you want to work for us?
       4   I’m also a good team player.
       5   Thank you for your time.

  4   (Suggested answers)

      

       A:  Welcome. Come in and sit down. 
       B:   Hello, nice to meet you. 
       A:  I have your CV here. It says you have experience

waitressing. 

       B:   Yes, I have worked in a local café for the last year. 
       A:  That sounds good. Why do you want to work for

us? 
       B:   I like working in busy and exciting environments. 
       A:  What qualities make you good for this job? 
       B:   I’m friendly, hard-working and punctual. 
       A:  You sound ideal for the post. I’ll call you tomorrow

to let you know if you have the job. 
       B:   Thank you for your time.

Writing

  1   A   3            B   5           C   1          D   4         E   2

  2   (Suggested answers)

       Firstly, if a person enjoys what they do, they will do it
well. – To begin with, job satisfaction leads to better
productivity. 

       However, some people argue that getting a high salary
motivates one to do well at work. – On the other hand,
many people believe earning a high amount of
money will encourage one to do their best at work.

       This is not necessarily true. – This is not always the
case. 

  3   1   All in all                            4   Firstly
       2   For instance                      5   As a result 
       3   In addition                        6   However 

  4   Key words: Teenagers, focus exclusively on studies,
not have jobs while still at school, your opinion, agree
with this statement, 200-250 words

       1   c             2   d            3   a               4   b 

  5   (Suggested answer)

       Many teenagers these days have part-time jobs to
help them afford the things they want. Some people
think that teenagers should focus exclusively on
school, but I believe there are many advantages to
working from a young age. 

       Firstly, it is good practice for their future career. By
working from an early age teens can learn skills such
as punctuality, teamwork and responsibility.
Secondly, teenagers can learn the value of earning
their own money. As a result, they will develop good
saving habits and save up money for the future. 

       On the other hand, school is much more demanding
these days. This means that students have more
pressure and less free time available to them than the
generations before them. Having a part-time job may
take time away from important tasks like homework
and also allow them less free time to relax and enjoy
themselves. As a result, they will be too tired to
concentrate on their lessons. 

       Yet this is not necessarily true. Teenagers can learn
how to share their time effectively between school,
work and play. They can learn how to organise their
schedule effectively so that they can fit everything in.

 4 H S F O W P D O P O

R H L C A R E E R C

E I L B G O A F Q P

S F K B E M D Y Q A

W T Z B O O L C L T

R O V E R T I M E I

K N W J R E N Z L O

N Q Y N M D E N P N

Job you are

interested in
waitress

Work

experience
worked in a café for last year

Why you want

to work there

I like working in busy and
exciting environments

Personal

qualities
friendly, hard-working, punctual
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       In conclusion, managing a part-time job and school
can be stressful for teens but it can also teach them
skills they will need later on in life such as
responsibility as well as time and money
management. This is why I firmly believe that it is a
good idea for teenagers to work and go to school at
the same time.

3a

  1   1   adventure holiday             4   beach holiday
       2   exchange programme       5   working holiday
       3   sightseeing holiday           6   summer camp

  2    1   pleasure            3   option          5   loads
       2   chance              4   taste 

  3    1   studied             3   improve        5   investigating
       2   made                4   wait

  4    1   d            2   a           3   e           4   c         5   b 

       1   busy                  3   endless                   5   chic
       2   helpful              4   thrilled 

  5    1   learn                 3   experience             5   breath
       2   search               4   destination

  6    1   for                    3   out                         5   up
       2   up                     4   up for 

  7    1   on           3   of           5   for             7   for
       2   for           4   on          6   about 

3b

  1   1   Did you have                    7   headed
       2   was talking                       8   turned on
       3   went                                 9   did
       4   enjoyed                          10   was watching
       5   was telling                      11   gave 
       6   were having 

  2   1   had been waiting              4   had been making
       2   hadn’t shown                   5   had changed
       3   had just decided               6   had been dreaming

  3   1   were sailing                      5   helped
       2   had been ringing              6   headed
       3   had taken off                    7   had booked
       4   was putting up

  4    1   used to             3   used to                   5   would
       2   would               4   used to 

  5    1   A        2   B        3   C       4   C       5   C       6   B 

  6    1   A             3   C            5   B               7   C
       2   C             4   B            6   A               8   B

  7   (Suggested answer)

       I was waiting for the bus when I saw some money on
the ground on the other side of the road. I decided to
go and pick it up before it blew away. While I was
waiting for the traffic to pass, someone else was
walking towards it. By the time I crossed the road,
they had already picked up the money and left. 

3c 

  1   A   3        B   1       C   7       D   5        E   2        F   6

  2    1   NS          2   F           3   T           4   T         5   F

  3    1   staring              3   chew                      5   facing
       2   glanced             4   making 

  4   1   fascinated                         4   thrilling
       2   interested                         5   shocked
       3   stunning                           6   exhausted 

  5   A   4        B   1       C   3       D   7        E   6        F   2 

  6    1   countries      3   imagined              5   worrying
       2   amazed         4   creatures 

3d – CLIL TIME

  1         Down                                    Across

       1   speedboat                         2   pier
       2   passenger                         3   commentary
       3   cruise                                4   route
                                                    5   terminal

       (Suggested answers)

       1   The tour guide provided commentary on the
history of the area.

       2   The bus stopped to pick up a passenger waiting
on the side of the road. 

       3   The boat pulled into the pier to allow people to
get off. 

       4   Molly has always dreamed of going on a cruise

down the Nile. 
       5   The roar of the speedboat disturbed the

sunbathers on the beach. 
       6   Everyone has to get off the bus as it has arrived at

the terminal. 
       7   Dan decided to take a different route to work to

see the scenery. 

  2    1   e        2   c        3   f         4   a        5   d        6   b

       (Suggested answers)

       1   Ken works long hours so he doesn’t have much
free time to enjoy himself. 

       2   If I ever learned to play a musical instrument,
that would be the saxophone.

       3   We took a day trip to the countryside to get away
from the city for a while.
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       4   A famous opera singer will be performing at the
local music hall.

       5   Lena forgot her bathing suit so she couldn’t go
swimming.

       6   Melbourne has a very extensive railway system

which reaches every corner of the city.

  3   1   But I did something really silly. 
       2   What was the matter?
       3   So what did you do? 
       4   You must have felt foolish. 

  4   (Suggested answers)

       Where & when – Croatia, last year
       Who with – my parents 
       Problem – spilt a stranger’s drink
       Solution – apologised and helped clean up 

       A:  How was your holiday? 
       B:   It was great. But I did something really silly. 
       A:  What happened? 
       B:   I went to Croatia with my parents. We were in a

restaurant and just as I was about to sit down, a
man at the next table started shouting at me. 

       A:  Uh oh. What was the matter? 
       B:   Well it turns out, I’d accidentally knocked over his

drink with my elbow as I walked past. 
       A:  So what did you do? 
       B:   I apologised straight away and helped him clean

up. 
       A:  You must have felt foolish. I hope the rest of your

holiday was better! 
       B:   Oh yes, I really enjoyed myself. But I was always

more careful after that!

Writing

  1   A   2             B   1            C   4               D   3

       1   Two friends, Angie and Lucy. 
       2   Lucy
       3   Para 1: setting the scene; Para 2: events leading

up to the main event; Para 3: the main event; Para
4: what happened in the end, feelings.

       4   A Holiday Hurricane 

  2   (Suggested answer)

       Last August, my brother Andrew and I were sailing on
a yacht across the Adriatic Sea. It was a warm, sunny
day and the sea was calm. 

  3   (Suggested answer)

       As we sat on the coastguard ship, wrapped in
blankets, my brother Andrew and I both felt very
relieved to be alive and safe.  

  4   (Suggested answer)

       Last August, my brother Andrew and I were sailing on
a yacht across the Adriatic Sea. It was a warm, sunny
day and the sea was calm. 

       Suddenly, the clouds turned grey and it became very
windy. The yacht began to tip over and fill with
water. It was sinking! Andrew and I climbed onto the
side of the boat as it was disappearing into the water. 

       Just then, we saw a boat in the distance. It was the
coastguard! “Don’t worry,” they said, “We’re here to
save you!” They pulled up next to the sinking yacht
and helped us on board. 

       As we sat on the coastguard ship, wrapped in
blankets, my brother Andrew and I both felt very
relieved to be alive and safe.  

4a

  1   1   printer                              4   transparent TV
       2   electronic paper                5   smart watch 
       3   solar-panel jacket 

       1   wireless             3   waterproof             5   popular
       2   advanced          4   handy                    6   digital

  3    1   c        2   f         3   e        4   b        5   a        6   d 

       1   mouse                              4   website
       2   volume                             5   device
       3   micro-technology             6   controller

  4   1   communicating                4   charging
       2   transport                           5   clicking 
       3   scroll                                 6   connected 

  5    1   in            3   on          5   for             7   off
       2   out          4   in           6   of              8   In

  6    a   2                       b   3                            c   1

       1   costs an arm and a leg     3   keep an eye out
       2   raining cats and dogs 

  7    1   into         2   up          3   off             4   down 

  8   (Suggested answer)

       I would like to own a solar-powered jacket because I
think it would be very useful. I could charge up all of
my gadgets no matter where I was. It would also save
money on the electricity bill. I also think that it would
be good for the environment.

P X J H A N D Y S W

N U M Q D T F A L A

P D F O V G K G B T

O F K W A V H C I E

P I I R N G T L J R

U Z X Q C R T O Z P

L W I R E L E S S R

A O B Q D K B Y O O

R B G Z D Z G E U O

D I G I T A L O J F

 2
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4b

  1   1   Will you come                   5   would buy
       2   had been                          6   have
       3   would have lent                7   doesn’t work
       4   install                                8   didn’t cost

  2   1   knew                                5   runs out
       2   flashes                              6   would use 
       3   would have completed     7   hadn’t fixed
       4   will get                             8   will study

  3   2   Jeremy wished he hadn’t lost his phone charger.
(a regret about a past event)

       3   I wish my sister wouldn’t keep taking my MP3
player. (a desire for someone’s behaviour to
change) 

       4   Clark wishes he didn’t feel tired all the time. (a
desire for a present situation to change) 

       5   Patrick wishes he had remembered his mum’s
birthday. (a regret about a past event) 

       6    Andrea wishes her computer wouldn’t crash all the
time. (a desire for a present situation to change) 

  4   1   had told                            4   doesn’t come
       2   would have bought          5   would you choose
       3   were                                6   could have 

  5   2   She asked to see the manager in order to return a
faulty mobile phone. 

       3   Jane turned off her phone so that it didn’t ring
during the performance. 

       4   Kate always records her favourite TV show so as
not to miss a single episode. 

       5   Bring an extra battery for your mobile in case this
one goes flat. 

       6   Patrick enquired at the local college with a view to
enrolling in a science course. 

       7   They will call a/the technician in order that he can
fix their computer. 

  6   1   intercontinental                     4 transatlantic
       2   extracurricular                        5 extrasensory
       3   precooked

  7    1   C            3   C           5   A           7   B         9   C
       2   A            4   B           6   B           8   A       10   A

  8   (Suggested answers)

       I wish my computer wasn’t so slow. If my computer
wasn’t so slow I could play video games.

       If only I hadn’t lost my friend’s new email address. If I
hadn’t lost his address I would have sent him an e-
card for his birthday.

       I wish I didn’t have so much homework to do. If I
didn’t have to do my homework I would go online
and chat with my friends.

4c 

  1    1   3            2   4           3   4           4   1         5   2 

  2    1   make                4   added                    7   come
       2   announcing      5   depends
       3   built                  6   working

  3    1   b        2   c        3   e        4   f         5   a        6   d 

       1   social skills                        3   main goal
       2   artificial intelligence          4   online chat

  4   A   3             C   1            E   2               G   2
       B   2             D   1            F   1

  5    1   games               3   users                      5   text
       2   popular             4   staring                   6   fits

4d – CLIL TIME

  1    1   humble             3   location                  5   house
       2   truly                  4   accurate

  2    1   balance          4   bodily                 7   smoothly 
       2   respond         5   deliberate            8   senses
       3   nerve             6   wonder 

  3   1   How was your trip to London? 
       2   Did you do anything special? 
       3   What’s that?
       4   It was fascinating.
       5   It really was! 

  4   (Suggested answers)

       Where: London 
       Name of show: Robot Show 
       Favourite part: programming a robot to do simple

tasks 
       Details about it: see different types of robots from all

around the world, robot racing, robot café 

       A:  Hi Natasha, how was your trip to London?  
       B:   Hi Piotr, it was great thanks! 
       A:  Did you do anything special? 
       B:   I went to the Robot Show. There were loads of

things to see and do. My favourite was robot
programming.  

       A:  What’s that? 
       B:   It’s where they let you program a robot to do

simple tasks like making you a cup of tea. It was
fascinating. 

       A:  That sounds really interesting. 
       B:   Yeah, it was great. There also had different types

of robots from all around the world, robot racing
and even a robot café. 

       B:   That must have been very impressive. 
       A:  It really was!
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Writing

  1   Key words: children under the age of 10, not have
access, computers, Internet, your opinion, agree with
this statement, 200-250 words 

       1   Firstly                               4   Also
       2   Finally                               5   However
       3   On the other hand            6   In conclusion 

  2    a   1        b   5        c   1        d   4        e   3         f   2

  3    1   c                       2   a                            3   b

  4   (Suggested answer)

       Technology is everywhere: in our homes, cars, schools
and workplaces. We rely on it for many aspects of
everyday life. Some people believe the using
technology has made our lives more difficult, but I
think that the majority of technology makes us
happier, healthier and wealthier. 

       Technology has improved our lives in a huge number
of ways. In the first place, technology has
revolutionised the way we communicate. Nowadays it
is possible to communicate instantly with anyone
anywhere in the world, thanks to mobile phones and
the Internet. In addition, technology is helping in the
health sector. For example, surgery can now be
performed using high-tech instruments and as a result
more lives are saved. 

       However, some people argue that technology has
made our lives more complicated. Should a
breakdown occur, when a computer crashes for
instance, it can cause chaos. This is because we have
come to rely on computers so much. Furthermore, it
can be said that our lives are just too full of gadgets.
This means that we have the added burden of
remembering passwords and PINs. 

       Nevertheless, despite some inconveniences,
technology is a necessary part of our lives. Whether at
school, at home or in the workplace, technological
devices help with the smooth running of our daily
lives and we use them all the time. Moreover, it is not
possible to turn the clock back and live without
technology. It is definitely here to stay. 

       In conclusion, I believe that technology is a great way
of making our lives easier. Through improvements in
communications and health, we can all live much
better lives. 

5a 

  1         Across                                   Down

       3   physicist                           1   footballer
       4   painter                              2   actor
       5   businessman                     6   singer

       1   footballer                          4   painter
       2   actor                                 5   businessman
       3   physicist                           6   singer

  2   1   businessman                     4   physicist
       2   painter                              5   footballer
       3   actor                                 6   singer

  3    1   d        2   c        3   e        4   a        5   b        6   f

       1   law clerk                          4   living conditions
       2   entertaining novel            5   short time
       3   great writer                      6   poor families 

  4   1   amusing                           4   debt
       2   rigid                                 5   masterpiece
       3   self-taught                        6   factory

       (Suggested answers)

       1   His jokes are quite amusing I suppose, but not
laugh-out-loud funny. 

       2   Peter follows a rigid daily training schedule. 
       3   We were amazed to discover that the concert

pianist was self-taught. 
       4   When the new president came to power, he

discovered that his country was in serious debt. 
       5   Critics described her last play as a masterpiece. 
       6   Cameron works in a factory that produces writing

materials. 

  5   1   published                         5   become
       2   remains                            6   earn
       3   produced                          7   Making 
       4   following                          8   came 

  6   1   novelist                             5   residents
       2   beautician                         6   comedian
       3   inventor 
       4   chairperson/chairman

  7    1   after        2   on          3   up             4   over

  8   (Suggested answer)

       I admire Roman Abramovich. He is from Saratov,
Russia. He is a businessman and he owns Chelsea
Football Club in the UK. I admire him because he
works extremely hard and has managed to become
famous and make a lot of money.

5b

  1   1   was made                         4   Have they been sent
       2   is being interviewed          5   was being prepared
       3   won’t be held 

  2   1   were exhibited                  3   is located
       2   will be provided                4   be parked

  3   2   had his wallet stolen 
       3   will have a/her film produced 
       4   have their theory tested 
       5   had had all the rooms redecorated
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  4    1   myself               3   myself                    5   herself
       2   yourselves         4   themselves             6   himself

  5   2   The president’s speech was so inspiring that we
cheered him for three minutes. 

       3   There are so few concert tickets left that we’ll be
lucky to find any.

       4   The book was so interesting that it convinced me
to become a writer myself. 

       5   Jon had so much work to do that he didn’t know
what to do first. 

  6    1   such an             3   such a                    5   so
       2   so                     4   such                       6   such a

  7    1   C       3   A        5   A       7   A        9   B      11   C
       2   A        4   B        6   B       8   C      10   A      12   C

5c 

  1    1   2        2   2        3   4        4   3        5   1        6   2

  2    1   performers        3   record         5   supposed
       2   bizarre              4   take             6   stage

  3    1   thanks to           4   continent               7   attract
       2   magical             5   mime
       3   out loud            6   reality

  4   A   6        B   1       C   3       D   4        E   2        F   7 

  5    1   boring              4   paint                      7   busy
       2   world                5   art                          8   nature
       3   buildings           6   simple

5d – CLIL TIME

  1    1   display              3   backdrop         5   parade
       2   ceremony         4   legacy              6   splendour

       1   nerves               3   eardrum                 5   canal
       2   bones               4   cochlea 

  3   1   What did you see at the cinema last night?
       2   What was good about it?
       3   Who’s in it?
       4   The special effects were amazing!
       5   If you like action movies, you shouldn’t miss it!

  4   1   It’s an action film. 
       2   The script and the plot. 
       3   Ben Affleck, Henry Cavill and Amy Adams. 
       4   The special effects. 

  5   (Suggested answer)

       A:  Hi. What did you see at the cinema last night? 
       B:   X-Men: Apocalypse. It’s a new action movie. It was

great! 
       A:  I’ve heard others say the same thing. What was

good about it? 
       B:   The script and the plot. It’s about a group of

superheroes defeating a mutant. 
       A:  Sounds exciting! Who’s in it? 
       B:   James McAvoy, Sophie Turner and Michael

Fassbender. 
       A:  I love James McAvoy! What was the best part of

the film? 
       B:   The special effects were amazing! All the fight

scenes looked really realistic. I couldn’t believe it! 
       A:  Hmm, it sounds pretty good. Would you

recommend it? 
       B:   Oh yes. If you like action movies, you shouldn’t

miss it! 

Writing 

  1   1   I am writing to my English-speaking pen-friend,
Kenny.

       2   I will write in an informal style because Kenny is
someone I know, a friend.

       3   I will write about a CD in my collection, reviewing
the artist and their music. I will also ask about the
famous singer Kenny met. 

       4   My answer should be between 100 and 140
words. 

  2   A   3             B   1            C   4               D   2 

  3    1   powerful           3   catchy tunes           5   beat
       2   rich                   4   lyrics                      6   hit

  4   Key words: English-speaking pen-friend, you bought
a CD last week, who is the artist, why do you find the
CD so good, ever seen the artist perform live, started
piano lessons

  5   (Suggested answers)

      

 2 N E R V E S F K M

U L L S A I K E X

C A N A L D Q A W

O N O R I B B R Z

C L X B Q S U D U

H C U O I O M R K

L T D N D Y O U A

E F F E S M I M S

A B O S E S Y T I

Artist & CD title: Coldplay, A Head Full of Dreams

Why you like the

CD:
catchy tunes, clever lyrics 

Songs on CD:
Hymn for the Weekend,
Adventure of a Lifetime 

What artist is

like live:

great voice, lots of lights and
colours onstage 
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       Hey Stephen, 

       It’s great to hear from you! Let me tell you all about
the CD I like so much. 

       It’s called A Head Full of Dreams by Coldplay. It’s great
because it’s full of catchy tunes and clever lyrics. The
best songs are Hymn for the Weekend and Adventure of
a Lifetime. I’ve seen Coldplay live twice. The singer has
a great voice and there are lots of lights and colours
onstage, so it’s always a good show. 

       Your piano lessons sound interesting. Do you have
your own piano? How many lessons will you have a
week? Have you learned how to play anything yet? 

       Anyway, wish your sister a happy birthday from me
and write back and tell me what CD you chose for
her.

       Cheers,
       Gregor

6a 

       1   sugary               3   personal            5   addicted
       2   sufficient           4   hydrated             

  2    1   bonfires            3   main                 5   preparing
       2   funky                4   garland

  3    1   lining          4   lit                    7   honour
       2   went           5   takes place      8   included
       3   lasts            6   is serving

  4    1   e            2   c           3   d           4   b         5   a

       1   early hours                        4   thick soup
       2   special occasion                5   fresh vegetables
       3   fireworks display

  5    1   starter               5   recipes                   9   dessert
       2   spicy                 6   grilled                  10   fans
       3   roast                 7   chop
       4   oily                   8   mashed

  6    1   raw                   3   grate                      5   bubbly
       2   boiled               4   bland

  7    1   Smoked            3   steamed                 5   Bitter
       2   Scrambled        4   Vanilla                    6   Still

6b

  1    1   to try                3   watch                 5   to reserve
       2   cooking            4   Baking

  2   2   a    to leave                       b   leaving
       3   a    to take                         b   taking
       4   a    meeting                      b   to meet
       5   a    to cook                        b   cooking

  3   1   have been waiting            4   have tasted
       2   be having                         5   to learn
       3   Having been

  4   2   In 2001, Fine Dining said that Matteo’s was getting
more and more popular.

       3   In 1996, All Things Italian said that new customers
would love the special seafood pasta.

       4   In 2009, About Town said that the experienced
staff could deal with any requests and special
orders.

       5   In 1985, Gourmet’s Delight said that the chef had
created the best risotto they had ever come
across.

       6   In 2016, Best Restaurant Guide said that if you ate
at Matteo’s, you wouldn’t be disappointed.

  5   2   Mary complained to Steve that he was always late
for dinner. / Mary complained to Steve about
him/his always being late for dinner. 

       3   The chef forbade his assistant to change his recipe
without asking him first. 

       4   Kate boasted that her dish had won first prize in
the cooking contest. / Kate boasted about her dish
winning/having won first prize in the cooking
contest.

       5   Ricky denied eating the last piece of cake. / Ricky
denied that he had eaten the last piece of cake.

       6   Olly wondered how to cook the fish.

  6   2   Sue advised Chris to try to get more sleep. 
       3   Mum ordered me to turn off the computer

immediately. 
       4   Paul suggested stopping for a bite to eat. 
       5   They begged their mum to let them have some ice

cream before dinner that night. 

  7    1   B        3   A        5   B        7   C       9   A      11   C
       2   C       4   C       6   A        8   B      10   C      12   A

6c

  1   A   4        B   5       C   2       D   7        E   1        F   6

  2   1   encouraging                     4   Focusing
       2   motivate                           5   motion
       3   shape                               6   involved

 1 P V K P R Y L G H S

U S U G A R Y G Y U

H A J X S Q S K D F

V K T D J A U F R F

J V I V A Z L P A I

P E R S O N A L T C

T N Z T I F U X E I

A D D I C T E D D E

R F U L A G R B H N

I J P Y V R I W F T
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  3    1   builds                3   boost                  5   released
       2   fighting             4   burning                

  4   1   temptation                       3   disease
       2   benefits                            4   pressure

  5    1   on          2   at          3   to          4   in        5   at

  6    1   on                     3   away                      5   aside
       2   off                     4   up with

  7   A   2             C   3            E   3               G   2
       B   1             D   2            F   1

  8    1   busy                  3   desk                       5   walking
       2   tips                   4   seconds                  6   sounds

6d – CLIL TIME

  1    1   pancakes           3   cottage                  5   open
       2   baked               4   treat                       6   light 

  2    1   hormones         4   pump               7   beats
       2   internal             5   digestive           8   directions
       3   bones               6   require

  3   1   What can I get you? 
       2   I think I’d prefer something more filling. 
       3   Of course. 
       4   No, thank you. 
       5   I’ll be back with your order soon. 

  4   (Suggested answer)

       A:  Good morning. What can I get you?
       B:   I’d like something for breakfast, please. I’m not

too late, am I? 
       A:  No, not at all. We have a special offer on cooked

breakfasts today. Fried bacon, sausage and
tomatoes or scrambled eggs on toast for just ₤6. 

       B:   That sounds lovely but I just want something light.
Can I have a bowl of cereal with some milk and a
fresh fruit topping? 

       A:  That’s no problem. We have apricots, pineapple
and strawberries.

       B:   Hmm, I’d like a few strawberries to go with it,
please.

       A:  Certainly. Would you like some toast as well? 
       B:   Yes, please. With some jam and butter.
       A:  And what would you like to drink?
       B:   A cup of tea, please. 
       A:  OK. Can I get you anything else? 
       B:   No thank you. 
       A:  Great. I’ll be back with your order soon. 

Writing

  1   1   I will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
hiring a personal trainer.

       2   I should use a formal style.
       3   My essay should be between 200 and 250 words.

  2   Para 2: 1st pro with justification/example; 1st con with
justification/example

       Para 3: 2nd pro with justification/example; 2nd con
with justification/example

       Para 4: 3rd pro with justification/example; 3rd con
with justification/example

       Para 5: general summary of topic; writer’s opinion

  3   (Suggested answers)

       Para 2: Firstly: To begin with; Moreover:
Furthermore; However: Nevertheless

       Para 3: Secondly: In addition; For example: For
instance; On the other hand: Nevertheless

       Para 4: Finally: Lastly; Nevertheless: On the other
hand

       Para 5: All in all: On the whole

  4   (Suggested answers)

       Pros

       exercise in the privacy of your own home – good for shy
people or people who might not be in the mood for
socialising

       work out whenever you want – can fit exercise in
around your individual schedule; don’t have to worry
about fitting in a gym class after school/work

       save on money spent on gym membership – gym
membership quite expensive; no refunds if you miss a
session

       Cons

       working out alone can get lonely – some people only
really enjoy doing exercise in company; need the
encouragement and support of others

       more likely to skip sessions – not accountable to
anyone; tempted to go out somewhere for the
evening instead

       equipment can be very expensive – a full range of
machines is not affordable to everyone; otherwise
difficult to exercise all parts of the body

  5   (Suggested answer)

       There is a growing trend amongst fitness fans to set
up a fully equipped gym at home. But what are the
advantages and the disadvantages of this?

       Firstly, we should consider the social aspect. A home
gym allows one to exercise in the privacy of one’s
own home. This is good for shy people or people not
keen on socialising. However, it might also be lonely.
Some people enjoy working out in company. In
particular, they look to others for encouragement and
support.

       Secondly, there is the matter of convenience.  A home
gym means people work out whenever they want.
Exercise can be fitted in around one’s individual
schedule. For example, there would be no rushing to
a gym class after school or work. However, it would
also be easier to skip sessions. Since one is not
accountable to anyone, it might be tempting to go
out somewhere for the evening instead.
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       Last comes the question of cost. Exercising at home
saves spending money on gym membership. This is
quite expensive and there are no refunds for missing a
session. Nevertheless, buying home equipment can
be very expensive too. A full range of machines is not
affordable to everyone. Furthermore, limited
equipment means not fully exercising all parts of the
body.

       To sum up, while a home gym allows privacy and
flexibility and saves on gym membership fees, it can
be antisocial and costly, not to mention the likelihood
of missed sessions. I believe attending a regular gym
is a better option. 

7a 

       b)  (Suggested answers)

       1   Poppy is slim. She has dark curly hair and a wide
mouth.

       2   Jason has grey hair and a beard. He has arched
eyebrows and wrinkles. 

       3   Mike has short, spiky hair. He has a wide mouth
and pale skin. 

       4   Cassie has red wavy hair. She has pale skin and a
delicate nose. 

  2   1   feast                                 4   scary
       2   prosperity                         5   outsider
       3   safekeeping                      6   significance

  3    1   e        2   a        3   b        4   f         5   c        6   d 

       1   ritual dance                      4   henna pattern
       2   sense of achievement        5   major milestone
       3   rite of passage                  6   source of pain

  4    1   loyalty             3   emotional         5   ceremony
       2   intense            4   transition               

       b)  1   child                 3   elderly 
            2   infant                4   toddler

  6   1   a    old                              b   elderly
       2   a    adolescence                 b   adulthood 
       3   a    tradition                      b   habit 
       4   a    marriage                      b   wedding 

  7    1   out of     2   up          3   into           4   apart 

  8   (Suggested answers)

       My sister is an adult. She has long blonde hair,
freckles and brown eyes. She is tall and slim. 

       My best friend is a teenager. He has short, straight
brown hair, brown eyes and arched eyebrows. 

       My favourite celebrity is an adult. He has short, dark
hair, blue eyes and freckles. He also has a straight
nose. 

7b

  1    1   which               4   when                     7   who
       2   that                  5   where                    8   why
       3   when                6   whose 

  2   1   That’s the town where I was born. 
       2   He has a dog whose ears are very long. 
       3   This is the new tablet which/that my parents gave

me for my birthday. 
       4   He is the artist who painted her portrait. 
       5   We’ll go out on a Friday when I’m not busy. 
       6   Can you tell me the reason why you’re late for

class? 

  3   2   who (D, cannot be omitted) 
       3   where (D, cannot be omitted)
       4   that/which (D, can be omitted) 
       5   whose (ND, cannot be omitted, comma after Mark

and after hairstylist) 
       6   who (ND, cannot be omitted, comma after Celia

and after sister) 

 1    a) height/build well-built, tall

eyebrows arched 

ears pointed

skin pale, wrinkles 

nose delicate

hair curly, wavy, frizzy, spiky

mouth wide

other features beard

 5    a) O O W T Q A T Z L E T A

N B X O E P X T N L E M

M I D D L E A G E D E S

P U I D A I T K N K N Q

X M E L D E R L Y H A R

N G D E U X Z D R Y G M

M E R R L C O C I Q E X

W X C F T R C I D N R L

K S I N F A N T E I G D

C C U V B N V E A H E R

N V J A R B R I O I T U

M M H Z J C H I L D X N
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  4   1   the most interesting         4   better
       2   the fastest                         5   the least 
       3   more lively/livelier             6   more difficult than

  5   1   easier                                5   more skilled
       2   friendlier                           6   better, better 
       3   athletic                             7   colder 
       4   more talented                   8   the heaviest

  6   1   immature                          4   incapable 
       2   impossible                        5   illogical 
       3   inappropriate                    6   insensitive 

  7    1   B        3   C       5   B        7   A        9   B      11   A
       2   A        4   C       6   A        8   B      10   C      12   C

  8   (Suggested answer)

       Jess, who lives next door to me, is my best friend. Jess
and I hang out with Mary, whose father owns the
local grocery shop. Jess is taller than Mary, but Mary is
slimmer. Jess’ hair is as long as Mary’s but it’s much
darker and curlier. Jess is also more athletic than
Mary. She belongs to the football club which won the
regional championships last year.  Mary, who is very
artistic, paints the most amazing portraits I’ve ever
seen by an amateur artist. 

7c 

  1    1   older                 3   was growing          5   lives
       2   had been          4   first                        6   best

  2    1   F            2   NS         3   NS         4   F         5   T

  3   1   share … interests              4   problems arise
       2   ignore … needs                5   tell … off
       3   respect … privacy             6   have arguments 

  4    1   identity             3   approach               5   talk
       2   question           4   break                     6   respect

  5         Across                                   Down

       1   helpful                              2   understanding
       3   cooperative                       4   demanding
       5   distant                              6   discreet 
       7   responsible 
       8   conservative 

       1   demanding                       3   conservative
       2   discreet                            4   distant 

  6    1   about                3   on                          5   in
       2   on                     4   out of

  7   A   4        B   3       C   6       D   5        E   7        F   1 

  8    1   important         4   board                     7   chance
       2   learn                 5   whole                     8   discuss
       3   fix                     6   meal

7d – CLIL TIME

  1    1   ceremony         4   cap                  7   yearbook
       2   assembly           5   diploma
       3   inspiring           6   ribbon

  2    1   flexible              3   reaction           5   resist 
       2   dread                4   fall                   6   predictable

  3   1   You don’t look very happy. 
       2   I really can’t stand my hair.
       3   It’s horrible! 
       4   I don’t know what you’re talking about. 
       5   There’s nothing wrong with the way you look. 

  4   (Suggested answer)

       A:  Hi Brenda. You don’t look very happy. 
       B:   What do you mean? 
       A:  You seem to be really down today. 
       B:   I really can’t stand my mouth. It’s too big. 
       A:  Don’t be silly. Your mouth is absolutely fine. 
       B:   And I wish my hair wasn’t so curly. It’s really

horrible. 
       A:  I don’t know what you’re talking about. You look

beautiful.
       B:   Really? I feel so awkward and ugly. 
       A:  Don’t worry. I think you look great! 
       B:   Thanks, that’s really kind. 
       A:  I really mean it! 

Writing 

  1   Key words: common teen problem, always being
short of money, write an essay, providing solutions to
the problem, 200-250 words

  2   A   3            B   1           C   2          D   5         E   4

  3   1   To conclude
       2   Therefore
       3   One obvious solution
       4   Another helpful suggestion
       5   By doing this
       6   In my opinion
       7   For example
       8   As a result
       9   It would also be a great idea for teens to

  4   Tick sentences: 1, 3, 5.            

  5   (Suggested answer)

       Writing exams, especially important ones, can put
teenagers under great pressure and stress. Many feel
unable to cope. In fact, though, having a revision
strategy and a healthy lifestyle can make a big
difference, as can a positive attitude.

       One solution is to plan exam revision. A timetable
should be carefully drawn up and followed. By doing
this, teens will make more effective use of their study
time and, as a result, they will get more done.
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       Secondly, teenagers should improve their lifestyle.
Eating healthily and sleeping well are vital factors in
exam performance. For example, teens should avoid
junk food and go to bed at a reasonable time. As a
result, their brains will be far more alert and they will
study better.

       It would also be a good idea to work on developing a
positive attitude. Instead of worrying about failure,
teenagers should make a daily list of the positive
things they have achieved so far. It could be getting
high marks for an essay but it could also be coming
first in a sports team. In this way, they will focus on
their strong points and develop a calm, confident
approach to sitting exams. 

       In conclusion, there are a number of things teens can
do to relieve exam pressure. I believe that planning
their revision, taking care of their physical health and
thinking positively are three key factors in exam
success. Students who follow these guidelines will feel
the benefits.

8a

  1    1   text           3   using             5   uploaded
       2   send          4   talking           6   meet

  2    1   d            2   b           3   a           4   c         5   e 

       1   scuba divers                     4   clenched fist
       2   sign language                  5   underwater walkie-
       3   hand signals                          talkies

       1   chest                 3   throat                     5   arms
       2   palm                 4   thumb                    6   fingers 

  4    1   speaking           3   urgent                    5   fright
       2   reply                 4   shouting

  5    1   hand                 3   communication      5   contact
       2   language          4   expressions             6   buddy

  6    1   clench                  3   link                     5   whisper
       2   misunderstand     4   argue                  6   cross

  7    1   of                      3   to                           5   of
       2   of                      4   out                         6   among

  8    a   up                     c   forward to              e   after
       b   out                   d   for

       1   have been looking forward   4   am looking for
       2   look out                               5   look after
       3   look up 

  9   (Suggested answer)

       I prefer to communicate with my friends face-to-face.
I think it is good to make the effort to meet up with
each other. It is also easier to see what sort of mood
they are in when we are face-to-face.

8b

  1   1   Every, something                      5   Someone, no
       2   Everyone, somewhere                6   some, any
       3   something                                7   anyone
       4   anywhere, anything, nothing 

  2    1   was        2   them     3   is           4   are      5   Is 

  3    1   the         3   a           5   –           7   –         9   an
       2   a            4   the        6   a           8   a       10   an

  4    1   lot                     3   many                     5   few
       2   any                   4   a little                    6   All

  5   1   is it                                   6   will you/won’t you
       2   aren’t I                              7   aren’t they
       3   haven’t you                      8   didn’t we
       4   won’t he                           9   are we
       5   will you                           10   shall we

  6    1   realised           3   harden             5   assassinate
       2   originated       4   simplify            6   modernise

  7    1   A        3   C       5   C       7   A        9   B      11   B
       2   A        4   A        6   B        8   C      10   C      12   C

8c 

  1    1   3             3   1            5   4               7   3
       2   1             4   2            6   2

  2    1   knees                3   foot                        5   teeth
       2   ear                    4   eyes                       6   face 

  3    1   b        2   d        3   c        4   a        5   e        6   f 

       1   smiles openly                   4   opened her arms
       2   Clearing your throat          5   send out messages
       3   rubbing your eyes            6   react effectively 

  4    1   indicate         3   assess                   5   frown
       2   birth              4   non-verbal           6   powerful

  5    1   to           2   to          3   of          4   of        5   for 

  6   A   2             C   2            E   3               G   1
       B   1             D   1            F   3

 3 T I Q E M W Z M C P

H I T X W Q A V Z A

R J H A F I W C X L

O S U H I S H D Z M

A E M S N D N Z Y D

T J B B G J Q B K X

F Z P L E U B F E A

D P J A R M S F J O

N C H E S T U J Y J

L Q Z Z S H N L S D
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  7    1   touch            3   flat                    5   online
       2   contact         4   answering         6   technology

8d – CLIL TIME

  1    1   pick up             3   deliver               5   measure
       2   transmit            4   laid                   6   receive 

  2    1   harsh                3   represents              5   symbol
       2   springs              4   steaming 

  3    1   e        2   f         3   d        4   a        5   c        6   b

       (Suggested answers)

       1   The sinking boat sent a distress signal to the
coastguard. 

       2   I invited all my loved ones to my birthday party. 
       3   The doctor got the medical equipment out of the

cupboard. 
       4   A telegraph operator in the past used Morse

code to send messages. 
       5   Danny was looking for a phone box so he could

ring his mum. 
       6   All the children sang the national anthem during

assembly. 

  4    1   a             2   b            3   b               4   b

  5   1   What can I do for you? 
       2   I’m afraid he’s out at the moment. 
       3   No, it’s OK. 
       4   Just let him know that I called, please. 

  6   (Suggested answer)

       A:  Hello, is that Mr Kuzmich? 
       B:   Yes, it is. Who’s speaking, please? 
       A:  It’s Bogdan, Fyodor’s friend. 
       B:   Oh, hello Bogdan. What can I do for you? 
       A:  I was hoping to speak to Fyodor, if he’s around. 
       B:   I’m afraid he’s out at the moment.
       A:  Could you ask him to call me back? 
       B:   Yes, of course. Would you like to leave your

number? 
       A:  He already has it. 
       B:   Very well. I expect he’ll call you back when he gets

in. 
       A:  Thanks, Mr Kuzmich. 

Writing 

  1   1   T 
       2   F – I have to write an informal email because I am

writing to a friend.
       3   T 
       4   F – I should ask Freya about the teacher she ran

into.
       5   F – My answer should be between 100 and 140

words.

  2   1   He greets Freya and says his reason for writing.
       2   Ivan asks questions in the third paragraph.
       3   Ivan ends the email by making some closing

remarks and then signing off.
       4   In the second paragraph, Ivan answers Freya’s

questions.

  3   Key words: received email from English-speaking
pen-friend, what use mobile for, how much spend on
phone, should I buy older model, Gadgets &
Communications Exhibition, Friday, write an email,
answer questions, ask 3 questions about exhibition,
100-140 words

  4   (Suggested answer)

       Hey Jessica,
       How’s things? Let’s talk about what phone you should

buy! 
       I usually use my mobile for texting and making calls. I

don’t go online through my phone because the
Internet service is too expensive. Personally, I
wouldn’t spend too much on a new phone because
new and better models come out all the time. But if
you want to have Internet on your phone, I don’t
think you should buy an older model because it might
not support everything you want to use it for. You can
buy new models that are quite cheap though! 

       The Gadgets & Communications Exhibition sounds
great! How much are tickets? Where is it? What time
does it start? 

       Write back and let me know so we can arrange a visit
to the exhibition.

       Cheers,
       Anastasia 
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Grammar Bank 1

  1   1   don’t believe                     5   finds
       2   keep                                 6   starts
       3   releases                             7   Do you exercise
       4   swims                               8   He doesn’t get

  2   (Suggested answers)

       1   I sometimes watch TV till late at night. 
       2   I rarely go shopping during the week.
       3   I often surf the Net when I have nothing else to

do. 
       4   I usually eat out with my family on my birthday. 
       5   I always do my chores on Sunday morning. 
       6   I never play video games. 
       7   I usually study my lessons right after I come back

from school. 
       8   I seldom hang out with my friends at the park. 

  3    1   d        2   f         3   a        4   c        5   e        6   b 

  4   1   Are you coming, am staying 
       2   Are you making, am dancing
       3   Is Leo playing, is researching
       4   is always making, is coming over

  5   1   are staying                        4   ‘m trying
       2   eats out                            5   is coming over 
       3   departs                             6   sleep 

  6   1   practises                           4   Is your mum driving
       2   do you like                        5   is limping 
       3   takes off                            6   improves

  7   1   a    is                                b   are being 
       2   a    is looking                    b   looks 
       3   a    don’t see                    b   Is Brenda seeing 
       4   a    tastes                          b   is tasting 
       5   a    appears                       b   is appearing 

  8   1   tastes, cooks
       2   Does she live, is staying 
       3   Do you know, think 
       4   Are you working, am visiting 
       5   does it take, am walking 

  9   1   ˊm getting                        7   need
       2   starts                                8   meet
       3   have                                 9   opens
       4   takes                               10   think 
       5   ˊs raining                        11   ˊm returning 
       6   is coming                        12   miss 

10   1   Have you lost                    6   ˊs done 
       2   ˊve become                       7   ˊve given up
       3   ˊve started                        8   haven’t had
       4   ˊs persuaded                     9   haven’t missed 
       5   ˊve built up                     10   Have you thought 

11   1   ˊve been in                       4   have gone to
       2   ˊs gone to                         5   ˊve been in 
       3   ˊve been to 

12   1   has been surfing – an action that started in the
past, lasted for some time and is still continuing 

       2   has been doing – an action that started in the
past, may or may not have finished and has a
visible result in the present 

       3   have been listening – an action that causes
annoyance or irritation

       4   has been sleeping – emphasis on the duration of
an action that started in the past, lasted for some
time and is still continuing

       5   have been driving – an action that started in the
past, lasted for some time and is still continuing

       6   has been walking – an action that started in the
past, may or may not have finished and has a
visible result in the present

13   1   ˊve been tidying 
       2   has left, has been studying
       3   ˊve been working, ˊve planted 
       4   have been calling 
       5   has bought

Grammar Bank 2 

  1    1   h        3   d        5   j         7   a        9   I       11   e
       2   b        4   k        6   l         8   c      10   f       12   g

  2   1   must                                 7   wasn’t able to
       2   Would                              8   should 
       3   can                                   9   mustn’t 
       4   have to                          10   can
       5   didn’t need to                 11   will
       6   May                                12   Shall 

  3   1   ought to                           4   don’t have to 
       2   needn’t                             5   could
       3   might  

  4   1   Pete can’t be coming in to work today. 
       2   He may have destroyed the documents. 
       3   We may not have a meeting tomorrow. 
       4   They must have been arguing when I saw them. 
       5   Bill may have been working late yesterday. 
       6   He must be telling the truth. 
       7   She can’t have resigned. 
       8   Marta may not have found a part-time job yet. 
       9   That must be the new office manager. 
       10 The company must plan to take on new staff. 

  5   1   She can’t be reading the newspaper. 
            She can’t be with her friends. 
            She must be at work. 

       2   They can’t be inside. 
            They must be working hard. 
            It must be a dangerous job. 

       3   He must be a doctor. 
            He must have seen patients today. 
            He can’t be in a library. 

       4   She can’t be planting trees. 
            She can’t have just picked some fruit. 
            She can’t be feeling tired. 
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       5   The weather can’t be cold. 
            They can’t be arguing. 
            They must be having fun. 

       6   They can’t go to primary school. 
            They must have graduated. 
            They must be happy. 

  6   2   needn’t stay after work 
       3   might retire soon 
       4   was able to finish his report last night 
       5   couldn’t use a computer until we gave him some

training 
       6   can’t do all this work by himself 
       7   must be at work on time 

  7   2   needn’t have come           5   didn’t need to buy
       3   May I                               6   wasn’t able to finish
       4   Shall we 

  8    1   C            3   A           5   C           7   A         9   A
       2   B            4   A           6   B           8   C       10   B

  9   1   will be                              4   am going to buy
       2   are going to hit                 5   will make 
       3   will tell 

10   1   are you doing                   6   ˊm expecting
       2   ˊm volunteering                7   comes
       3   go                                    8   ˊll be
       4   starts                                9   ˊll see
       5   ˊll write                           10   ˊs coming

11   1   will be moving                  4   will you be doing
       2   will get                             5   will do 
       3   will be travelling 

12   2   will have gained               5   won’t have given in
       3   will have moved               6   Will the plumber 
       4   won’t have made                  have fixed 

13   1   Will you have completed 
       2   will have been working 
       3   will we have sent out, won’t have finished 
       4   will have been giving 
       5   will have been teaching 
       6   will have served 

14    2   after                  4   By the time            6   until
       3   while                 5   just as 

15   1   will catch up, take 
       2   will have done, returns 
       3   will Jo take, will ask, see 
       4   did, came 
       5   walks 
       6   was talking, told, hired 

16   1   am leaving/am going to leave/will be leaving 
       2   am going to do/will be doing
       3   leaves
       4   will be 
       5   will be running 
       6   am going to stay 

       7   will manage 
       8   come 
       9   will have earned 
     10    will give 
     11    will take 
     12    will have been working 

17    1   B        3   A        5   B        7   C       9   A      11   A
       2   B        4   C       6   C       8   B      10   B      12   A

Grammar Bank 3 

  1   1   has not decided               4   has travelled
       2   Did you remember           5   stayed
       3   put up, collected, lit  

  2   1   have just returned             6   saw
       2   spent                                7   ‘ve never been
       3   has been                           8   screamed 
       4   have done                        9   ˊve seen 
       5   didn’t believe 

  3   1   was driving, broke down 
       2   was taking, was walking 
       3   were waiting 
       4   was checking into, realised, was missing 
       5   went 

  4    1   C            2   B           3   A           4   C         5   B 

  5   1   had been standing           4   had not slept
       2   Had she finished               5   had only been 
       3   had reached                          sunbathing

  6   2   They had been travelling for four hours before
they reached London. 

       3   After they had unpacked their suitcases, they were
ready to go sightseeing. 

       4   They had already bought a guide book, so they
didn’t need to get one. 

       5   They had been waiting in the queue in front of
Madame Tussauds for an hour before they entered
the museum. 

  7   1    1   did you see                  5   was flying
            2   ran into                       6   Did you speak
            3   was he going               7   had
            4   was travelling              8   were waiting

       2    1   were you doing        5   ran 
            2   went off                   6   Had a fire broken out
            3   was sleeping             7   had set off
            4   did you do                 

       3    1   heard                              5   was howling
            2   had been sightseeing      6   were falling 
            3   changed                         7   had never seen 
            4   was 

  8   1   arrived                         8   had never seen
       2   had                             9   visited 
       3   stayed                       10   started
       4   was                           11   were having
       5   had been saving        12   lasted
       6   was                           13   became
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       7   spent                         14   went 
     15    had always wanted    18   tasted
     16    were hiking               19   gained 
     17    saw                           20   had overeaten/overate

Grammar Bank 4 

  1   2   could/would connect, Type 2
       3   turns off, Type 0 
       4   had known, Type 3 
       5   had, Type 2  
       6   finish, Type 1 

  2   (Suggested answers)

       2   when it is                          4   If they do
       3   If I do                               5   when he does/calls

  3    2   insistence          3   request             4   uncertainty

  4   2   had asked                         6   wouldn’t have 
       3   would have said                    realised
       4   will choose                       7   gets
       5   hadn’t bought                  8   will buy 

  5   1   had bought                      5   could afford
       2   could understand              6   were 
       3   wouldn’t make                  7   had remembered 
       4   was living                         8   would help

  6   2   I wish the item I want wasn’t so expensive.
       3   I wish I could talk to a sales person. 
       4   I wish I had researched this item more.
       5   I wish I could understand the delivery instructions.
       6   I wish this webpage would load faster. 

  7   2   I wish I hadn’t left my mobile phone on the bus. 
       3   I wish I was better at computer games. 
       4   I wish our TV hadn’t broken down. 
       5    I wish my phone didn’t run out of battery so quickly. 
       6   I wish our printer wasn’t so old. 
       7   I wish I had saved the receipt for my smart watch. 
       8   I wish I could get a chance to use the computer. 

  8   2   I wish my console wasn’t broken. 
            If my console wasn’t broken, I could play

computer games. 
       3   I wish I hadn’t broken our new TV. 
            If I hadn’t broken our new TV, I wouldn’t have got

in trouble. 
       4   I wish my brother wouldn’t use my MP3 player all

the time. 
            If my brother had an MP3 player, he wouldn’t use

mine all the time. 

  9   1   hadn’t sold                       3   will get, drops
       2   had, could buy                 4   had bought

10    1   in order to        3   for                          5   so that
       2   to                     4   in case

11   2   He bought a laptop so that he could go online
wherever he was. 

       3   Kim put her phone in her bag to prevent it from
getting wet in the rain. 

       4    Joe set his alarm for 7:00 am to avoid oversleeping. 
       5   Nancy sent Ben a text message in case he hadn’t

read her email. 

Grammar Bank 5 

  1   1   was being prepared          4   will be sold
       2   haven’t been found          5   be held
       3   is being taken 

  2   1   a hospital will be opened by Prince Charles  
       2   Tokyo was hit by a tidal wave
       3   The world cup was won by Brazil 
       4   the moon may be hit by a meteor in 2035
       5   Another world record is broken by Baxter 
       6   a ski resort was destroyed by an avalanche

  3   1   I was not allowed to go to the rock concert by my
parents. 

       2   Who are Shakira’s songs written by? 
       3    Dickens was made to work at a factory by his family. 
       4   The sculpture was made with recycled materials. 
       5   The show tickets need to be booked in advance. 
       6   Copies of Picasso’s works can be seen in the local

museum. 

  4   2   has been offered to her by the recording
company, has been offered a five-year contract by
the recording company  

       3   was promised to the young star, was promised the
leading role 

       4   are sent to the famous actress after each show, is
sent flowers after each show 

       5   was shown to the students by the teacher, were
shown a film about Picasso’s life by the teacher

  5   1   Julie has had her costume repaired by a tailor. 
       2   When did he have his novel published? 
       3   Hanna was having her hair done by a stylist at

noon yesterday. 
       4   The actor had had his dressing room cleaned

before rehearsals started. 
       5   Chloe is having her clothes ironed by an assistant. 
       6    The actress will have the script delivered to her

home. 

  6   2   The fans will have their books signed by the
famous author. 

       3    Professor Stein is going to have his theory published
in a scientific magazine. 

       4   Louise has had her article checked by an editor. 
       5   Hannah was having the painting framed by a

carpenter. 
       6   The president might have his speech written by an

advisor. 

  7   2   I got my brother to find us backstage passes for
the concert. 

       3   My dad is a programmer; I’ll have him look at the
computer. 

       4   Nadia made Alex pay for the CD of hers that he
lost. 

       5   The director got the scriptwriter to make some
changes to the scene. 

       6   Manny made us listen to his new song. 
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  8   2   behaved themselves         5   mailed them myself
       3   painted it herself              6   enjoyed yourselves
       4   saw her ourselves 

  9    1   such a     3   such       5   Such          7   such an
       2   So           4   such       6   such a        8   So

10   1   So few people came to the show that it was soon
cancelled. 

       2   The footballer scored a lot of goals. Consequently,
the club increased his wages. 

       3   Bill Gates has sold so many copies of his software
that most computers in the world run it. 

       4   There was such great excitement in the stadium
that the fans screamed when the singer came onto
the stage. 

       5   Picasso’s paintings are worth so much that some
museums cannot afford to insure them. 

       6   We were unable to get seats to the afternoon
performance. Therefore, we paid extra to see the
evening show. 

       7   The actor kept arguing with the producer and
other members of the cast and, as a result, he was
let go. 

11   1   therefore                           4   so few
       2   so much                           5   so little
       3   such a lot of 

12   1   such a talented actress     3   were such friendly
       2   a result                             4   such a lot 

13    1   A             3   C            5   A               7   A
       2   B             4   C            6   C

Grammar Bank 6

  1    1   Eating            6   perform           11   to start
       2   to take           7   drinking           12   have
       3   sticking          8   stop                 13   sitting
       4   to get            9   building           14   To begin
       5   to see          10   follow

  2   2   have stayed home than go to the New Year’s party
       3   to be mailed tomorrow
       4   to have been looking for a pen when I saw her

looking in my desk drawer
       5   to find time to visit Ken
       6   to have met the famous chef in person

  3   1   eat, to leave, ordering 
       2   to bake, to try
       3   to get, to tell
       4   shopping, wandering 
       5   trying, understand, making 

  4   2   a    to catch                       b   catching 
       3   a    cooking                       b   to cook 
       4   a   calling                        b   to call 
       5   a    spending                    b   to spend 

  5   1   have left                           4   to tidy
       2   playing                             5   damaging 
       3   to be chosen 

  6   1   watching                          5   play
       2   be                                     6   turn out 
       3   becoming                         7   pursue 
       4   to attract                          8   finishing 

  7   2   enough time                     5   long enough
       3   too small                           6   enough ingredients
       4   too bland 

  8   2   Linda doesn’t cook well enough to make
complicated dishes. 

       3   The weather is too rainy for us to go hiking. 
       4   Mason will be too tired to come out with us when

he gets home. 
       5   The soup is still too hot for Harry to taste. 
       6    Sharon hasn’t got enough eggs to make an omelette. 
       7   Lucy’s pies are delicious enough to win the baking

contest. 
       8   The new restaurant is too expensive for us to eat

there. 

  9    2   a            3   b           4   b           5   a         6   a 

10    1   telling     3   told       5   told     7   said   9   asked
       2   said        4   said       6   said     8   ask  10   told

11   1   Sophie said that she took/had taken the roast out
of the oven an hour before. 

       2   Chad said that Janice was preparing/had been
preparing breakfast at 6:00 am that morning. 

       3   Sam told Bob that they were having a big
barbecue for Independence Day the next/
following day. 

       4   Kaitlyn said that she had been to the supermarket
twice that day. 

       5   She told us that Samuel would make his famous
jerk chicken for that night’s dinner. 

       6   Sue said that Sandra hadn’t responded to their
invitation yet. 

       7   Brad told me that Mr Smithers wanted to speak to
me immediately. 

       8   Sarah told Annie that she ran/had run into their
old neighbour the day before/the previous day. 

12   2   didn’t have, “We don’t have any free tables.” 
       3   was opening, “I’m opening my own seafood

restaurant the next/following month.” 
       4   didn’t eat, “Brian doesn’t eat sugary foods at all.” 

13   2   Claudia always says that her grandma makes the
best minestrone soup. (tenses do not change:
introductory verb is in the present tense)

       3   Mary told Sue that she couldn’t make a cake
because she had run out of eggs. (tenses change:
introductory verb is in the past tense)

       4   Our teacher told us that fish and chicken are rich
in protein. (tenses do not change: reporting a
general truth)

       5   Kate said that the shop had promised to deliver
their new fridge by the end of that week. (tenses
change: introductory verb in the past tense) 

       6   Bill said he would have invited Jason to dinner if he
had known he was in town. (tenses do not
change: type 3 conditional) 
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14   1   Clarice asked where the new restaurant that
everyone was talking about was. 

       2   Chris asked Susan if he could borrow some of her
plates for the next/following day’s barbecue. 

       3   Ben wanted to know why that soup tasted funny. 
       4   Nick wondered how he would manage to cook for

ten people on his own. 
       5   Martha asked Helen how long she had been a

member of the gym. 
       6   Pam asked Harry if he went jogging every day. 

15   2   The reporter asked Tom what kind of dishes he
preferred to cook. 

       3   The reporter asked Tom if his life had changed
ever since he started appearing on TV. 

       4   The reporter asked Tom if he was planning to
write his own cookbook. 

       5   The reporter asked Tom what he would do with
the money he had won. 

16   1   how long the gym had been open
       2   if/whether it was/had been expensive to join
       3   if/whether it had a pool
       4   when she would start working out there
       5   how she could find out more about it

17   1   why the gym is closed today
       2   who I can ask about next month’s hiking trip 
       3   if/whether it was easy for you to give up all sugary

snacks 
       4   if/whether you have trouble falling asleep at night
       5   if/whether you’re going to join a fitness class 
       6   that the bakery will be open at this hour 

18   1   Ian advised Ken not to spend so many hours
playing computer games. 

       2   My little brother begged me to let him come to
the festival with me. 

       3   Dina suggested having scrambled eggs for
breakfast. 

       4   The angry chef ordered his assistant to leave the
kitchen immediately.

       5   Mum commanded us to go to bed at once. 

19   1   Mae told us that they could visit us the next/
following week. 

       2   He told me that I had to cut down on caffeine. 
       3   I told Ben that he should start exercising. 
       4   Ann told Liz that she’d save her a seat at the

dinner table. 
       5   Tony said that he couldn’t eat any seafood. 

20    1   urged                3   complained            5   invited
       2   agreed              4   insisted 

21    2   b            3   e           4   a           5   c         6   d 

       2   Ann boasted that she was/about being the best
cook in the house. 

       3   He informed me that the gym would be closed the
next/following day. 

       4   He promised to take/that he would take me out
for dinner that night. 

       5   She refused to lend me her mobile. 
       6   He accused me of leaving/having left the milk out

all night. 

22   1   to help him with dinner
       2   to know who was responsible for that mess
       3   having some chocolate for dessert that night
       4   me to have my friend over for dinner
       5   where she had put her mum’s recipe book
       6   Joanna to bring/if she could bring him some water

23   1   exclaimed that it was a beautiful table setting 
       2   admitted to being/having been/that he had been

the one who ruined/had ruined the surprise
       3   reminded Stephen to pick up some milk on his

way home
       4   apologised to Hugh for not making it to his party
       5   denied leaving/having left the door unlocked
       6   wondered what to cook for the New Year’s party 

Grammar Bank 7 

  1    1   who                  3   which                     5   whose
       2   where               4   why 

  2   2   small town where the Henley Youth Festival is held
is on the River Thames 

       3   Indian girl whose hands and feet are covered in
henna is getting married 

       4   reason why Toby didn’t’ get the promotion isn’t
clear 

       5   finally got a job which/that she really likes

  3   2   who/that (It can’t be omitted), whose (It can’t be
omitted) 

       3   who/that (It can be omitted) 
       4   where (It can’t be omitted)
       5   when (It can be omitted)  

  4    2   where               5   whose           8   (who/that)
       3   which               6   who              9   which/that
       4   (which/that)      7   where         10   who/that 

  5   2   whose, ND (cannot be omitted, comma after
Meryl and after week) 

       3   where, D (cannot be omitted) 
       4   which, D (can be omitted) 
       5   why, D (can be omitted) 
       6   who/that, D (cannot be omitted) 
       7   when, ND (cannot be omitted) 
       8   whose ND (cannot be omitted, comma after son

and after football) 
       9   who D (can be omitted) 
     10    which D (can be omitted) 

  6   (Suggested answers)

       1   respect their privacy
       2   which has lots of shops and exciting things to do
       3   why my big sister is mean to me
       4   which is very stressful 
       5   when people celebrate their achievements
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  8   2   better, the best 
       3   straighter, the straightest 
       4   farther/further, the farthest/the furthest 
       5   faster, the fastest 
       6   more confidently, the most confidently 

  9   2   rounder                     4   later
       3   the sweetest              5   the most cooperative

10   1   the best                               4   respectfully as
       2   older, the more beautiful     5   more quietly
       3   as fast                                 6   easier, easier

11   2   the most important           6   best
       3   more expensive                 7   less 
       4   tastier                               8   more successfully
       5   higher

Grammar Bank 8 

  1   1   an, the, the                       4   the, an
       2   the, -                                5   a 
       3   an, -, the, an                     6   -, - , a 

  2    1   The                   3   a                            5   The
       2   A                      4   the                         6   the

  3   1   a    school                         b   the school
       2   a    bed                             b   the bed 
       3   a    prison                          b   the prison 
       4   a    church                        b   the church 

  4    1   the         3   a           5   the        7   a         9   –
       2   –            4   the        6   the        8   an     10   –

  5    1   geese                6   coaches           11   radios
       2   chefs                 7   monkeys         12   potatoes
       3   salaries              8   dishes             13   wives 
       4   complexes        9   locks               14   oxen
       5   bosses             10   viruses

  6    1   an, some           3   an                          5   some, a
       2   some                4   an, an, some 

  7    1   packet               3   loaf                        5   bar
       2   can                   4   bag                        6   bottle

  8   1   are only found                  6   is
       2   looks                                 7   don’t go 
       3   are going                          8   it costs 
       4   were                                 9   are made 
       5   is                                    10   were sold

  9    1   are                    4   some                      7   is
       2   is                      5   is                            8   are
       3   some, a             6   some, a

10   1   anyone                             6   anything
       2   no                                    7   someone
       3   any                                   8   somewhere
       4   some                                9   nothing
       5   something                      10   everything

11    1   lots                   3   lots                         5   many
       2   a few                4   much                     6   a little 

12   1   any                                      4   How many 
       2   How much, a little, a few     5   little 
       3   few                                      6   much 

13   1   isn’t it                               6   can he
       2   won’t you                         7   didn’t you
       3   has he                               8   will you/won’t you
       4   will you                             9   does he
       5   aren’t I                            10   has she 

 7 Adjective Comparative Superlative 

strict stricter the strictest

delicate more delicate the most delicate 

bad worse the worst 

little less the least

friendly friendlier the friendliest 

conservative
more
conservative

the most
conservative 

sad sadder the saddest 

chubby chubbier the chubbiest
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Vocabulary Bank 1

  1    1   take                  3   have                       5   play
       2   go                     4   do                          6   make

  2   1   stays                 3   plays                      5   takes
       2   spend               4   chatting

  3   a)   a   go          b   do          c   go to      d   play

       b   (Suggested answers)

            I don’t go fishing but I play basketball very often.
I do some chores but I don’t go to the library.

  4   1   son-in-law                         8   half-brother
       2   ex-wife                             9   daughter-in-law
       3   stepson                           10   sister-in-law
       4   half-sister                        11   stepfather
       5   father-in-law                   12   brother-in-law
       6   stepdaughter                  13   stepmother
       7   mother-in-law                 14   ex-husband

  5    1   friend                3   sheep                     5   need
       2   family               4   blood

  6    1   up                     3   after                       5   along
       2   out                   4   after

Vocabulary Bank 2

  1   1   plumber                           6   pet groomer
       2   physician                          7   babysitter 
       3   lawyer                               8   video game tester
       4   carpenter                          9   electrician
       5   chef                                10   make-up artist

  2   1   duties                               6   company
       2   overtime                           7   form
       3   employees                        8   living
       4   hired                                9   expenses
       5   salary                              10   resignation

  3    1   recruited           3   made                     5   gain
       2   running            4   meet

  4    1   earn                  3   provide                  5   formed
       2   work                 4   took

  5    1   took                  3   take                        6   give
       2   set                    4   take

  6    1   to, about           3   for                          5   for
       2   for                    4   with                       6   to

  7    1   j             3   g           5   f            7   d         9   e
       2   h            4   b           6   c           8   i        10   a

Vocabulary Bank 3

  1    1   backpacking      3   cruise                     5   roadtrip
       2   honeymoon      4   arts and culture

  2    1   journey             5   arrived                   9   lost
       2   voyage              6   landed                 10   had
       3   travel                7   took off                11   missed
       4   trip                   8   departed              12   got

  3    1   book                 2   have                       3   go

  4    1   on           2   into        3   by             4   on

Vocabulary Bank 4

  1   1   call, send, post, surf
       2   charge, transfer 
       3   enter, scan
       4   uploaded, download, stream

  2    1   plugged            4   replace                   7   cut
       2   release              5   upgrading              8   Turn
       3   log                    6   shutting                 9   come

  3    1   for                    4   with                       7   on
       2   of                      5   on                          8   in
       3   between           6   in                           9   in

  4   1   industry                            4   artificial
       2   place                                5   invented
       3   searched

Vocabulary Bank 5

  1   1   orchestra, cast                  4   author, screenwriter
       2   scene, stage                      5   usher, conductor
       3   director, producer

  2    1   crew        2   twist       3   based        4   audience

  3    1   in       2   for      3   to      4   into    5   for      6   in

  4   1   literature                           3   music
       2   films                                 4   art

  5    1   off           2   out         3   away         4   down

Vocabulary Bank 6

  1    1   lose                   3   keep                       5   catch
       2   avoid                4   beat

  2    1   passes               3   taken                     5   pick
       2   put                   4   hurt

  3    1   under                3   in                           5   around
       2   from                 4   to

Vocabulary Bank Key
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  4    1   picture    2   fiddle      3   batteries    4   rain

  5    1   lunch       3   bread     5   dish           7   coffee
       2   service     4   table       6   recipe

  6    1   dessert              3   well                   5   beverages
       2   helping             4   bite

  7    1   bills                   3   lean                  5   vegetarian
       2   compliments     4   pan

Vocabulary Bank 7

  1    1   tall                    3   short                 5   freckled
       2   bald                  4   bright               6   muscular

  2    1   married             5   pale                  9   height 
       2   tall                    6   baggy            10   slim
       3   built                  7   sleeveless        11   ponytail 
       4   wavy                 8   sportswear      12   energetic

  3    1   have        2   start       3   get            4   be

  4    1   stays                 3   loses                       5   see
       2   pay                   4   make                      6   changes

  5    1   privacy    2   Bullying  3   rules          4   interests

Vocabulary Bank 8

  1   1   picture                              3   email/message
       2   video

  2    1   contradicting    4   repeat               7   interview
       2   confessed          5   whispering        8   deleted
       3   claimed             6   mumbling         9   persuade

  3    1   with        2   of           3   at              4   to, for

  4   happy: content, joyful, thrilled, glad
       sad: down, glum, blue, unhappy
       angry: enraged, furious, annoyed, irritated
       scared: afraid, terrified, petrified, frightened

  5    1   cloud                3   blood                     5   chin
       2   hair                   4   feet

  6   1   of                      4   with                       7   in
       2   on                     5   to                           8   with
       3   of                      6   about                     9   in
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Presentation Skills Key

Teaching students how to prepare a presentation is a lot like teaching them how to write a composition. You

can follow these steps:

NOTE: You can decide how many and which presentations your students will prepare and

present in front of an audience, depending on their level and the number of teaching hours.

Step 1

Decide on the presentation topic. Remember to take

into account the situation and the target audience. It

is also important to decide on the type and purpose

of the presentation, as this will determine the style

and the language used.

Step 2

Divide the class into work groups, so that they can

collaborate and give each other feedback as they

create the presentation. You can help them decide

which role each student will take: for instance, who

will do the research? Who will write the presentation?

Who will look for visuals, quotations etc?

Step 3

Tell the students to read the texts assigned or

brainstorm for ideas and make notes in their

notebooks.

Step 4

Remind your students about the importance of a

well-organised presentation, which consists of an

introduction, main body and conclusion. At this

point, students should start organising their notes

into spidergrams or diagrams.

Step 5

Have the students start working on the content of the

presentation (expanding their spidergrams/ diagrams

into paragraphs), using appropriate opening, closing

and feedback (if applicable) techniques and including

visuals, music, quotations etc.

Step 6

Ask students to write their presentation script and

submit it to you for feedback. Check for language

(correct use of grammar and lexis), clear organisation

of ideas, appropriacy, style and flow. 

Step 7

Encourage students to use presentation software

(such as PowerPoint® or Keynote®) if they wish to

support and highlight their points and make their

whole presentation more lively. 

[In most types of presentation software, there are

functions that help with the flow of the presentation.

Students can include some animation but should

maintain consistency from slide to slide (the same

colours, logo, types of animation etc on each slide).

Warn students about an excess of annoying effects.

They can also write a few notes under each slide to

help them talk about their topic.]

Step 8

Show how important it is for students to rehearse

first, in front of a mirror, family members, friends

and/or you. One of the best methods is by filming

themselves. This will help them feel more confident

when delivering the final presentation in front of an

audience. Make sure you remind them of the useful

dos and don'ts while giving a presentation.

Students are now ready to deliver their presentation.

Teacher Guidelines
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Presentation Skills 1 – Dream Jobs 

Jobs

• firefighter   

• centre of

London 

• busy rushing

from one

emergency

to another

• doesn’t make a

lot – doesn’t

care (true

reward: helping

people in need)

• spends days

putting out fires/

rescuing people

• demanding career
• feels proud 
• should aim for career

that makes them happy

what he does

  1   a) Type of presentation: informative

        b) Elicit student’s answers using the information from the

model presentation.

        c) Then, ask students to organise their answers in a

spidergram, as shown below: 

feelings 
about job 

what the
job is 

how much
he earns 

• when young, watched

firefighters put out fire

in neighbourhood –

knew that’s what he

wanted to do

• worked hard – became

firefighter at 21 

how he
started

where he
works 

Jobs

• painter   

• travels around

the country

(gets closer to

animals)

• up to

$20,000

a painting 

• creates watercolour

paintings

• capture the spirit of

animals

• lucky to discover

talent at young age

• important to do what

you love / not let

anyone tell you

you can’t

what he does

what the
job is 

how much
he earns 

• drew pictures as a

child – lions and

dinosaurs

• age of ten: entered

art shows 

how he
startedwhere he

works 

  2   Opening technique: using visuals   

       Closing technique: quotation

  3   Feedback technique: polling questions 

       

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from

the text. Then, ask students to organise their answers

in a spidergram, as shown below:  

  5   a) A 2                              B   1

       b) A 1                              B   2

  6   Ss should find a picture of Dylan Scott Pierce and/or

his work.

  7   (Suggested answer)

       Hello everyone. My name is Tom Howard. What is the

perfect job? Is it one that lets you practise your

talents? Or one that helps you make a lot of money?

Well, Dylan Scott Pierce’s job allows him do both. 

       Dylan Scott Pierce works as a painter. He spends his

time creating watercolour paintings that capture the

spirit of animals. As a child, he drew pictures of lions

and dinosaurs and at the age of ten, he started

entering art shows. These days he is travelling all

around the country to get closer to the animals he

paints. He can make up to $20,000 a painting. Dylan

feels lucky because he discovered his talent at a young

age. He thinks the most important thing is to do what

you love and not let anyone else tell you that you

can’t do it. 

       What if you could make money doing what you love?

Not many people have achieved this, but Dylan Scott

Pierce is one of the few who have. 

       Now, in groups of three, talk about Dylan’s job. What

impressed you most about it?  

       Do you have any questions? … Thanks for listening. 

feelings 
about job 
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Presentation Skills 2 – How the Human Body Works

  6   a) Feedback technique: focus groups

       b) Alternative feedback technique: polling question 

       How many of you think that the brain is the most

important organ in the human body? ... Everybody,

great!

  7   Ss should find images/diagrams of the human brain. 

  8   (Suggested answer)

       Good afternoon everyone. I’m Max Thomas. 

       Every one of us uses a special part of our body to

control our thoughts and movements. Which part of

the body is this?... Yes, it’s the brain.

       The brain is the control centre of the body. It’s made

of billions of nerve cells – 86 billion, in fact. The job of

the brain is to send signals to parts of the body in

order to make them move. At the same time, it sends

signals to other parts of the brain to make us think.

       The brain can do this because it is made up of

different parts. The cerebrum is the part that makes

decisions and is where thinking happens. 

       Below and behind the cerebrum is the cerebellum.

This is responsible for the different movements of the

body. 

       Finally, there is the brain stem, which ensures our

basic bodily functions work correctly. It controls our

heartbeat and helps us not get too hot or cold.

       Overall, the brain is a very complex organ that we are

still learning about. It controls all of our thoughts and

movements and makes us who we are! Don’t you

think it’s pretty impressive?

       Before we finish, let’s have a game. Listen to each

sentence. If it is true, stand up. If it is false, remain

seated. First, the brain is made of around a million

nerve cells… No, it’s false. It’s made of 86 billion

nerve cells.  Next, the brain sends signals around the

body…yes, that’s true. Well done everyone!

       Any questions? … Thank you very much.

  1   a) Purpose of presentation: to inform about the

heart

        b) Elicit student’s answers using the information from the

model presentation. Then, ask students to organise

their answers in a spidergram, as shown below: 

  2   Opening technique: addressing the audience & asking

a rhetorical question

       Closing technique: making a statement

  3    Feedback technique: pop-style quiz questions in teams

    

  4   b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from

the text. Then, ask students to organise their

answers in a spidergram, as shown below:  

  5   a) Introduction: A                  Conclusion: B

       b) A 2                    B   1

what it is

what it is
made of

• one of most important

organs

• to pump blood around the body

• to carry oxygen and important

nutrients

left side

right side

• receives blood that

travelled around body

• pumps blood to lungs

for oxygen

• muscle tissue

• pumps blood

around body

again The human

heart

what its 
job is

what it is

what it is
made of

• control centre of body   

• to send signals to

body parts for

movement

• to send signals to

other parts of brain

for thinking

cerebrum

brain stem 

• makes decisions

where thinking

happens

cerebellum

• responsible for

movement  

• 86 billion nerve

cells

• ensures bodily

functions work

correctly

• controls

heartbeat

• helps us not get

too hot/cold

The human

brain

what its 
job is
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Presentation Skills 3 – The Amazing Eye/Ear

  2   Opening technique: using a quotation   

       Closing technique: making a statement

  3   Feedback technique: focus groups

       

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using information from the

text. Then, ask students to organise their answers in a

spidergram, as shown below: 

  1    b) Elicit student’s answers using the information from the

model presentation. Then, ask students to organise

their answers in a spidergram, as shown below: 

  6   (Suggested answer)

       Good morning. I’m Hannah Greenwald. Have you

ever wondered how our ears work? ... How does

sound travel from the air into our brains? ... Let’s find

out together.

       Well, the outer ear – the part of the ear we can see –

collects the sounds. These go through the ear canal

and hit the ear drum, which vibrates and moves some

little bones. 

       There are three bones in the ear. They are called the

hammer, anvil and stirrup. They bump into each other

and help sound move along to the cochlea. 

       The cochlea looks like a snail. Inside it, there is liquid

and nerves. As the stirrup moves, it makes waves in

the liquid. This causes the nerves to move as well.

Then, the nerves create signals to send to the brain. 

       Overall, a each and every part of the ear are important

in helping to understand our surroundings. Our ears

allow us to appreciate the beauty of music and the

voices of our loved ones. But, like all our senses, we

often forget to appreciate our hearing, don’t we?

       Now, let’s make a list on the board with the different

parts of the ear. The letters O, E, B, C and N will help

you. O-uter ear, E-ar canal, B-ones, C-ochlea, N-erves.

Well done!

       Does anybody have any questions? ... Thank you for

listening. 

  5   a) Introduction: A                  Conclusion: B

       b) A 2                    B   1

Tip!

Direct student’s attention to the Tip! box. Explain that this

advice will help them create and deliver more affective

presentations.

how it works

cornea

lens
retina

nerve
• types of light (e.g. sunlight)

enter eye through cornea

• light hits lens

• focuses light onto back of eye

• light hits retina and

sends message to

eye nerve

• contains liquid

• collects light/

sends into

interior of eyeball

• passes message

onto brain

• understand

what we see
The eye

outer ear

ear canal

bones

cochlea

nerves
• part of ear we see

• collects sounds

• hammer – anvil – stirrup

• bump into each other

• help sound move

• looks like snail

• liquid and nerves

• stirrup moves –

makes waves in

liquid

• sounds pass

through ear canal

• hit ear drum

• ear drum vibrates/

moves bones

• nerves move

• send signals to

brain The ear
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Presentation Skills 4 – Human Anatomy

Blood

vessels

• smaller vessels

• thin and narrow

• take oxygen and

nutrients to

internal organs

• larger vessels

• bluish colour

• carry blood

back to heart

• carry blood,

water, nutrients,

chemicals

around body

• three types:

arteries,

capillaries,

veins

what their
job is

  1   a) Type of presentation: informative    

        b) Elicit student’s answers using the information from the

model presentation. Then, ask students to organise

their answers in a spidergram, as shown below: 

types of blood
vessels

what they
are 

• thick, muscular

• carry blood away

from heart to body

arteries

capillaries 

  2   Opening technique: setting the scene   

       Closing technique: asking a rhetorical question

  3    Feedback technique: T/F game 

       

  4    b) Elicit students’ answers using the information from

the text. Then, ask students to organise their answers

in a spidergram, as shown below:  

  6   a) Feedback technique: pop-style quiz questions in

teams

       b) Alternative feedback technique: focus groups

       Okay, so, let’s get into groups and discuss which

type of muscle you think is the most important

and why.

  7   Ss should find a picture of muscles to use in their

presentation. 

  8   (Suggested answer)

       Hello, everyone. My name is Jasmine French. Did you

know that you have around 43 muscles just in your

face? ... It’s amazing! With so many muscles in our

body, it’s about time we learn a little more about

them.

       So what is a muscle? Well, it’s a bundle of elastic

tissue that can get thicker and shorter. Their job is to

help our body perform many tasks, including moving,

talking and breathing! There are three different types

of muscle in the human body: skeletal muscle, smooth

muscle and cardiac muscle.

       Skeletal muscles are also called voluntary muscles

because we can control their movement whenever we

choose to. These are attached to our bones and work

together to help us move our body around.

       Smooth muscles are inside most of our internal

organs, including the stomach, where they help move

food through our digestive system. 

       Finally, the cardiac muscles are only found in the

heart. They are very powerful and they contract and

relax automatically to pump the blood around our

body. 

       All of these different types of muscles work very hard

and help us all move and live. So, as you can see, it’s

the muscular system that helps us all do what we like

and even more!

       Now, do you remember the three types of muscles?

Use the letters S, S and C. That’s right. S-keletal, 

S-mooth and C-ardiac! Great work everyone! 

       Now, does anyone have any questions for me? ...

Thanks for listening.

veins

• small tubes inside body   

  5   a) Introduction: B                   Conclusion: A

       b) A 2                    B   1

Muscles

• inside internal

organs (e.g.

stomach)

• help food move

through

digestive system

• only found in

heart

• very powerful

• contract and

relax

automatically

• many tasks:

moving, talking,

breathing etc.

• three

different

types:

skeletal,

smooth,

cardiac

what their
job is

types of
muscles

what they
are 

• called voluntary muscles

• can move them when

we choose to

• attached to bones

• work together

• help us move

skeletal
smooth cardiac

• bundle of elastic tissue

• can get thicker and

shorter   
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Presentation Skills 5 – A Special Day

  1   a) Type of presentation: ceremonial    

    

        b) Elicit student’s answers using the information from the

model presentation. Then, ask students to organise

their answers in a spidergram, as shown below: 

  2   Opening technique: making a statement

       Closing technique: asking a rhetorical question

  3   Elicit students’ answers using the information from the

text. Then, ask students to organise their answers in a

spidergram, as shown below:  

• beginning of

new chapter

• hope can make

dreams reality

• help from

wonderful

teachers

• constant

support and

encouragement

• happy and proud for

everything achieved

• sad for leaving school

• have yearbooks/

classrings to remind

of time together

how grateful
you are to your

teachers

feelings

who you are

• things changed since first day –

nervously walked through gate

• now confident and mature

what 
you’ve learnt 

at school

future 
plans/wishes

• valedictorian   

A Special

Day

• today, last day together

• important to celebrate

time together

• look forward to what

comes next

• try to realise hopes/

dreams to achieve

• their help encouraged

and inspired us over

years

• couldn’t be

prouder – friends

and I leave school

• take next step

how grateful
you are to your

teachers

feelings

who you are

• was shy/scared of bigger

students

• now older/learnt a lot about

world/myself

what 
you’ve learnt 

at school

future 
plans/wishes

• person who carried

first grader   

• like to say few things

about time together

A Special

Day

  4   a) A 2                    B   1

       b) A 1                    B   2

  5   Ss should find school photos to use in their

presentation.

  6   (Suggested answer)

       Good afternoon all. My name is Maxim Petrov. Today,

we’ve all heard the bell ring for the very last time.

Time has certainly flown by, hasn’t it?

       As the student who carried the first-grader through

the halls, I’d like to say a few things about our time

together.

       We’ve all come a long way since we started here and

we have all the teachers to thank for that. Their help

has encouraged and inspired us over the years.

       I remember being a shy first-grader, scared of the

bigger students. Now, I am one of the oldest students

and I’ve learnt a lot about the world and myself.

       Today is the last time we will all be together. That’s

why it’s important to celebrate the time we’ve spent

together and look forward to what comes next, as we

try to realise our hopes and dreams.

       I couldn’t be prouder than I am at this moment

because my friends and I are leaving secondary school

and taking the next step.

       So, I’d like to wish you all success in achieving your

dreams, no matter what they are! Because as Walt

Disney said, “If you can dream it, you can do it!”

       Thank you all for being here to celebrate this special

day.
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Presentation Skills 6 – Social Etiquette 

  2   a) Opening technique: addressing the audience 

       Closing technique: using a rhyme

  3   Feedback technique: focus groups

  4   a) Students use their own ideas and/or research the

Internet. 

       b) Elicit students’ answers using their ideas and/or

online information. Then, ask them to organise

their answers in a spidergram as shown below:

  1   a) Type of presentation: to describe social etiquette

in the UK    

    

        b) Elicit student’s answers using the information from the

model presentation. Then, ask students to organise

their answers in a spidergram, as shown below: 

  5   a) Introduction: B                   Conclusion: A

       b) A 2                              B   1

  6   a) Feedback technique: a T/F game 

       b) Alternative feedback technique: pop quiz style

questions in teams 

       Now, let’s play a game in teams. The team with

the most correct answers wins. Team A: How

many times do people in Russia kiss their friends?

... Three times, correct. Team B: How can you

show that you’re full after lunch? ... You draw your

thumb across your throat. Correct, again. Well

done!

  7   Ss should find pictures of people interacting socially.

  8   (Suggested answer)

       Hello. My name is Sasha. Look at this picture. It shows

two people shaking hands. But why are they doing

that? ... Well, it’s all to do with social etiquette – the

rules of politeness we Russians have to follow.

       To begin with, when greeting strangers, Russians

shake hands. If it is a person you know well, you can

kiss each other three times on the cheek. Also, It’s

polite to use people’s full names when you don’t know

them. However, many Russians call their friends short

names. For example, Alexandra becomes Sasha. 

       Body language is another important part of showing

your feelings to others. It can make communication

easier. For example, after lunch or dinner, drawing

your thumb across your throat is a way of showing

that you are full. You can use this when you are in an

informal situation.  

       Overall, in Russia, there are many etiquette rules that

we have to follow in almost every aspect of our lives.

Our social etiquette rules help us make friendships

and keep us from embarrassing ourselves in public.

       Now, it’s time for a game. Listen to the statements. If

they are true, stand up. If they are false, remain

seated. When you meet someone for the first time,

you should use their full name ... . That’s correct.

When Russians are full up, they make a thumbs up

gesture … No, it’s false! They move their thumb in

front of their throat. Well done! 

       Does anyone have any questions for me? ... Thanks for

your time. 

Social
etiquette 

body
language 

greetings 

verbal
physical

• first time

meeting –

shake hands

• friend – kiss on

cheek / hug 

• friends –

affectionate

nicknames:

‘chuck’, ‘love’,

‘mate’, ‘dear’ 

• let others know

how feel (e.g. tap

forehead with

finger = thinking

about sth)

Social
etiquette 

body
language 

greetings 

verbal physical

• strangers –

shake hands

• friends – kiss

three times on

cheek

• show feelings

to others

• makes

communication

easier e.g. draw

thumb across

throat – show you

are full (informal

situation)

• when you don’t

know sb – full name

• for friends – short

names (e.g.

Alexandra – Sasha)



Language Review 1

  1    1   Research           3   indoors         5   brain
       2   increase            4   mood           6   concentration

  2    1   positive             3   picks             5   drop
       2   extended          4   ears              6   company

  3    1   c            2   d           3   e           4   b         5   a

       1   window shopping
       2   mainstream fashion
       3   alternative shops

  4    1   stand                3   including                5   copy
       2   appreciates       4   ignored

  5    1   in      2   around       3   of          4   off       5   up

Language Review 2

  1   1   police officer                     4   hairstylist
       2   photographer – b              5   plumber – c
       3   firefighter – a                    6   chef – d

  2    1   work        3   get         5   job            7   long
       2   pressure   4   tight       6   exotic        8   choice

  3    1   bank                 3   rural                       5   rides
       2   parade              4   stalls

  4    1   muttering         3   wages                    6   slide
       2   off                     4   shortly

  5    1   for                    3   to                           5   away
       2   off                     4   out                         6   on

Language Review 3

  1    1   chic                  4   pleasure                 7   endless
       2   experience        5   taste
       3   thrilled              6   breath

  2    1   disappear          4   habitat                   7   destroy
       2   incredible          5   poacher                  8   journey
       3   glance               6   stare

  3    1   boat tour          3   passenger      5   frequent
       2   commentary     4   travel card     6   dinner cruise

  4    1   sorts                  3   wheeled         5   suit
       2   hut                   4   hall

  5    1   up        2   for         3   in      4   for       5   around

Language Review 4

  1    1   controller          4   charge                   7   leg
       2   Click                 5   connect
       3   index                6   Scroll

  2    1   co-founders       3   goal              5   programs
       2   fool                   4   skills              6   pretend

  3    1   e            2   d           3   b           4   a         5   c

  4    1   launched           3   dedicated     5   Navigating
       2   divides              4   housed         6   established

  5    1   balance             3   heartbeat      5   properly
       2   stem                 4   layer

  6    1   to                     3   on                5   out
       2   off                     4   into

Language Review 5

  1    1   conditions         3   characters     5   works
       2   entertaining      4   clerk             6   imprisoned

  2    1   c            2   e           3   a           4   d         5   b

       1   attracts many people
       2   play a musical instrument
       3   performs on stage
       4   became a reality
       5   taken seriously

  3    1   racing               3   backdrop               5   grave
       2   mayor               4   held

  4    1   vibrates             3   tube                       5   bones
       2   outer                 4   create

  5    1   to           2   for         3   up         4   on       5   to

Language Review 6

  1    1   stalls                 4   stuffed                   7   fried
       2   hot                   5   spicy                      8   mashed
       3   cob                   6   dish

  2    1   b            2   e           3   a           4   c         5   d

       1   brain cells
       2   concentration levels
       3   spotty face
       4   heart disease
       5   physical health

  3    1   complete          3   cereal                     5   full
       2   cottage             4   honey
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  4    1   attached           3   digest           5   requires
       2   pumps              4   breathing      6   depends

  6    1   of                      3   aside             5   on
       2   into                   4   in                  6   up

Language Review 7

  1    1   custom             4   milestone      7   scary
       2   prosperity         5   puzzling        8   outsider
       3   significance       6   transition

  2   1   approach          3   ignore           5   strict
       2   develop            4   close             6   break

  3    1   c            2   e           3   b           4   a         5   d

       1   class ring
       2   school uniform
       3   formal clothes

  4    1   Coping             3   flows             5   stand
       2   resisted             4   dreads

  5    1   apart                 3   off                5   out
       2   in                      4   up

Language Review 8

  1    1   shout                3   language      5   throat
       2   crosses              4   fist

  2    1   c            2   a           3   e           4   b         5   d

Suggested Answers

  1   Professor Betts has excellent public speaking skills so
all his lectures are successful.

  2   Electronic equipment gets damaged if it becomes wet.
  3   Deaf people use sign language to communicate.
  4   Although he is an experienced actor, he still suffers

from stage fright before a performance.
  5   Jason’s funny facial expressions made my little

brother laugh.

  3    1   frowning           4   reacted          7   scratched
       2   chattering         5   smiling          8   tapping
       3   rub                   6   indicates

  4    1   phone        4   steaming    7   national    10   cosy
       2   medical      5   harsh          8   loved
       3   ear              6   brave          9   fur

  5    1   received            3   transmission        5 operator
       2   measure            4   experimented     6 distance

  6   1   over   2   up      3   for      4   of       5   to       6   of
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Listening 

Task 1

       A   2        B   6       C   1       D   4        E   7        F   3

Task 2

       A   3             C   2            E   1               G   1
       B   1             D   3            F   2

Task 3

       1   2             3   3            5   1               7   2
       2   3             4   2            6   3

Reading

Task 1

       A   6             C   4            E   1               G   2
       B   8             D   3            F   5

Task 2

  1   A   7        B   5       C   4       D   6        E   2        F   3

  2   A   7        B   6       C   1       D   3        E   2        F   4

Task 3

       1   3             3   1            5   1               7   4
       2   4             4   4            6   2

Grammar & Vocabulary

Task 1

       1   banned                             5   will improve
       2   less                                   6   themselves
       3   do not care                       7   is used
       4   to prevent                              

Task 2

       1   Australian          3   variety                    5   terribly
       2   enabled            4   unusual                  6   magical

Task 3

       1   3             3   4            5   4               7   2
       2   1             4   2            6   1

Writing

Task 1 (Suggested Answer)

       Dear Kathy,

       I was glad to hear from you. What a great idea to
cook for your parents on their anniversary! I'm sure
it’ll be a lovely surprise.

       I cook quite often. The best dish I’ve made is a
chicken curry. It was quite easy and it tasted great.
You could cook this for your parents. It’ll go great
with grilled vegetables and a nice, green salad. For
dessert, you should serve something fresh, like a fruit

salad. All these are easy to cook and delicious!
       Jason's party sounds great! Who else was there? Did

he have it at home or did he hire a venue? Most
importantly, did you have fun? Write back with all the
details!

       Take care,
       Mike 

Task 2 (Suggested answer)

       At present, more and more people are choosing to
leave life in the big city behind and raise their family
in the countryside. However, is the countryside better
than the city when it comes to bringing up children?
In my opinion, the city offers more opportunities to a
child.

       Firstly, children raised in cities have more options.
There are more and different kinds of schools and
more learning and/or entertainment venues, such as
museums. Moreover, a child’s parents are more likely
to find stable employment in the city. As a result, the
parents can ensure an income that will allow them to
offer their child all the comforts and necessities
required.

       However, it is said that city life can be harmful to
children. Cities are polluted and they lack a sense of
community. Raising children in a city forces them to
live away from nature and deprives them of the
opportunity to get to know the natural world around
them.

       Nevertheless, this is not necessarily true. Parents can
ensure that their children get plenty of fresh air and
exercise in the city’s parks. Furthermore, frequent
trips to the countryside make for a fun family outing
and give children the chance to get to know nature.

       In conclusion, despite some disadvantages which are
not difficult to overcome, I firmly believe that
growing up in the city is more beneficial to children.
Besides, the countryside is never too far away for
those who want to give their children a taste of the
rural life. 

Speaking

Task 2 (Suggested answers)

       1   Where will the market take place/Where is the
market going to take place?

       2   On which day and during what times will the
market be open? 

       3   How much does it cost to participate?  
       4   What sort of items can we sell?
       5   Can people under 18 sell goods at the market?

Task 3 (Suggested answers)

  1   I have chosen photo number 1. I took this picture
during the first day of my trip to Barcelona, Spain. In
the picture, you can see my sister and a friend, who
was with us on the trip. My sister is the one on the left
and on the right is our friend. On that day, we had
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decided to rent bikes and ride around the city. It was
a fun, cheap and convenient way to do some
sightseeing. Getting around the city by bike was easy,
as the city has special bike lanes or very broad
sidewalks for the cyclists to move along without
disturbing traffic or pedestrians. As you can see from
the photo, apart from sightseeing we also did a bit of
shopping! I took this photo because my sister, who
hadn’t ridden a bike for years, kept losing her
balance. Luckily, she didn’t fall but she couldn’t
manage to ride her bike in a straight line for more
than a couple of metres! We all thought that was very
funny! The reason why I wanted to show you this
photo is to show you how much fun we had in
Barcelona and perhaps persuade you to come with us
on our next trip there.

  2   I’ve chosen photo number 2. I took this photo two
years ago, when my family and I went to Paris for a
week. What you can see in the photo is one of the
many little cafés you’ll find all around Paris. What is
great about them is that they have chairs and tables
outside. In this way, you can enjoy your coffee or your
snack and watch other people go by. On that
particular day, I was with my mum and we were
waiting for my dad and my brother. My mum and I
had been sightseeing while my dad and my brother
had decided to go shopping. We had arranged to
meet at the café in the picture but they were late. I
was bored waiting for them so I started taking
pictures of everything around me! Actually, the main
reason why I took this photo is that that café is where
I had the best croissants I’ve ever tasted in my whole
life! I thought you’d like to see this picture because I
know you love France and everything French. And
this typical Parisian café is very representative not only
of the city of Paris but of the whole of France.

  3   I’ve chosen photo number 3. I took this photo two
summers ago, when I was visiting my friend in
Poland. It was in early June and I was in Krakow,
where people were celebrating Juwenalia. This is an
annual festival that celebrates students. In the photo,

you can see one of the many parades that were taking
place around the city, as well as the whole country,
on that day. There are people dressed in colourful
costumes performing traditional dances. As you can
see from the photo, people of different ages join in
the fun. In the background, you can see some tourists
just watching the performance in amazement. All this
is taking place in one of the city’s main squares. I took
this photo because it was one of the most enjoyable
days I had in Krakow. There was music, fun and the
dancers were inviting everyone to join them. They
even tried to teach me a couple of steps but I was a
bit embarrassed so I refused! I wanted to show you
this photo because you’ve told me you’d like to visit
Poland at some point because you have relatives here.
So, here’s one of the many things you’ll enjoy if you
ever do decide to visit!

Task 4 (Suggested answer)

       Both photographs show young people taking the
time to relax and do something enjoyable. In the first
picture, we can see a girl watching TV.  She in sitting
on a sofa in the living room of her house. She is
pointing the TV remote control to the screen. Perhaps
it’s time for her favourite programme and she wants
to watch it. Or, she could be channel surfing until she
finds something she likes.

       In the second picture, there is a boy sitting in front of
his computer. He’s wearing headphones and he
seems to be playing a computer game. He is probably
in his bedroom. While both pictures show young
people enjoying their free time, the girl appears to
have a variety of options as to what she can see, while
the boy is focused on his game. Personally, when I’m
home and have some time to spare I prefer watching
TV to playing computer games. The TV gives me a
wider variety of things to watch: entertaining,
educational, informational programmes and so on.
However, I’d get bored if I played the same game for
an hour, no matter how good the game was. 
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Module 1

➢ Exercise 6 (p. 9)

Bill: Hey, Abby, you look upset. What’s wrong? 
Abby: Oh, hi Bill. It’s that brother of mine again. I’m so
mad at him!
Bill: What did he do now? 
Abby: He took my laptop to school with him. MY laptop!
Bill: Oh come on, it doesn’t sound so bad. Your laptop is
OK, isn’t it?
Abby: Yeah, but that’s not the point. He keeps taking my
things without me knowing anything about it.
Bill: Look, I can see how this can be extremely annoying
but you need to think about the whole thing differently.
Abby: What do you mean?
Bill: Well, at least you have a brother to complain about!
And to laugh with, or to share your thoughts with.
Abby: Let’s not go there again, Bill! We’ve talked about this
before. You tell me the same thing every time I’m angry
with my brother!
Bill: I know, maybe it’s because deep down I’m a bit
jealous of you. I’ve always wanted a sibling.
Abby: Bill, I know you’re sad that you’re an only child.
Trust me, though, there are times that I almost wish I was
an only child too!
Bill: I don’t believe that. I know you love your brother.
Abby: Of course I love him! If someone even so much as
looks at him the wrong way they will have me to deal with!
He’s my little brother and I’ll let no one and nothing upset
him.
Bill: Except you, you mean!
Abby: Ha ha! Well, it’s my duty as an older sister to give
him a bit of a hard time, I suppose!
Bill: See? This is what I want. Someone I can form such a
close connection with. I know I’m pretty close to my
cousins, but that’s different. I’d really love not to be alone
when my parents aren’t home. I want someone I can talk
to, share a joke or even argue with!
Abby: I know what you mean. I complain about my
brother getting on my nerves but the truth is I love having
him around. On the upside, your parents have more time
for you, and only you!
Bill: That’s true! And my grandparents can spend all their
money and love on spoiling me, just me!
Abby: What’s all this “me, me, me”? You sound so selfish!
Bill: You know I’m joking! We’ve known each other since
we were kids. When have I ever been selfish?
Abby: Never!

Module 2

➢ Exercise 5 (p. 17)

Laura: Hello?
John: Hi, Laura, it’s John.
Laura: Hey, John! How are you?
John: Not bad, thanks. Listen, I was wondering if you could
give me a hand with something?
Laura: Sure. I’m due at netball practice in about an hour
though. Will it take long?

John: No, just five minutes. I need some help filling in my
CV. I’m applying for a job at a local golf course. I’m
supposed to do it online but my keyboard isn’t working
and I can’t type a thing!
Laura: No problem. Tell me the website and I’ll fill it in for
you.
John: Great! Go to www.prestongreens.com. On the left
hand side you’ll see a link named ‘submit your CV’. Just
click on that.
Laura: Give me a few seconds … OK, got it. Let’s look at
your CV then. (pause) OK, so. Name, John Bishop.
Address, 6 River Close, Hampton.  
John: Rivers, not River. Everybody gets it wrong!
Laura: Sorry! I fixed it. Now, your date of birth. The 22nd
of January.
John: No, that’s Andrew’s birthday. Mine’s on the 21st.
Laura: Oops! The 21st. Done. Now, let’s put in your
telephone number.
John: You remember that, right?
Laura: Ha ha! 6-7-double 8-4-5-3. There we go. And under
education we can put you took your GCSEs at Jameson
Academy.
John: Correct. The only problem is the work experience
section. I don’t have any.
Laura: Well, it’s true you’ve never had a job before, but
you do have experience as a volunteer. 
John: Oh yeah! I volunteered as a park ranger in the local
park this spring planting flowers and cutting the grass. 
Laura: That’s perfect experience for a job at a golf course.
I’ll add that.
John: Now what about personal qualities. I have no idea
what to put! 
Laura: I’ve known you for five years and I’d say that you’re
hard-working, enthusiastic and a good team-worker.
John: Thanks Laura, that’s nice of you to say.
Laura: So there we go, CV finished. Are you happy with it?
John: Definitely! Just press ‘submit’ and we’re all set.
Thanks for the help!
Laura: You’re welcome. I’m off to practice now. See you
soon.
John: Thanks again. Bye.

Module 3

➢ Exercise 5 (p. 25)

Speaker A

I absolutely love flying! It’s amazing to look down and see
the world from above. Everything looks so small and you
can see for miles. I always want to sit in a window seat to
make sure I get the best view. I get really annoyed when I
can’t see anything. In fact, if I could have something
different about aeroplanes, this would be to make the
windows bigger so that everyone can see out of them
better. 

Speaker B

I remember the first time I ever flew in a plane. I was 16
years old and going to visit my family in Poland for the first
time. I didn’t know what to expect. The airport seemed so



big and confusing. I didn’t like the noise of takeoff, and
the plane shook and wobbled alarmingly. But once we
were up in the air, it was like magic! I couldn’t believe I
was really flying! 

Speaker C

The last time I flew, it was terrible. I had to stop over in a
remote airport and change onto a different plane. So, of
course, the airline lost my luggage. I turned up in Canada
without a single possession to my name. It took two days
for the airline to finally find my bag and send it to me, and
in the meantime I had to wear the same clothes. I was
really annoyed, but what could I do? 

Speaker D

I really don’t like flying. I’d much rather get a boat or go
by car. I know that it’s the safest way to travel, but I can’t
help but get scared as soon as the engines turn on. I start
thinking of all sorts of different disasters and I can’t wait to
get off at the end of the journey. It’s a shame really,
because flying can be cheap and it’s definitely fast, but I
just hate the thought of it. 

Speaker E

I’ve never flown anywhere before, but I’d like to. My family
always go on holiday to the beach, which is only an hour’s
drive away, so we’ve never needed to fly anywhere. I think
when I’m older, I’d like to fly all over the world and
explore places. That’s the great thing about flying, you can
get to anywhere in the world in just a few hours. I can’t
wait to try it for myself. 

Speaker F

When I was little, I knew that I wanted to see the world. So
when I became an adult, it made sense to get a job as a
flight attendant. Now I get paid to fly all over the place! I
love working in the airline industry, it’s a lot of fun
spending your days thousands of feet up in the air. I
wouldn’t want to do anything else, I just love the feeling of
flying. 

Module 4

➢ Exercise 4 (p. 33)

Ben: Hi Rachel, I haven’t seen you in ages. Is that a new
smart watch you’re wearing? 
Rachel: Hi Ben! Yes, I just bought it the other day. I saw
one advertised two months ago and I just had to have it. 
Ben: What exactly does it do? 
Rachel: Well, it links to my mobile phone, so it displays
messages and calls on my wrist. It’s really useful. 
Ben: It doesn’t sound like it does anything different from a
normal smartphone, though. 
Rachel: It’s got loads of great features actually. For
example, it can measure my heartbeat, it can tell when I’ve
been sitting down for too long and it tells me to get up
and do more exercise. I can also use it to pay for things in
shops. 
Ben: Really? No way! How does it do that?

Rachel: I just hold my watch up next to a special sensor
near the till and it automatically takes the money out of
my account. No wallets needed! 
Ben: Wow, it sounds great. You must be pretty pleased
with it.
Rachel: Oh yes, I love it! I saved up money from my part-
time job to buy it, so I really feel like I’ve earned it.  
Ben: Maybe I should look at getting one myself. I like the
idea of it helping you to exercise more, I need something
to encourage me to get up and move about. Maybe take
up a sport or something… 
Rachel: You know what? Why don’t you borrow mine for a
couple of days to see if you like it? 
Ben: Are you sure you won’t miss it, though? 
Rachel: Well, I’ve lived without it up till now, I’m sure I can
part with it for a little while!  
Ben: Wow! Thanks, that’s really kind of you!

Module 5

➢ Exercise 4 (p. 41)

Speaker A

The concert was quite good, I suppose, but it wasn't quite
up to my expectations. I actually went to see the same
band three years ago. That was before they were famous. I
am fairly sure that they were better back then! Still, I won
last night's tickets in a competition, so it's not as if I paid a
lot for them. It was a good evening, I guess, but I doubt I'll
be going to see them again. At least, not with my own
money.

Speaker B

It was impossible to book tickets, so we had to turn up at
the stadium and hope there would be some for sale. Well,
there were. The sellers were walking around, shouting out
that they had tickets for sale.  But we found out soon that
the prices were ridiculous! In the end, we had no option
but to pay up. The concert was great, of course, but I think
that the bands should do something to stop people from
selling tickets at such high prices.

Speaker C

Okay, here's what I can't understand: how do the
performers change costumes so quickly? The stage lights
go down, they disappear into the shadows and seconds
later, they reappear in a totally different outfit! I suppose
the costumes are made to come off and go on quickly. It
must be one of the tricks of the trade, and I bet it needs
practice. It's fun though, and always impresses me.

Speaker D

There was only one moment that spoiled it. I couldn't
quite see clearly from where I was, but I think one of the
backing dancers fell off the stage. The concert was paused
for a few minutes and then started again. It's easy to forget
that a stage can be a dangerous place with wires,
electricity and so on. Also, I'm sure the flashing lights can
make it dangerous and difficult to see where you're going.
I hope the dancer wasn't seriously hurt.
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Speaker E

As with all their concerts, the lighting was amazing. There
were red and green lasers and also a giant disco ball. At
several points in the show, there were beautiful fireworks
and an enormous inflatable monster! To be honest,
though, there was so much of this it rather distracted me
from the music after a while. I just wanted to listen to the
performance; I could have done without so much flashing
and flames and so on.

Speaker F

I suppose that the performance itself was quite good, but
that didn't make up for the rest of it. For a start, the show
itself started nearly an hour late …. and it was over barely
45 minutes later! The band played the songs from their
new album, but nothing more. Let's face it, most of us
were there for all their hits from the years before. I think a
lot of the audience felt short-changed by this, and not just
me. The atmosphere among the crowd as we left wasn't
exactly positive. I think I even heard some boos ...

Module 6

➢ Exercise 7 (p. 49)

Amelia: Hi Jack, how are you? 
Jack: Hey Amelia. I’m OK thanks, but I’ve been feeling kind
of tired lately. 
Amelia: Really? Have you been unwell? 
Jack: No, but for some reason I don’t seem to have any
energy lately. I’m so tired in the evenings that I usually just
sit and watch TV. 
Amelia: Maybe that’s the problem. You’re tired because
you aren’t doing any exercise. 
Jack: That doesn’t make any sense. Surely exercise will
make me even more tired?
Amelia: Not at all. In fact, the more exercise you do, the
more energy you will have. Hey, I know, why don’t you
join my gym with me? 
Jack: Hmm, I don’t know. I don’t think I’d like going to the
gym. I’m no good at running and stuff like that. 
Amelia: Nobody is good the first time they go, that’s why
you have to practise! Come on, just come with me once so
I can show you what it’s like. I bet you’ll find something
that you like doing.  
Jack: Doesn’t it cost a lot of money? I don’t really have a
lot of spare cash at the moment. 
Amelia: Lucky for you, there’s a special offer at the
moment. You get your first two sessions for free. Then, if
you like it, you can sign up for a month for only ten
pounds. 
Jack: OK, OK you win, I’ll go with you! 
Amelia: Great, you won’t regret it, I promise. How about
meeting outside the gym at 6pm tomorrow evening? It’s
on the corner of Smith and Nicolson streets.
Jack: Sure. I’ll see you there.

Module 7

➢ Exercise 7 (p. 57)

Speaker A

I’ve never felt that I know it all and my children don’t have
a clue. As a matter of fact, they can come up with some
great solutions to problems that I would never have
thought of. For instance, I joined a gym but found I was
too tired to go there after work. My daughter suggested
going for a workout early in the morning when I was
feeling more refreshed and then going on to work
afterwards. It’s surprising what a difference it makes!

Speaker B

When I was a child we were always taught to be grateful
for everything we received. If you got a present through
the post from a relative, you wrote them a polite letter
back. If your mother cooked a meal, even if it wasn’t your
favourite food, you ate it all up and didn’t grumble. I’ve
tried to teach my kids the same manners but … nothing
doing. Compared with children in my day, today’s kids just
don’t seem to have the same values! 

Speaker C

My father used to always say things like “Your friend Mary
is a much better student than you,” or “You should follow
your cousin’s example and keep your room tidy.”
Comments like that left a lasting impression on me. It
always made me feel dreadful to be measured against
other children. It’s not helpful at all, so I’ve made a point
of not treating my own children like that. I don’t want
them to grow up feeling useless.

Speaker D

My children are both very moody now they’re in their
teens and can get easily upset. I find myself having to be
careful what I say to them. An innocent question like
“Where are you going this evening?” and they think I’m
quizzing them about their private affairs and being a
control freak. Johnny reacts by giving me the silent
treatment and sulking, while Annabel gets angry and starts
shouting. I wish they weren’t so difficult to talk to!

Speaker E

Our two children are both amazing. Their father and I are
both out working all day long. So when Ellie gets home
from school around 4 o’clock she gets on with the evening
meal. When I come home at six all the vegetables are
prepared and ready to cook. It really saves me time. And
Andrew has offered to wash the car on Saturdays for his
father. He does his job so well and responsibly he definitely
deserves the extra pocket money he gets.

Speaker F

Jessica, my daughter, just doesn’t get it when I tell her she
has to study harder. She thinks life is all about having fun
with her friends. I’ve tried to explain how important it is
that she gets good marks but it’s a thankless task. Her
brother Duncan doesn’t take things seriously enough,
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either. He has no idea how to save money. Instead of
saving his Saturday job pay, he just goes out on Saturday
night and spends it all. 

Module 8

➢ Exercise 6 (p. 65)

Molly: Hey Harry, how are you? 
Harry: Hey Molly, I’m good thanks. I’m just on my way to
my sign language lesson, so I can’t stop and chat for long. 
Molly: Sign language? How long have you been doing
that? 
Harry: Not long, this is only my fourth lesson, so I don’t
really know much yet. 
Molly: What made you decide to learn sign language? 
Harry: A new kid started at my school and he has deaf
parents. He grew up using sign language whenever he was
at home. He was telling me all about it and I thought it
sounded cool, so I decided to learn some myself. 
Molly: Wow, that's great! Is it difficult? 
Harry: Well, not yet. So far, I’ve just learned how to finger-
spell the alphabet and a few basic words. I practise at
school with Tom, that’s the new kid I mentioned, and he’s
helped me a lot. 
Molly: Does that mean that you’ll be able to talk to anyone
who’s deaf, from anywhere in the world? 
Harry: Sadly not. Every country has its own form of sign
language, with different gestures for different words.
American Sign Language is totally different from British
sign language, so even though we all speak English, I
wouldn’t be able to communicate with them in sign
language. 
Molly: I had no idea it was so complicated!  
Harry: No, me neither! But now I’ve started learning, I
don’t want to give it up. It’s great fun. Also, it means that I
can talk to Tom at school and no one else can understand
what we’re saying. It’s like having our own secret
language. 
Molly: Well, good for you, I hope you keep it up. I tried
learning French last year, but I was terrible at it. I don’t
think I have the head for learning other languages. 
Harry: If you ever change your mind, you should come to
sign class with me, I think you’d enjoy it. 
Molly: Thanks! Maybe I will!

Further Exam Practice

➢ Task 1 (p. 152)

Speaker A

What I enjoyed most about the festival was a short film I
saw on the giant outdoor screen. It was an animated film
about the life of William Shakespeare. I suppose it was an
attempt to interest children in him, but I enjoyed it as
much as my daughters did, and maybe more. It was well-
written, and it taught me and the kids a lot about British
society in the 16th century that was totally new to us.  

Speaker B

I saw an exhibition of paintings by an artist who had
painted some of the most famous scenes from
Shakespeare, but in a modern setting. For example, there
was a picture of the balcony scene from Romeo and Juliet
that showed Juliet at a window on the third floor of a block
of flats, and Romeo in a communal garden. All the
characters were in 21st century dress too. At first, I didn’t
really like the idea, but eventually I was truly impressed by
the results. 

Speaker C

I was at a drama workshop and there were some theatre
costume and make-up experts there who were
transforming people into Shakespearian characters at their
stall and then taking pictures of them. It was great fun. I
got to dress up as Lady Macbeth. They gave me an outfit,
did my hair and put stage make-up on my face. I felt like a
movie star! I even got to stand in front of the crowd and
say a few lines from her character. 

Speaker D

I often struggle to understand Shakespeare’s language, so
whenever I go to see a Shakespearean play, I prefer to see
one of the plays I studied at school, and Othello is one of
those. The production of Othello I saw at the local festival
last week was simply brilliant! It was an amateur theatre
company, so my expectations weren’t very high. To my
surprise, some of the performances were as good as you’d
see from professional actors. 

Speaker E

I’m a teacher and I took a large group of children to the
festival. When we entered the festival area, we were
greeted by actors dressed like people from the 1500s, and
speaking the English of the time too.  I suppose it was a
good idea, but some of the younger children were quite
frightened by the performers, because they looked and
sounded so different from the adults they know. So they
went back to modern speech for us!

Speaker F

I’ve been involved in the festival since the beginning, and
it’s got so popular that we don’t just perform work by
Shakespeare these days. We also present plays by lesser-
known writers of his era. This year I played a character in a
play by a Spanish playwright called Lope de Vega. We
were confident we could sell tickets for at least two
performances, and they sold out, so we did three.

➢ Task 2 (p. 152)

Amy: Hi Ben, I’m here! Sending text messages again, huh?
You’re always on that phone of yours. 
Ben: Oh, yes. Sorry, I’ll just be a minute, then we can go
out for a coffee if you like. 
Amy: I can wait. Just don’t bring your mobile with you. I
can’t stand it when you’re out with friends and they spend
most of the time sending text messages to other friends. I
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don’t find it polite at all. It shows that they aren’t
interested in what you’re saying. 
Ben: Ha ha, yes that annoys me a bit too. Actually, now
that I think about it, I don’t remember you ever sending
me a text message! 
Amy: I know. I don’t send them very often. They take ages
to write and I can never fit in everything that I want to say
in one text. I think it’s much better to talk to people face-
to-face. 
Ben: Well, I know what you mean, but that’s not always
possible, is it? Some of my friends live on the other side of
the country, so I can’t see them in person very often. 
Amy: I guess not, but then if you can’t speak in person you
should call. It’s much more personal! I love it when my
friends call me for a chat. We can be on the phone for
hours!
Ben: Yes, but sometimes phone calls can be annoying. You
might interrupt someone when they’re trying to do
something important. Or they might be driving or doing
something that needs their full concentration. 
Amy: Well, they don’t have to answer the call, do they?
You can always just leave a voice message if they’re busy.
Ben: But that’s just the same as sending them a text
message, isn’t it? Only it’s a recording instead of a written
message. 
Amy: Err… well OK, I suppose you’ve got a point! Still,
don’t expect to get any text messages from me. I’m going
to carry on phoning you. 
Ben: No problem, I really don’t mind. Anyway, let’s go for
that coffee before it gets too late. Look, I’m bringing my
mobile with me, but I’m turning it off. If anyone calls, they
can leave me a message! 
Amy: Cool. Thanks Ben. Let’s go!

➢ Task 3 (p. 152)

Presenter: Our next guest has done something that many
people dream of – he’s spent time in space. It’s a thrill to
have astronaut Ted White in the studio after six months on
the International Space Station. Welcome, Ted.
Speaker: Good to be here. 
Presenter: Does it feel strange to be back?
Speaker:     It certainly does. Moving around the space
station doesn’t exercise your muscles properly and they
become weak. I used gym machines during my stay, but
even so I feel low in energy. Also, it’s hard to get used to
being on the ground again. I spent half a year looking at
the whole of the Earth from my window. Now, the only
view I have from my house is my garden! Sure, it’s
relaxing, but you can see there’s no comparison! 
Presenter: I guess not! Tell me, do you think space travel is
much less dangerous now than it was in, say, the 1960s?
Speaker: I suppose it is, but remember space vehicles still
aren’t tested as thoroughly as aeroplanes, which fly many,
many times before carrying passengers. It would be very
expensive to do the same with space shuttles. Another
danger is sickness. On a mission there’s usually only one
person with medical training. If he or she fell seriously ill

and died, nobody could treat the rest of the astronauts if
they also developed health problems. 
Presenter: I’m sure loneliness and homesickness are
common problems for astronauts. 
Speaker: Well I didn’t experience those, because I never
stopped being amazed by the experience I was having.
The colours of the world are constantly changing, because
of weather systems. I can’t imagine getting bored with
that. And you don’t have much time to be lonely or
homesick, anyway. There are lots of scientific experiments
to oversee, and lots of daily maintenance tasks to carry
out.  
Presenter: Tell me how your relationship with space began.
Speaker: It was my childhood ambition to go to space.
Growing up in the 1970s, I watched TV documentaries
about the 1969 mission to the moon that included
interviews with the astronauts and it seemed so very
exciting. I applied to join the space programme, and it led
to 20 years of training, which included learning Russian
and how to perform minor surgery. Some people
complete the training then get no more than an office job,
so I feel very fortunate. 
Presenter: Let’s talk a bit about life on board the space
station. Is it true astronauts can’t wash themselves or their
clothes? 
Speaker: Underwear is worn until it falls apart and is then
burnt. It sounds awful, but your clothes don’t touch your
skin as much in space as they do on Earth, so they don’t
get so dirty. The problem is that water doesn’t flow up
there, so it’s not very useful for cleaning things. We can
wash ourselves because the water and soap is sucked out
of the showering area, since it doesn’t fall to the floor.
Presenter: Apart from your friends and family, what did
you miss most about normal life? 
Speaker: Definitely being able to go outside and feel the
wind and the warmth of the sun. I used to dream a lot
about being on boats and swimming in lakes, which I
often do at home, so I suppose I missed the planet’s
natural environments in general – and particularly being in
and on water. 
Presenter: So what’s next for you? Training for another
mission?
Speaker: In the coming months I’ll be working at the
control room that handles communications between the
space station and Earth. You don’t hear so much about the
space experts who work there, but they are heroes too. I
also have a series of talks to deliver at schools and
universities.
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